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LS Mandatory medical tests 

for visitors soon: Obaidi 
Court frees mother of suspected Islamic State militant

By B Izzak

KUWAIT: Health Minister Ali Al-Obaidi said yesterday
that the ministry plans to mandate visitors to the coun-
try to undergo medical examinations to prove they are
free of some diseases. He said that the decision to
enforce the tests is waiting for the approval of the
Cabinet. The minister said that over 144,000 expatriates
underwent medical tests after arriving in the country
last year and that 308 of them were found to be carry-
ing diseases. Expatriates must undergo medical tests for
AIDS, hepatitis and malaria to be able to get residence
permits in Kuwait.

Separately, the criminal court yesterday freed with-
out bail the mother of Abu Turab, a suspected fighter
with the Islamic State group, after she pleaded not
guilty of being a member of the “terror” group. But
judge Mohammad Al-Duaij slapped a travel ban on
Hessa, who told the court yesterday that she went to
Turkey and then to Syria to bring her son back to the
country.

The interior ministry announced earlier this month
the busting of three cells allegedly linked to Islamic
State, one of them a cell comprising the mother and
son. The ministry said they had managed to bring the
mother and the son back to Kuwait in an unspecified
operation. But the duo told the court last week and yes-
terday that they managed to escape from Islamic State
in eastern Syria and return to Turkey, where they
informed authorities in Kuwait.

Abu Turab reportedly cut short his university studies
in Britain to join the Islamic State after his younger
brother was killed while fighting for the group in Iraq. 

Continued on Page 13

ABU DHABI: Swiss pioneer Bertrand Piccard (top right) and Andre Borschberg (top left) pose for a picture
with the team after the Solar Impulse 2, a solar-powered airplane, landed, completing its world tour flight
yesterday in the United Arab Emirates. — AFP (See Page 13)

Solar plane completes epic trip

SAINT-ETIENNE-DU-ROUVRAY, France: The Islamic
State group said yesterday that two of its “soldiers”
stormed a French church and slit a priest’s throat,
the latest attack in a country shaken to its core by
repeated terror strikes. The hostage drama in the

Normandy town of Saint-
Etienne-du-Rouvray comes
less than two weeks after the
truck massacre in the French
Riviera city of Nice, which
killed 84 people and was also
claimed by IS.

Two attackers entered the
centuries-old stone St-
Etienne church, situated on a
calm square in the working-
class town of about 30,000
people, during morning
mass. Sister Danielle, a nun
who was in the church at the

time, said elderly priest Jaques Hamel was wearing
his white cloaks and was at the foot of the altar
when “they forced him to get on his knees and not
move”. “He tried to struggle, he tried,” she told local
radio RMC. “He knew what was happening.” She said
the men were speaking Arabic and shouting and
had “recorded” the attack. — AFP (See Page 7)

French priest 
killed in attack 

claimed by IS

Jacques Hamel
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NOUAKCHOTT: Arab leaders, attending the 27th
Arab Summit in Nouakchott, have acclaimed
Kuwait’s announcement of a plan to host an
international conference on the suffering of
Palestinian children under the Israeli occupation.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah announced at the
opening session of the summit, Kuwait is plan-
ning to host an international conference on the
suffering of the Palestinian children. The pro-
posed event will shed light on Israel’s violation
of the international conventions and norms on
children’s rights, he said.

The Arab leaders have also welcomed the vis-
it paid by Kuwait’s First Deputy Prime Minister
and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah heading a senior Arab and
Muslim delegation to Jerusalem and Ramallah to
show solidarity with Palestinian people.

They shed lights on the Arab and internation-
al efforts to find a comprehensive solution to the
Palestinian cause, especially the French initiative
to hold an international conference for peace
before the end of 2016. The stressed that the
proposed conference should set multilateral
mechanisms to end the Israeli occupation of the
Arab and Palestinian territories since 1967
according to a timetable.

They emphasized their principled support for
the right of the Palestinian people to regain their
inalienable national rights, including the right to
self-determination and the establishment of an
independent and sovereign Palestinian state on
the territory occupied since June 1967. They
warned that the illegal Israeli measures to
Judaize and change Arab character of Jerusalem
risk provoke religious conflict in the region.

The leaders assigned the Arab group in the
United Nations and Egypt, which was currently a
non-permanent member in the UNSC, to work
with other regional and international groups in
the UN to press the international community to
take action against the Israeli violations.

They asked the Arab group to present draft
resolutions to the UNSC to condemn the illegal
Israel settlement activities on the Palestinian ter-
ritories and to provide Palestinian people with
international protection against the human
rights violations committed by Israeli forces.

They reiterated the full support for the efforts
of the State of Palestine to accede to  interna-
tional treaties and organizations. They urged the
International Quartet Group for Peace to recon-
sider its latest report about the situation in the
occupied Palestinian territories. They lamented
the group for failing to differentiate between the
legal obligations of the Israeli occupiers and the
occupied Palestinians.

They criticized the nomination of Israel, the
occupying country, to the presidency of the UN
General Assembly’s Legal Committee. They cate-
gorically rejected Israeli calls for recognizing
Israeli as a Jewish state, and condemned all the
Israeli measure to change the geographic and
demographic status quo of the occupied
Palestinian territories. They urged all Palestinian
parties to intensify their efforts towards reconcil-
iation, national unity and general elections.

Yemen talks
Meanwhile, Arab leaders commended the

State of Kuwait for hosting the UN-sponsored
Yemeni peace talks. Jordanian Prime Minister
Hani Mulqi, representing King Abdullah II, com-
mended His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah for hosting the Yemeni
parties to try to reach a political solution for the
conflict. “We reaffirm our support for the legiti-
macy in Yemen, represented by President Abd
Rabbu Mansur Hadi, and the Arab coalition’s
efforts to support legitimacy, to restore security
and stability and territorial unity of Yemen,” he
said. Iraqi Foreign Minister Ibrahim Jaafari, repre-
senting President Fuad Masum, thanked Kuwait
for hosting the talks with the objective of ending
the fighting and forming a government of
national unity.

Algerian Parliament speaker Abdulqader bin
Saleh, who represented President Abdulaziz

Bouteflika, expressed hope the Yemeni talks
reach an agreement to restore security and sta-
bility in the conflict-ridden country. Sudanese
President Omar Al-Bashir thanked Kuwait for
hosting the Yemeni peace talks, that the Yemeni
government regain control nationwide.
President of Djibouti Ismail Omar Guelleh also
supported the legitimate leadership of Yemen,
welcoming the ongoing peace talks in Kuwait. 

Syria’s unity 
The Arab Summit reiterated support for

Syria’s unity, stability, and safety of its territories
in accordance with Arab League’s charter and
principles. The summit also affirmed full solidari-
ty with the Syrian people in facing the danger-
ous daily violations that threaten their lives.

Meanwhile, it welcomed the international
efforts exerted in creating the appropriate con-
ditions for resumption of the negotiations
between the Syrian opposition and government,
and form a transitional governing body with full
executive power based of the Geneva I
Communique on June 30, 2012.

The summit urged Arab League Secretary
General to continue his consultations and com-
munication with UN Secretary General, UN
Special Envoy to Syria, and all political parties in
order to intensify the efforts toward making suit-
able atmospheres to revive the Geneva negotia-
tion rounds, and approve the steps toward a
transitional political solution for the Syrian crisis.

On the occupied Syrian Golan Heights, the
summit reiterated Arab States’ firm support of
Syria’s just right to reclaim the entire Golan
Heights region to the June 4 1967 border lines. It
also rejected the Israeli settlement activities
inside the Golan, condemned Israel’s incessant
occupation of the Syrian region since 1967, and
expressed full solidarity with Syria and Lebanon
in facing Israeli assaults and threats.

Iran
Meanwhile, the Arab leaders during their

summit called on Iran to stop its policies seeking
to fuel sectarian conflicts and refrain from sup-
porting groups inflaming these conflicts in the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) member states.

In the final communique, the Arab leaders
denounced Iran’s interference in domestic affairs
of Bahrain, Yemen, Syria and the whole region in
general. They lauded Bahrain’s security efforts
which managed to foil a “terrorist” plot last
January and arrest the plotters supported by
Iran’s Revolutionary Guards and Lebanon’s
Hezbollah, which has been designated as a “ter-
rorist” group.

Lebanon has expressed some reservations
about the decision on Iran’s interference in inter-
nal affairs of Arab countries and designating
Hezbollah as a “terrorist” group as Beirut consid-
ers it part of the Lebanese government repre-
senting Lebanon’s people.

As for Iran’s occupation of the three UAE’s
islands: Greater and Lesser Tunbs, and Abu
Moussa, the leaders stressed the UAE’s full sover-
eignty of the islands, supporting it in all peaceful
measures aiming to restore the sovereignty of
the islands. The leaders also denounced Iran’s
violation of UAE’s sovereignty that undermines
stability and security in the region, and threat-
ens international peace and security.

The summit condemned the residential facili-
ties built by the Iranian government in the three
islands with the aim of settling Iranians there,
and Iranian military maneuvers conducted on
the occupied islands, and over territorial waters
and airspace.

The leaders called on Iran to halt such
provocative acts interfering in internal affairs of
an independent and a sovereign state, indicat-
ing that this does not help build confidence
and poses a threat to security and stability in
the region. They asked Iran to show its desire
aiming to improve relations with Arab coun-
tries, stressing that the issue of islands will
maintain at the UN Security Council until Iran
ends the island’s occupation. The summit
stressed that the relations between Arab coun-
tries and Iran should have been based on the
principle of good neighborliness, calling for
avoiding the use of force. The leaders also con-
demned and denounced inflammatory and
hostile remarks made by some Iranian officials
against Arab countries, calling for stopping
such remarks. — KUNA

Arab leaders applaud Kuwait’s plan to host
conference on Palestinian children

Kuwait commended for hosting Yemeni peace talks

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and his accompa-
nying delegation arrived in Kuwait yesterday after heading Kuwait’s delegation to the 27th
Arab Summit which was held in Nouakchott, Mauritania. — Amiri Diwan photo

ISLAMABAD/JEDDAH: The Kuwaiti MP
Hamoud Mohammad Al-Hamdan yes-
terday stressed increased economic
cooperation for the social development
of the Asian region during the two-day
Asian Parliamentary Assembly (APA)
meeting of standing committee on
Economic and Sustainable Development
Affairs in Pakistan’s federal capital
Islamabad.

In his speech, MP Hamdan, who is
heading the Kuwait delegation, said APA
should formulate long term and short
term strategies for achieving goals of
economic development.

The MP lauded the tremendous
humanitarian services by His Highness
the Amir His Highness Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and highlight-
ed the role of Kuwait Fund for Economic
Development in eliminating poverty,
hunger and unemployment. The Kuwait
delegation including MP Hamdan and
MP Dr Khalil Abdullah Abul are attend-
ing the APA meeting.

OIC Chairmanship
In other news, the Uzbek Republic

yesterday took over the chairmanship of
the Organization of Islamic Cooperation
(OIC) after the State of Kuwait mandate
for occupying the post expired. The han-
dover came during a preparatory meet-
ing by the OIC senior staff for the 43rd
Ministerial Council session, due in the

Uzbek capital in October.
Nasser Al-Haim, the State of Kuwait

Assistant Foreign Minister for
International Organizations Affairs’ and
the Designated Minister, reviewed dur-
ing the meeting achievements, made by
the State of Kuwait during the 42nd
round, for serving joint Islamic action.
He greeted the Uzbek Foreign Minister,
Abdulaziz Kamilov, who is taking over
the chairmanship of the OIC Ministerial
Council. The senior staff are scheduled
to discuss, during their three-day meet-
ing, Palestine, the Syrian Golan Heights,
Israel’s occupation of Lebanese territory
and the Middle East peace process.

The agenda includes terrorism, con-
flicts in the Muslim world, namely Syria,
Yemen, Libya and Mali, in addition to
international curbs on OIC member
states, reforming the UN and increasing
number of the UN Security Council
seats. Other topics on the table are dis-
armament, “Islamophobia,” religions’
desecration, setting up new OIC
bureaus, status of Muslim communities
in countries such as the Philippines and
Myanmar, OIC cooperation programs till
2025 and the independent human
rights authority. The State of Kuwait del-
egation taking part in the meetings
includes the General Consul and
Permanent Delegate at the OIC, respec-
tively Sami Al-Rubaiaan and
Mohammad Al-Mutairi. — KUNA

Kuwaiti MP stresses economic
cooperation for Asian countries

NOUAKCHOTT: Kuwait ’s First Deputy
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh
Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah has reit-
erated that Kuwait is doing all in power to
push ahead joint Arab action. In statements
following his participation in the 27th Arab
Summit in the Mauritanian capital, the min-
ister said that His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s
speech in the summit has touched upon all
issues of common Arab interest.

His Highness the Amir has emphasized
the need for intensifying efforts to end
unrest in some Arab countries, defeat ter-
rorists and maintain Arab national security
as well as to promote tolerance and reli-
gious moderation, Sheikh Sabah Khaled
recalled. Kuwait’s top diplomat pointed out
that His Highness the Amir’s speech has
been greatly welcomed by the summit
attendants. He noted the conferees have
also tackled several economic issues,
including His Highness the Amir’s initiative
to found a special fund for financing small
and medium-sized enterprises.

The capital of the fund has growing to
$1.31 billion, the minister said. Sheikh
Sabah Khaled congratulated Mauritanian
government on the success of the summit

organization, expressing gratitude for the
warm welcome to the participating delega-
tions. —KUNA

Kuwait keen on pushing ahead
joint Arab action: Minister

NOUAKCHOTT: Kuwait’s First Deputy
Prime Minister and Foreign Minister
Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah
speaks to reporters following his partici-
pation in the 27th Arab Summit. — KUNA

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem meets with Djibouti’s
National Assembly Speaker Mohamed Ali Houmed. —KUNA

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Ali Al-Ghanim held talks yester-
day with the visiting Djibouti’s National
Assembly Speaker Mohamed Ali Houmed
and his accompanying delegation who
arrived in Kuwait on an official visit. The
discussions between the two sides dealt
with issues of  joint  concern,  diverse
regional  and international  affairs.

Fol lowing the talks,  the Parl iament
Speaker Al-Ghanem held a luncheon in
honor of the visiting delegation. The visit-
ing legislators were received, upon their
arrival at Kuwait International Airport ear-
lier today, by head of the honorary dele-
gation MP Ahmad Lari  and Djibouti ’s
Ambassador to Kuwait  Mohamed Ali
Momen. — KUNA

Parliament Speaker discusses host of
issues with Djibouti’s counterpart

ISLAMABAD: MPs Hamoud Al-Hamdan (left) and Dr Khalil Abdullah (center) rep-
resent Kuwait during the APA meeting. — KUNA

KUWAIT: His Highness the Crown Prince
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
received yesterday at Seif Palace ambassa-
dor of the Republic of Cyprus to Kuwait
Panicos Kyriacou on the occasion of end-
ing his tenure. His Highness also received
ambassador of Austria Ulrich Frank and the
ambassador of Greece Theodoros
Theodorou on the occasion of ending
their tenure.

His Highness also received ambassador
of Tunisia Ahmed bin Al-Sagheer who
delivered a letter from Tunisian President
Beji Caid Essebsi to His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
on bilateral relations between the two
countries. The meeting was attended by
head of the protocol at the Diwan of
Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh
Mubarak Sabah Al-Salem Al-Humoud Al-
Sabah.

Meanwhile, Minister of State for Cabinet
Affairs Sheikh Mohammad Al-Abdullah Al-
Mubarak Al-Sabah received ambassadors
of friendly nations, discussing with them
means of boosting bilateral relations. The
minister’s bureau said in a statement that
Sheikh Mohammad Al-Abdullah hosted,
separately, at his office at Seif Palace the
US Ambassador Douglas Silliman, the Azeri
Envoy Elkhan Gahraman and the Algerian
Ambassador, Abdulhamid Abdawi.

Minister Sheikh Mohammad Al-
Abdullah, during the receptions, expressed
satisfaction at the distinguished level of
the bilateral relations, mutual cooperation
between the State of Kuwait and these
friendly countries, noting his continuous
action to boost these ties in a manner that
serves mutual interests. — KUNA

Crown Prince meets ambassadors

KUWAIT: His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with
Ambassador of the Republic of Cyprus to Kuwait Panicos Kyriacou. —KUNA photos

His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with Ambassador
of Austria Ulrich Frank.
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By Ben Garcia

KUWAIT: Two Filipinos based in Kuwait could
possibly face human trafficking accusations
for allegedly facilitating illegal recruitment of
mostly nurses from the Philippines. The two
promised to deliver visit visas and jobs to
their clients after they take the ministry exams
in Kuwait, but months passed and no visit
visas arrived. Several of these nurses went to
the Philippine Overseas Employment
Administration (POEA) in Manila to lodge
complaints against the Kuwait-based
recruiter. The local recruitment agency, repre-
sented by two Filipino recruiters, also enticed
and promised several Pinoy nurses working at
private hospitals and clinics here Ministry of
Health jobs in exchange of KD 2,500-KD 3,000,
while nurses from Manila were asked to pay a
placement fee of up to KD 5,500. 

The two recruiters, Mia Gerardo
Buenavidez and Gerry Brioso, were sum-
moned by the Philippine Embassy in Kuwait,
but only Brioso showed up. Philippine Labor
Attache to Kuwait Cesar Chavez said the
recruitment schemes are illegal and not per-
mitted by POEA, besides the fact that there
are no jobs available for Filipino nurses in the
Ministry of Health. 

Brioso argued there’s nothing wrong about
the scheme because they have been conduct-
ing job recruitment activities as per Kuwait’s
law. “But you are dealing with Filipinos and I
am in charge of protecting our kababayans
(countrymen). This system must stop immedi-
ately and I order my staff to withhold all your
transactions with regards to the activities of
your company with our countrymen,”
responded Chavez.

In separate interview with Buenavides, she
rejected claims that she was recruiting nurses
for the ministry job.  “I am not recruiting any
nurses to work with the MoH,” she said. “We
only perform operations as a recruitment
agency for laborers going to another agency.

Nothing else. We have other deployment. As
for the rest, I don’t know about them.”

KD 5,500 fee
The scheme enticed Filipino applicants to

use their facilities in exchange of a KD 5,500
placement fee or a down payment of at least
KD 750. Many applied because the Ministry of
Health (MoH) salary is traditionally higher
than private companies. The recruitment

company promised to facilitate Ministry of
Health exams when they entered Kuwait.
Those who pass the exams may apply and can
work at the MoH, the recruiters promised. 

According to Chavez, these processes are
illegal and the mere promise of a job or get-
ting a job after passing the exams are not
being tolerated by the Philippine labor office.
“The two recruiters are candidates for human
trafficking and illegal recruitment because we
do not allow our workers to be recruited from
Manila without employment contracts,”
Chavez explained. 

“I already advised them to stop recruiting
because complaints are now pouring in at the
POEA. Although they are not officially filed at
the POEA, this activity is illegal, so I urged
them to stop,” he said. “I already suspended
their documentation operations here until
issues and concerns are addressed according-
ly,” he told reporters. 

Not permitted
The embassy told Kuwait Times that once

the complaints reach the POEA, the embassy
will have to file administrative or criminal
charges against the agency. He said recruit-
ment through visit visas is not permitted any-
way. “There must be a reason or hope for a job
at least. Kuwait is not a tourism hub but a
business destination, so this local recruitment
company is facilitating their applications and
giving hope to applicants, They will arrive
through hotel visas and take the exams. Again
in the eyes of the Philippine government, this
scheme is illegal - there is  expectation of
employment, so the labor department is
against it. We have already called the atten-
tion of POEA over this scheme,” he said. 

He called upon Filipino nurses not to be
swayed by the illegal recruiter. “There are no
job orders from the ministry of health, so do
not believe there is a job waiting for you here
when you apply for a visit visa. The salary of
the Ministry of Health is very attractive, but if
you are working somewhere else and if they
promised something, do not be persuaded,
do not resign, respect your contracts with
other companies and do not enter into this
transaction. From the start they operate in
bad faith, so do not deal with illegal recruiters.
Find a company affiliated with the POEA,”
Chavez said.  Brioso and Buenavidez are now
being investigated by the POEA’s anti-illegal
recruitment division in Manila. The Philippine
Labor Office in Kuwait has also imposed docu-
mentary suspension against the two Pinoy
recruiters.

Two Filipinos in Kuwait face

human trafficking accusations

Duo facilitated illegal recruitment of nurses from Philippines

Philippine Labor Attache 
to Kuwait Cesar Chavez

Damage is seen on the camera.

The suspect’s vehicle is impounded.

KUWAIT: This handout photo released
by the Interior Ministry yesterday shows
a woman was arrested for prostitution.

Motorist arrested for

damaging traffic camera

Prostitute on tourist visa caught
By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Traffic detectives arrested a
Kuwaiti man named Ghanim Furaih
Rashid, who damaged a traffic camera on
Sixth Ring Road. The ministry’s relations
and security information department
said the suspect appeared in a video clip
on social media, showing him damaging
the camera.

Prostitution
Meanwhile, the department said in

another statement that a woman was
arrested for prostitution. Tips were
received that the Polish woman came
to the country on a tourist visa and
used social media to make deals with
her customers through an international
telephone number. The woman was
arrested in a hotel and confessed to

having sex for money. She also had cer-
tain objects she used during her acts,
and had transferred KD 3,000 to her
country. She was sent to concerned
authorities.

KUWAIT: Minister of Information and Minister of State for Youth Affairs Sheikh
Salman Sabah Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah meets with chief of Kuwait Fire Service
Directorate (KFSD) Yousef Al-Ansari.— KUNA

KUWAIT: Minister of Information and
Minister of State for Youth Affairs Sheikh
Salman Sabah Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah
yesterday discussed with chief of Kuwait
Fire Service Directorate (KFSD) Yousef Al-
Ansari means of cooperation in the media
field. Sheikh Salman Al-Humoud stressed
the importance of highlighting the efforts
of firefighters in protecting the people and
their properties from fire hazards. He
added that the Ministry of information will
work together with KFSD in delivering cau-
tionary messages to the public since media
outlets are reachable and play a major
awareness role.

Separately, Sheikh Salman lauded the
substantial role played by Kuwait Labor
Union in addressing workers’ issues.
Minister Sheikh Salman hailed the union
for helping the workers cope with their
hardships. He was speaking during a meet-

ing with the federation chairman, Salem Al-
Ajmi, and members of the union.

Government and grass-root institutions
are complementary, as they serve the
homeland, he said, expressing readiness to
boost cooperation with the union and oth-
er national establishments. He also met
Faisal Al-Sawwagh, head of the Electronic
Media Union, where Sheikh Salman
affirmed that this media-communication
sector has become very much influential,
particularly among the youth; thus “the
need has arisen to regulate it.”

The minister also expressed readiness to
take into consideration any views with
respect of implementing the recently-
issued e-media law, affirming the “official
and private media are partners in broad-
casting the responsible information mes-
sage in a manner that serves the homeland
promotion.” —KUNA

Info Ministry, KFSD

discuss cooperation

Minister lauds labor union’s role 

Kuwait to witness meteor shower 

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s sky will be illuminated by a
strong Delta  Aquarids  meteor  shower on
Thursday, with about 15 to 20 meteors falling per
hour, announced the Administration of Space
Science and Astronomy of the Kuwait Science
Club (KSC). The Delta Aquarids occurs yearly dur-
ing mid-July until mid-August, Director of the
department Bader Al-Omirah said. Delta Aquarids
will reach its peak Thursday where it can be clear-
ly seen from midnight until just before sunrise
Friday. Once the meteor shower stops, it leaves
behind a glowing trail of methane gas for a mere
one or two seconds. Omirah added that Delta
Aquarids was given its name because the mete-
ors fall from the constellation Aquarius. This phe-
nomenon occurs as a result of a sungrazing
Comet 96P Machholz breaking up and the earth
passing through it. — KUNA

UN representative praises Kuwait

N E W  YO R K :  Egypt ’s  UN representat ive
expressed gratitude to Kuwait’s support of Iraq,
especially with its decision of postponing the
remaining amount of compensation until 2018.
This was at an open meeting held at the Security
Council where the 15-members decided unani-
mously  to  ex tend the  mandate  of  the  UN
Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) until July 31,
2017. Emphasizing the importance of the stabili-
ty and security of Iraq for the people of lraq, the
region, and the international community, the
Japanese-led Council adopted resolution 2299
deciding further that the Special Representative
of the Secretar y General  and UNAMI,  at the
request of the Government of lraq, shall contin-
ue to pursue their mandate as stipulated in reso-
lution 2233. — KUNA

News
I n  b r i e f

Hasawi to sell
Nottingham Forest

LONDON: Owner Fawaz Al-Hasawi has told the BBC he
hopes the takeover of Nottingham Forest will happen
in the next month. The BBC also reported that Greek
shipping magnate Evangelos Marinakis, who also owns
Olympiakos, could be the potential buyer. Hasawi says
he is awaiting Football League clearance for the deal.
Forest have said they will not go into detail about
potential investors. It is understood that Kuwaiti busi-
nessman Hasawi, who purchased the club in 2012, will
remain as chairman and still own 20 percent.

Arabsat expands services

DOHA: The Arab Satel l i te Communications
Organization (Arabsat) is executing a strategy aimed
at expanding scope of its transmission and acquiring
companies that operate in the space communication
realm. Hamid Habib Al-Gattan, Undersecretary of the
Ministry of Communication, who doubles as Arabsat
Deputy Board Chairman, said the expansion scheme
(2020) covers upgrading “Badr-6” satellite at the 44.5
degree east location, for coverage in West Asia, East
and Central Africa. The upgrading process will cost $
350 million. Meanwhile, Buthaina Ibrahim Al-Sbayee,
the Kuwait i  Ministr y of  Communication
Undersecretary, said the Arabsat administration is
pondering prospected acquisition of a number of
satellites and companies in the field. — KUNA

GENEVA: Kuwait is committed to the UN
Convention against Torture through the
development of policies preventing all
forms of maltreatment of human beings, a
Kuwaiti diplomat said yesterday. Briefing a
meeting for the members of the conven-
tion, Kuwait’s permanent delegate to the
international organizations and UN head-
quarters in Geneva Ambassador Jamal Al-
Ghunaim said that Kuwait’s policies regard-
ing efforts against torture were in line with
international laws and norms.

Kuwait is keen on fulfilling its obligation
against the spread of torture and inhu-
mane acts, said the Kuwaiti diplomat,
affirming that this attitude stemmed from
his country’s utmost support for human
rights. Amongst the Gulf state’s efforts to
combat torture were the establishment of
the National Diwan for Human Rights and
the Public Anti-Corruption Authority
(PACA) in 2015 and 2016 respectively, con-
sidered as crucial steps towards developing
human rights in Kuwait, noted Ghunaim.

On the regional and international levels,
Ambassador Ghunaim said that the forma-
tion of a human rights bureau under the
supervision of the Foreign Ministry was
another indication of Kuwait’s strong com-
mitment to anti-torture measures.

Laws within the Kuwaiti constitution
pertaining to the protection of children,
laborers, women, immigrants and other
sectors of society all focused on upholding
human rights values, said the Kuwaiti
diplomat, adding that his country was
revising and developing laws and legisla-
tions to further protect all individuals with-
in the society.

Ambassador Ghunaim affirmed that
Kuwait will work with regional and interna-
tional partners to prevent all acts of torture
and other violations of human rights,
stressing that the current briefing was in
line with the State of Kuwait’s commitment
to such causes. The UN Convention against
Torture was adopted by the UN General
Assembly on December 10, 1984. —KUNA

Kuwait briefs UN meeting

on its anti-torture policies

Dive team lifts three tons

of waste from Garooh Island

KUWAIT: Kuwait Dive Team  (EVF), lifted
three tons of waste and neglected materi-
als in the coral reefs of the southern Island
of Garooh. The team, which is affiliated
with the Environmental Voluntary
Foundation, used air bags to lift the waste
without damaging the coral reefs, team
leader team Waleed Al-Fadhil said yester-
day. He added that the diving team usually
combs all coral reef areas in Kuwait, within
the framework of the coral reefs protection
initiative.

Meanwhile, Interior Ministry’s Assistant

Undersecretary for Sea Borders Security
Affairs Major General Zuhair Al-Nasrallah
said that the lifting operation took place in
coordination between border coast guards
security and the diving team, stressing that
protecting Kuwait ’s environment is a
“national duty and corporate responsibili-
ty.”  He added that the role of border coast
guard security is not limited to the protec-
tion of territorial water, but includes the
security and safety of the marine environ-
ment, urging the citizens and residents to
protect the islands. —KUNA

The stone that the suspect used to dam-
age the camera.



Amir condoles
Saudi King

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah sent a cable of
condolences to Saudi King Salman bin
Abdulaziz on the death of two Saudi airmen in
a helicopter crash in Yemen Monday. His
Highness the Amir extended deepest condo-
lences for the passing away of a flight
Lieutenant and a flying officer while during
their duty, and praised to Allah the Almighty to
bestow his blessing upon them. — KUNA

Speaker commends
Amir’s speech

KUWAIT: Parliament Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem com-
mended His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s speech before the 27th Arab
Summit, held in the Mauritanian capital, Nouakschott,
on Monday. His Highness the Amir’s speech reflected
the international security situation, threats against the
worlds topped by terrorism, Ghanem said in a press
release. He commended the Amir’s announcement that
Kuwait would be hosting a conference on education in
Somalia, and another on the Israeli violations against
Palestinian children. — KUNA

Minister meets 
KUNA officials

KUWAIT: Minister of Information, Minister of
State for Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-
Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah met yesterday with
Board Chairman and General Director General
of Kuwait News Agency (KUNA) Sheikh Mubarak
Al-Duaij Al-Ibrahim Al-Sabah and board mem-
bers of the national news network. The Ministry
of Information puts its resources at KUNA’s dis-
posal ‘for the sake of realizing the planned
objectives’ in the national media sector, the
minister pledged during the meeting. — KUNA

Photo
o f  t h e  d a y

In Brief

KUWAIT: A pair of Bulbul birds taking shelter from the scorching heat in Kuwait. — KUNA photo
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WASHINGTON: The Kuwait-America
Foundation (KAF) has marked its 25th
anniversary and held a prize-giving cer-
emony for 50 winners of the ‘Do the
Write Thing’ Challenge Program (DtWT).
The ceremony, held Monday evening,
was attended by Kuwait’s Ambassador
to the United States Sheikh Salem Al-
Abdullah Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, KAF
Chairman and former education minis-
ter Hassan Al-Ibrahim, KAF Deputy
Chairman Fawzi Al-Sultan.

The number of students partaking in
the contest has been growing, this year
nearly 70,000 students from across the
United States have contributed to the
event, Ibrahim said. He added that the
jury has chosen 50 students as winners
of this year’s edition. In addition to the
KAF’s honoring, winners will get a flight

ticket to Washington where KAF will
organize meeting for the students with
congress and senate members as well as
judges in the Supreme Court.

The ‘Do the Write Thing’ Challenge
Program (DtWT) is a unique education
program designed to give middle school
students an outlet to communicate in
classroom discussions and written form
how violence impacts their daily lives.

In addition to exposing the causes
and impact of violence, students are
asked to identify what they will do to
address these problems. By emphasizing
personal responsibility, the challenge ulti-
mately seeks to empower young people
to reduce violence in their communities.

Valuable program
Recognized by educators, juvenile

courts and police forces as a valuable
program, the challenge works with stu-
dents in more than 30 communities.
Since its inception, it is estimated that
nearly 1.6 million students have partici-
pated in the ‘Do the Write Thing’
Challenge.

More than 675,000 of these students
have accepted the challenge by making
a written personal commitment not to
engage in violence and by preparing
writings on the causes of and solutions
to youth violence. Their words have
motivated thousands of adults across
the country to volunteer their services
to the program.

Meanwhile, Ibrahim asked Kuwaiti
people to show more support to KAF
and its activities to cement relations
between Kuwaiti and American people.
The Kuwait-America Foundation (KAF)
was established in May 1991 in
Washington, DC as a charitable organi-
zation. Its mission, inspired by Kuwait’s
liberation by Allied Coalition forces in
the Gulf War, is to express gratitude for
American sacrifice during the Gulf War
and strengthen ties among the peoples
of the two countries.

Since its beginning, KAF has acted as
the catalyst for a wide range of events
and programs. However, it has particular-
ly focused its resources on education,
cultural exchange and programs for
youth and disadvantaged persons.  All
KAF events and programs communicate
the sincere desire of the people of
Kuwait to have a lasting and strong rela-
tionship at a grass-roots level with the
United States.— KUNA

KAF marks 25th anniversary,
honors contest winners

Ambassador to the United States Sheikh Salem Al-Abdullah Al-Jaber Al-Sabah honors a winner.

WASHINGTON: Kuwaiti Ambassador to the United States Sheikh Salem Al-
Abdullah Al-Jaber Al-Sabah speaks during the ceremony. — KUNA

ANBAR/IRBIL: A new batch of relief aid has
been delivered to displaced Iraqi families in
Anbar, Kuwait Red Crescent Society (KRCS)
announced yesterday. KRCS’ Chairman Dr Hilal
Al-Sayer said that some 5564 food baskets
have been distributed to displaced families in
camps scattered across Anbar, adding that the
aid aims to mitigate the misery of families.

Moreover, Sayer asserted that KRCS
would remain steadfast in its aid of these dis-
placed families, irrespective of their loca-
tions. He thanked His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah in
his efforts to alleviate  the suffering of needy
people around the world. According to gov-
ernment data, more than two million dis-
placed families are languishing in camps
across the region. 

Meanwhile, Kuwait General Consulate in
Irbil has overseen distribution of a new dis-
patch of relief supplies, provided by KRCS, to
displaced Iraqi families in Kurdistan. Musaed
Al-Klaib, the charge d’affaires of the General
Consulate, said in a statement yesterday that
the diplomatic mission supervised delivery
of clothes to the relocated Iraqi families that
had fled Ninawa and Salah-Eddine gover-
norates, noting that it was heeding His
Highness the Amir’s guidelines, the UN-des-
ignated Humanitarian Leader, for aiding the
violence affected Iraqis.

Yousef Al-Mearaj, head of the KRCS field
team, said the batch was the eighth to be
given by Kuwait to those in need in
Kurdistan. The KRCS had already handed
over relief supplies to displaced families in
Al-Sulaimaniah, Al-Anbar, Al-Falloujah and
Salah-Eddine. The State of Kuwaiti started its
humanitarian campaign in Iraq last year,
where 80,000 food parcels were handed over
to the displaced people in Kurdistan.  Since
start of this year, 45,000 food packages had
been provided to the needy in several Iraqi
Kurdish regions. — KUNA

KRCS delivers relief aid
to displaced Iraqi families
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KUWAIT: Officials in Kuwait have made significant progress on
long-awaited upgrades to Kuwait’s International Airport (KIA) by
signing a $4.4 billion contract to kick-start construction on a new
terminal. Industry stakeholders are optimistic over the KIA expan-
sion, with the recently signed contract indicating the govern-
ment’s intention to deliver new aviation facilities to meet rising
demand, as part of the broader goals outlined in the Kuwait
Development Plan (KDP) 2015-20.

New terminal moves ahead
In late May, Ali Al-Omair, Minister of Public Works, announced

the government had signed a contract for KIA’s new terminal with
Limak Construction, part of Turkey’s Limak Group. The announce-
ment brought an end to the political gridlock that had postponed
progress on the new terminal, which had also seen a re-tender
process in 2015 after initially being awarded in 2014.

The terminal is expected to increase passenger capacity from
the current seven million per year to 25 million by 2022. Kuwait’s
Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) estimates that future
development could eventually bring total passenger capacity at
KIA to 50 million. Slated for completion in 2022, the new terminal
will accommodate all types of aircraft at 51 gates, an increase from
the airport’s current 21 gates, and will also be able to serve 21
Airbus A380 jumbo jets at the same time, according to Omair.

The new terminal will have five levels - one below ground and
four above ground - with 120 check-in counters and a baggage
system capable of handling 2930 pieces of luggage per hour. The
expansion is expected to offer significant benefits for the industri-
al sector, with more than one million cubic meters of concrete and
over 100,000 tons of steel required for the terminal’s construction. 

To facilitate access to the new terminal, a new road will be con-
structed connecting to the King Faisal Motorway 51 and the 7th
Ring Road. Additional plans are under way for a new metro line
connecting Kuwait City Centre with the airport, which is located

15 km outside of town. Kuwait’s low-cost airline Jazeera Airways’
plans to build a terminal were put on hold in 2014, with limited
development on the project reported until recently. However, in
mid-July the carrier was granted approval by the Kuwait Council
of Ministers for the land needed to build the dedicated terminal as
well as parking lots at KIA. The investment is valued at KD14 mil-
lion ($46 million) with an expected construction phase of 15
months, according to press reports.

Rising volumes
To accommodate increasing passenger and air traffic, Kuwait’s

DGCA has signed a raft of aviation deals recently, including air
transport agreements with the UAE and Turkey. New routes are
also servicing the country. In 2014 Philippine air carrier Cebu
Pacific Air launched a Manila-Kuwait route, and in 2013 Kuwait
resumed flight services with Iraq for the first time since 1990.

The number of scheduled aircraft movements at KIA rose from
37,166 in 2004 to 83,443 in 2014, while passenger volumes
increased from 4.8 million in 2004 to 10.1 million in 2014, accord-
ing to the Kuwait Central Statistical Bureau (KCSB).

Since 2013 high air traffic volume has made it necessary for
some passenger flights to divert to the Sheikh Saad Al Abdallah
General Aviation Terminal near KIA, which is generally reserved for
private aircraft, as well as flydubai flights, the only commercial air-
line to exclusively use the terminal.

A broader program
The KIA expansion project falls under the KDP framework,

which aims to direct major investments into transport and logis-
tics infrastructure with the goal of establishing Kuwait as a region-
al trade and financial center. Enhancing air and sea links to
improve connectivity with the region and further afield is a major
priority of the state as a mechanism to drive non-oil economic
growth. — Oxford Business Group

Kuwait gives green 
light for airport 

terminal construction
Project to increase capacity to 25 million by 2022

South Mutla
project solution

to Kuwait’s 
housing dilemma
KUWAIT: The South Mutla City project is considered a
key solution to the growing housing dilemma and high
rent rates in Kuwait. The project, approved by the legisla-
tive and executive authorities, aims at providing Kuwaitis
with housing in a short period of time.

In several interviews, most citizens view the project as a
beacon of hope for their dreams in owning a house in the
near future. Accompanying the project is a network of new
highways and roads which the citizens deem as a solution
to the traffic congestion problem plaguing the country.

Lowering rents
Professor of media at Kuwait University (KU) Dr

Mahmoud Al-Hashimi said that he hoped that the South
Mutla City project will help not only in solving the hous-
ing problem, but also in lowering the high rent rates in
Kuwait. The project will help in the expansion of residen-
tial areas into the vast desert, said Dr Hashimi. The aca-
demic expressed hopes that previous mistakes in con-
structing older housing projects will be avoided in the
South Mutla.

For Kuwait University student Khaled Ahmad, the
South Mutla project will be beneficial for the new gener-
ation in terms of decreasing the worries over where to
live in the future. The involvement of well-established
international companies in the project says a lot about
the authorities’ keenness on the success of South Mutla,
said the student. The South Mutla project must provide
topnotch services for the dwellers of the city, said Ahmad
who expressed high hopes for the project’s success.

Great incentive
Similarly, government employee Mishari Al-Fassam

said that the geographical location of the project, which
is slightly above sea level, was considered as a great
incentive for those eager to live there. According to him,
those applying to live there are between the ages of 30
to 45, making the city the youngest age demographic-
wise. Other interviewed citizens hoped that the project
would provide more incentive for future dwellers of the
city, proposing that each house should be built at an area
of roughly 600 to 800 square meters.

The South Mutla City project is expected to house a
population of 400,000 citizens with some 30,000 housing
units to be constructed. A number of 12 suburbs are
expected to be built along with various public facilities
such as schools, mosques, and so on. The project is 40
kilometers away from Kuwait city and is located north-
west of Jarha city. — KUNA

Smart schools
to be opened

soon: Ministry
KUWAIT: The Ministry of Education is to open many
smart schools in the future where they use technol-
ogy platform as a medium between different loca-
tions, such as school and home, without comprising
the quality of education. The Minister of Education
and Higher Education Dr Bader Al-Essa told the
press yesterday that these smart schools will drasti-
cally improve education in the country. He made
this remark after opening a smart school (Um
Kalthom bin Oqba) in Eshbilya area.

The opening of this school was carried out before
its designated dateline which was supposed to be in
October 2016; many more schools will be opened
before the school year starts, the Minister said. He
added that KD 2.9 million was put into carrying out
this smart schools project. A smart school is one that
uses a technology platform as medium on which dis-
tance learning and specific teaching expertise are
made available to remote locations including the
home, without compromise to the quality of informa-
tion transfer and certified teaching methods devel-
oped locally, regionally or internationally. — KUNA
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Crime
R e p o r t

Technician arrested for
facilitating abortion

KUWAIT: An Indian man was not satisfied with
his job as a technician in a company, so he took
upon aborting women who got pregnant out of
wedlock, with tens seeking his service. Tips
about the man’s activities reached Director
General of Criminal Detectives Brig Mohammad
Al-Sharhan, who asked Qairawan detectives to
find out what was going on. They found out that
his visa was of a technician, but he instead used
a flat in Hawally to carry out his illegal practice.
An undercover agent was sent and he agreed to
abort a girl, then detectives raided the flat and
arrested the suspect, who had 1,050 tablets
used for abortions, 483 empty syringes and 600
ampules. He said his salary was not enough, and
this abortion practice brought him large
amounts. Some of the women who utilized his
services were summoned.

Airport officer insulted

An Egyptian man was sent to Jleeb Al-
Shuyoukh police station at the orders of
Kuwait International Airport’s Director Brig
Waleed Al-Saleh for insulting a public
employee, a security source said, as securi-
ty measures at the airport prevent people
from entering to reduce crowding inside
the airport. When a policeman asked why
he wanted to go inside, the suspect retort-
ed “I ’ l l  do as I  l ike”,  then insulted the
policeman.

Drugged man caught

A citizen who had consumed too much
drugs entered an off-limits area for a walk,
and ended up with Hawally police arresting
him. Policemen spotted the man in the area
in Salwa, so they stopped him and found
out he was under the influence. He also had
drug paraphernalia with him. He was sent to
state security. — Al-Anbaa

Article 12 of Kuwait constitution says: “The state
shall maintain its Islamic and Arab heritage and
shall share in the path of civilization and

humanitarianism.” The constitution gave this patriotic
mission to the “state”, that is the government, National
Assembly, civil society establishments and individuals,
so the protection of heritage is protection of the coun-
try’s history, its past and development, and a protec-
tion of what our grandfathers and fathers have done.

So, we get surprised every now and then with the
unjustified demolition of old schools and ancient
mosques that have been there for decades and wit-
nessed Kuwait ’s history and the events it went
through. The more important question here is why are

these important historic sites demolished, then rebuilt
in a modern fashion?! Does not the beautiful past have
its own aroma, memories and testimony over history?!

Civilized nations preserve heritage and are proud of
it, and boast in front of nations, so what are we doing
by demolishing our heritage with our own hands with-
out any remorse or sadness?! All old neighborhoods
and houses were destroyed, along with schools where
the entire older generation studied, while the state did
not preserve even one neighborhood at least to be a
memory of olden times and a symbol for the young.
Old mosques and husseiniyas of significance and all
Failaka landmarks were demolished.

And if it was not for the alertness of some people
and the response of our late Amir Sheikh Jaber Al-
Ahmad, may Almighty Allah bestow His mercy on him,
the heritage diwaniyas would not have remained on
the Gulf coast. 

Recently, one of Ahmadi’s oldest schools was torn
down. We, these days, hear about the intention to
raze one of the oldest mosques in the capital, the
Shamlan Al-Roumi Mosque, and tomorrow, only Allah
knows where the destruction will reach! Regardless of
the reasons, advancements in modern engineering
can do the impossible to keep heritage as is without
distortion.

Countries worldwide compete to have the United
Nations designate some of their historical locations as
heritage sites, while some people here are demolish-
ing every building that has the scent of history and
aroma of the past and heritage of the grandfathers.
What we hope to do is to preserve our history and her-
itage, and all what reminds us of our beautiful past. As
the Kuwaiti saying goes: “What lacks a beginning does
not have an end.”

— Translated by Kuwait Times 

State’s responsibility
in protecting heritage

By Abdelmohsen Jamal

Al-Qabas

Two hurt in fight

An argument led a group of youth to pull knives
at each other in a bloody fight in a Rai mall,
before being controlled by policemen. Two of
them were taken to Farwaniya Hospital for treat-
ment from stab wounds. The fight was between
a group of bedoons and a citizen who each
called their friends, and a fight outside the mall
erupted with knives and sticks. All those who
were involved were taken to the police station.

Civilized nations preserve 
heritage and are proud of it, and

boast in front of nations

KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-growing and most developed
telecom operator has been recognized as “Best Industry Call
Center (Telecom)” and “Best Recruitment Program”. VIVA
received the accolades at the eleventh annual “Middle East
Call Centre Awards” event held recently in Dubai, and organ-
ized by Insights Middle East, the leading organization with
over 20 years of experience in the call center and professional
services industry. 

“Our team’s dedication and hard work in customer services
along with excellent recruitment process to hire experts and
professionals led us to reap those awards to prove that fulfill-

ing our customers’ needs is one of our values and pillars”, VIVA
commented.

The “Insights Middle East Call Centre Awards” Competition
is the undisputed regional benchmark for remote customer
interaction success. 

Not only is it widely acclaimed as the most comprehensive,
rigorous and strategy-aligned contest of its type in the world
but the process of preparing a submission is proven to
enhance outcomes and performance in areas such as cus-
tomer data analysis, process re-assessment and re-develop-
ment, and employee teamwork. 

VIVA recognized as ‘Best Call Center’, ‘Best
Recruitment Program’ by Insights Middle East

DOHA: Ooredoo companies have received a
string of prestigious awards in recent months,
including leading honors for marketing innova-
tion, customer service, and network investment.
Operations in the Middle East, North Africa and
Southeast Asia all won industry accolades, mark-
ing one of the company’s most successful award
seasons in its history.

Sheikh Saud Bin Nasser Al Thani, Group CEO,
Ooredoo, said: “Across our footprint and in every
market, Ooredoo is striving to deliver world-
class networks, a superior customer experience
and a strong performance culture. These awards
demonstrate that Ooredoo is setting the pace
for growth and development, and that we con-

tinue to introduce new innovations that make a
real impact on our customers’ lives.” 

These awards include five major honors at
the Global Telecoms Business Innovation
Awards in London, including Consumer Service
Innovation, Business Service Innovation,
Wireless Network Infrastructure Innovation and
Infrastructure Innovation awards. Ooredoo was
also named one of the “Top Companies in the
Arab World 2016” by Forbes Middle East in its
annual gala ceremony.  Ooredoo Qatar won the
“Best Mobile Application of the Year” award at
2016 Qatar IT Business Awards in Doha, for its
innovative Ooredoo App, which is one of the
most popular telecoms apps in the region. 

Ooredoo Oman took home six prestigious

awards at the Oman Tech Awards, including hon-
ours for the company’s website, Facebook page,
and dedicated Ooredoo Oman App. In addition,
for the sixth consecutive year, Ooredoo was recog-
nised as one of the Sultanate’s Top 20 performing
companies by Oman Economic Review, Oman’s
leading economic and business publication.

In the Contact Centre World Asia-Pacific
Finals in Malaysia, Ooredoo Myanmar’s Contact
Centre won the Gold Prize and was ranked num-
ber one for “Best in Customer Service” in Asia
Pacific. Ooredoo Kuwait also saw strong results
at the Contact Center World Awards in London,
where it won individual awards for leadership as
well as trophies for implementing best-practice
and operational excellence. 

Stand-out features
One of the stand-out features of Ooredoo’s

recent award success has been the rising profile
of the company’s brand-building work and
advertising.  The cutting-edge “Fans Do
Wonders” campaign, which featured Paris Saint-
Germain, won a Bronze for Social Media in the
international Clio Sports Awards held in New
York, as well as featuring in first place award in
the Viral Best TVC Awards. The campaign has
also received awards at the Summit Creative
Awards 2016, MENA Digital Awards 2016,
Internationalist Awards 2016 and Summit
Marketing Effectiveness Awards 2015.

In the APAC Stevie Awards, held in Sydney,
Australia in May, Ooredoo received three silver
and three bronze awards for a range of innova-
tive campaigns, including Ooredoo Myanmar’s
Bindez news aggregation app, Indosat
Ooredoo’s vision to become Indonesia’s Leading
Digital Telco and the “Fans do Wonders” cam-
paign. Ooredoo’s Ramadan advert, which cele-
brates the spirit of togetherness and connection
of the Holy Month, has also begun to receive
regional recognition, despite only having been
screened over the past few weeks. 

The award, which celebrates the spirit of
togetherness and connection that it shared dur-
ing the Holy Month, received the top prize at
Tasaweeq’s Viral Forum, which took place in
Kuwait recently. The short film marks the first
time that Ooredoo’s operations have come
together to create an original advert, with sup-
port from Ooredoo Group, Ooredoo Qatar,
Ooredoo Kuwait and Ooredoo Oman.  Ooredoo’s
financial strategy has also received international
recognition in recent months, with the company
winning “Best Telecoms Deal” and “Best Social
Development Deal” at the EMEA Finance Project
Awards, held in London this June.

Ooredoo companies win series of
honors at int’l award ceremonies  

More than 25 Awards secured in Q2 2016
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SAGAMIHARA, KANAGAWA PREFECTURE, JAPAN: This video frame grab taken from footage supplied by Japanese
broadcaster TBS yesterday shows rescue personnel outside the Tsukui Yamayuri En care centre where a knife-
wielding man went on a rampage. — AFP

TOKYO: One day before he tried to hand a letter to a top
Japanese lawmaker offering to kill hundreds of disabled
people, the suspect in Japan’s worst mass killing in
decades tweeted: “I don’t know if it’s right, but action is the
only way.” Less than six months later, Satoshi Uematsu, 26,
was arrested on suspicion of stabbing 19 people to death
and wounding dozens of others as they slept at a center
for the disabled where he had worked for more than three
years until February.

Police have yet to comment on the motive for yester-
day’s killing spree, which has shocked a nation with one of
the lowest crime rates in the world and where mass mur-
ders are rare. Information about Uematsu is still emerging,
but interviews with neighbours and posts on his Twitter
account paint a picture of an outwardly polite young man
who became obsessed with the people being cared for at
the Tsukui Yamayuri-En facility for the mentally and physi-
cally disabled in Sagamihara town, about 25 miles (40 km)
southwest of Tokyo.

Akihiro Hasegawa, who lived next door for eight years,
said he’d noticed nothing strange about Uematsu, a col-
lege graduate. “He always smiled when he greeted me. He
was very mannerly and polite. A really nice young man,”
Hasegawa, 73, told Reuters. “It would be easier to under-
stand if there’d been a warning but there were no signs,”
said Hasegawa, adding he thought Uematsu’s experiences
on the job might have affected his mind. “We didn’t know
the darkness of his heart.”

A Twitter account carrying Uematsu’s name and which
domestic media said was used by the suspect indicated he
was a fun-loving young man who enjoyed karaoke and
beach parties and wanted to quit smoking. “I’m super hap-
py,” he tweeted on June 29 with photos at what appeared
to be a friend’s wedding party. He was also a fan of a con-
spiracy theory card game, and posted that he saw hidden
messages such as a prediction of Japan’s March 2011
nuclear disaster in the cards.

Sudden change
Uematsu had come to authorities’ attention in February,

when he said he could “obliterate” 470 disabled people. “I

am fully aware this is a statement that defies common
sense,” he said in letters addressed to the speaker of parlia-
ment’s lower house, a copy of which was obtained by
Kyodo news agency.

“However, I could not stand idle as I thought about the
exhausted look on the faces of their caretakers, the crazed
look in the eyes of the staff working at the facilities, and, in
the best interest of Japan and the world, I have been
moved to take this action today.”

He added: “My goal is a world in which the severely dis-
abled can be euthanized, with their guardians’ consent, if
they are unable to live at home and be active in society.”

Yuji Kuroiwa, the governor of Kanagawa prefecture
where the facility is located, said he had been told that
Uematsu had suddenly changed before he was encour-
aged to voluntarily resign in February. 

“Nothing much happened during the five months” after
he left his job, Kuroiwa added. “You could say there were
warning signs, but it’s difficult to say if this could have
been prevented.”

Uematsu promised in the letters to execute the killings
swiftly, without hurting staff and said he hoped to be
found “not guilty by reason of insanity”. Uematsu also told
local police that he would kill many severely disabled peo-
ple if the government approved the action and on Feb. 19,
he was involuntarily committed to a mental hospital for
fear he would harm others, a Sagamihara city official said.
Tests showed he had used marijuana and suffered from
paranoia, NHK public TV reported.

“Voluntary resignation from my company. I just might
get arrested,” he tweeted that same day. Twelve days later,
on March 2, doctors judged his condition had improved
enough to discharge him. After the July 22 killing of nine
people in Munich, Germany, Uematsu tweeted a photo of
two Japanese men holding what appear to be toy guns,
with the message “No gun, Yes toy” and “Shooting in
Germany at the same time - it’s fun if it’s toys”.

Around the time of the stabbings yesterday, the Twitter
account showed a close-up photo of a young man wearing
a red-tie, white collar shirt and jacket. The message: “I hope
for world peace. Beautiful Japan!!!!!!” — Reuters

Ex-employee kills 19 
in Japan knife attack

Suspect offered to euthanize disabled

SAINTE-ETIENNE-DU-ROUVRAY, France: Two attackers took
hostages inside a French church during morning Mass yester-
day near the city of Rouen, killing an 86-year-old priest by slit-
ting his throat before being shot and killed by police, French
officials said. The Islamic State group claimed responsibility
for the attack.

Another person inside the church in Normandy was seri-
ously injured and is hovering between life and death, Interior
Ministry spokesman Pierre-Henry Brandet said. Police man-
aged to rescue the only three other people inside the church
in the small northwestern town of Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray,
he told reporters. A regional Muslim leader said one of the
two attackers - who were killed outside the church - was
known to police. It was the first known attack inside a French
church in recent times. A church was targeted last year, but
the attack never was carried out.

A statement published by the Islamic State-affiliated Amaq
news agency said the attack was carried out by “two soldiers
of the Islamic State” who acted in response to calls to target
nations in the US-led coalition fighting IS in Iraq and Syria.

The RAID special intervention force was searching for pos-
sible explosives in or around the church. “The investigations
are ongoing. There are still unknowns,” Brandet said. “There
are dogs, explosive detectors and bomb disposal services and
as long as there are still unknowns, the judicial police cannot
get inside the site. It’s a dramatic situation.”

Cry out to God
Dominique Lebrun, the archbishop of Rouen, confirmed

the death of 86-year-old Rev. Jacques Hamel. “I cry out to God,
with all men of good will. And I invite all non-believers to
unite with this cry,” Lebrun wrote in a statement from Krakow,
Poland, where Pope Francis was expected. “The Catholic
Church has no other arms besides prayer and fraternity
between men.” French President Francois Hollande, arriving
on the scene, called it a “vile terrorist attack” and said it’s one
more sign that France is at war with the Islamic State, which
has claimed a string of attacks on France. “We must lead this
war with all our means,” he said, adding that he was calling a
meeting on Wednesday of representatives of all religions.

He expressed solidarity with local Catholics, saying “they
have been terribly hit by the killing of the parish priest by two
terrorists claiming to belong to Daesh. I have met with the

family of the priest.” A police official said one of the attackers
was turned back after trying to go to Syria. The official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity to reveal details of the
investigation, said the man wore an electronic bracelet to
monitor his movements. Mohammed Karabila, head of the
Regional Council of the Muslim Faith for Haute-Normandie,
said French security services knew the name of one of the
attackers. “The person who committed this odious act is
known and he has been followed by the police for at least 1
1/2 years. He went to Turkey and security services were alert-
ed after this,” he told The Associated Press by phone. He
refused to divulge man’s name and had no information on the
second attacker. The pope condemned the attack in the
strongest terms. Vatican spokesman, the Rev. Federico
Lombardi, said in a statement the attack hits particularly hard
“because this horrific violence took place in a church, a sacred
place in which the love of God is announced, and the barbaric
murder of a priest.” France is on high alert and under a state of
emergency after an attack in the southern city of Nice on
Bastille Day - July 14 - that killed 84 people that was claimed
by the Islamic State group, as well as a series of attacks last
year that killed 147 others around Paris.

Islamic State extremists have urged followers to attack
French churches and the group is believed to have planned at
least one church attack earlier. The attack once again demon-
strates the challenge of combating the threat. French authori-
ties increased security at churches, synagogues, mosques and
other places of worship after attacks in Paris last year, but
ensuring constant, blanket security is difficult in a country
with a church in every town and village.

In April 2015, an Algerian student who was arrested after
shooting himself in the leg was found with heavy weapons,
bulletproof vests and documents linked to Islamic State. He is
charged with killing a young woman inside her car the same
day. According to French authorities, the suspect, Sid Ahmed
Ghlam, was sent by the Belgian Abdelhamid Abaaoud to
attack a church in Villejuif, just outside of Paris.

A cell directed by Abaaoud later carried out the Nov. 13
attacks in Paris that left 130 people dead and the March 22
attacks in Brussels that killed 32 people. This version corrects
the name of the town to Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray. Angela
Charlton, Lori Hinnant, Thomas Adamson in Paris contributed
to this report. — AP

Islamic State group claims 
attack that killed priest

Suspect shot and killed by police
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QALANDIYA, Palestinian Territories:
Israeli authorities early yesterday
destroyed 11 Palestinian homes in an
area on the outskirts of Jerusalem divid-
ed from the city by Israel’s separation
wall, residents and an NGO said.

A convoy of Israeli security vehicles
and bulldozers carried out the overnight
demolitions in Qalandiya,presumably
because authorities allege the owners
did not have building permits.

Israeli authorities did not respond to
requests for information on the demoli-
tions. Two of the homes are considered
part of the occupied West Bank and nine

part of annexed east Jerusalem, Israeli
NGO Ir Amim said. Two of the east
Jerusalem homes were inhabited, it said.

Clashes broke out during the demoli-
tions, leaving several Palestinians
wounded, according to the NGO. Among
the structures destroyed was a two-
storey building, leaving 44 people
homeless, including 11 children, said Ir
Amim.

“The family claims to have received a
building permit in 1983 from the
Jerusalem municipality covering an area
of   4,000 square meters, only half of
which has been developed,” it said.

Mohammed al-Jouri, a resident whose
home was destroyed, said Israeli authori-
ties “warned us Monday afternoon that
they were going to destroy our houses,
some which were still under construc-
tion.”

Piles of rubble and metal rods could
be seen in the area on yesterday where
houses previously stood. Residents
sought to collect mattresses, electronic
equipment and furniture still intact.
Imad Abu Shalbek, whose brother ’s
home was destroyed, said a notice had
been posted by authorities behind the
house that they had not seen until after

the demolition. Shalbek was planning to
take in his nephews for the time being.
“The father invested all his life and his
savings in that house and now he
doesn’t know where he is going to go,”
Shalbek said. 

Israel this year has ramped up demoli-
tions of Palestinian structures it says lack
permits. Permits are however nearly
impossible for Palestinians to obtain in
the part of the West Bank under full
Israeli control, which amounts to some
60 percent of the territory, UN officials
say. Demolitions in east Jerusalem and
the West Bank so far this year have

already surpassed the amount for 2015.
In east Jerusalem alone this year, 78
demolitions have occurred compared to
74 in 2015, Ir Amim said. “These efforts to
break the contiguity of Palestinian east
Jerusalem with the West Bank pose a
severe threat to the two state solution,” it
added.

Beyond the Qalandiya demolitions,
others were also carried out in east
Jerusalem yesterday. They included a
home under construction and an auto
repair business in the Issawiya area as
well as a residential building in Ras al-
Amud, the NGO said. —AFP

Israel destroys 11 Palestinian homes on outskirts of Jerusalem   

BEIRUT: Syrian government forces yesterday
captured new ground on the northwestern edge
of the city of Aleppo, tightening the siege on
rebel-held parts of the metropolis where some
300,000 people live, activists said.

The Syrian army also called on the opposition
fighters to drop their weapons and give them-
selves up to authorities. The push in which
troops captured large parts of the city ’s
Layramoun area came as state TV reported that
the General Army Command informed residents
of rebel-held parts of Aleppo via telephone text
messages that the army has created several safe
passages and makeshift centers for whoever
wants to leave those areas.

Basic necessities 
The army said it will keep providing Aleppo

residents with basic necessities, but called all
those living in rebel-held parts of the city to kick

out “mercenaries and foreign fighters.” Syrian
government forces and their allies have been on
the offensive around the Aleppo, Syria’s largest
city and once its commercial center, for weeks.
Since earlier this month, they have tightened
their siege and residents in rebel-held parts have
been reporting food shortages.

The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights and the Local Coordination
Committees reported intense fighting and
airstrikes before the capture of Layramoun areas.

Lebanese Hezbollah group’s Al-Manar TV
aired footage of government forces pushing in
what appeared to be an industrial area near
Aleppo. The station confirmed that President
Bashar Assad’s forces capture of areas in
Layramoun and near Castello road, the main link
between rebel-held parts of Aleppo with the rest
of the country.

Earlier yesterday, Russian Foreign Minister

Sergey Lavrov said that recent US-Russia discus-
sions should encourage moderate Syrian oppo-
sition groups to leave areas occupied by al-
Qaida’s branch in Syria, thus helping to imple-
ment a truce. Lavrov spoke to Russian news
agencies after talks in Laos with US Secretary of
State John Kerry, who visited Moscow earlier this
month. Moscow and Washington have differed
over the role of the Nusra Front, al-Qaida’s
branch in Syria, with Russian calling the group
terrorists and the US  asking Russia not to target
them for fear of hitting the moderate opposi-
tion. The US has offered Russia a military part-
nership in Syria that includes intelligence and
targeting sharing and even joint bombing oper-
ations. The proposal would address the Nusra
Front, which has presented one of the most per-
sistent obstacles in enforcing a cease-fire in Syria.
The group is engaged in a variety of local
alliances with other rebel groups the US and its
Arab allies want shielded by the cessation of hos-
tilities. The al-Qaida affiliate’s fighters are often
embedded with such groups on the battlefield or
move between various militant formations. The
dispute over the Nusra Front has undermined the
Russia- and US brokered truce with fighting con-
tinuing to rage in many areas in Syria.

Closed-door discussions
Meanwhile, in Geneva, the UN was expected

to hold talks involving high-level Russian and US
diplomats aimed at reviving the stalled Syria
peace talks. Yesterday’s closed-door discussions
come as UN Syria envoy Staffan de Mistura
works to resume talks between Assad’s govern-
ment and opposition groups that were suspend-
ed in April. De Mistura has been hoping to con-
vene talks in August.

The US mission in Geneva said in a statement
that Michael Ratney, the US special envoy for
Syria, and Russian deputy foreign minister
Gennady Gatilov, would try to set the founda-
tions to “maximize chances of a productive out-
come” in a future round of talks.

Vasilyeva reported from Moscow. Associated
Press writer Albert Aji contributed to this report
from Damascus, Syria. —AP

Syrian troops tighten Aleppo 
siege, tell gunmen to give up

Troops call for opposition to surrender

ALEPPO: Smoke billows from buildings during an operation by Syrian government forces to
retake control of the rebel-held district of Leramun yesterday. —AFP

RAMTHA, JORDAN: In this Saturday, July 16, 2016 photo, Syrian refugee Fawaz al-
Jasem pulls weeds on a tomato farm. —AP

RAMTHA, Jordan: Syrian refugee Fawaz al-
Jasem used to drop his tools and run when
he saw police approaching the farm in
northern Jordan where he has been pick-
ing vegetables for the past three years.

Now he works without fear of arrest. He
is among some 23,000 Syrians given work
permits this year as part of Jordan’s prom-
ise to the international community to put
50,000 refugees to work legally in 2016 in
return for low-interest loans and easier
access to European markets.

“Before we got work permits it was like
we were in prison,” said the 34 year-old al-
Jasem, pulling weeds in a tomato field, a
baseball cap shielding his face. “Now we
are free to come and work as we wish.”

Jordan’s deal with donor countries,
reached earlier this year, is aimed in part at
deterring Syrians from moving on to
Europe, as hundreds of thousands have
done, and keeping them in the region with
a promise of jobs and education for their
children.

Jordan has made “significant progress”
in meeting the target for employing
Syrians, the European Union ambassador to
the kingdom, Andrea Matteo Fontana, said
last week. But the new deal is bad news for
foreign workers in Jordan who fear they
will be squeezed out of an increasingly
crowded labor market. There are an esti-
mated 1 million foreigners working in
Jordan, mostly as janitors, maids, construc-
tion workers and farm pickers.

Halting foreign workers
As a first step, Jordan halted the influx of

foreign workers and “started formalizing
the Syrian labor that works in the informal
sector,” according to Planning Minister
Imad Fakhoury. “We will  absorb the
refugees and consider them as a surplus
labor pool,” said Fakhoury. 

The deal on labor rights for refugees,
known as the Jordan Compact, is an
attempt to find longer-term solutions for
the millions of Syrians who have been dis-
placed since the civil war began in 2011.
Close to 5 million have fled their homeland,
settling mostly in neighboring Jordan,
Turkey and Lebanon. Jordan hosts more
than 650,000 refugees, with about 80 per-
cent living in communities, rather than
refugee camps, and imposing a heavy bur-
den on resources, including health care,
schools and housing. On Wednesday,
Europe announced it has eased trade rules
with Jordan to spur investment in the king-
dom and create jobs for Syrian refugees.
The new rules will allow a wider range of
Jordanian products to be sold in Europe
without tariffs. Eligible manufacturers must
employ a certain percentage of Syrians.

Jordan would also receive international-
ly backed loans at comfortable terms, in
part to finance labor intensive projects. In
exchange, Jordan dropped its opposition
to labor rights for refugees, despite domes-
tic unemployment of more than 14 percent
and a continued economic slowdown.

Before the policy change, tens of thou-
sands of Syrian refugees worked without
permits that were too expensive or difficult
to obtain. Cheap Syrian labor pushed down
wages in certain sectors, such as construc-
tion and agriculture.

Under the new rules, Jordanian employ-
ers can obtain work permits for Syrian
laborers free of charge during a six-month
grace period that ends in September.

Requirements
Refugees need a health certificate and

an ID card issued by Jordan’s Interior
Ministry to be eligible for a permit. Nearly
200,000 refugees don’t have such an ID
card because of lack of passports or other
supporting documents, according to the
UN refugee agency.

For others, like farm worker al-Jasem,
the new permit is a life changer. Al-Jasem, a
farmer in the Syrian city of Hama, fled to
Jordan with his wife and two children in
2013, first to the Zaatari refugee camp,
Jordan’s largest for Syrians. He quickly left
the camp, settling on the sprawling veg-
etable farm where he also found work.

The family sleeps in a plastic tent on the
farm on the outskirts of the town of
Ramtha, close to the border with Syria. Al-
Jasem and his wife, who also received a
permit, supplement their $1.40 an hour
salaries with free farm food.

The farm employs close to 1,300 labor-
ers - more than 700 from Pakistan, 300 from
Syria and 270 from Egypt. One of the
Egyptians, Ahmed Abd El Hay, said he was
upset when he heard about the freeze on
new arrivals, though Jordanian officials said
veteran foreign workers are not at risk of
being forced to leave the country.

The International Labor Organization
welcomed the freeze on newcomers.
Migrant workers should be protected, but
“maybe we should not have more Egyptians
enter Jordan because we have refugees who
can do the work,” said Maha Kataa of the ILO
in Jordan. Syrian refugees who are not eligi-
ble for the new program continue to live in
fear. Emad Abdullah, a Syrian refugee who
works on another farm, said that after two
years in Jordan, he still hasn’t been able to
get a government ID, the prerequisite for a
work permit. Abdullah said he feared being
sent to a camp or back to Syria. “We only
work on this two kilometer plot of land, we
would not dare leave it,” he said. —AP

Jordan deal with donors means 
legal work for Syria refugees

RAMALLAH, Palestinian Territories:
Palestinian leaders are seeking Arab
League support for a complaint they intend
to file against Britain for its 1917 Balfour
Declaration backing a Jewish homeland in
Palestine. “Almost a century has passed
since 1917,” Palestinian foreign minister
Riyad al-Malki said in an address to an Arab
League meeting in Mauritania, seen by AFP
yesterday.

“On the basis of this promise made by a
party which did not possess (the land) to a
party undeserving of it, hundreds of thou-
sands of Jews from Europe and elsewhere
came to settle in Palestine at the expense
of our people, whose ancestors have lived
for millennia on the soil of our land,” he said
in Monday’s speech delivered on behalf of
Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas.

Malki did not say to which body a com-
plaint would be made. Israeli foreign min-
istry chief Dore Gold called the proposal “a
desperate effort to delegitimize Israel”, on
his Twitter account.

In 2012, the Palestinians won the status
of an observer state in the United Nations.
In 2015 they joined the International
Criminal Court and formally asked it to
investigate Israel for alleged war crimes
during the 2014 Gaza war.   

The declaration issued on November 2,
1917 by British foreign secretary Arthur
Balfour said the British government “view
with favour the establishment in Palestine
of a national home for the Jewish people”.
It was a major step towards the eventual
establishment of the state of Israel in
1948. —AFP

SYDNEY: The Australian govern-
ment ordered an inquiry yesterday
after graphic evidence emerged of
prison guards assaulting teenage
boys, with one shown hooded and
shackled in scenes likened to
Guantanamo Bay.

National broadcaster ABC on
Monday night showed footage of
offenders, many indigenous, being
stripped naked, tear-gassed and
held in solitary confinement for
weeks at a youth detention centre in
the Northern Territory in 2014 and
2015. 

In one video from last year, a 17-
year-old is hooded, shackled to a
restraint chair and left alone for two
hours. Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull said he was “shocked and
appalled” at the images from the
ABC’s Four Corners current affairs
program. “Like all Australians, I’ve
been deeply shocked-shocked and
appalled by the images of mistreat-
ment of children at the Don Dale
Centre,” he said.

Turnbull said a royal commission
would be established along with the
Northern Territory government to
investigate the centre. “This needs a
thorough inquiry, we need to move
quickly on that, get to the bottom of

it and expose what occurred and
expose the culture that allowed it to
occur and allowed it to remain unre-
vealed for so long.” Barrister John
Lawrence told the ABC a child being
hooded and cuffed was reminiscent
of Guantanamo Bay, the notorious
US military prison in Cuba that holds
terror suspects. “We’re talking about
kids that are being shackled with
handcuffs on their ankles, their
wrists, their waist areas. They’re
being shackled to chairs,” said
Lawrence, an eminent lawyer and
former president of the Northern
Territory Bar Association.

“One of them has had the experi-
ence of sitting in one for just under
two hours with a spit hood over his
head, a la Guantanamo Bay,” he said.

‘Barbaric and inhumane’   
The Northern Territory has one of

the highest crime rates in Australia,
with indigenous offenders making
up more than two-thirds of the
prison population. According to
Amnesty International, Aboriginal
children are 26 times more likely to
be jailed than their non-indigenous
counterparts as they struggle to
deal with poor education, high
unemployment rates, and substance

abuse. Northern Territory Chief
Minister Adam Giles said he was “dis-
gusted” by the revelations, but
added he had “full confidence in the
majority of custodial officers” work-
ing in such institutions.

Giles sacked John Elferink as
Corrections Minister and took over
the portfolio himself, while order-
ing police to investigate whether
any laws had been broken by the

prison guards. He said the royal
commission should not just probe
the corrections system but also
child protection in the Northern
Territory. “This is not a blame game,
this is recognizing that there are
children who are being neglected,
unloved, getting into trouble, caus-
ing trouble in the streets and find-
ing their way into our detention
facilities.” —AFP

Australia probes youth detention 
abuse likened to Guantanamo

Palestinians seek to sue 
Britain over 1917 vow to Jews

DARWIN, NORTHERN TERRITORY, AUSTRALIA: This image released
yesterday by the Australian Broadcasting Corporation’s (ABC) Four
Corners program shows a teenage boy hooded and strapped into a
chair at a youth detention center. —AFP

GENEVA: The UN’s Syria envoy voiced hope
yesterday that peace talks could restart next
month, as US Secretary of State John Kerry said
there had been “progress” in efforts to salvage
an urgently-needed ceasefire. 

UN envoy Staffan de Mistura has struggled
to keep the peace process alive amid a surge in
fighting between Syrian President Bashar al-
Assad and rebel groups.  The fighting persisted
yesterday, with government forces seizing a
rebel-held neighbourhood on the northwest
outskirts of Aleppo, tightening their siege of
the opposition-controlled parts of the city.

The government also carried out renewed
barrel bomb attacks on opposition-held dis-
tricts, a day after bombardments that killed at
least 24 people, a monitor said. As the blood-
shed continued, de Mistura met with US Syria
envoy Michael Ratney and deputy Russian for-
eign minister Gennady Gatilov, part of a bid to

salvage diplomatic efforts to end more than
five years of brutal conflict. 

“Our aim is to proceed with a third round of
intra-Syrian talks towards the end of August,”
de Mistura told reporters after the meeting.
While de Mistura has said he would prefer to
negotiate with a real ceasefire in place, he con-
ceded that may not be realistic. “The talks are
not going to wait for improvement in Aleppo
or in Damascus,” he said.

The Geneva meeting came hours after high-
er-level negotiations on the sidelines of an Asia
summit in Laos. In Vientiane, Kerry said
Washington was “making progress” with Russia
on Syria cooperation following a meeting with
Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov. Russia and
the United States support opposing sides in
Syria’s civil war, which has left 280,000 people
dead and forced half the population to flee
their homes.

Kerry held marathon talks with Russian
President Vladimir Putin and Lavrov in Moscow
last week. They agreed “concrete steps” to
revive the ceasefire and tackle jihadist groups
in Syria, although details have not been made
public.

Kerry said Tuesday bilateral work was inch-
ing forward and that an updated diplomatic
plan for Syria could be unveiled “somewhere in
early August.” “What we’re trying to do is
strengthen the cessation of hostilities, provide
a framework which allows us to actually get to
the table and have a real negotiation,” he said. 

The UN-brokered talks have so far been
deadlocked over Assad’s fate. The govern-
ment has ruled out negotiations on Assad’s
possible departure, while the main opposi-
tion High Negotiations Committee has said it
will not agree to any deal that leaves Assad in
power. — AFP

UN eyes late Augustfor new Syria talks
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PHILADELPHIA: A glass ceiling is
shattering at the Democratic
National Convention as Hillary
Clinton ascends to the presidential
nomination with yesterday’s roll
call of the states, making her the
first woman to lead a major party
into a White House race.

Clinton’s campaign hoped to use
the achievement to bolster the can-
didate’s popularity - mindful that
while many voters are happy to be
nominating a woman, they’re not
wild about this particular woman
candidate. Former President Bill
Clinton and other speakers will
offer prime-time testimonials to her
career highlights and advocacy,
hoping to soften her image and
resistance to her bid.

But as history is being made,
hostility is being heard, too. Bernie
Sanders’ primary challenge has
unleashed vitriol toward the party
establishment that Sanders himself
has been unable to rein in. His sup-
porters, many new to party politics,
spent much of Monday protesting
his treatment by top officials, even
booing Clinton’s name.

The division left what was once
expected to be a tightly orchestrat-
ed convention, run with all the pro-
fessionalism and experience that
were lacking at Republicans’ often-
chaotic coronation of Donald
Trump last week, showing rough
edges in the early going.

Endorsements
Yesterday, Sanders, who has

endorsed Clinton, tried to keep the
conflict from consuming another
day and marring a history-making
moment. This is an “unbelievably
critical moment” for Democrats, he
told Wisconsin delegates in the lat-
est of a string of pleas for unity.

First lady Michelle Obama deliv-
ered the same message Monday
night in a heartfelt endorsement of
the candidate who engaged her
husband in a fierce struggle for the
nomination in 2008. “I trust Hillary
to lead this country,” she said in a
speech that provided a parent’s-eye
view of the White House and its

power. While Mrs. Obama has often
avoided overt politics, she did not
shy away from taking on Trump.
Without naming him, she warned
that the White House couldn’t be in
the hands of someone with “a thin
skin or a tendency to lash out” or
someone who tells voters the coun-
try can be great again. “This right
now, is the greatest country on
earth,” she said.

Liberal favorite Elizabeth
Warren, senator from
Massachusetts, and Sanders him-
self also did their part to bring
along the Sanders’ fan, some of
whom were in tears by the time the

Vermont senator took the stage to
shouts of “We love you, Bernie.”

While asserting “our revolution
continues,” Sanders argued that on
issues of poverty, immigration,
environmental protection and
more, Clinton’s election counts.

Messages did the trick
“As the night went on, we saw a

party grow stronger,” South
Carolina delegate Boyd Brown said
after the first day speeches. Other

planned to keep up the public dis-
plays of displeasure. “Civil disobedi-
ence is the cornerstone of
Democratic values,” said Gabriel
McArthur, a Sanders delegate from
suburban Denver.

Where Monday’s opening night
lineup showcased diversity - with
black, Hispanic, gay and disabled
speakers - yesterday’s program will
undoubtedly play up Clinton’s his-
torical milestone and make an
overt appeal to women voters who
see it as long overdue.

Trump seemed to acknowledge
Clinton’s edge with female voters.
“Fifty percent of our country is

men, where I’m doing very, very
well,” he began in remarks Monday
night in North Carolina. “That’s the
good news. Let me give you the
bad news: The women. I  don’t
know what’s going on with the
women here. But I think, I think I’m
doing well with the women.”

Clinton was firmly on track to
write the next chapter of a story
that left off in 2008, when she con-
ceded the Democratic presidential
race to Barack Obama in a speech

that lamented “we weren’t able to
shatter that highest, hardest glass
ceiling this time,” but added proud-
ly, “it’s got about 18 million cracks
in it,” a tally of her primary votes.

The roll call, when each state
announces its delegate totals from
the primary season, will affirm a
nomination Clinton locked up
weeks ago. 

One question of the day was
whether Sanders would press for a
count by all the states, as his dele-
gates want, or interrupt the process
to ask that her nomination be
approved by acclamation. That’s
what Clinton did on Obama’s behalf
in 2008 to indicate their rivalry was
truly over.

Sanders suggested Tuesday he
wouldn’t rush to make that gesture
early, mindful that cutting off his
restive voters could cause an out-
cry. In a round-table interview with
Bloomberg Politics, he said he still
thinks his delegates should be able
to vote for him during the floor
vote. Once the nomination is
sealed, the Clinton campaign
planned to turn to a Day 2 program
dubbed “Fights of Her Life,” high-
lighting her advocacy for children,
health care and Sept. 11 recovery
efforts, the campaign said.

The speakers also will include
the so-called “mothers of the

movement” the mothers of Eric
Garner and Michael Brown, black

men whose deaths at the hands of
police helped spawn the Black
Lives Matter protests.

The moment will not be without
controversy: Philadelphia’s police
union complained that Clinton was
showcasing killings by police with-
out giving equal time to the fami-
lies of fallen officers. Clinton’s cam-
paign responded that two mem-
bers of law enforcement also are on
the convention schedule.

Woodward repor ted from
Washington. Associated Press writ-
ers Ken Thomas and Matthew Daly
in Philadelphia, Nicholas Riccardi
in Denver and Meg Kinnard in
South Carolina contributed to this
report. —AP

History and hostility too as 
Clinton clinches nomination

Mrs Obama, Sanders make case for Hillary 

PHILADELPHIA: Former Democratic presidential candidate, Sen.
Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., speaks during the first day of the Democratic
National Convention on Monday. —AP

SANTA CLARITA: Framed by a burned-over hillside, rear, and an American flag in the
foreground, a helicopter drops fire retardant ahead of advancing flames as a wildfire
approaches Placerita Canyon on Monday. —AP

SANTA CLARITA: Most of the roughly
20,000 evacuees forced out by a wildfire
were cleared to go home, but firefighters
still faced huge work yesterday in taming
an expansive wildfire in mountains north of
Los Angeles.

The fire’s size increased modestly
overnight to 581/2 square miles (150.22 sq.
kilometers) but containment more than
doubled to 25 percent.  Authorities, howev-
er, remained cautious. “We’re not really out
of the woods,” said US Forest Service
spokesman Justin Correll. “We’re not ready
to relax. There’s still a lot of firefighting to
do.” A week of triple-digit temperatures
awaited the nearly 3,000 firefighters bat-
tling flames in rugged terrain between Los
Angeles and suburban Santa Clarita, where
many homes are tucked into canyon lands.

Residents of two neighborhoods still
under threat had to remain out of their
homes, the US Forest Service said. Eighteen
residences have been destroyed in the
blaze that started Friday afternoon and
quickly tore through drought-ravaged
brush that hadn’t burned in decades.

Laurent Lacore was among those who
evacuated on Saturday, the last of his fami-
ly of four to leave as the fire bore down on
his house. “The flames were right behind
our backyard,” he said. Lacore was also
among many who were told they could
return on Sunday only to learn on arriving
at the scene that new winds and new
flames meant more days in a hard-to-find
hotel room.

He returned Monday night delighted to
find the house and everything around it
had been saved, and could see a line of red

fire retardant nearby where a helicopter
had stopped the fire’s approach.
“Everything is fine,” he said. “Even all of the
trees are there.” 

Firefighters saved about 2,000 homes in
the fire’s first three days, Los Angeles
County Deputy Fire Chief John Tripp said.
Some 300 miles to the northwest a blaze in
the scenic Big Sur region of the Central
Coast had destroyed 20 homes and threat-
ened 1,650 others as it burned 30 square
miles (77.7 sq. kilometers) by Tuesday
morning, though firefighters made gains
Monday and had it 10 percent contained.

The two blazes sent smoke as far away
as Nevada, where officials issued air pollu-
tion warnings. At the peak of the Southern
California fire about 10 percent of Santa
Clarita’s 200,000 residents had been
ordered out of their homes, before most
were allowed to return Monday night.

The fire exploded over the weekend like
a “crazy storm,” said Kara Franklin, who said
sand driven by heavy winds hit her in the
face as she tried to get a horse and donkey
into a trailer so she could tow the animals
away. From a ridgetop, she saw flames
engulf a neighborhood. “The heat was so
intense,” Franklin said Monday.

A house two doors from hers was
engulfed, providing a buffer that helped
save her house. Three Forest Service fire-
fighters lost their homes at a remote fire
station in the San Gabriel Mountains,
including two who were fighting the fire at
the time. Investigators on Monday were
trying to determine the cause of death of a
man whose body was found in a car in the
fire zone Saturday. —AP

Evacuees return amid progress 
against big California fire

CHARLOTTE: Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump
sought to turn a scandal involving the Veterans
Administration to his political advantage yesterday, pledging
to war veterans that he would clean up a mess he blamed on
Washington politicians.

“Our debt to you is eternal,” Trump told a gathering of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars in Charlotte, North Carolina. “Yet our
politicians have totally failed you.” The 2014 VA scandal
revolved around long wait times for patients and other negli-
gent activities. Trump spoke shortly after the crowd heard
from Bob McDonald, President Barack Obama’s secretary of
Veterans Affairs.

The scandal fits in with Trump’s effort to portray himself as
a political outsider dedicated to fixing the problems left by
Washington special interests. “The VA scandals that have
occurred are widespread and totally inexcusable,” he said.
Trump is on his first campaign swing with his vice presidential
running mate, Indiana Governor Mike Pence, after they were
nominated last week at the Republican National Convention
in Cleveland.

They made two stops in North Carolina, a state that could
be crucial to their chances in the Nov. 8 election. The New York
real estate developer pledged to set up a White House hot line
for a ranking official to keep track of reform efforts in the VA to
ensure they are carried out.

If a problem cannot get solved, he said, “I will pick up the
phone personally and get it completed and get it taken
care of.” —Reuters

WASHINGTON/NEW YORK: The Obama administration
yesterday released a new directive outlining how the US
government intends to respond to significant cyber
attacks. The directive provides for the first time public
guidance on the specific roles different federal agencies,
such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the
Department of Homeland Security, should play in coordi-
nating efforts to investigate and response to cyber inci-
dents that hit both government and the private sector.

The policy, years in the making, comes amid mounting
suspicion that hackers working for Russia may be leaking
emails stolen from the Democratic National Committee in
an attempt to affect the US presidential election.

“To put it bluntly, we are in the midst of a revolution of
the cyber threat - one that is growing more persistent,
more diverse, more frequent and more dangerous every
day,” White House counterterrorism adviser Lisa Monaco
said at a cyber security conference in New York.

The new presidential policy directive “will help answer
a question heard too often from corporations and citizens
alike - ‘In the wake of an attack, who do I call for help?’”
Monaco added. Monaco said the cyber world has grown
increasingly dangerous. Russia and China have been
growing more assertive, she said, while Iran and North
Korea are nations capable and willing of carrying out
destructive attacks.

The directive includes a five-point scale detailing how
it grades the severity of an incident. A significant cyber
incident is defined as one that is likely to result in harm
to national security or economic interests, foreign rela-
tions, or the public confidence, health safety or civil lib-
erties of the American people, according to a White
House fact sheet. The magnitude of a response will be
determined by the severity assigned to an attack,
Monaco said. — Reuters

Trump pledges reforms at Veterans Administration 

US issues directive 
on govt response 

to major hacks

CHARLOTTE: Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump speaks at the 117th
National Convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States at the
Charlotte Convention Center yesterday. —AFP



BERLIN: Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan on Monday accused the EU of
not meeting its aid commitments under
a deal to send Syrian refugees back
across the Aegean, but Brussels denied
the charge. Ankara and Brussels signed a
controversial deal in March, in which
Turkey agreed to take Syrian migrants
landing on Greek islands in exchange for
political and financial incentives.

The deal included billions of Euros in
aid, visa-free travel for Turks in Europe
and accelerated talks on Turkey’s stalled
bid for EU membership, but ties have

been strained by Erdogan’s massive
crackdown after a failed coup this
month. The EU promised to pay 3 billion
Euros ($3.3 billion) — but Erdogan said
the 28-nation bloc had so far only hand-
ed over a nominal one or two million.
“The (European) governments are not
honest,” Erdogan told German public tel-
evision station ARD. “ Three million
Syrians, or people from Iraq, are now in
Turkey,” he said. “The EU has not kept its
promises on the matter.” In Brussels, the
European Commission, the executive of
the 28-nation European Union, rejected

Erdogan’s remarks. “The European Union
is respecting its commitments and sug-
gestions to the contrary are not true,”
Commission spokesman Margaritis
Schinas told reporters.

He said the EU had already allocated
740 million Euros and another 1.4 billion
would be set aside by the end of this
month, bringing the total so far to more
than 2.1 billion Euros. EU officials said
105 million euros have actually been dis-
bursed so far.

Schinas stressed that the funds were
“not for Turkey but for the refugees.” The

Commission said in June it aimed to
have 2 billion Euros allocated by the end
of the summer, with half of that handed
over to aid groups.

Sweeping crackdown    
Erdogan estimated the refugees,

many of whom have fled the devastating
five-year civil war in neighboring Syria,
have cost Turkey $12 billion (10.9 billion
Euros). The EU made the deal with Turkey
in an effort to control a huge influx of
more than a million migrants who over-
whelmed the bloc last year. Late last

month, Brussels said it had opened a
new phase of negotiations with Turkey
on its long-stalled bid for EU member-
ship. But that bid has been hit by
Erdogan’s sweeping crackdown in the
wake of the failed July 15 military
takeover, which has seen thousands of
people detained.  The president repeat-
ed his call for capital punishment for the
plotters, an issue that has provoked an
angry reaction from the EU. Turkey abol-
ished the death penalty in 2004 ahead of
membership talks with Brussels that
began the following year. —AFP

Erdogan accuses EU of not paying up under migrant deal  
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ANKARA: Turkey’s opposition leader yesterday
warned against a government witch hunt fol-
lowing the failed coup in the country, saying it
would cast a shadow on the democracy which
those who opposed the insurrection tried to
protect.

In an interview with The Associated Press,
Kemal Kilicdaroglu also said the United States
should extradite a US-based Muslim cleric whom
the government accuses of being behind the
failed July 15 uprising.

“ Those who are innocent should not be
thrown into the fire with those who are guilty,”
said Kilicdaroglu, leader of the pro-secular main
opposition Republican People’s Party. “The start
of a witch hunt would cast a shadow on the
struggle that is being led for democracy.”

Turkey has detained more than 13,000 peo-
ple in the military, judiciary and other institu-
tions in a purge in the wake of the attempted
coup which killed about 290 people. Tens of
thousands of others have been suspended from
their jobs in sectors including education, health
care, municipalities and even at the Turkish
national airline. Those who have been purged
are accused of ties to the movement led by US-

based cleric Fethullah Gulen, although their
direct links to the coup attempt is not clear.
Gulen has denied any part in the foiled uprising
by a faction within Turkey’s military.

‘Top Afghanistan general held’ 
On Tuesday, two Turkish generals serving in

Afghanistan and a former Istanbul governor
were detained as part of the crackdown. The two
generals were caught in Dubai, while the gover-
nor, Huseyin Avni Mutlu, who served from 2010-

2014, was detained in Istanbul, an official at the
office of President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said.
The official spoke on condition of anonymity in
line with regulations on speaking to the media.

In another crackdown, police and prosecutors
searched the Istanbul-based naval academy, an
official said. At least 110 Culture and Tourism
Ministry employees were suspended and deten-
tion warrants were issued for 29 lawyers in the
central Turkish city of Konya, the state-run
Anadolu Agency reported.

Police on Tuesday also detained two more
journalists a day after authorities issued warrants
for the detention of 42 journalists, many of them
who had worked for Gulen-linked media.

Kilicdaroglu cautioned that authorities
should act within the law and pursue only those
linked to the coup plot. “Are those who carried
out the coup attempt guilty? Yes. The real cul-
prits must be found,” Kilicdaroglu said. “If we go
out of the norms of the law, then we are no dif-
ferent to the coup-plotters.”

“The detention of journalists is not a pretty
development,” Kilicdaroglu added. “If they have
direct ties to the coup, that’s a different matter.
But the detention or arrest of a journalist for
expressing opinions, for covering an issue is not
right.” Kilicdaroglu said he backed the govern-
ment’s efforts for Gulen’s extradition from the
United States. “It has been expressed that
Fethullah Gulen was at the center of the coup
attempt. It has been expressed that evidence
(against Gulen) will be brought to light. If there
is such an incident, then naturally Fethullah
Gulen must be returned to Turkey,” he said.

Gulen himself insisted in an opinion piece he
wrote for the New York Times, that he had noth-
ing to do with the coup and had denounced it
from the start, and called on the US to reject
Turkey’s extradition request for him.

“Turkey’s president is blackmailing the United
States by threatening to curb his country’s sup-
port for the international coalition against the
Islamic State. His goal: to ensure my extradition,
despite a lack of credible evidence and virtually
no prospect for a fair trial. The temptation to
give Mr. Erdogan whatever he wants is under-
standable. But the United States must resist it,”
Gulen wrote.

“For the sake of worldwide efforts to restore
peace in turbulent times, as well as to safeguard
the future of democracy in the Middle East, the
United States must not accommodate an auto-
crat who is turning a failed putsch into a slow-
motion coup of his own against constitutional
government,” Gulen said.

Gulen said that despite his “unequivocal
protest, similar to statements issued by all three
of the major opposition parties (denouncing the
coup), Turkey’s increasingly authoritarian presi-
dent, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, immediately
accused me of orchestrating the putsch.” He
insisted his philosophy was one of “inclusive and
pluralist Islam” that rejected armed rebellion and
espoused the respect of all regardless of reli-
gious or political views or ethnic origins. “In
Turkey, the Erdogan government’s shift toward a
dictatorship is polarizing the population along
sectarian, political,  religious and ethnic
lines,fueling the fanatics,” Gulen wrote. —AP

Turkey detains generals, journalists 
in widening purge post-coup

Warns against witch hunt

ANKARA: Pro-government supporters protest against the attempted coup, on the road leading
to Istanbul’s iconic Bosporus Bridge on Thursday. —AP

SAINT-ETIENNE-DU-ROUVRAY, SEINE-MARITIME, FRANCE: French President Francois
Hollande (L) holds and speaks with Hubert Wulfranc mayor of Saint-Etienne-du-
Rouvray (R) yesterday. —AFP

SAINT-ETIENNE-DU-ROUVRAY, FRANCE:
President  Francois Hollande vowed yester-
day to wage war against Islamic State (IS)
“by every means” within the law after two
men linked to the jihadist group killed a
priest in a French church.

“ We are confronted with a group,
Daesh, which has declared war on us,”
Hollande said, using an alternative name
for the Islamic State group. “We have to
wage war, by every means, (but through)
upholding the law, which is because we
are a democracy.”

Hollande was speaking in a lightning
visit to the northern French town of Saint-
Etienne-du-Rouvray, just hours after the
attack took place. Two assailants entered a
local church, slitting the throat of an 84-
year-old priest and leaving another
hostage with life-threatening injuries,
before being killed by police as they left

the building, police said.  Hollande said the
assailants “claimed to be from Daesh” and
branded the assault as a “vile terrorist
attack”. “The Catholic community has been
hit, but it is all of the French public which is
concerned,” Hollande said. He called for
national unity in the face of terrorism, urg-
ing the French people to “create a solid bloc
that no-one can split”.

France remains on high alert after
Tunisian Mohamed Lahouaiej Bouhlel
ploughed a truck into a crowd of people
celebrating Bastille Day in Nice, killing 84
people and injuring over 300. The July 14
massacre was the third major terror attack
in France in little more than 18 months.

The string of bloody incidents has left
the country jittery and stoked political fin-
ger-pointing, with conservative politicians
accusing the ruling Socialists of being weak
or incompetent on security. —AFP

Hollande vows war on IS ‘by 
every means’ after church attack   

LONDON: London Mayor Sadiq Khan, seek-
ing more powers for the British capital to
protect the city after Britons voted to leave
the European Union, commissioned a study
yesterday to draw up a list of devolution
demands.

The June 23 vote to leave the EU is
threatening to send Britain’s $2.4 trillion
economy into a recession that would cast a
long shadow over London, the centre of
the country’s prosperity and home to its
world-leading financial services industry.

Khan, a centre-left former Member of
Parliament who was elected in May on a
pro-business platform, said he wanted
more policy tools to make sure he could
steer the capital’s economy effectively as
Britain negotiates its EU exit.

He did not elaborate but a previous
study, published in 2013, recommended
devolving property taxes and allowing
London greater freedom to invest in infra-
structure. “London needs a stronger voice
so that we can protect jobs and growth
from the economic uncertainty ahead,”
Khan said in a statement announcing a

new ‘Finance Commission’ tasked with
drawing up a “wide-ranging suite of devo-
lution requests”.

Khan said he had already held prelimi-
nary talks with finance minister Philip
Hammond on the subject, and that
Hammond had indicated he was open to
further devolution for London. As mayor,
Khan already oversees a budget of 17 bil-
lion pounds ($22 billion) with a remit that
covers housing and transport, but he does
not set policy for the financial sector or
have full control over taxation, spending
and borrowing.

“More than ever before, Londoners need
their city’s government to be agile and to
have the power to use taxation generated
locally to promote economic growth,” said
Tony Travers an academic who will lead the
new finance commission and who chaired
the previous study.

“Devolution would be good for London
and would take pressure off the UK govern-
ment at a time when it needs all its capaci-
ty to make Brexit work as well as possible,”
he added.-Reuters

London mayor seeks more 
powers to protect post-Brexit city

NORFOLK, ENGLAND: Recent but undated handout
photo issued on Friday July 22, 2016 by William and
Kate, the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, of Britain’s
Prince George with the family dog Lupo, at
Sandringham. —AP

LONDON: London Mayor Sadiq Khan (2L) poses with Brad Simpson (L) James McVey
(2R) and Connor Ball (R), members of British band “The Vamps”, to mark International
Busking Day on Friday. —AFP

ANKARA: This picture taken on Monday shows scarves with the effigy of Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan a rally against the military coup. —AFP

LONDON: The British Council, which promotes British cul-
ture and values worldwide, said yesterday that it has start-
ed disciplinary procedures against an employee who went
on a social media rant against Prince George.

The woman posted obscene comments about George -
who just celebrated his third birthday - on Facebook, using
expletives and calling the youngster an example of “white
privilege living off public money.”

She also made fun of George’s facial expressions. The
British Council said in a statement that the comment was
made on a “private social media account” and does not
represent the council’s views and values.

George’s parents, Prince William and his wife Kate, have
not commented. They released new pictures of George last
week to mark his birthday. —AP

MOSCOW: Russian President Vladimir Putin
will meet his Turkish counterpart Tayyip
Erdogan next month for the first time in
almost a year, a sign that a rapprochement
between the two nations is gathering pace.

Russian trade sanctions imposed on
Ankara over the Turkish shooting down of a
Russian jet near the Syrian border last
November remain in place, and Economy
Minister Alexei Ulyukayev said yesterday
they were unlikely to be lifted before the
two leaders met.

Ulyukayev was speaking as senior offi-
cials from the two nations, including
Turkish Deputy Prime Minister Mehmet
Simsek, met in Moscow to lay the ground
for a gradual thaw in ties. The Kremlin and
the Turkish government said Putin and
Erdogan would meet on Aug. 9 in the
Russian leader ’s home town of St.
Petersburg, Russia’s second-largest city.

The shooting down of the Russian fight-
er jet,  which was taking part in the
Kremlin’s campaign to support Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad, prompted
Moscow to impose sanctions on Ankara to
hurt its tourism and construction sectors.

It also banned Turkish food imports.
“The agenda has not been discussed yet
... but beyond all doubt, there is much to
talk about,” Kremlin spokesman Dmitry
Peskov told a conference cal l  with
reporters, referring to the planned Putin-
Erdogan meeting.

“This will be the first meeting after that
collapse in our relations, the first one after

the leaders of the two nations turned over
that page,” Peskov said. “Therefore, it’s pos-
sible to say with confidence they won’t lack
topics for discussion.”

Erdogan faced the biggest challenge to
his rule this month when he defeated a
coup staged by his own military. He is now
trying to consolidate his power by purging
the army and security structures. Turkey
has thanked Russia for its solid support of
its legitimate government during the
abortive putsch. Mehmet Simsek, Turkey’s
deputy prime minister, said his visit and
that of other officials was part of an ongo-
ing attempt to try to mend ties with
Moscow.

“We are here to improve our relations
and to bring them to an even higher level
than before Nov. 24,” Simsek said at the
start of a meeting on Tuesday with his
Russian counterpart Arkady Dvorkovich.

Russian and Turkish officials discussed
the possible lifting of the food import ban,
Dvorkovich told reporters. Officials would
later also discuss whether it was realistic to
restart the shelved TurkStream project,
which aims to build a natural gas pipeline
from Russia to Turkey.

Dvorkovich said the resumption of
charter flights between the two countries
“will take some time”. He said construction
of the planned Akkuyu nuclear power
plant project in Turkey was also on the
agenda. “We plan to be able to move for-
ward pretty fast,” he said, giving no further
details. —Reuters

Putin and Erdogan to meet next 
month amid growing rapprochement

UK council investigating 
employee who insulted 

Prince George

MILAN: The outspoken leader of Italy’s right-wing, anti-EU
Northern League party has refused to apologize for com-
paring the lower house speaker to a blow-up sex doll.

Matteo Salvini has remained defiant in the face of
strong criticism for degrading remarks aimed at house
speaker Laura Boldrini, telling Sky TG24 yesterday that he
had no intention of apologizing for holding a blow-up doll
aloft at a weekend rally and calling it “Boldrini’s clone.” He
has, instead, kept up the attack with Twitter posts with a
hashtag that translates to “deflate Boldrini.”

Boldrini has thanked all those who came to her defense,
saying that Salvini has created “an Italy that cannot put up
any more with the sexist obscenities.” — AP

Italian rightwing leader 
compares Boldrini

to blow-up doll
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VIENTIANE, Laos: Vietnam aims to settle
its territorial dispute with China in the
South China Sea through bilateral nego-
tiations even though it doesn’t rule out
applying international laws, as the
Philippines did in its recent arbitration
victory, the deputy foreign minister said
yesterday.

“Our consistent policy is to settle dis-
putes through peaceful means in accor-
dance with national laws and United
Nations (conventions and laws), and we
attach quite (a lot of ) importance to
bilateral negotiations,” Le Hoai Trung told
The Associated Press. “For us, all means
of peaceful settlement are important. All

means. So you can count (international
arbitration) but we attach importance to
bilateral negotiations,” he said in the
interview on the sidelines of a regional
security meeting being hosted by Laos.
“The important factor is you need to
have the goodwill, and you need to base
your claims on international law, the rel-
evant international law,” he said.

China claims almost all  of the
resource-rich South China Sea on histori-
cal grounds, overlapping with claims by
the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia and
Brunei. Only Philippines has taken its dis-
pute to The Hague-based Permanent
Court of Arbitration, which ruled in its

favor earlier this month on the basis of
the 1982 UN Conventions on the Laws of
the Sea. China, however, does not accept
the tribunal’s authority over the matter
and has rejected the ruling.

The ruling should embolden all
claimants now that they know the inter-
national law does not favor China. Yet,
the four Southeast Asian countries,
which have little clout in the face of
China’s might, are reluctant to escalate
tensions by internationalizing the dis-
pute. At a meeting of the foreign minis-
ters of 10 Southeast Asian nations on
Sunday, even the Philippines was reluc-
tant to have the grouping rebuke China,

and in several forums said its dispute
had nothing to do with the region,
according to diplomats who attended
the closed-door meetings. They spoke
on condition of anonymity because they
are not authorized to speak with the
media. The continuing conciliatory tone
toward China was evident in Trung’s
comments.

“We should use everything that we
have to promote friendship and promote
negotiations. And not to look at it as
who has won or who has lost. So, self-
restraint. And try to move forward ...
guided by constructive and positive spir-
it and work for friendship,” he said.

China and Vietnam have had long-
running territorial disputes in the Spratly
Islands and the Paracels in the South
China Sea. Tensions spiked in 2014 with a
standoff after China moved a massive oil
rig off the Paracels.

China is now Vietnam’s largest trading
partner and the Asian neighbors have
since tried to mend ties by exchanging
high-level visits although tensions remain
over the islands. Trung said Vietnam has
resolved several of its border issues with
Cambodia, Laos, China and Malaysia
through bilateral negotiations, and there
is no reason why it can’t resolve the South
China Sea this way. —AP

Vietnam says it prefers bilateral talks with China on SCS
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VIENTIANE, LAOS: North Korea warned the
United States yesterday that it will pay a “terrify-
ing price” if the Korean Peninsula sinks into
deeper tensions, stepping up its rhetoric hours
after US Secretary of State John Kerry blasted
Pyongyang for its nuclear program.

Kerry told a regional security conference
being hosted by Laos that North Korea’s pursuit
of nuclear weapons - when the world is trying to
rid itself of them - is “very provocative and
deeply concerning.” He urged the country to fol-
low the lead of Iran, which hammered out a deal

to end its nuclear program in return for the lift-
ing of sanctions.

However, North Korea was slapped with new
UN sanctions in March, and Kerry urged the
international community to fully enforce those
and previous sanctions. In North Korea’s typical
fashion of unleashing rhetorical threats, its for-
eign minister, Ri Yong-ho, told the same confer-
ence, known as the ASEAN Regional Forum, that
it is ready to face any sanctions and took them
into account when it took the “inevitable strate-
gic decision” to develop nuclear weapons to

counter the “never-ending nuclear blackmails of
the US” North Korea says it needs nuclear
weapons to cope with what it sees as US military
threats. The United States stations about 28,500
troops in South Korea and regularly holds joint
military drills with South Korea. Pyongyang has
long demanded Washington withdraw its troops
from South Korea and stop the joint drills, which
it calls an invasion rehearsal.

“We are ready to show that even a (powerful)
country will surely not be safe if it tries to tor-
ment and harm a small country,” Ri said, accord-
ing to the text of his speech released to the
media. “The United States will have to pay dearly
a terrifying price.”

Crude nuclear devices 
Some analysts say North Korea has devel-

oped a handful of crude nuclear devices and is
working toward building a warhead small
enough to mount on a long-range missile capa-
ble of reaching the continental US However,
South Korean defense officials say the North has
neither such a miniaturized warhead nor a func-
tioning intercontinental ballistic missile.

Kerry said if Iran can give up nuclear weapons
so can North Korea. “But North Korea alone ... the
only country in the world defying the interna-
tional movement towards responsibility, contin-
ues to develop its own weapon, continues to
develop its missiles, continues the provocative
actions,” he said.

“North Korea in January did another nuclear
test. In February, March, April, May, continually
they have done missile tests,” he said. “So togeth-
er we are determined, all of us assembled here -
perhaps with one exception assembled here - to
make absolutely certain the DPRK understands
that there are real consequences for these
actions.” —AP

N Korea warns US of ‘terrifying 
price’ over nuke tensions

After US blasted Pyongyang’s nuclear program 

VIENTIANE, LAOS: North Korea Foreign Minister Ri Yong Ho talks to reporters after a break
during the 23rd Asean Regional meeting yesterday. —AP

BANGKOK: Students doing military service yesterday holding banners during a cam-
paign encouraging the public to vote in the upcoming referendum on Thailand’s
draft constitution. Thais will head to the polls on August 7, 2016 for the first time in
more than two years to cast votes in a junta-organized referendum fraught with con-
troversy. —AFP

VIENTIANE: The Philippines and China
should “turn the page” and hold talks over
contested areas of the South China Sea
after a tribunal shot down Beijing’s claims
to the strategic waterway, US Secretary of
State John Kerry said yesterday.

Relations between China and the
Philippines hit a nadir earlier this month
after Beijing refused to recognize a UN-
backed ruling invalidating its claims to
much of the sea. The Philippines, which
says it owns areas claimed by China, took
the case to a Hague-based tribunal for
arbitration.

Kerry reiterated Washington’s stance
that the tribunal’s decision to favor the
Philippines was binding, but added that it
was time to seek new ground. “I would
encourage President Duterte to engage in
dialogue, in negotiations,” Kerry told
reporters in Laos, referring to the tough-
talking new Philippines leader. 

Kerry is due to fly to Manila for talks
with Duterte later yesterday.  Kerry’s call
for fresh talks between Manila and Beijing
comes at the request of his Chinese coun-
terpart Wang Yi. “The foreign minister said
very clearly the time has come to move
away from public tensions and turn the
page,” Kerry told reporters. “And we agree
with that... no claimant should be acting

in a way that is provocative, no claimant
should take steps that wind up raising
tensions.”

The two envoys met on the sidelines of
a regional security forum of the 10-mem-
ber Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) that has been dogged by the issue
of the South China Sea.

The Philippines had been expected to
push for the bloc to support the tribunal
ruling in a punchy joint-statement. But the
bloc shied away from a diplomatic con-
frontation with China.  

Philippine Foreign Secretary Perfecto
Yasay told reporters that he supported that
approach, describing the tribunal case as a
dispute just between Beijing and Manila.
“The other countries are not part of our fil-
ing of the case before the arbitral tribunal
so why would we insist that it be put in the
ASEAN statement,” Yasay said.

ASEAN member states span communist
autocracies such as Laos and Vietnam, the
tiny Islamic sultanate of Brunei and popu-
lous democracies like Indonesia and the
Philippines. It works on the basis of con-
sensus diplomacy. But critics have
slammed the grouping for failing to pres-
ent a strong front against China’s aggres-
sive divide and rule policy among its
neighbors. —AFP

VIENTIANE: US Secretary of State John Kerry (R) talks with an aide as he attends the
Regional Security Forum (ARF) on the sidelines of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) annual ministerial meeting yesterday. —AP

China-Philippines should 
‘turn page’ on sea row: Kerry

BEIJING: South Korea’s decision to deploy
an advanced US anti-missile defense sys-
tem does not threaten China’s security, a
senior US administration official said
wednesday at the end of a visit to China by
US National Security Adviser Susan Rice.

The announcement by South Korea and
the United States this month that they
would deploy a Terminal High Altitude Area
Defense (THAAD) unit has already drawn
protests from China that it would destabi-
lize regional security.

The decision is the latest move to
squeeze increasingly isolated North Korea,
but China worries the system’s radar will be
able to track its military capabilities. Russia
also opposes the deployment. “It is purely a
defensive measure. It is not aimed at any
other party other than North Korea and the
threat it poses and this defensive weapons
system is neither designed nor capable of
threatening China’s security interests,” the
official told reporters on a conference call.

South Korea and the United States have

said THAAD would only be used in defense
against North Korean ballistic missiles.
North Korea has launched a series of mis-
siles in recent months, the latest last week
when it fired three ballistic missiles in what
it said was a simulated test of preemptive
strikes against South Korean ports and air-
fields used by the US military.

The missiles flew 500-600 km (300-360
miles) into the sea off its east coast and
could have hit anywhere in South Korea if
the North intended, the South’s military
said.

North Korea came under the latest
round of UN Security Council sanctions in
March after its fourth nuclear test in
January and the launch of a long-range
rocket the following month.

Rice also emphasized the importance of
all sides implementing UN sanctions on
North Korea, and was pleased that China
said it remained committed to their imple -
mentation, said the senior US official who
declined to be identified. —Reuters

US tells China that anti
missile system not a threat

BEIJING: Two Hong Kong journalists
have been jailed in China for run-
ning an “illegal business” that sent
political magazines to the mainland,
one of their lawyers said yesterday,
as Beijing cracks down on press free-
doms in the semi-autonomous terri-
tory.  Publisher Wang Jianmin, 62,
was jailed for five years and three
months and editor-in-chief Guo
Zhongxiao was given two years and
three months by the court in
Shenzhen, Wang’s lawyer told AFP.

“The two both admitted guilt to
the court and said they ‘will not
appeal’,” said Chen Nansha. The sen-
tences come after five booksellers
from Hong Kong whose publishing
house was known for gossipy titles
about Chinese political leaders went
missing and resurfaced in the main-

land last year. 
One of the five is still detained

and another, who skipped bail and
returned to Hong Kong, has
revealed how he was blindfolded
and interrogated for months during
his detention. Wang and Guo’s mag-
azines are widely available in the for-
mer British colony, which has
greater freedoms than the mainland
under agreements signed with
Britain during the 1997 handover.

The pair were detained in June
2014, when Shenzhen police said
they were “operating an illegal pub-
lication”. According to reports at the
time of their trial in November, pros-
ecutors said their Hong Kong-regis-
tered company National Affairs
Limited had earned HK$7 million
(US$900,000) from publications New

Way Monthly and Multiple Face.  
But the defense insisted that only

eight copies were sent to the main-
land, all to friends of the publisher,
the South China Morning Post said.
Concerns are mounting about press
freedoms in Hong Kong, where
mass rallies in 2014 for fully free
leadership elections failed to win
political reform, and young cam-
paigners are increasingly demand-
ing more distance from Beijing.
Although the city has the status of a
special administrative region of
China, the two have separate legal
systems, distinct police jurisdictions
and maintain strict border controls.
Pro-democracy Hong Kong lawmak-
er Lee Cheuk-yan told AFP that the
sentences imposed on the journal-
ists were “a warning to anyone who

wants to do business in China espe-
cially in the area of publication-they
will be subjected to suppression and
censorship and if they are not fol-
lowing the party line, then they will
be jailed”. 

Hong Kong’s companies register
shows that National Affairs Limited
is a private firm registered in March
2007. Neither Wang nor Guo are list-
ed as directors. Willy Lam, a China
expert at the Chinese University of
Hong Kong, said the magazines-
which covered Chinese politics-were
printed in Hong Kong, then distrib-
uted in the mainland through unof-
ficial networks.

“Beijing is sending an additional
warning apart from the arrest of the
Causeway Bay booksellers, not to
play with fire,” he said. —AFP

BEIJING: An aspiring Colombian beauty
queen has been convicted of drug smug-
gling by a Chinese court and sentenced to
15 years in jail, state-run media reported
yesterday. Juliana Lopez Sarrazola, 23, was
caught in possession of a laptop with 610
grams (1.3 pounds) of cocaine hidden
inside at an airport in the southern city of
Guangzhou in July last year, the Yangcheng
Evening News said.

She was sentenced to 15 years in prison
on Monday and will be expelled from the
country once the term is served, according
to the report, which described her as a
model. Videos posted online show
Sarrazola seeking a place in the 2014-15
Senorita Antioquia beauty contest, the win-
ner of which has a chance to compete to
represent Colombia at Miss World.

Sarrazola said she agreed to carry the
drugs for a Colombian drug dealer, identi-
fied only as Sergio in the report, because
she wanted to borrow money from him to
attend the Miss World pageant, the news-
paper said.

She was paid for her air tickets, hotel
and $776 in cash and the drug dealer
agreed to reward her with a further $2,500
if the scheme went through, it said.

The final of Miss World 2015 was held in
Sanya in China’s island province of Hainan.
Sarrazola’s lawyers appealed to the court
for leniency on the grounds that Sergio
threatened to kill her family if she refused
to comply with his demands, the Nanfang
Daily reported. Colombian authorities had
previously said she could face death penal-
ty if convicted. —AFP

SEOUL: South Korea warned its citizens in
China and Southeast Asia yesterday of the
risk of “dangerous acts” by North Korea after
news reports said North Korea may have
sent agents to those places to harm or
abduct South Koreans.

South Korean Christian missionaries,
journalists and North Korean defectors to
the South could be prime targets, Sun
Nahm-kook, a deputy spokesman for the
South’s foreign ministry, told a news brief-
ing. “The government has stepped up moni-
toring over the possibility of dangerous acts
by the North against our citizens and has
strengthened security measures for the
safety of our citizens,” Sun said. The warning
came after South Korean media said the
North had sent teams of agents to China
and Southeast Asia to harm or abduct

South Koreans in retaliation for the South’s
granting of asylum to workers from a
restaurant run by the North in China. North
Korea has accused the South of abducting
the 12 waitresses and a male manager who
worked at the restaurant and has demand-
ed their return. The South has said the
restaurant workers defected on their own
free will.

South Korean embassies in China and
Southeast Asia have urged citizens to be
extra vigilant and to avoid contact with North
Koreans, Sun said. South Korea’s Yonhap news
agency and YTN news channel reported on
Tuesday that North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un had sent more than 10 teams of agents to
China and Southeast Asia to target South
Koreans, quoting sources familiar with devel-
opments in the North. — Reuters

Hong Kong journalists jailed in Beijing   

BANGKOK: Three prominent Thai rights defenders
were charged yesterday with criminal defamation over
a rare report describing torture suffered by detainees
in the restive south, police said. 

Thailand’s southern tip is a hotbed of violence, with
more than 6,500 people-mostly civilians-killed in a 12-
year insurgency by Muslim rebels against the
Buddhist-majority state. But the near-daily shootings
and bombs make few international headlines, and
watchdog groups say rights abuses are frequent in the
shadowy region governed for a decade by emergency
laws.  Three activists behind the landmark report on
torture allegedly carried out by soldiers in the south
are now facing jail time after the military charged
them with defamation, which carries a two year prison
sentence, and violating the computer crimes act,
which carries three years. 

Rights groups say both broadly-worded laws are
routinely used by powerful interests to silence critics.
“All three denied the charges and will submit written
testimonies later,” Winyou Tiamrat, the police officer
handling the case in the southern province of Pattani,
said of Pornpen Khongkachonkiet, Anchana
Heemmina and Somchai Homlaor.

Their report, based on interviews with 54 former
detainees, described a host of physical and mental tor-
ture tactics allegedly used by soldiers and police.
Beatings, threats at gunpoint, sensory deprivation and
partial suffocation were all routine during detention,
the report said. 

The military, which denied the report’s allegations,
has in the past admitted rights abuses but prosecu-
tions of soldiers are extremely rare. The insurgents
have also employed brutal tactics including shootings,
beheadings and bombings. Pornpen expressed fears
her case would deter others from investigating the
heavily-patrolled region and push victims of abuse
back into the shadows. “We are trying hard to create a
space for people (in the south) to express their griev-
ances,” she told AFP. — AFP

Thai rights activists 
charged over report 

on army torture

China jails Colombian model 
for 15 yrs over drugs

South Korea warns citizens against 
attack, abduction by North 
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He however told the court that he did not partici-
pate in any fighting for the group and that he only
managed the oil facilities. The court set the next
hearing for Sept 20 to hear the testimony of the
security officer who arrested the two.

Meanwhile, head of the National Assembly public
funds protection committee MP Abdullah Al-Turaiji
said yesterday the panel  found contradic t ions

between the ministries of interior and commerce
and the agricultural authority regarding violations
in the allocation of several state-owned farmlands.
He said the committee will contact the concerned
ministers to resolve the contradictions, adding that
the panel found that a citizen had illegally obtained
135 commercial licenses to be able to obtain more
farmland and that officials in the commerce ministry
and the agricultural authority appear to have assist-
ed him.

Mandatory medical tests for visitors...

GENEVA: The UN weather agency yesterday said it
believes a 54-degree Celsius (129.2 Fahrenheit) tempera-
ture recorded in Kuwait has set a record for the eastern
hemisphere. The World Meteorological Organization said
it is setting up a committee to look into whether the tem-
perature recorded Thursday in Mitrabah, Kuwait, was a
new high for the hemisphere and in Asia. WMO’s Omar
Baddour said it’s “likely” to be an eastern hemisphere
record.

Last week, swathes of North Africa and the Middle East
were hit by heat waves that have become more frequent
over the last half-century, and Earth is fresh off the hottest
six months on record. WMO said the world record high of
56.7 Celsius (134 Fahrenheit) was recorded at Furnace
Creek in Death Valley, California, in 1913.

Record temperatures in the first half of 2016 have tak-
en scientists by surprise despite widespread recognition
that extreme weather events are becoming more fre-
quent and intense, the director of the World Climate
Research Program said. The earth is on track for its hottest

year on record with June marking the 14th straight month
of record heat, the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) said last week.

Temperatures recorded mainly in the northern hemi-
sphere in the first six months of the year, coupled with an
early and fast Arctic sea ice melt and “new highs” in heat-
trapping carbon dioxide levels, point to quickening cli-
mate change, it said. “What concerns me most is that we
didn’t anticipate these temperature jumps,” said David
Carlson, director of the WMO’s climate research program,
late on Monday. “We predicted moderate warmth for
2016, but nothing like the temperature rises we’ve seen,”
he told the Thomson Reuters Foundation by telephone
from Geneva.

“Massive temperature hikes, but also extreme events
like floodings, have become the new normal,” Carlson
said. “The ice melt rates recorded in the first half of 2016,
for example - we don’t usually see those until later in the
year.” He said sudden temperature rises could endanger
people, animals and water systems. — Agencies 

54 Celsius in Kuwait 
may be Asian record

The Solar Impulse 2, a solar-powered airplane piloted by Swiss pioneer Bertrand Piccard, lands in Abu Dhabi, with Sheikh Zayed mosque in the background, to complete its world tour flight yesterday in
the United Arab Emirates. — AFP 

ABU DHABI: Solar Impulse 2 made history yesterday as
the first airplane to circle the globe powered only by the
sun, opening up new possibilities for the future of
renewable energy. Cheers and applause broke out as it
touched down before dawn in Abu Dhabi after the final
leg of a marathon trip which began on March 9 last
year. Swiss explorer and project director Bertrand
Piccard was in the cockpit during the more than 48-
hour flight from Cairo, crossing the Red Sea, the vast
Saudi desert and the Gulf.

It capped a remarkable 43,000-km journey across
four continents, two oceans and three seas, accom-
plished in 23 days of flying without using a drop of fuel.
“The future is clean, the future is you, the future is now,
let’s take it further,” Piccard said after landing. “One
thing I would like for you to remember: More than an
achievement in the history of aviation, Solar Impulse
has made an achievement in (the) history of energy.
“We have enough solutions, enough technologies. We
should never accept the world to be polluted only
because people are scared to think in another way.”

Hours earlier, UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon lav-
ished praise on the team in a live-streamed conversa-
tion. “My deepest admiration and respect for your
courage,” he said. “This is a historic day, not only for you
but for humanity.” Swiss vice president Doris Leuthard
said Si2’s success “comes at a moment where the world
needs optimism” and “gives hope... there’s reason for
optimism, reason to work for a better life”. Abu Dhabi

Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al-Nahyan
tweeted: “We hope the success of @solarimpulse helps
to deliver Abu Dhabi’s message about the need to
invest in clean energy and encourage innovation.”

Food Research 
Dubbed the “paper plane”, Solar Impulse 2 circum-

navigated the globe in 17 stages, with 58-year-old
Piccard and his compatriot Andre Borschberg taking
turns at the controls of the single-seater. Last year
Borschberg, 63, smashed the record for the longest
uninterrupted solo journey in aviation history between
Nagoya, Japan and Hawaii - nearly 118 hours and 8,924
km. No heavier than a car but with the wingspan of a
Boeing 747, the four-engine, battery-powered aircraft
relies on around 17,000 solar cells in its wings. Its aver-
age speed was 80 km an hour.

The pilots breathed oxygen at high altitude and wore
specially designed suits to cope with extreme condi-
tions - temperatures ranging from minus 20 degrees to
plus 35 degrees C. Nestle Health Science, which provid-
ed their tailor-made meals, said its research could help
develop “convenient, highly-nutritious food” for elderly
people. Piccard has said he launched the project in 2003
to demonstrate that renewable energy “can achieve the
impossible”. His dream took much longer than planned.
The attempt was initially expected to last five months,
including 25 days of actual flying. But Si2 was grounded
in July last year when its batteries suffered problems

halfway through the trip.
The project was also beset by bad weather and ill-

ness, which delayed the final leg. In the air, the pilot was
constantly in contact with mission control in Monaco,
where weathermen, mathematicians and engineers
monitored the route and prepared flight strategies. A
psychiatrist who made the first non-stop balloon flight
around the world in 1999, Piccard had warned the last
leg would be difficult because of  he high temperatures.

But he showed little sign of fatigue after landing. “It
was a project that was very difficult, a lot of people
doubted we could do it, so of course for the team it’s
fantastic but also for all the people who believe in clean
technologies,” Piccard told reporters. “The biggest chal-
lenge is to have an airplane that can fly perpetually,

days and nights without refuelling, because there is no
fuel.” While the pilots do not expect commercial solar-
powered planes soon, they hope the project will help
spur wider progress in clean energy.

On the Solar Impulse blog, Borschberg voices
hope that “electric propulsion wil l  increasingly
become the norm”. “I am very happy to see that large
groups such as Airbus and NASA are starting to work
on electric propulsion. The ball is rolling!” With Si2
demonstrating that sunlight can be a continual
source of energy in perpetual flight, “we will soon see
solar drones flying in the stratosphere”, Borschberg
said. “We can hardly believe that we made it. It’s still a
little bit like in a dream. We have to realise that it’s
the reality,” Piccard said. — AFP 

Solar plane completes epic round-the-world trip
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It should have been a triumphant night for Hillary
Clinton when her rival Bernie Sanders gave a rous-
ing speech urging his supporters to vote for her in

the Nov 8 US presidential election. Instead it turned
into a sign of potential trouble for her White House
bid. His speech on Monday to the Democratic National
Convention in Philadelphia urging the party to unite
against Republican Donald Trump was met with some
jeers when he endorsed Clinton - a sign he had lost
control of his own movement.

“I’m beyond disappointed,” California delegate
Aleece Depuey, 49, said after Sanders sought to rally
support for his one-time rival. Hundreds of Sanders
supporters marched through the streets on Day One
of the four-day convention, chanting: “We want
Bernie!” Delegates wore “Bernie or Bust” buttons.
Others donned Robin Hood-style hats, a call to redis-
tribute wealth from the rich to the poor. When he
spoke, a scuffle broke out between a Sanders support-
er and a Clinton supporter in the hall.

The backlash raised questions over whether - and
how - Clinton could ever win over Sanders supporters.
With opinion polls showing the Clinton-Trump race
tightening, Clinton needs Sanders’ voters more than
ever. Sanders, a US senator from Vermont, arrived in
Philadelphia with 1,894 of 4,763 delegates after win-
ning 13 million votes in the Democratic nominating
contest. To many of Sanders’ backers, Clinton is a
bridge too far. They see her as the kind of political
insider, backed by reams of corporate money, that
drove them to Sanders and his fight to rein in Wall
Street and remove income inequality. Others simply
do not trust her, opinion polls show.

In a Reuters/Ipsos poll released at the end of June,
some 15 percent of Sanders’ backers said they would
vote for Trump, and 19 percent would support neither
Clinton nor Trump. Sanders won the states of
Colorado, Indiana, Michigan, and New Hampshire in
the run-up to the convention, and nearly won Iowa -
all states that could be closely contested by Trump in
the general election. Clinton likely will need some por-
tion of Sanders’ support to stay competitive in those
states.

‘Hillary for Prison’
Clinton’s campaign had hoped in Philadelphia to

put the bare-knuckle primary fight behind it, but
Sanders’ voters were enraged by Friday’s embarrassing
release of internal party emails by the activist group
WikiLeaks showing party officials clearly favored
Clinton over their candidate. Sanders supporters
seemed to be everywhere, often with a bigger pres-
ence than Clinton supporters, a jarring sight at an
event where she is due to be formally nominated as
the party’s presidential candidate.

At a delegate welcoming event on Sunday night,
shouts of “Bernie!” filled the air as his supporters circu-
lated a petition to force convention organizers to hold
an extended roll-call vote on the floor this week that
would require each delegate to declare his or her sup-
port. Others pledged to contest Clinton’s choice of
Democrat Tim Kaine, a US senator from Virginia, as her
running mate. When at midday Sanders addressed
more than a thousand of his delegates at the city’s
convention center, the crowd erupted in fury when he
asked them to switch their allegiance to Clinton.
“Brothers and sisters,” he said over their jeers, “this is
the real world that we live in. Trump is a bully and a
demagogue.” People started shouting back: “So is
Hillary!”

Sanders did not mention Clinton again. But he
already had lost the attention of some of his most fer-
vent fans. “As soon as he said back Clinton, everyone
stopped listening,” said Cindy Melchert, a protester
who listened to the appeal over a loudspeaker at a
local park. A Michigan native, Melchert said she would
not vote for Clinton in November under any circum-
stances. For her, the movement now was less about
Sanders and more about showing the Democratic
National Committee “they had us and absolutely lost
us.” Another protester, Michael Arnold of Atlanta,
would not have been out of place at a Trump rally,
sporting a T-shirt that read “Hillary for prison”.

Fearing a similar scene on the convention floor
would embarrass Clinton, Sanders’ campaign emailed
delegates before Monday night’s program, urging
them to restrain themselves. — Reuters

Focus

Some determined 
to march on 

without Sanders

By Humeyra Pamuk and Gareth Jones

Just weeks ago, Commander Adem
Huduti was inspecting Turkish troops
on the Syrian border and being praised

in the media for his role in the fight against
Islamic State and Kurdish militants. Now,
the head of Turkey’s second army, responsi-
ble for its borders with Syria and Iraq, is in
prison in Duzce, some 216 km east of
Istanbul, the most senior serving general
arrested for suspected involvement in a
failed military coup.

At least 246 people were killed and
more than 2,000 injured on the night of July
15, when a faction within the army used
fighter jets, helicopters and tanks to try to
seize airports and bridges, attacking build-
ings including parliament and the intelli-
gence headquarters in a bid to seize power.
The plot crumbled quickly. But it exposed
and exacerbated divisions within the sec-
ond largest military in the NATO alliance,
raising questions about its ability to contain
a growing threat from Islamic State in
neighbouring Syria and a renewed insur-
gency by Kurdish militants.

“The Turkish military is now a broken
force and it will take years for it to heal,” said
Aaron Stein, resident fellow at the
Washington-based Atlantic Council, whose
research focuses on Turkey and regional
security. “The plot extends beyond a rogue
faction ... Beyond the loss of Huduti, the
entire security apparatus now has another
threat to focus on, in addition to Islamic
State and the on-going insurgency in the
southeast.”

Huduti is one of around a third of
Turkey’s roughly 360 generals to have been
detained since the abortive coup, more
than 100 of them already charged pending
trial. Authorities have also launched mass
purges of state institutions, from the police
and judiciary to academia and the civil serv-
ice. Huduti has denied being involved in the
plot. In eight pages of testimony published
by the Hurriyet newspaper, he said armed
coup plotters tried to force him to join them

but he refused, ordering his men to stay in
their barracks.

Huduti was “an experienced command-
er in border security and regions of crisis”,
the Haberturk newspaper said last
December.  The pro-government Sabah dai-
ly in March hailed him as “the commander
who has cleansed Cizre and Sur,” two south-
eastern areas that saw the heaviest clashes
with Kurdish militants. Guilty or not, the
coup plot and the detention of thousands
of soldiers have shaken the armed forces in
a country where the military long saw itself
as the ultimate guardian of secular democ-
racy, and where there had not been a vio-
lent military coup for more than 30 years.

“What we have seen in the last few days
is the start of a process which will have an
impact on Turkey and its armed forces for
the next 20-30 years. It is monumental,” said
Gareth Jenkins, an Istanbul-based writer on
Turkey’s military. “We will see a very highly
politicized military now, just as the civil
service has become. Dismissals and deten-
tions have a knock-on effect on the whole
chain of command ... The inevitable loss of
trust has a big impact on operational capa-
bilities.”

Former NATO Supreme Commander
James Stravridis said the fallout from the
coup attempt would have a “chilling effect”
on Turkey’s military readiness. “There will be
a strong negative impact on the ability of
the Turkish military to perform its duties
across the spectrum of alliance activities,” he
wrote in the latest issue of Foreign Policy
magazine. “Unfortunately, it is likely that the
military in the wake of the coup will be
laser-focused on internal controversy, end-
less investigations, and loyalty checks - and
simply surviving as an institution.”

‘Nobody Listened’
In an interview with Reuters on

Thursday, President Tayyip Erdogan
acknowledged there had been intelligence
failures and said the armed forces would
now have to be restructured quickly to
bring in “fresh blood”. The Supreme Military

Council (YAS), the highest body responsible
for appointments in the armed forces, will
meet under Erdogan’s supervision on July
28. There are likely to be significant person-
nel changes.

Akin Ozturk, head of the air force until
2015 and a member of YAS, was one of the
masterminds of the plot, Turkish officials
have said. Erdogan’s aide-de-camp is also
among those to have been detained. At
least a quarter of the generals who have
been formally arrested are from the air
force, a part of the military crucial not only
in the fight against Kurdistan Workers
Party (PKK) militants in Turkey’s southeast,
but also in the US-led coalition against
Islamic State.  

Erdogan has blamed the coup plot on
US-based Muslim cleric Fethullah Gulen, an
ally-turned-foe whose network of millions
of followers have built influence over
decades in the military, police, judiciary and
parts of the state bureaucracy. Erdogan’s
critics say he and the Islamist-rooted AK
Party he founded allowed Gulen’s followers
to rise to key positions within the state
apparatus to help curb the power of the
military, which had ousted four govern-
ments since 1960 for posing what it saw as
an Islamist threat to the secular order.

Critics say it was mainly Gulenist prose-
cutors who, around the time in 2008 when
Erdogan’s AK Party narrowly escaped being
banned, built two big conspiracy trials tar-
geting the upper echelons of the army.
Hundreds of officers were jailed. It later
became clear, after many charges were dis-
missed, that bogus evidence had been used
in the two cases, known as “Ergenekon” and
“Sledgehammer”. Those jailed were
released, but several former senior officers
said the cases weakened the armed forces
and helped the Gulenists to rise through
the ranks.

“We knew there was a Gulenist struc-
ture within the army, I knew some of them
by name. But now I realize the situation was
more grave than I thought,” said Ahmet
Yavuz, 61, a retired major general who was

jailed in the Sledgehammer trial. “The gov-
ernment and those who ran the armed
forces ignored our warnings. They ruined
the genetic makeup of the army and this
created a space for the Gulenists to move
within the army as they pleased,” he told
Reuters.

Gulen, now 75 and living in the US
state of Pennsylvania since 1999, denies any
involvement in the failed coup. Turkey
wants him extradited but the United States
says it must first provide firm evidence of
criminal wrongdoing. Echoing Yavuz’s com-
ments, Mehmet Ali Celebi, a former army
lieutenant also jailed over the
Sledgehammer case, said many officers
were angry that their warnings about the
Gulenists’ deepening grip in the military
had been ignored. “Nobody listened to us. It
is now clear that those who accused us (in
the Sledgehammer and Ergenekon trials) of
plotting coups were the real plotters,” he
said.

Security Concerns
The shake-up in the security apparatus

is likely to see an increased role for police
special forces, who have already taken on a
more significant presence in and around
Erdogan’s presidential palace in Ankara. The
military presidential guard will be abol-
ished, while the gendarmerie and coast-
guard will fully come under the authority of
the Interior Ministry, Prime Minister Binali
Yildirim said.

Turkey has suffered bomb attacks this
year, including in Ankara and its biggest city
Istanbul, some blamed on Islamic State,
others claimed by Kurdish militants. A triple
suicide bombing and gun attack blamed on
Islamic State killed 45 people and wounded
more than 200 last month at Istanbul’s main
international airport.   “Turkey faces remark-
able security concerns: The conflict with the
PKK, Islamic State and other jihadis and now
the danger of remnants from the coup
itself,” said Howard Eissenstat, a Turkey
expert at St. Lawrence University in New
York. — Reuters

Turkish military a fractured force 

By Jerome Cartillier

When her husband first ran for president in 2008,
Michelle Obama cautiously entered the political
arena, fully supportive of his candidacy yet wary of

the country’s partisan battles. Two terms later, the first lady
known for her wit, style and tact has emerged as a political
force, and on Monday she electrified the
Democratic National Convention
with an impassioned endorse-
ment for Hillary Clinton that
brought the crowd to its feet.
With a determined look and a
big smile, the current first
lady lauded the former first
lady, making the link
between the woman who
would be America’s first
female president and her
hopes for her two teenage
daughters, Sasha and
Malia.

“The hateful lan-
guage they hear from
public figures on TV does
not represent the true
spirit of this country,”
Obama said, in a thinly
veiled swipe at Republican
presidential nominee Donald
Trump, who will battle Clinton
at the polls on Nov 8. “We know
that our words and actions mat-
ter not just to our girls, but to chil-
dren across this country,” said the
52-year-old Obama, a Harvard-edu-

cated lawyer. “This election, and every election, is about who
will have the power to shape our children for the next four
or eight years of their lives,” she said.

“There is only one person who I trust with that responsi-
bility, only one person who I believe is truly qualified to be
president of the United States, and that is our friend, Hillary
Clinton,” she said, before outlining the qualities of her hus-

band’s 2008 primary rival. “Hillary Clinton has never quit
on anything in her life.” Preserving a Legacy 

Armed with popularity ratings
above 60 percent, Michelle

Obama knows how to capti-
vate an audience: at the
2008 convention in Denver,
Colorado, she stepped into
the national spotlight with
remarks that stressed her

husband Barack’s commit-
ment to American values.
That speech resurfaced
last week thanks to
none other than
Trump.  The billion-
aire’s wife Melania
introduced herself as
a political spouse
with words that bor-
rowed from Michelle’s

2008 speech.
At the 2012 convention

in Charlotte, South Carolina,
Michelle said that even after four

years as head of state, her husband
was the same man. “I have seen firsthand
that being president doesn’t change who
you are - it reveals who you are,” she said.

In stumping for Clinton, Michelle has set aside any gripes left
over from the tense 2008 campaign that saw her husband
and this year’s Democratic nominee exchange barbs.
“Because of Hillary Clinton, my daughters - and all our sons
and daughters - now take for granted that a woman can be
president of the United States,” she said Monday night to the
packed arena in Philadelphia.

The Obamas know that a Clinton administration is the best
way to preserve the president’s accom-

plishments, including healthcare
reform, the Iran nuclear deal

and renewed relations
with Cuba, said Peter
Slevin, a Northwestern
University professor
who wrote the first
lady’s biography.
“Michelle Obama under-

stands the political
moment, recognizes
the importance to her
husband’s legacy,”
Slevin said.

No Political
Aspirations 

Her reputation
as a political super-

star has fueled rumors
that Michelle might

have her own presiden-
tial ambitions. But she has

no plans to follow the lead of
Clinton, also a former first lady
who later become secretary of
state. — AFP

Michelle delivers glowing endorsement of Hillary

By James Oliphant and Jonathan Allen



MADRID: Massi-Kuwait Cycling Project, a team composed of 14 riders, par-
ticipated in the 93rd Prueba Villafranca-Ordiziako Klasika race held in Spain,
said a Kuwaiti official late yesterday.  The race saw the participation of 17
professional teams.  Founder of Massi-Kuwait, Abdullah Al-Shammiri told
KUNA that six riders from the team participated in the 165.7
kilometers-long race, held in Ordizia in the Basque
province, Gipuzkoa. The team was only recently formed,
but that did not stop it from participating in many races
held in Greece, Azerbaijan, Iran, Serbia, Spain, and Kuwait
between April and June, said Al-Shammiri.  The ultimate
goal is to make Kuwait a prominent member of the sports
world, said Al-Shammiri, quickly pointing to the fact that
Massi-Kuwait has earned its legitimacy and recognition by the
International Cycling Union (UCI) through its hard work and
proactivity. The current race was won by British rider Simon
Yates, member of Orica-Bike Exchange. Prueba Villafranca-
Ordiziako Klasika, the Spanish cycling road race, was founded
in 1922. Since 2005, the race was held under the umbrella of
the UCI.  —KUNA
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TORONTO: Canada will send 313 athletes to the Rio de Janeiro
Olympics determined to improve on the one gold medal won
at the London Summer Games. Trampolinist Rosie MacLennan,
who won Canada’s only gold four years ago, is back to defend
her Olympic title and will lead the team of 187 women and 126
men into the Rio Games opening ceremonies on Aug. 5 after
earlier being named the country’s flag bearer. The Canadian
team, announced on Monday includes 100 athletes who have
competed in at least one other Summer Games and Georgia
Simmerling, who is attempting to become the first Canadian
athlete to compete in a different sport at each of three
Olympics. Simmerling, who will be competing in track cycling
at Rio, was a member of the Canadian freestyle ski-cross team
at the 2014 Sochi Olympics and the Alpine ski team at the
2010 Vancouver Winter Games. While Canada has featured at
or near the top of the Winter Olympics medal standings, their
efforts at the Summer Games have not been nearly as impres-
sive with just 18 medals in London (one gold, five silver, 12
bronze) to sit well down the table in 36th place. —Reuters

Canada to send 

313 athletes to Rio

BARCELONA: Spanish Football Federation (RFEF) president Angel Maria Villar
said he plans to seek re-election to his country’s governing body later this year
if he fails in a bid to become UEFA president.  Villar has been acting head of the
European soccer federation since October 2015, when Michel Platini was sus-
pended from all football-related activities for six years - later reduced to four - for
ethics violations.  Last week the Spaniard announced his intention to stand in
the UEFA elections on Sept. 14 to replace Platini. Slovenian Aleksandar Ceferin
and Dutchman Michael van Praag will also contest the presidency. “I’m standing

for UEFA president because the majority of the European federa-
tions have asked me to,” Villar, who has been president of the
RFEF since 1988, said yesterday following a meeting with refer-
ees. “If I don’t win or I pull out, which I don’t believe will hap-
pen, I will stand for re-election of the RFEF.” RFEF general sec-

retary Jorge Perez is among other candidates for the Spanish
vote, which is expected to take place after the UEFA election.
Villar, also a FIFA vice-president, was fined 25,000 Swiss francs

by FIFA’s Ethics Committee in 2015 for failing to cooperate
with their investigation into the contests to host the
2018 and 2022 World Cups. —Reuters

Spanish chief Villar 

to seek re-election 

Kuwait cycling team 

participates in Spain

RIO DE JANEIRO: There has never been an
Olympic dynasty quite like the US women’s
basketball team, which seeks a sixth consecu-
tive gold medal in Rio to complete two
decades of global domination.  The American
women are on a 41-game win streak, having
made five unbeaten runs in a row to gold
since settling for bronze at the 1992 Barcelona
Games where they dropped a semi-final to
the former Soviet Union team.  Add in 1984
and 1988 gold medals and the US mark is 55-1
with seven of the past eight Olympic titles.

“It’s just a special time in the history of USA
Basketball, because of the level of talent that
we have, with the opportunity to continue to
make history with our legacy of winning gold
medals,” US forward Maya Moore said. “It’s a
lot of pressure, but it’s an exciting challenge.”

And that ’s not even counting the US
women having won six of the past eight
World Championships titles, going 63-2 but
settling for third after semi-final losses in 1994
at Australia and 2006 in Brazil.

The US women already own the longest
gold medal streak for any women’s Olympic
team sport, Canada’s ice hockey and Russia’s
synchronized swimmers having four-gold
streaks.

India’s men’s field hockey team won five
Games gold medals in a row and the US men’s
basketball team won the first seven Olympic
tournaments contested, but both of those
streaks were put on hold by World War II.  US
coach Geno Auriemma could feel the tension
of the Olympic history and legacy in 2012 at

London in his first Games semi-final when
Australia led 47-43 at half-time.

“ The fact we were down at half-time
against Australia shows you just how tenuous
this thing is,” he said. “You have to play great
every night and all it takes is one night where
the other team plays better and you come
home with something less than a gold medal.”

Auriemma is trying to mellow out this year.

VETERAN LEADERS
“The first time around I was so fixated on

‘We have to win a gold medal,’ that I probably
didn’t really experience as much as I could
have throughout the rest of the tournament,”
he said. “Those last two games, semifinal and
final, will take care of themselves if we do
everything else along the way. I’m going to try
to be more conscious of that.”

This year’s US team of Women’s NBA stars
feature three-time gold medalists and cap-
tains Tamika Catchings, Diana Taurasi and Sue
Bird, two-time Olympic winners Seimone
Augustus and Sylvia Fowles, 2012 gold medal-
ists Moore, Tina Charles, Angel McCoughtry
and Lindsay Whalen and debutantes Elena
Delle Donne, Brittney Griner and collegian
Breanna Stewart.

The veteran leaders learned from those
who came before, including record four-time
Olympic champions Lisa Leslie and Teresa
Edwards, whose five total medals are a Games
basketball record. “There’s a history of being
together,” said Auriemma. “Without that conti-
nuity, it would be very, very difficult.”

Bird, Taurasi and retiring Catchings can join
the four-time gold club this year. “That’s pretty
crazy,” Bird said. “When you’re younger, you’re
just kind of going through it. But now that I’m
older I do realize just how fortunate I am to
have had these opportunities.”

BALANCE OF POWER 
As with the US men starting the NBA

“Dream Team” for 1992 after a 1988 Olympic
loss to the Soviet Union, the US women built
their dynasty after not taking gold in 1992 at
Barcelona. 

“Some significant changes were made and
that ‘96 team was the first team that had a
chance to train together like the rest of the
world does,” Auriemma said.

“That ‘96 team readjusted the balance of
power so that starting 20 years ago to today,
there has never been a more dominant team
in the Olympics at any sport moreso than the
USA women’s national team.” Having to wait
for the WNBA to shut down its season for the
Olympics, the US women now have only eight
practices and four warm-up games together
to build teamwork before they begin Olympic
competition on August 6. And they have
already been through two months of play
with club teams.

“We’re going to find a way, like we always
do, of managing whatever it is players are
dealing with,” Auriemma said. “I’m sure that
everybody has got something that’s nagging
but once they get with us and practices begin,
all that has a habit of going away.” — AFP

Durant hopes Rio gold quest eases Golden State move
WASHINGTON: Kevin Durant is ready for
another starring role on the US Olympic team,
hoping Rio heroics will relax him after a tumul-
tuous NBA move from Oklahoma City to
Golden State.  The 27-year-old forward aver-
aged 28.2 points, 8.2 rebounds and 5.0 assists a
game for the Thunder last season, leading
them within one win of the NBA Finals.

But in early July, Durant signed a two-year
deal worth $53 million to join the Golden State
Warriors, the team that ousted Oklahoma City
from the playoffs. Thunder fans who once
adored Durant were burning his jerseys.  Next
season, the 2014 NBA Most Valuable Player will
join 2015 and 2016 MVP Stephen Curry on a
Warriors team coming off a campaign in which
they won a one-season record 73 games and
came within one game of a second consecu-

tive NBA Finals crown before losing to LeBron
James-led Cleveland.  “It’s still a little fresh but
being able to focus on this makes it a little easi-
er to get past it,” Durant said. “I’m just trying to
move on from it and just worry about basket-
ball. I enjoy working. I enjoy getting better and
playing. That’s what I need to focus on.”

Durant, who led the US gold medal effort in
London with 19.5 points a game and was sec-
ond on the 2012 team with 5.8 rebounds a
contest, and Carmelo Anthony are the only
players on the team with Olympic experience.
James, Curry, Chris Paul, Anthony Davis, James
Harden and Durant’s ex-teammate Russell
Westrbook are among 2012 US Olympians not
back for Rio.  With an All-Star team worth of tal-
ent sitting home, US pressure to win a third
gold in a row and sixth in seven tries with NBA

talent is squarely on Durant.
“Anything can happen in basketball.

Nothing is ever for sure,” Durant warned. “We
want to get this gold, but we’re not gold
medalists right now. We don’t have the gold
around our necks. Right now we’ve got a job to
do, prepare the right way every day.”

Something must be working. After four
days together, the US routed Argentina 111-74
in an exhibition game with Durant scoring a
game-high 23 points and adding four
rebounds, three assists, two blocked shots and
a steal.  “We’re veterans, we’ve played the game
at the highest level and we know how to
adapt,” Durant said. “Once you’ve seen some-
one after one day, you know what they bring.
The good part is just getting to know these
guys on a different level. It has been a blast.

“We’ve got one goal and one goal only and
that’s to win. You can’t put too much pressure
on yourself. We love to play this game but
we’re going to have fun in the process.”

DURANT HOPES US CAN UNITE 
Amid concern over police shootings of

unarmed black men and shootings targeting
cops in America and terrorism sparking fear
worldwide, Durant said wearing the USA jersey
means more and hopefully can be a unifying
force.  “We’re going through a tough time right
now, in the country and also around the world,”
Durant said. “We can provide that sense of
togetherness and unity.  “When we break the
huddles, we scream ‘united’ and that’s what we
want our country to feel when they watch us
play. We definitely want to win a gold medal.

That’s the most important thing for us as play-
ers.  “But we look at the big picture of things
and we want people to see how much we love
being around each other even though we
compete at the highest level. We want that
‘united feeling’ when you watch.”

THOMPSON STILL STUNNED 
US guard Klay Thompson, one of Durant’s

new NBA teammates at Golden State, is excited
to have the chance to play alongside him early.
“For a guy who has had so much success in his
career and is so young, he doesn’t walk around
like he’s better than anyone else,” Thompson
said. “That’s what makes him so likeable and
easy to play with. It’s like getting a head start
on our relationship. “It still shocks me that he’s
on our team. It’s unbelievable.” —AFP

Anthony seeks record 

third men’s hoops gold

WASHINGTON: Carmelo Anthony, having
endured years of NBA disappointment and
feeling pushed to speak out on social
issues, chases an Olympic-record third
men’s basketball gold medal with the
Americans in Rio.

The 32-year-old forward is the oldest
man on the US collection of NBA stars, hav-
ing endured a humbling bronze-medal
showing at Athens in 2004 and led a revival
that brought gold in 2008 at Beijing and
2012 at London.  Anthony became the first
man on four US Olympic hoops teams by
saying yes when many other top players,
including LeBron James and Stephen Curry,
declined to play in Rio.

“A lot of people were telling me, ‘Don’t
do it. Don’t do it.’ But I actually enjoy it,”
Anthony said. “It’s also an opportunity to
go get another gold medal and I didn’t
want to miss out on that opportunity.” He’s
a nine-time All-Star and a former league
scoring champion on a struggling NBA
team. Since joining the New York Knicks
from Denver in 2011, the team has won
only one playoff series. The Knicks have not
made the playoffs the past three years.

But with the Olympians, Anthony has
enjoyed his greatest success.  “I feel pretty
good about this team,” he said. “We’ve still
got some things we can get better at, get
used to playing with one another. But I like
this team.

“Sometimes it comes easy to us.
Sometimes it doesn’t. But it’s a matter of
having the opportunity out there.” It’s a
great one for Anthony, who has averaged
24.9 points and 6.6 rebounds a game over
13 NBA campaigns. But he knows how hard
it is to win gold against a field of ever-
improving global rivals.

“I know we’re expected to win the gold.
We want to win the gold. But the process is
not easy,” Anthony said. “I don’t want guys
to think just because we’re the best players
in the world that it ’s going to be easy,
because it’s not.”

‘MELO: TIME HERE TO UNITE    
Anthony has taken just as outspoken a

role on social issues, calling for unity on
ESPN’s awards telecast, marching with pro-
testers in his hometown of Baltimore over
the death of Freddie Gray while in police
custody and speaking out on gun violence,
including the killings of unarmed African-
Americans by police and the shootings of
police officers.

“The system is broken. Point blank peri-
od. It has been this way forever.  Our anger
should be towards the system. If the sys-
tem doesn’t change we will continue to
turn on the TVs and see the same thing,”
Anthony posted on Instagram.

“Shooting 11 cops and killing five will
not work. We need to come together more
than anything at this time. We need each
other.” Anthony’s desire for an end to gun
violence is greater than even his longing
for a third gold medal.

“It’s unfortunate, it’s sad,” Anthony said.
“You can’t really put into words what’s
going on throughout the whole country,
throughout the whole world.  For us as a
country, we have to stand united. We have
to come together.” Having the Olympics
come around at the moment the message
needs delivering was opportune, Anthony
said. “The timing could not have been any
better for us as a country, having a chance
to come together and being united then
go over there on the biggest stage you can
possibly play on and have that voice and
represent something that is bigger than us
as players,” Anthony said.

NBA players are far from immune to
urban violence and its aftermath, Anthony
said. “We are athletes, but we are human
beings at the end of the day, so we’re
affected by all of it,” Anthony said.

“We have families that are in some of
those cities and in those situations.  So,
we’re affected. Just because we’re out here
playing basketball, doesn’t mean we’re not
affected by it.” — AFP

LOS ANGELES: New York Knicks forward Carmelo Anthony speaks with Tamika
Catchings of the WNBA Indiana Fever as they spent the US Olympic basketball team’s
precious day off running a two-hour town hall meeting at a South Los Angeles youth
center Monday. Anthony gathered basketball stars, community leaders and police
officers to speak with teenagers and young adults about the importance of respect,
communication and safety. — AP

LOS ANGELES: Natasha Howard #14 and Aerial Powers #10 of the USA Basketball Women’s Select team defend a shot by Lindsay Whalen #4 of
the USA Basketball Women’s National team in the first half of the game at Galen Center on Monday in Los Angeles, California.  — AFP

US women’s basketball 

dynasty rolls into Rio
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S Africa to introduce racial quotas for national teams 
CAPE TOWN:  Cricket South Africa (CSA) will formally intro-
duce racial quotas at national team level, the board said
yesterday.

The organisation has come under fire from the South
African government for a lack of transformation in its
national teams, leading to a ban on bidding for interna-
tional tournaments that will be reviewed next year.

President Chris Nenzani said in a statement CSA will
seek to “move with the times” and set a minimum number
of black players to be selected in all their national teams.
He added that these “targets” would be calculated over a
year and not apply on a match-by-match basis.  “In the past
we had never set targets in our national teams but with
changing circumstances we feel it is essential to move with
the times,” Nenzani said.

“The precise targets will depend on work to be under-
taken by relevant committees to determine what is realistic
and sustainable. This will be announced in due course.” The
Proteas had already been seeking to introduce more black
players into the national teams in all formats and have
done so with some success.

The one-day international side that defeated Australia
by 47 runs in the tri-series competition in the West Indies in
June had eight players of colour for the first time ever.  CSA
have already introduced quotas for the country’s domestic
franchise competitions where teams must field at least six
players of colour, including three black African players.
South Africa’s sports minister Fikile Mbalula has been criti-
cal of what he says is the slow rate of transformation in the
country’s major sporting codes, bar football.  

The country has seen greater participation among black
players across most sports at junior level despite the chal-
lenge of providing adequate school facilities in poorer dis-
tricts.  But Mbalula wants to see this reflected quicker at
national team level and in April slammed the federations
from rugby, cricket, netball and athletics for failing to meet
what he says were agreed to targets on transformation.  He
banned them from bidding for or hosting international
events until they met their targets, with a review of this
decision scheduled for this coming April. — Reuters

CAPE TOWN: In this Jan.6, 2016 file photo South African team members celebrate a wicket during their second Test match against England in Cape Town, South Africa. The
South Africa cricket federation is introducing a policy to have a certain number of non-white players on its national team. — AP

PALLEKELE: An unbroken stand of 59
between Steve Smith and Usman Khawaja
placed Australia in firm command yesterday
of their opening Test against Sri Lanka after
the hosts were bowled out for just 117.

When rain forced an early end to play on
the first day in Pallekele, Australia were 66 for
two, with skipper Smith (28) and his partner
Khawaja (25) ramming home the advantage
forged by their bowlers.

No play was possible after tea due to rain,
prompting the umpires to call stumps at 4:15
pm. Play will resume on Wednesday at the
earlier time of 9:45 am to make up some of
the overs lost. The downpour in Pallekele cast
a further gloom over the Sri Lankan side after
they recorded their lowest total at the pictur-
esque ground, undone by a combination of
Australian pace and spin. Sri Lankan captain
Angelo Mathews decided to bat first on what
began as a sunny day, but Australia made ear-
ly inroads as they reduced the hosts to 84 for
five at lunch.

They only needed a further 6.2 overs in the
second session to finish off the batting line-
up, with the wickets evenly spread between
their fast bowlers and spinners. 

Mitchell Starc, returning after eight months
of injury, drew first blood for the visitors when
he trapped Dimuth Karunaratne lbw for five in
the fifth over, prompting the opener to call for
an unsuccessful review.

Josh Hazlewood, bowling with pace and
variety, then trapped Kusal Mendis lbw for
eight and had Kaushal Silva caught at first slip
by Adam Voges for four.

In his second spell, he had vice-captain
Dinesh Chandimal caught from behind by
wicketkeeper Peter Nevill 10 minutes before
lunch. “I think it was a good toss to lose, just
to see how that wicket was going to play. I
thought if we bowl well, which we did, we
would get a few wickets early,” Hazlewood
told reporters.

Left-arm spinner Steve O’Keefe claimed the
prized wicket of Mathews, caught at first slip
by his opposite number Smith.

Debutant Dhananjaya de Silva scored a
battling 24 but only four other Sri Lankans
made it into double figures.

Even though he only bowled three overs,
Nathan Lyon took three Sri Lankan wickets to
vindicate Smith’s decision to pick both him
and O’Keefe-who picked up two scalps in only
his third Test.

MURALI INFLUENCE 
Both have been working with Sri Lanka’s

record-breaking spinner Muttiah Muralitharan
in the build-up to the series and his influence
appeared to be paying early dividends.

“I think the spinners are going to come into
it (the match) a lot more.  They (Sri Lanka)
obviously have got some quality spinners.
First-innings runs are going to be very crucial
for us,” Hazlewood said.

Australia were soon in trouble themselves
in their first innings, losing both openers
cheaply.

Vice captain David Warner went for a duck,
surviving for just four deliveries before drag-
ging Nuwan Pradeep onto the stumps after
being out of action for six weeks with a bro-
ken left index finger. Joe Burns made only
three before being bowled by the veteran
Rangana Herath, leaving Australia wobbling
on seven for two.

But Smith and Khawaja steadily went
about staging a recovery and by the close,
Australia were only 51 runs adrift with eight
wickets in hand. Khawaja has so far hit four
boundaries in his 54-ball knock while Smith
had three fours as he faced 46 deliveries.
Australia have a poor recent away record
against teams from the sub-continent but
went into this series as firm favourites after
clinching top spot in the Test rankings.— AFP

Aussie batsmen ram home 
advantage over Lankans

PALLEKELE: Australia’s Steven Smith plays a shot as Sri Lanka’s wicket keeper Dinesh
Chandimal watches on day one of the first test cricket match between Sri Lanka and Australia
in Pallekele, Sri Lanka, yesterday. — AP

Sri Lanka 1st innings
D. Karunaratne lbw b Starc 5
K. Silva c Voges b Hazlewood 4
K. Mendis lbw b Hazlewood 8
D. Chandimal c Nevill b Hazlewood 15
A. Mathews c Smith b O’Keefe 15
D. de Silva c Burns b Lyon 24
K. Perera b Lyon 20
D. Perera lbw b Lyon 0 
R. Herath lbw b Starc 6
L. Sandakan not out 19
N. Pradeep c Smith b O’Keefe 0 
Extras: (lb 1) 1
Total (all out 34.2 overs) 117
Fall of wickets: 1-6 (Karunaratne), 2-15 (Mendis), 3-18
(Silva), 4-43 
(Mathews), 5-67 (Chandimal), 6-87 (de Silva), 7-87

(Dilruwan Perera), 8-94 
(Perera), 9-100 (Herath), 10-117 (Pradeep)
Bowling: Starc 11-1-51-2, Hazlewood 10-4-21-3, O’Keefe
10.2-3-32-2, Lyon 3-0-12-3
Australia 1st innings
J. Burns b Herath 3
D. Warner b Pradeep 0
U. Khawaja not out 25
S. Smith not out 28
Extras: (b 4, lb 6) 10
Total: (2 wickets, 20 overs) 66
Fall of wickets: 1-3 (Warner), 2-7 (Burns)
Bowling: Pradeep 5-3-3-1, Herath 6-2-15-1, Dilruwan
Perera 4-1-19-0, 
Sandakan 2-1-13-0, Mathews 3-1-6-0
To bat: A. Voges, M. Marsh. P. Neville, S O’Keefe, M. Starc,
J. Hazlewood, N. Lyon.

SCOREBOARD
PALLEKELE, Sri Lanka: Scoreboard at stumps on the opening day of the first Test between Sri Lanka and Australia in
Pallekele yesterday:

PALLEKELE: Muttiah Muralitharan has come
under fire from Sri Lanka’s cricket board chief
for helping rival Australia in a heated buildup
to the three-test series.

Muralitharan, who retired with a world
record 800 test wickets, has been a coaching
consultant for Australia ahead of the first test
which started yesterday in Pallekele. Thilanga
Sumathipala claimed the Sri Lanka great had
let down his fans by helping a country where
he’d been accused of cheating during the
1990s. The board also complained to Cricket
Australia that Muralitharan tried to use prac-
tice facilities for the Australian team, without
permission, and verbally abused Sri Lankan
team manager Charith Senanayake.

The winner of the test series receives the
(Shane) Warne-Muralitharan trophy.
Muralitharan, who denied Sumathipala’s alle-
gations, was called for chucking during his
first tour to Australia in 1995 and later in 1999
by Australian umpires.

He was cleared by the International
Cricket Council after tests on his bowling

action. Muralitharan said Sri Lanka’s cricket
board had sought help from him only once
since his international retirement in 2011.

Australia has employed Muralitharan as a
consultant in the past to work both with spin
bowlers and batsmen. “He is obviously got a
lot of experience here in Sri Lanka,” Australia
captain Steve Smith said of Muralitharan. “He
took a truckload of wickets, he is helping our
spinners out and it’s great to have someone
like that on board with us.”

Recently retired test great and Sri Lanka
captain Kumar Sangakkara defended his for-
mer teammate Muralitharan from criticism,
saying the country should be proud of him.

“Murali is a great son of Sri Lanka and he
doesn’t have to defend himself,” Sangakkara
posted on Twitter, adding that Muralitharan
loved his country but was free to consult or
coach anyone. “If SLC had ever asked him to
coach Sri Lanka he always will,” Sangakkara
said. “He has given his best to his country on
the field and off. He is always available for his
country all they have to do is ask.” — AP

Muralitharan criticized 
for helping Australians

NEW DELHI: India off-spinner
Ravichandran Ashwin dethroned
Pakistan’s Yasir Shah to top the
International Cricket Council’s (ICC) test
rankings after his match-winning display
against West Indies in the first test.

The 29-year-old picked up figures of
7-83 in the second innings as the visitors
cruised to an innings-and-92 runs victo-
ry inside four days in Antigua. Leg spin-
ner Yasir, who became the first Pakistani
bowler in 20 years to top the test rank-
ings, dropped to fifth after managing
just one wicket in the second test defeat
against England at Old Trafford.

Ashwin, who also tops the all-
rounders ranking, is followed by
England’s James Anderson and Stuart
Broad, who both moved up one place
respectively. Joe Root’s magnificent 254
in the 330-run victory against Pakistan
has helped him move into the second
place in the test rankings for batsmen,
behind Australian Steve Smith, who
retains top spot. England’s test skipper
Alastair Cook, also moved back into the

top 10 at ninth place on the back of a
century and an unbeaten 76 in the sec-
ond test. — Reuters

Ashwin regains 
number one spot

MANCHESTER: Alastair Cook said batting
with Joe Root encouraged “blockers like
me” to go for their shots after England’s
senior batsmen dominated Pakistan’s
attack in a crushing second Test victory at
Old Trafford.

England beat Pakistan by 330 runs on
Monday, winning with more than a day to
spare as they levelled the four-Test series at
1-1 following the tourists’ 75-run success at
Lord’s. Cook and Root scored 506 runs
between them for just twice out at Old
Trafford. After England captain Cook won
the toss, they did the bulk of the damage in
a huge first-innings total of 589 for eight
declared. Man-of-the-match Root made a
Test-best 254, while left-handed opener
Cook’s 105 extended his England Test cen-
tury record to 29. With vice-captain Root
promoted up the order to number three
this series, the pair shared a second-wicket
partnership of 185.

Then, after Cook decided against enforc-
ing the follow-on, they piled on the runs
again in England’s second innings. Cook
made an unbeaten 76, which included a
55-ball fifty-the fastest of his Test career-
while Root was 71 not out in a total of 173
for one declared. “(Joe) is a world-class
player, and it was a great innings-one of the
best I’ve seen-to really set up the game for
us,” said Cook.

“One thing he does very well is keep the
scoreboard ticking over, so blockers like me
get carried away,” added a self-deprecating
Cook.  Cook and Root ’s run spree on
Monday-they added 75 runs in just nine
overs before the declaration-left Pakistan
needing a massive 565 for victory.

James Anderson, returning to England
duty on his Lancashire home ground after
missing the first Test with a shoulder injury,
scuppered any slim hopes of a shock win
for the tourists by promptly reducing
Pakistan to 25 for two. Pakistan were even-
tually dismissed for 234, an improvement
on their meagre first-innings 198.

STOKES DOUBT 
The only downside for England on

Monday was when all-rounder Ben Stokes
went off midway through his sixth over
with a right calf injury that will be scanned
yesterday. But Cook said Stokes, returning
to England action for the first time since
injuring his left knee in the Sri Lanka series
opener in May, was a “fairly big doubt” for
next week’s third Test at Edgbaston.

In the meantime Cook was delighted by

the way England had upped their game
after being well below their best at Lord’s.

“It was us showing the standard of crick-
et we can play,” he said.  “We didn’t do that
at Lord’s. We didn’t bowl as well as we could
(there), certainly didn’t bat as well as we
could, and dropped too many catches.  “We
put most of those things right in this game.”

For Pakistah captain Misbah-ul-Haq, this
was a chastening defeat.  “Our batting was a
big disappointment,” said Misbah. “To get
198 and 234 on a good pitch-you can’t take
that.” Pakistan leg-spinner Yasir Shah took 10
for 141 at Lord’s but only managed figures
of one for 266 at Old Trafford. Misbah, at a
loss to explain the discrepancy, said: “It was
maybe tiredness, a lot of overs-I don’t know.
“It was a big difference. But he is a strong
character, and before the next Test he will
analyse what went wrong-and come back.”
Another concern for Pakistan was the form
of openers Mohammad Hafeez and Shan
Masood. Not since 1996 have a Pakistan
opening pair recorded a fifty stand in a Test
against England in England, with Hafeez and
Masood’s best so far this series the 38 they
managed in the first innings at Lord’s.

Pakistan have three ‘reserve batsmen’ in
their squad in Iftikhar Ahmed, Mohammad
Rizwan and Sami Aslam. They will hope to
press their case for a Test call-up in a two-
day tour game against Worcestershire start-
ing on Friday. “It’s a chance for us and them
at Worcester,” said Misbah. “Some of them
(the current top order) are getting starts
but not converting those starts into bigger
innings. “We need to make it big and that’s
what we’re missing,” he added. —AFP

Captain Cook glad to get 
‘carried along’ with Root

Alastair Cook

Ravichandran Ashwin
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DUBLIN: JT McNamara, one of Ireland’s
leading amateur jump racing jockeys
until he was paralysed in a fall three
years ago, has died aged 41, it was
announced yesterday. McNamara, who
clocked four wins at jump racing’s most
prestigious meeting, the Cheltenham
Festival, died in his sleep.

“I’ve just spoken to his wife Caroline

and I can confirm JT passed away peace-
fully during the night,” said Adrian
McGoldrick, senior medical officer for
the Irish Turf Club, which is responsible
for horseracing in Ireland.  McNamara,
whose cousin Robbie was also left seri-
ously injured after a fall last year, frac-
tured vertebrae in his spine following his
fall  from Galaxy Rock in the Fulke

Walwyn Kim Muir Challenge Cup at the
2013 Cheltenham Festival. He was due
to retire later that year.

The racing world set up a fund to
help him, with among others Ryanair
boss Michael O’Leary-one of jump rac-
ing’s biggest and most successful own-
ers-contributing 200,000 euros in 2013
($256,000 at the time).  Indeed, the first

thing riding legend AP McCoy did after
retiring from the saddle in April last year
was to fly to Ireland to visit JT-who had
16 winners at Cheltenham in all-and
Robbie. Even rock legend Bruce “The
Boss” Springsteen was moved when per-
forming at a concert in McNamara’s
birthplace of Limerick to dedicate the
song “My Hometown” to him.

Among the many tributes to be paid
to him was one from former riding great
and now leading trainer Jonjo O’Neill,
who successfully battled against cancer.

“We’re devastated at Jackdaws (his
stables) to hear of the passing of JT,  the
greatest horseman I’ve ever known. Our
thoughts are with Caroline and his fami-
ly,” tweeted O’Neill.  — AFP

Leading Irish amateur jockey McNamara dead

TORONTO: Toronto Blue Jays right fielder Jose Bautista, center, reacts after safely stealing third base off an RBI single from Josh Donaldson as San Diego Padres third baseman Yangervis Solarte, right, and third base umpire Eric
Cooper look on during fifth inning baseball action in Toronto on Monday. — AP

TORONTO: Aaron Sanchez allowed three hits
in seven scoreless innings to win his 10th con-
secutive decision, and the Toronto Blue Jays
defeated the San Diego Padres 4-2 Monday
night.  Alex Dickerson hit a two-run homer
against Bo Schultz in the ninth inning to give
the Padres (43-57) at least one home run in a
club-record 23 straight games. It equals the
longest such streak in the National League
since the 2006 Atlanta Braves also homered in
23 games in a row. Roberto Osuna retired the
final two batters of the game to earn his 21st
save of the season. Kevin Pillar had three hits,
including two doubles, and drove in a run for
the Blue Jays (56-44) in the first game that the
Padres ever played in Toronto.Sanchez (11-1)
allowed two walks and threw a wild pitch
while striking out seven. The right-hander has
not lost since April 22.

ORIOLES 3, ROCKIES 2 (10 INNINGS)
Adam Jones scored on a 10-inning fielder’s

choice and error by pitcher Jordan Lyles, and
Baltimore stretched its winning streak to five
with a victory over Colorado.  Jones started
the game-winning rally with a one-out single
that hit the bag and popped way up in the air
and away from Nolan Arenado. Jonathan
Schoop followed with a soft single to right
that sent Jones to third. Manny Machado
then grounded one back to Lyles (2-3). The
right-hander dropped it but recovered to
throw home, and Jones slid in under catcher
Nick Hundley’s tag.  Chaz Roe (1-0) earned
the win for the Orioles (58-40) after a score-
less 10th. Baltimore now is a season-high 18
games over .500.

BREWERS 7, DIAMONDBACKS 2
Arizona pitcher Braden Shipley allowed

three home runs in his major league debut as
the Diamondbacks lost to Milwaukee at Miller
Park. Shipley allowed eight hits and four
walks while strik ing out four over 5 1/3
innings of work after being called up earlier
in the day from Triple -A Reno. Scooter
Gennett and Jonathan Villar tagged Shipley

for solo shots,  and Mar tin Maldonado
brought the rookie’s day to an end with a
three-run homer in the sixth. 

PHILLIES 4, MARLINS 0
Tommy Joseph’s RBI double in the eighth

inning broke a scoreless tie,  leading
Philadelphia to a win over Miami at Marlins
Park. The Marlins fell  percentage points
behind the idle New York Mets in the race for
the second and final wild-card spot in the
National League. Miami has gone 19 consecu-
tive innings without scoring a run.  The
Marlins managed just two singles Monday but
made three errors.

TIGERS 4, RED SOX 2
Jose Iglesias hit a go-ahead, two-run home

run in the sixth inning to do in his former
team as Detroit beat Boston.  It was the first
career homer at Fenway Park for the former
top Red Sox prospect, who played three sea-
sons with the team before being dealt to
Detroit on July 30, 2013, in a three-way trade
that brought Jake Peavy to Boston.  Justin
Verlander (10-6) earned his first win at Fenway
in nearly seven years, holding the hot-hitting
Red Sox to one run on five hits and two walks
with five strikeouts in six innings.  The 2011
American League MVP and Cy Young Award
winner hadn’t won at Fenway since striking
out eight over four scoreless innings in a 2-0
victory Aug. 13, 2009.

YANKEES 2, ASTROS 1
Michael Pineda was the winner of a pitch-

er’s duel with Dallas Keuchel and New York
eked out a win over Houston at Minute Maid
Park. Pineda (5-9) and Keuchel (6-10) were
both exceptional, but the Yankees moved a
season-high three games over .500 with an
eighth-inning rally against Keuchel ignited by
the bottom of their order. Austin Romine fol-
lowed a leadoff single from Chase Headley
with an RBI double to straightaway center
field. Keuchel recovered to record two consec-

utive outs but the damage was done.

Rangers 7, Athletics 6
Adrian Beltre drilled a two-run walk-off

home run with two outs in the ninth, lifting
Texas to a win over Oakland at Globe Life
Park. Beltre’s second homer of the game
sailed into the A’s bullpen off closer Ryan
Madson. The Rangers rallied from a 5-1 deficit
to beat their American League West rivals for
the fourth straight time. Texas extended its
winning streak to three in the opener of a sev-
en-game homestand. The Rangers also upped
their lead in the division to 3 1/2 game with
Houston’s loss to the New York Yankees.

ANGELS 6, ROYALS 2
Left-hander Hector Santiago pitched

splendidly into the sixth inning and Albert
Pujols had three hits and drove in four runs as
Los Angeles topped Kansas City.  Santiago is
6-0 in eight starts since a June 10 loss to
Cleveland. Santiago, who is 2-0 with a career
1.69 ERA at Kauffman Stadium, went 5-0 in
July. Santiago (9-4) limited the Royals to two
runs on five hits over 5 1/3 innings.  Pujols
upped his RBI total to 76, including a big
league best 26 in July. He lined a single to
right in the seventh to score Mike Trout. His
ninth-inning single scored Johnny Giavotella
to cap the Angels’ scoring.

WHITE SOX 5, CUBS 4
Tyler Saladino delivered a walk-off single

with one out in the ninth inning to lift the
White Sox to a win over their crosstown rival
Cubs at US Cellular Field.  Saladino’s game-win-
ner off of newly acquired Cubs reliever Mike
Montgomery scored J.B. Shuck, who led off the
inning with a single for the White Sox. Shuck
advanced into scoring position on a sacrifice
bunt before Saladino came through on an 0-2
pitch with the single up the middle that center
fielder Matt Szczur failed to field cleanly.

REDS 7, GIANTS 5
Jay Bruce blasted a pair of two-run home

runs, including one that gave Cincinnati the
lead for good in the sixth inning, and the Reds
ran their record since the All-Star break to 7-3.
Eugenio Suarez followed Bruce’s first homer
with a two-run shot of his own, helping the
Reds win for the 24th time in their past 39
games against the Giants. The loss was San
Francisco’s eighth in nine games since the
break, and it ended a four-game home win-
ning streak. Anthony DeSclafani (6-0)
remained the majors’ only unbeaten pitcher
with a minimum of seven starts despite allow-
ing five runs and six hits in five innings. He
walked two and struck out six.

CARDINALS-METS RAINED OUT
St. Louis had an adventurous time getting

to New York. Now the Cardinals must to wait
to start their 10-game road trip.  Rain forced
the postponement of the series opener
between the New York Mets and the Cardinals
on Monday night. The teams will start the
three-game set with a single-admission dou-
bleheader yesterday. Noah Syndergaard and
Bartolo Colon go for the Mets, while Carlos
Martinez and Jaime Garcia will start for St.
Louis. — Reuters

Sanchez wins 10th straight as Blue Jays beat Padres

LOS ANGELES: If things had gone to plan
for Carlin Isles, the Olympic Games might
have witnessed a duel between the fastest
man in rugby and the fastest man on the
planet.  But instead of lining up against
Jamaican sprint king Usain Bolt in Rio de
Janeiro, Isles will be going for gold with a
rugby ball.  The flying winger is one of the
most potent weapons in the United States’
sevens squad, which will be chasing rugby
gold as the sport returns to the Olympics
after a 92-year absence. 

Four years ago, Isles was a promising
sprinter with dreams of competing in the
Olympics, with a respectable personal best
of 10.12 seconds for the 100m, a time that
would have got him into the semi-finals of
the 2012 games.  But the realisation that he
might end up dedicating his life to track and
field yet stil l  not reach the elite level
prompted him to look elsewhere.  By
chance, he stumbled across rugby during a
search for a workout routine on Youtube,
and wondered whether his skills would
translate to the sport. 

‘KIND OF SWEET’ 
“I saw it and thought ‘This is kind of

sweet,’” the 26-year-old recalled.  Impulsively,
he fired off an email to the then chief execu-
tive of USA rugby, Nigel Melville, eager to
know more.  “I figured, ‘He ain’t gonna get
back to me. He won’t care’. I prayed to God
and said ‘Give me a sign’. And the next morn-
ing, at like seven in the morning the phone
rang. It was Nigel,” Isles told AFP.

Four days later, Isles was on a plane to
Colorado to begin his rugby education. He
toured with the US development squad in
July before making his debut with the US
Sevens squad in October.  “All I needed was
a chance, a shot. But it was all or nothing.
There was no ‘Plan B’. It had to work out. I
remember crying and thinking ‘If this don’t
work out you are screwed.’ It was a big sacri-
fice.  “I didn’t know no rules, no nothing. I

didn’t even know I had to pass off my left or
right hand. “I learned as much as I could.”
His legend took off in late 2012 when a
Youtube video showcasing Isles’ speed went
viral.  To date, the video has garnered nearly
seven million views.

UNLIKELY CONVERSION 
I f  Isles’ conversion to rugby seems

improbable, it is entirely consistent with his
life story.  He has been battling the odds-
successfully-ever since a troubled childhood
in Ohio which saw him placed in foster care
at at an early age.  One of his earliest memo-
ries is seeing his mother bundled away in
the back of a police van at the age of six. 

“A bunch of cops all over us. They put my
mom in a paddy wagon. They put us in the
police car,” he says softly.  “I remember I got
out of the police car and noticed those little
flowers.  What are they called? Daisies? I
picked one of them and gave it to her.  “And
it’s the last thing I remember about her.
Giving my mom that flower.  She was in
handcuffs. I was six. That was the last time I
saw her.”  The fear of failure, has been an
undercurrent throughout Isles’ life.  “The
biggest fear is waking up and seeing some-
one in the mirror you’re not supposed to be,”
he said. “Fear drove me to succeed.  “I always
like watching ‘Rocky’ movies. Because I can
relate. He struggled. 

He’s a nobody. Nobody believed in him.”
Friends and loved ones had doubted the
wisdom of his conversion to rugby.
Although Isles had been a talented
American football player, trying out with the
Detroit Lions, many feared for his safety on
the rugby field.  “People thought I was crazy.
They were like ‘Rugby? Is that with no pads?
You’re going to get killed!’. People were like
‘What are you doing’ and sometimes I had to
ask myself ‘Yeah, what am I doing?’. “But
people didn’t understand my vision. And
that’s my main thing-I’m going to paint my
picture how I’m going to paint it.”  — AFP

‘Fastest man in rugby’ 
ready for Olympic Games

American League
Eastern Division

W L  PCT GB      
Baltimore 58 40 .592 -       
Boston 55 42 .567 2.5   
Toronto 56 44 .560 3       
NY Yankees 51 48 .515 7.5   
Tampa Bay 38 60 .388 20      

Central Division
Cleveland 56 41 .577 -       
Detroit 52 48 .520 5.5   
Chicago White Sox 49 50 .495 8       
Kansas City 48 50 .490 8.5  
Minnesota 37 61 .378 19.5  

Western Division
Texas 58 42 .580 -       
Houston 54 45 .545 3.5   
Seattle 50 48 .510 7       
Oakland 45 55 .450 13      
LA Angels 44 55 .444 13.5  

National League
Eastern Division

Washington 58 41 .586 -       
NY Mets 52 45 .536 5       
Miami 53 46 .535 5       
Philadelphia 46 55 .455 13      
Atlanta 33 66 .333 25      

Central Division
Chicago Cubs 59 39 .602 -       
St. Louis 52 46 .531 7       
Pittsburgh 51 47 .520 8       
Milwaukee 42 55 .433 16.5  
Cincinnati 39 60 .394 20.5  

Western Division
San Francisco 58 41 .586 -       
LA Dodgers 56 44 .560 2.5   
Colorado 47 52 .475 11      
San Diego 43 57 .430 15.5  
Arizona 41 58 .414 17      

MLB results/standings

Baltimore 3, Colorado 2 (10 innings); Toronto 4, San Diego 2; Detroit 4, Boston 2; Philadelphia 4, Miami 0;
Milwaukee 7, Arizona 2; Texas 7, Oakland 6; Chicago White Sox 5, Chicago Cubs 4; NY Yankees 2, Houston 1; LA
Angels 6, Kansas City 2.

Carlin Isles (right)
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RIO DE JANEIRO: Australia’s Olympic
delegation in Rio de Janeiro said on
Monday that organizers had made “fan-
tastic” progress in fixing problems with
unfinished housing, although officials
admitted that only two-thirds of the
buildings had passed full safety checks.

Organizers for South America’s first
Olympic Games built 31 17-story build-
ings, but only 12 had been given the
green light by Monday morning while
another eight were in the process of
receiving a full  safety certification,
Rio2016 spokesman Mario Andrada told
Reuters.

“Twenty will be ready by today and
31 should be ready by Thursday,”
Andrada said, a full eight days before
the opening ceremony.

The admission came a day after
Australia’s delegation said it would not
move into the Olympic Village because
it was “not safe or ready,” citing deficien-
cies like “blocked toilets, leaking pipes
and exposed wiring.”

The l itany of grievances from
Australia, which moved members of its
delegation into nearby hotels, revived

concern over Brazil’s readiness to host a
major sporting event in the midst of its
worst recession in decades and a deep
political crisis.

New Zealand and Italy’s delegations
both said they had been forced to fix
problems with electricity and plumbing,
while Argentina said on Monday it had
reserved accommodation outside the
village for part of its delegation.

The Dutch team said their own staff
had resolved many of the issues that
beset their building, but they threat-
ened to seek financial compensation for
their work. “We will evaluate this situa-
tion with IOC and Rio 2016 after the
Games,” Chief of Mission Maurits
Hendriks, said in a statement issued on
Sunday night. “This applies, for example,
to financial consequences as a result of
the measures we are taking and have
been taken.”

However, the head of the Australian
Olympic team, Kitty Chiller, thanked
organizers on Monday for responding
promptly to her concerns by deploying
hundreds of maintenance people and
cleaners. “There was fantastic progress

made today,” Chiller told a news confer-
ence in the Olympic media center. “It’s
looking like, according to our plan, we
will be able to move everybody in on
Wednesday.”

The newly built village will host more
than 18,000 athletes, officials, staff and
volunteers over the Aug. 5-21 Olympics
and the Sept. 7-18 Paralympics.

Chiller said her team had identified
some 200 problems with the accommo-
dation at the weekend - including water
running down the walls, dirty floors and
a strong smell of gas - but the list was
now down to single figures.

Australia, which finished eighth in
the medals table in London four years
ago, is to bring 410 athletes for the
games.  It received three of its floors in
the athletes accommodation on
Monday, and it expects to receive the
rest of the 15 floors by Wednesday,
Chiller said.

Australian Shelley Watts, competing
in the 60-kg female boxing category,
said she had been impressed by the offi-
cial accommodation when she arrived
on Monday.

“I t  looks absolutely amazing. I
haven’t had to concern myself with any
of the leakages of the water or anything,
but walking in there I just couldn’t wipe
the smile off my face,” she said. “What
Rio has done to be able to create this
facility is amazing.”

MEMORIES OF WORLD CUP
As many as 500,000 visitors are

expected to travel to Brazil  for the
Games, many of them from the United
States. Worries about security, the Zika
virus and Brazil’s economic crisis could
discourage some travelers and VIP
guests. Around 28 percent of Olympic
tickets have yet to be sold.

The problems at the village are not
unlike those that have occurred before
other big spectacles in Brazil, such as
the 2014 World Cup, when stadium
crews were still wielding paint brushes
and screwdrivers even minutes before
kickoff. The new subway line, which will
connect the popular seaside neighbor-
hoods of Copacabana and Ipanema to
the Olympic facilities in Barra de Tijuca,
has suffered repeated delays and is still

undergoing tests despite a scheduled
inauguration next Saturday.

Chiller said that a group of around 10
national Olympic committees - includ-
ing Britain, New Zealand, Japan and
Germany - had worked together to alert
the local organizers and the
International Olympic Committee (IOC)
to problems at the village.

Rio’s outspoken Mayor Eduardo Paes
pledged to fix the problems, but had
appeared to make l ight of the
Australians’ complaints by saying he
would place a kangaroo in front of their
accommodation to make them feel at
home. “The mayor and I have a date on
Wednesday and I believe there will be a
ceremonial handing over of the keys. I
have arranged a little present for the
mayor as well,” Chiller said.  “I still say
that it will be the best village that I have
ever been in once these issues are com-
plete.” Chiller said the Australian team
had paid the cost of putting its mem-
bers in hotels and some initial cleaning
costs to make its accommodation habit-
able. “We’ll work out who pays the bill
later on,” she added. — Reuters

Australia hails quick fix of problems in athletes’ village

BERLIN: Germany’s Olympic discus champion
Robert Harting yesterday launched a savage ver-
bal attack on compatriot Thomas Bach, presi-
dent of the International Olympic Committee,
for the IOC’s stance on state-run Russian doping.

“For me, he is a part of the doping system,
not the anti-doping system. I am ashamed of
Thomas Bach,” Harting, who has long been a crit-
ic of Bach, told SID, an AFP subsidiary.

“Personally, I detest this person more than
ever and am very ashamed that I have to work
with him indirectly.”  The IOC on Sunday declined
to impose a blanket ban on all Russian competi-
tors for the Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games after a
World Anti-Doping Agency probe found evi-
dence of a wide-ranging cheating system direct-
ed from the top.

The International Association of Athletics
Federations (IAAF) has banned all Russian com-
petitors from the athletic’s section of the Rio
Games, something Harting welcomes as “the
correct action. This may be a wake-up call.”

But with less than two weeks before the
Games start, the IOC has controversially left the
decision whether to ban Russian athletes from
the other Olympic disciplines down to the indi-
vidual sports federations.

Bach defended the IOC’s decision saying it
“respects the right of every clean athlete around
the world”-something Harting passionately
rejects. The 31-year-old, who won the discus
gold at London 2012 and three straight world
titles from 2009 to 2013, says he has “no interest
in feeling the pain” of any clean Russian athletes.

Harting says the IOC’s decision is a set-back in
the battle to drive doping from sport and says
he “can’t understand the decision” which he
finds “simply embarrassing”.

Harting says under Bach’s presidency, the IOC
has “reached a new level of disappointment”.

Harting is also disappointed that an IOC
ethics commission opted not to allow whistle-
blower Yuliya Stepanova, the Russian 800-metre
runner who lifted the lid on systematic doping

fraud in her country, to compete in Rio as a neu-
tral. Harting will be bidding to defend his
Olympic title in Rio despite tearing a chest mus-
cle and suffering an inflamed right knee at the
start of the year.  He missed the entire 2014 sea-
son with a torn knee ligament.

Harting is not the only German annoyed with
Bach. In protest at the IOC decision, Hans
Wilhelm Gaeb, the 80-year-old former 

president of the German Table Tennis

Association, says he will give back the Olympic
Order, which was awarded to him in 2006 by
Bach. “I think the decision is the severest blow to
the integrity of sport and the Olympic princi-
ples,” Gaeb said in a statement to SID. “I don’t
want to wear the recognition of an organisation
which betrays the ideals of sport.”

Gaeb branded the IOC’s decision not to allow
Stepanova to run in Rio as a “shameless act and a
unique tribute to power politics”. — AFP

German champ savages Bach 
over IOC’s Russia stance

BARRA: In this file photo taken on Sunday, July 24, 2016, Russian Olympic Committee head
Alexander Zhukov, left, receives the official invitation for the 2016 Olympic games from the
International Olympic Committee President Thomas Bach during the ceremony celebrating
exactly one year ahead of the start of Rio de Janeiro’s Olympics, at Barra, in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil. — APNEW DELHI: File photo, Indian wrestler Narsingh Yadav displays his medal after win-

ning against South Africa Richard Brian Addinall in the 74kg category wrestling at
the Commonwealth Games in New Delhi, India. Yadav, who was to represent India in
the 74kg category at the Olympics, said his food supplements were spiked after he
tested positive for a banned steroid. — AP

NEW DELHI: Two Indian competitors have
proclaimed their innocence after testing
positive for banned steroids just days
before they were to leave for the 2016
Olympic Games in Rio.

Wrestler Narsingh Yadav, who was to
represent India in the 74-kilogram category
at the Olympics, said his food supplements
were spiked, causing the positive test.

Yesterday, shotput medal hope
Inderjeet Singh, who had won a bronze at
the 2014 Asian Games, was told by India’s
National Anti-Doping Agency that he had
tested positive for a banned steroid.

Singh has been asked to provide a sec-
ond sample. If that is positive for anabolic
steroids, he will have to miss the Olympic
Games beginning on Aug. 5.”I was on the
way to getting an Olympic medal for my
country,” a sobbing Singh told reporters
Tuesday. “I deny all the allegations of dop-
ing that I am accused of.” “I have been
speaking out against the politics in sports
in India and how badly athletes are treated
and their poor training facilities, and this
has riled many powerful people in the
country. “Their intention is to shut me up.”

Navin Agarwal, the director-general of
India’s anti-doping agency NADA, denied
that the samples could have been tam-

pered, saying the samples are sealed in the
presence of the athlete.  Yadav said he
feared his food supplements were spiked,
but he did not reveal who was responsible
for it. “I believe that there is foul play
involved in this entire episode. Someone
has sabotaged my food supplements and
water intake,” Yadav told NDTV station on
Monday. Yadav, who had won a bronze at
the 2015 World Championship to clinch a
place in the Olympic team, failed succes-
sive dope tests when his samples tested
positive for anabolic steroids.

“This is a conspiracy against me. I am
sure the truth will come out,” Yadav said.
Yadav said he was supported in his claim
by the Indian Olympic Association and the
Wrestling Federation of India.

WFI President Brij Bhushan Sharan Singh
said Yadav has made a formal complaint
against officials of the Sports Authority of
India and some others who he accused of
acting against him, but did not reveal their
identities.

Yadav defeated Sushil Kumar, a two-
time Olympic medalist, to get his place on
India’s team for Rio. Indian officials said if
Yadav is disqualified, Kumar was unlikely to
go instead because the cutoff for entries
was July 18. — AP

Indian hopefuls claim 
innocence on doping

BEIJING: China’s Sun Yang has suffered a
number of setbacks in the build up to the
Rio Olympics but the freestyle specialist
said his controversial past has made him
more determined to defend his Olympic
titles in the Rio Games.

Sun served a three-month ban in 2014
after testing positive for a banned stimu-
lant, spent a week in jail for crashing a car
driven without a license, and most recently
was involved in an altercation at last year’s
the World Championships last year.

The 24-year-old also was also suspend-
ed from taking part in any commercial
activities by Chinese swimming officials for
missing training sessions in 2013.

However, the 1,500 freestyle world
record holder said he was looking to learn
from his experiences.

“I think I’ve grown more mature, I won’t

have a second chance to experience the
prime of my athletic career,” the Chinese
swimmer was quoted as saying in the
China Daily.

“So I am fully investing my time and
energy in the pool. “Respect is always
earned through hard work. It’s not just giv-
en, no matter what you won in the past. I
am still young and I am still hungry for
more titles.”

A gold medallist in the 400 and 1500m
four years ago, Sun set the fastest time in
the 200m freestyle this year at the June
international meet in California.

“No one can be 100 percent sure to win
gold at the Olympics, but we don’t need to
question Sun’s ability to do that if every-
thing goes well in training,” Sun’s coach
Zhang Yadong added. “I have faith in him to
win all his events in Rio.” — Reuters

WELLINGTON: Olympic sailing
champion Jo Aleh’s preparations for
the Rio de Janeiro Games have
included plenty of planned trial
and error, which has led to a level
of consistency that places her and
Polly Powrie among the favourites
in the women’s 470.

New Zealand’s Aleh and Powrie
are the top-ranked duo in the cen-
treboard 4.7m-long dinghy head-
ing into next month’s Games, hav-
ing finished no lower than fourth in
22-of-24 World Sailing events they
have competed at since the
London Olympics.

That consistency has not come
about by accident, Aleh told
Reuters from Auckland on Tuesday
as she, Powrie and coach Nathan
Handley worked to smooth out the
fickleness of sailing, a sport reliant
on interpreting ever-changing con-
ditions. “A lot of our sport is all
about decision making made on
the fly,” the 30-year-old Aleh said.
“You’re presented with a set of cir-
cumstances and you have to make
a split-second decision.

“The more you’ve been present-
ed with that in the past, the more
likely it is going to be the correct
decision... so we have just been
slowly trying to work on our areas
of weakness.

“I think that’s why we have had
some bad regattas at times. It was
about getting it right or getting it
wrong.” ‘ Team Jolly ’, as she and
Powrie are known in cyberspace,
have mostly got it right over the
past four years.

Their run of results includes win-
ning their first world title in La
Rochelle in 2013 and a silver at the
world sailing championships in
2014 in Spain. They also clinched
silver at the 470 world champi-
onships earlier this year in
Argentina and were third at the
Olympics test event in Rio last year.
“We feel that we have been work-
ing towards ticking off the things

we needed to do and by doing that
you get pretty consistent results,”
Aleh added.

“Last time (in London), we were
really inexperienced, but this time
we have a lot more racing behind
us so that even when its going bad
we can pull it back.

“We’re a solid enough team now
that it doesn’t matter what hap-
pens we will still be there.” Aleh has

acknowledged that conditions in
Rio, will be tricky and why they, and
many of their main competitors like
Austria’s twice world champions
Lara Vadlau and Jolanta Ogar and
current champions Camille
Lecointre and Helen Defrance from
France, spent so much time train-
ing there in the last four years. Aleh
said the two open water courses in
Rio have bigger waves and stronger

winds, while wind for the three
inshore courses were less pre-
dictable because of the towering
hillsides surrounding Guanabara
Bay. “Hopefully we have all spent
enough time in Rio. There is quite a
lot of variety,” she said. “But know-
ing the conditions, knowing how to
set the boat up and knowing how
to race in it and the more time we
had in Rio, the better.” — Reuters

EYMOUTH: File photo shows Jo Aleh (black cap) and Olivia Powrie (white cap) of New Zealand celebrate
finishing first and winning gold medal in the 470 Women’s Class Sailing on Day 14 of the London 2012
Olympic Games at the Weymouth. — AP

Trial and error calms waters for NZ’s Aleh

Sun looking forward to 
lighting up pools of Rio
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LONDON: Everton will need time to
familiarise themselves with new manag-
er Ronald Koeman’s style of play after
the Dutchman replaced Roberto
Martinez in the close season, right back
Seamus Coleman has said.

Martinez’s three-year tenure at the
Merseyside club was brought to an end
in May after the Spaniard oversaw a dis-

astrous campaign at Goodison Park,
leading Everton to 11th in the Premier
League, their lowest finish in the last
nine seasons. “Every manager is different
and I wouldn’t say there’s any right or
wrong but when you play in a regime for
a certain amount of time you will pick up
habits that stick for a little while,”
Coleman told British media. “I’m sure this

manager now will be wanting to get his
good habits into us and we’ll have to for-
get some of the others that we had.
That’s part and parcel of changing man-
agers. “I’ve only been back a week and
I’m still coming to terms with what he
(Koeman) wants and what he doesn’t
want but you can definitely see that...
he’s not afraid to mix it up.”

Meanwhile, Koeman admits he is flirt-
ing with the idea of deploying Gerard
Deulofeu as a striker following the
winger’s impressive display in a pre-sea-
son win over Barnsley on Saturday.

“We had a lot of pace up front with
Gerard. Maybe this is a new position for
him but I know he played there for
Barcelona ‘B’,” the former Southampton

boss said. “Because he is very fast, we
created a lot of danger from that. A full-
back has two options-play the ball back
to the goalkeeper or play it down the
channels (to the forwards). I don’t like
the first option. “When you have Gerard
with that speed up front, and good pass-
es to pick him out, that makes it difficult
for the opponent.” — Reuters

Everton need time to learn Koeman’s tactics 

BURTON-ON-TRENT: Football Association Chief Executive Martin Glenn (R) joins Sam Allardyce (C) as he arrives to answer questions in a press
conference after being unveiled as the new manager of the England football team at St George’s Park near Burton-on-Trent, central England, on
Monday. — AFP

LONDON: New England manager Sam Allardyce
admitted Wayne Rooney has a significant part to
play in his plans but refused to give assurances
about the player’s future as captain. Rooney
recently expressed a desire to continue as skip-
per, despite criticism following England’s disas-
trous campaign at the 2016 European
Championship in France.

Manchester United manager Jose Mourinho
last week promised the 30-year-old that he
would keep the armband at club level. But
Allardyce, speaking at his first press conference
since taking over from Roy Hodgson, did not fol-
low suit. Instead England’s record goalscorer will
have a nervous wait until September when
Allardyce will meet his players for the first time
ahead of their World Cup qualifier with Slovakia.

“I don’t want to put myself out in the open
just yet. It’s a decision that I’ll make once I’ve got
my feet under the table,” Allardyce said, when
asked if Rooney would retain the captaincy.

“I have got to leave that until we reach all the
players and get the coaching staff together and
plan for the internationals in September.  “Will I
wait until I meet the players? I think so. Put it this
way - I still think Wayne Rooney still has a mas-
sive place to play in the England side.  I don’t
think there is any doubt about that.”

Allardyce would not be drawn on whether he
thinks Rooney is more suited to a midfield or
striking role, and plans to follow Mourinho’s lead
on where to deploy the player. “What’s Rooney’s
best position? I’m not saying! I think Jose will
determine that,” added Allardyce.

“Because if Jose says he is not going to play
him in centre midfield and he is playing up front
and scoring goals for Manchester United then it
would be pointless me bringing him into
England and playing him in centre midfield.”

‘FUN’ ENVIRONMENT 
Allardyce, 61, acknowledged it is inevitable

there will be occasions when he clashes with
Premier League managers now he has crossed
over into international management.

He said: “The demands on Premier League
managers and demand on me as England man-
ager is bound to cause some conflict down the
line because the pressures are far greater than
ever before. “I think we suffered more sackings
than ever before. So they are bound to want to
protect their players and that is what I have to
try and overcome with a little bit of give and
take, hopefully.” Allardyce, who signed a two-
year contract to manage England, has promised
his players that they will work in a “fun” environ-
ment while he is in charge.  “We don’t have to
make it too monotonous when we are actually
together,” he explained.

“My style is very much in terms of man-man-
agement having a good relationship with the
players. Not being distant. That’s not my style. I
like to be in amongst the banter.”

Martin Glenn, the Football Association’s chief
executive, claimed that Allardyce was the only
candidate that was offered the England job.  And
the former Blackburn, Bolton, Newcastle and
Sunderland boss received a positive endorse-
ment from legendary Manchester United man-
ager Alex Ferguson, who was consulted over the
appointment. “ The single biggest thing
(Ferguson said) was he’s a winner. He’s got the
edge. Winners can sometimes be a bit awkward.
That was his phrase. He’s a winner,” Glenn said.

Sammy Lee, Allardyce’s former assistant at
Bolton Wanderers, will be part of England’s back-
room staff while Glenn also confirmed that the FA
are holding  talks with Bayern Munich assistant
coach Paul Clement over a part-time role. —AFP

Rooney still key to 

England plans: Allardyce

BERLIN: Borussia Dortmund have dis-
missed reports Pep Guardiola’s Manchester
City are poised to offer at least £58 million
(70m euros, $77m) for star striker Pierre-
Emerick Aubameyang.  According to British
media, City are in advanced talks with the
Gabon international, who scored 39 goals
for Dortmund in all competitions last sea-
son as they finished runners-up to Bayern
Munich in Germany’s top flight.  “All these
rumours have already followed us this sum-
mer,” Dortmund team manager Michael
Zorc told German daily Bild.

“We can only repeat, as always, that he
has a contract with us until 2020 and feels
good at Borussia Dortmund-as it should
remain.” The 27-year-old though has made
clear his wish to join Real Madrid, should he
quit the Bundesliga.

“Dortmund is a fantastic club which has
been decisive for my career,” Aubameyang
told German broadcaster ZDF.

“My Spanish grandfather always said
that he wanted me to play in Spain one day
and if that happens, it will be for Real

Madrid.  “Before his death two years ago, I
promised him that I would one day run out
for Real and I am working hard to achieve
that goal.” While Aubameyang insists he
enjoys playing for Dortmund, he would
“immediately say yes” to Real.

Dortmund have lost a host of stars since
last season with Henrikh Mkhitaryan join-
ing Manchester United, Ilkay Gundogan
leaving for City and Mats Hummels has left
for Bundesliga rivals Bayern.

But Dortmund have strengthened their
squad with Germany midfielders Mario
Goetze, who is back after three years in
Munich, and Wolfsburg’s Andre Schuerrle,
plus Barcelona defender Marc Bartra.  They
have also added teenage talent Ousmane
Dembele, 19, for 15 million euros from
Stade Rennes and Turkey international
Emre Mor, 18, for seven million euros from
Nordsjaelland. “Of course, we have an awful
lot of quality in our attack, perhaps more
than last year,” added Zorc, after Dortmund
netted 82 German league goals last season-
two more than champions Bayern. — AFP

Dortmund dismiss City’s 

Aubameyang interest

TORONTO: Nick Kyrgios turned in a patchy
performance to exit the Toronto Masters 7-6
(7/2), 3-6, 6-3 on Monday at the hands of
Wimbledon junior champion Denis
Shapovalov.  The 17-year-old Canadian set up
a match point with his 12th ace, then calmly
closed out the upset over the 19th-ranked
Australian.  In his first match since losing to
eventual champion Andy Murray in the
Wimbledon fourth round, Kyrgios at times
showed little interest in his on-court duties,
serving at lightning speed with only a few sec-
onds between points.  During one
changeover, he was heard muttering to him-
self in dissatisfaction.  “Not great, obviously,”
said Kyrgios, who was troubled by a sore knee
but still unhappy with his lethargic showing. “I
don’t know. I just didn’t play great.”

The Australian 11th seed somehow struck
an ace as his racquet flew from his hand on
one serve, but his 13 aces were out-numbered
by 18 double faults.  “I’m not going to tell you
what I did or didn’t do to prepare for this
match. I just played pretty bad, but he played
great and he earned it.  “Obviously he was
excited playing in front of his home crowd. I
know what it feels like to come off one of your
biggest junior results and then play in one of
your home tournaments.”

Shapovalov, playing in only his second ATP
event, will take on Former top 10 contender
Grigor Dimitrov, who is trying to claw his way
back in what has been a disappointing season.

The Bulgarian reached the second round
with a 5-7, 7-6 (7/5), 6-4 win over Yuichi Sugita.
Three other seeds advanced, with number
nine John Isner coming back to eliminate Dudi
Sela 4-6, 6-3, 6-2. Australian 12th seed Bernard
Tomic beat Alejandro Gonzalez 6-4, 7-6 (7/0)

while Jack Sock, the number 16, defeated
Denis Kudla 6-2, 6-2.  Dimitrov, ranked 48th,
got out of danger against Sugita after trailing
a set and a break. Dimitrov, who lost six
straight matches prior to Wimbledon,
improved to 21-16 in 2016. “It was a very
tough match, I didn’t play my best tennis but I
got through.  I t was great to hear some
Bulgarian voices in the crowd when I got
down on myself,” he said.

PATIENCE KEY FOR DIMITROV    
“The weeks before Wimbledon were diffi-

cult for me,” he added. “I was still working
hard, trying to perform.

“Patience is the key for me now, that’s what
it’s all about.” Dimitrov said he finally turned
the corner in the match while trailing 4-1 in
the second-set tiebreaker, standing just a
handful of points from a first-round exit.

The Bulgarian won a lob-to-lob exchange
with the 107th-ranked Sugita, coming
through to eventually level the set and take
on new life in the third.  “I was desperate to
win that point,” Dimitrov admitted. “It feels
great to win a round here.” Borna Coric won an
all-Croatian clash as he beat Ivan Dodig 5-7, 6-
4, 6-2.  “It was a good match from my side,”
said the winner, who next plays fifth seeded
Czech Tomas Berdych. “In the first set, I didn’t
play my best tennis and I didn’t feel very confi-
dent. “I got a little bit angry, but in the end it
was good because I needed to let it out of my
system.” South African Kevin Anderson ended
a losing streak of three consecutive opening
matches, downing Serb Viktor Troicki 7-6 (7/4),
6-3. Canadian Steven Diez surprised Briton
Kyle Edmund 3-6, 6-3, 6-2. The wild card entry
will play Tomic. — AFP

Kyrgios crashes in 

Toronto first round

TORONTO: Shapovalov of Canada plays a shot against Nick Kyrgios of Australia during Day
1 of the Rogers Cup at the Aviva Centre on Monday in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. —AFP

SPRINGFIELD: Jim Furyk of the United States is seen during a practice round prior to
the 2016 PGA Championship at Baltusrol Golf Club yesterday in Springfield, New
Jersey. — AFP

Defending champion Jason Day 

confident at storm-soaked PGA

SPRINGFIELD: Severe thunderstorms
drenched Baltusrol with heavy rain on
Monday, cutting short the first practice ses-
sion for the 98th PGA Championship and
soaking greens that had been fast in after-
noon heat.

Sweltering heat greeted players in the
early afternoon but the day ended with
standing water puddled across many areas
of the course after thunder, lightning and
downpours. PGA of America officials halted
play at 4:38 pm and had spectators seek
shelter, several dozen huddling in the mas-
sive souvenir tent until a break between
storms allowed them a chance to leave.

It was a signal that players could face a
lot of extremes in this week’s quest for the
Wanamaker Trophy, with forecasts for hot
conditions until storms are set to return for
the weekend.

World number one Jason Day of
Australia will try to defend his first major
title, which he won last year at Whistling
Straits. “I feel good about my game,” Day
said. “I’m hitting a lot of good shots and
that has given me confidence. I should be
good to go.”

Day was won seven titles in the past
year and flirted with major success, sharing
10th at the Masters and eighth at the US
Open. His mindset is less about repeating
as champion, especially on a different
course, than it is about achieving new feats.

“I never really look at it as defending,” he
said. “I try to win it again. That’s the mental-
ity.” World number two Dustin Johnson
made his major breakthrough last month
by winning the US Open at Oakmont. The
American also won a WGC event at
Firestone and shared ninth at the British
Open, enough good finishes to bolster his
confidence entering the final major tourna-
ment of the year.

“I  think the game is in really good
shape,” Johnson said. “Do a little practice on
the putting in the next few days, but other
than that, I’m really confident in the game
right now. I feel like everything is going
really well.”

Day will play the first two rounds along-
side four-time major champion Rory
McIlroy, the 2014 PGA Championship win-
ner, and Phil Mickelson, the 46-year-old US
left-hander who won the last PGA
Championship played at Baltusrol in 2005.

Mickelson battled British Open winner
Henrik Stenson into the final holes before
settling for second to the Swede at Royal
Troon two weeks ago.

Johnson will play Thursday and Friday
alongside Stenson and Masters champion
Danny Willett of England in the annual
threesome of the season’s prior major win-
ners. Each won his first major this year-and
none of them wants to see another first-
timer take the trophy this week. — AFP

BARCELONA: Former world champion
Fernando Alonso doubts he will make it
onto the Formula One podium this season
after also enduring his worst points tally
last year, but has no immediate plans to
retire. The Spaniard is 13th in the 2016 driv-
er standings on 24 points, 168 behind
leader and former McLaren team-mate
Lewis Hamilton.

Alonso, 34, picked up only 11 points in
2015, and although he has already sur-
passed that this year, Alonso is sceptical
about his chances of getting a first podium
appearance since 2014 and since rejoining
McLaren. “It’s very difficult for us to get a
podium this season,” Alonso told Spanish
radio station Cadena Cope on Tuesday.

“In normal conditions we still wouldn’t
deserve a podium. I hope we improve next
year but this is Formula One, anything can
happen. We are still waiting for things to
happen with this McLaren Honda project
but we are on the way up.”

Honda were McLaren’s engine partners
when they were dominant at the end of the
1980s and returned to the British team last
year - the second year of the new V6 turbo
hybrid era with Mercedes already domi-
nant. McLaren, eight times constructors’
champions, have not won a race since
2012. Despite another torrid campaign and
a huge crash in the Australian Grand Prix in
March, Alonso said he had no plans to
retire. “My future in Formula One will not
depend on this car. Even in these last two
difficult years I’ve been enjoying myself a
lot,” added Alonso, who won the world driv-
ers championship in 2005 and 2006.

“If the cars are as fun as they were in the
past, I’ll have no problem continuing. I’m
aware that I’ll never be 20-years-old again
but I have more experience and more
knowledge now.” The Spaniard finished sev-
enth in last week’s Hungary Grand Prix and
is now preparing for this weekend’s
German Grand Prix.—Reuters

Alonso pessimistic about 

podium appearances 
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LONDON: This file photo taken on August 11, 2012 shows Russia’s Yury Postrigay (R) and Alexander Dyachenko celebrating after winning the gold medal in the kayak double (K2) 200m men’s final during the London 2012 Olympic Games, at Eton Dorney
Rowing Centre in Eton, west of London. Canoeing’s governing body has banned five Russians, including a gold medallist and a five-times world champion, from next month’s Rio Olympics after an explosive independent report revealed state-run doping
across Russian sport. The five were named as Elena Aniushina, Natalia Podolskaya, Alexander Dyachenko, Andrey Kraitor and Alexey Korovashkov. —AFP

85 Russians barred from Rio over doping
MOSCOW: At least 85 athletes from the 387-strong
Russian Olympic team announced last week have so
far been barred from the Rio Games in connection
with the country’s doping scandal.

International federations in canoeing and modern
pentathlon ruled out seven yesterday, including an
Olympic gold medalist, following earlier rulings in
swimming and rowing. Some appeals are likely.

Russian President Vladimir Putin’s spokesman
Dmitry Peskov told Russian media that Putin had dis-
cussed the doping issue with his national security
council. “The topic of the recent International Olympic
Committee ruling relating to Russian athletes was
raised ahead of Putin’s planned meeting tomorrow
with the Russian Olympic team,” Peskov was quoted
as saying.

The vast majority of the Russian athletes who miss
out are in track and field, where 67 athletes were
ruled out when a ban on the Russian team was
upheld at the Court of Arbitration for Sport last week.

More are falling foul of new rules imposed in the
wake of the country’s doping scandal. While Russia
avoided a blanket ban from the International Olympic
Committee, it has lost several medal contenders to
new IOC rules imposed Sunday banning Russia from
entering athletes who previously doped.

Alexander Dyachenko, an Olympic champion in
2012, was among five canoeists ruled out after being
named in a recent report by World Anti-Doping
Agency investigator Richard McLaren alleging a state-
sponsored doping cover-up.

McLaren’s report last week specifically detailed
how Russian state officials allegedly intervened to

cover up hundreds of failed drug tests. Dyachenko
won gold in the men’s double kayak 200 meters at
the 2012 London Games.

“The ICF will continue its strong zero-tolerance
stance and remove all athletes that contravene its
rules in anyway,” said Simon Toulson, the International
Canoe Federation’s general secretary. “If you step out
of line you won’t make the start line.”

The four other banned canoeists are Alexei
Korovashkov - a 2012 bronze medalist in the C2 1,000
meters event - Andrei Kraitor, Elena Anyushina and
Nataliya Podolskaya.

The ICF also said that Russia would not be allowed
to enter boats in four events in which the excluded
athletes would have raced. Therefore, Austria,
Germany, Sweden and Iran are in line to receive their
places. Meanwhile, the International Modern
Pentathlon Union named the two Russians it had sus-
pended as Maxim Kustov and Ilya Frolov, saying they
both featured in the McLaren report. Kustov’s place in
the men’s event passes to a Latvian athlete, while
Frolov had only been entered for Rio as a reserve.

Three Russian rowers have also been excluded.
Ivan Podshivalov and Anastasia Karabelshchikova
were excluded because they previously served dop-
ing bans, while Ivan Balandin from Russia’s men’s
eight was implicated in the McLaren report, World
Rowing said.

Meanwhile, volleyball player Alexander Markin
told local media he had been dropped due to a posi-
tive test earlier this year for the banned substance
meldonium, even though he had not been banned.
The international volleyball federation did not imme-

diately respond to a request for comment.
The head of the Russian Wrestling Federation told

the R-Sport agency that two-time world champion
Viktor Lebedev was ineligible because he was given a
doping ban in 2006. On Monday, swimming’s world
governing body FINA ruled out seven Russians
including reigning world 100m breaststroke champi-
on Yulia Efimova.

Legal challenges are looming. Efimova’s agent has
said he is preparing an appeal to the Court of
Arbitration for Sport, and the Russian Canoe
Federation’s general secretary Irina Sirayeva said that
the five banned could follow suit.

“The intention to defend the athletes is there,” she
told R-Sport. Triple jumper Ekaterina Koneva - a for-
mer world championship silver medalist - told local
media she was considering a lawsuit in civil court.

There was good news for Russia as its team of 18
shooters received approval to compete from the
sport’s international federation. Also, Russia also looks
set to field a full team of four players in Olympic bad-
minton, the Russian Badminton Federation said
Tuesday, citing assurances from the Badminton World
Federation.

Previously, archery and equestrian sport’s world
governing bodies said they had no objection to the
Russians entered in their sports.

Lists of Russian athletes approved by international
federations must still be approved by CAS arbiters
who can reject athletes not tested outside Russia.

The IOC refused to accept testing done by Russian
agencies because of evidence that the process was
corrupted.— AP

Canoe federation bans five Russians 

MOSCOW: International sports federations
and Russia’s Olympic Committee on Monday
began to announce the Russian competitors
who will be sidelined from the Rio Games
over past doping offences.  The announce-
ments come one day after the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) said it would be
up to sports federations to determine which
Russians are eligible to compete in Rio.

In addition to the 67 track and field ath-
letes banned from international competition
by the International Association of Athletics
Federation (IAAF), here is a preliminary list of
13 Russian competitors who have been side-
lined from Rio:

SWIMMING 
metre breaststroke at the 2012 London
Games. Four-time world champion. 
Vladimir Morozov, 24, won bronze in the
4x100 freestyle relay at the 2012 London
Games. 
Nikita Lobintsev, 27, won bronze in the
4x100 freestyle relay at the 2012 London

Games, won silver at the 2008 Beijing
Olympics. 
Mikhail Dovgalyuk, 21, 4x200m freestyle
relay.
Natalia Lovtsova, 28, 50m freestyle.
Anastasia Krapivina, 21, marathon swimmer. 
Daria Ustinova, 17, won bronze at the 2013
world championships.

ROWING 
Ivan Balandin, 27, men’s eight.
Anastasia Karabelshchikova, 31, women’s
eight.
Ivan Podshivalov, 34, men’s four.

WEIGHTLIFTING 
Tatiana Kashirina, won silver at the 2012
London Games .
Anastasia Romanova, 24, won bronze at the
2015 world championships.

FREESTYLE WRESTLING 
Viktor Lebedev, 28, two-time world champi-
on. — AFP

List of Russians 
banned from Rio

Gonzalo Higuain

MILAN: Gonzalo Higuain completed
his move to Juventus after the Italian
champions reportedly agreed to pay a
94.7m euros ($104m) buyout clause to
wrest the Argentine striker from Napoli
yesterday. In what could become the
biggest ever transfer between Serie A
clubs, Higuain’s move to Turin was pub-
lished on the ‘transfers’ section of the
official Serie A website www.seriea.it.

Napoli had slapped a 94.7m euros
buyout clause on Higuain’s contract
after he hit a record 36 goals in the
league last season. But after weeks of
negotiations, Juventus finally buckled
to capture the 28-year-old striker
whom they believe can make the dif-
ference between success and failure in
the Champions League next season.

Reports yesterday said Juve CEO Beppe
Marotta had negotiated with Napoli
president Aurelio De Laurentiis to pay
the transfer fee over two instalments.
After leaving the offices of Serie A,
Marotta gave no details when asked by
waiting media but confirmed the move
when he said: “We’ve deposited
Higuain’s contract (with league offi-
cials). We’ve concluded everything.”
Higuain will be expected to partner fel-
low Argentina striker Paulo Dybala,
who in his maiden season with
Juventus was their top scorer with 19
league goals, when the club return
from their pre-season tour of Australia.
The transfer of Higuain, who cost
Napoli 40m euros when he arrived
from Real Madrid in 2013, could now

spark a succession of other, high-profile
transfers.

Italian media reports have claimed
Juventus would sign Higuain if they
convinced Manchester United to meet
their asking price of 125m euros for star
midfielder Paul Pogba.

Napoli, who finished runners-up to
Juventus to secure their place in next
season’s Champions League, are now
in the hunt for a top striker with Inter
Milan’s  Mauro Icardi  top of  their
shopping list.  Higuain’s arrival in
Turin,  meanwhile,  wil l  add fresh
impetus to their ambition of winning
the Champions League. Juventus
reached the final in 2015 only to be
outclassed in a 3-1 defeat in Berlin to
Barcelona. — AFP

Higuain completes Juventus move
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CALIFORNIA:  Yahoo co-founders David Filo (left) and Jerry Yang hold up a fish prop in Filo’s office in Santa Clara, Calif. Verizon has announced that it is buying Yahoo for $4.83 billion, marking the end of an era for a company that
once defined the internet. — AP 

End of the road or new beginning for Yahoo?
WASHINGTON: It appears at first glance to be
an ignominious fate for Yahoo, the internet
pioneer which has long been one of the best-
known names in Silicon Valley. A deal
announced Monday delivers the core assets
of Yahoo to telecom giant Verizon for $4.8 bil-
lion, a fraction of its peak market value of
$125 billion at the height of the dot-com
boom. But while Yahoo as a corporate entity
may be disappearing, the brand it created is
likely to live on and potentially grow under its
new corporate benefactor, analysts say.

“Let’s call it a new beginning for Yahoo,”
said Forrester Research analyst Shar
VanBoskirk. “I don’t anticipate Verizon doing
away with the Yahoo brand, they will main-
tain the Yahoo name on a lot of its very good
media properties.” While Yahoo has been suc-
cessful in building a global audience of as
many as one billion worldwide, “it hasn’t been
able to change and adjust its brand as the
market has changed,” VanBoskirk said.

“It could be good for them if they think
differently about what it means to be Yahoo.
The brand will have a platform that may let
them go farther than they have over the past
five years.” The deal announced Monday was
described as offering synergies for the two
firms, as Verizon seeks to expand beyond a
carrier and Yahoo needs help in stemming its
decline against online rivals Google and
Facebook. Yahoo will be run through the
recently acquired Verizon unit AOL, another
faded internet star. Bob O’Donnell of the con-
sultancy Technalysis Research agreed that
Verizon will want to keep the Yahoo brand
which is recognized worldwide, at least for
the near term. “My guess is that Verizon will
take a hands-off approach and might even tie

it together with some AOL properties,”
O’Donnell said. Greg Sterling, a contributing
editor to the Search Engine Land blog, said he
was generally upbeat about the deal, assum-
ing Verizon gives Yahoo breathing room and
investments. “Yahoo was struggling to meet
investor expectations each quarter,” Sterling
said. “Maybe this will allow them to take a
longer-term view.”

Yahoo’s chief executive Marissa Mayer said
that the two-decade-old California company
“has changed the world, and will continue to
do so through this combination with Verizon
and AOL.” She told a conference call that
Verizon “offers significant strategic alignments
in Yahoo’s focus on informing, connecting and
entertaining our users.”

Culture clash
One of the keys for the deal is whether

two companies with vastly different histories
and cultures and come together and thrive.
While Yahoo comes from the freewheeling,
innovative world of Silicon Valley, Verizon has
staid roots as a regulated telecom operator
on the eastern seaboard. “They are about as
far on the spectrum as any two companies
can be,” said Roger Kay of Endpoint
Technologies Associates. Kay said Verizon “is
an uninnovative company, very different from
the software-oriented world” from which
Yahoo comes. Verizon needs to handle Yahoo
with care if it wants the deal to work, analysts
said. “Culture is a key issue, it may be the key
issue,” Sterling said. “Verizon will be the cor-
porate master and exercise control but they
want to create opportunities for innovation
and not impose a culture that will send
employees out the door.” — AFP

KUWAIT: Chairman of Kuwait Finance House
(KFH) Hamad Abdulmohsen Al-Marzouq said that
KFH has, by the grace of Allah, realized a net prof-
it of KD 70.9 million for the first half of 2016 for
KFH shareholders as compared to KD 62.3 million
for the same period last year i.e. an increase of
13.6%.  Total operating revenues for H1 this year
reached KD 322 million i.e. a growth of 4.4%
compared to the same period last year. Net oper-
ating revenues reached KD 166 million, i.e. a
growth of 14.4% over the same period last year.

Net finance revenues grew 13% over the same
period last year after excluding ALAFCO decon-
solidation impact. On 30 June 2016, the Board of
Directors of the Bank approved to sell Group’s
interest in its subsidiary Aref Investment Group
(AIG).  As a result, the assets and liabilities of AIG
presented as assets classified as held for sale and
liabilities directly associated with the assets clas-
sified as held for sale amounted to KD 356 million
and KD 174 million, respectively. 

According to this presentation, the total oper-
ating revenues decreased from KD 325 million to
KD 322 million, while the net operating revenues
increased from KD 159 million to KD 166 million.
Earnings per share for the first half of 2016
reached 13.74 fils compared to 12.09 fils over the
same period last year i.e. an increase by 13.6%.
Earnings per share from continuing operation
(after excluding the impact of AIG) reached 17.24
fils compared to 11.02 fils over the same period
last year i.e. an increase by 56.4%.

Total assets reached KD 17.03 billion ie an
increase by KD 534.9 Million or 3.2% compared to
year ended 2015. - Finance portfolio reached KD
8.45 billion i.e. an increase by KD 354.6 million or
4.4% compared to year ended 2015. -  Total
deposits reached KD 14.12 billion i.e. an increase
by KD 359.8 million or 2.6% compared to year
ended 2015. - Shareholders’ equity reached KD
1.77 billion for H1 this year. - KFH’s capital ade-
quacy ratio (CAR) reached 17.21%, higher than
the required limit of 13%, thus reiterating the
strength of KFH financial position. 

Al-Marzouq said that the realized profits are in
line with the ambitious strategy to ensure the
achievement of a sustainable growth rate, yet to
achieve integration of its businesses at the Group
level. The profits reiterated the bank’s resilience to
adapt with the markets’ volatility which reflects
the balanced performance and robust financial
position of the bank. KFH continued to manage
risk efficiently and set aside the required provi-
sions in accordance with the best practices. This
reflects its strong financial position and high liq-
uidity levels.

Al-Marzouq added that the global economy
has lately witnessed a historic remarkable event
after the UK voted for Brexit to leave the European
Union. This might result in economic and political

repercussions and instability as the UK is still the
second largest economy in the EU and normally a
role model for all unions to follow suit. Al-Marzouq
expressed his confidence in the potentials of the
Kuwaiti economy to confront any repercussions
resulting from the Brexit especially at the level of
the banking system. 

The Kuwaiti banks are armed with high levels
of liquidity and quality assets, yet they operate in a
stringent regulatory environment. Despite the
said repercussions, the UK will remain a potential
mouth-watering investment destination, and the
crisis might offer several genuine investment
opportunities in many fields. He added that KFH-
Group successfully assumed its development and
financial role in the markets in which it operates.
KFH signed agreement with Kuwait National
Petroleum Company KNPC to finance the Clean
Fuel Project of KD 1.2 billion as the leader of
Islamic lenders. 

This reaffirms KFH’s ability to serve the devel-
opment plans and support the development
process while positively participating in the devel-
opment project of the country to reinforce the
role of the private sector.  KFH offered financing to
Mabanee Company to execute the new phase of
Avenues mall in efforts to bolster cooperation
with the private sector and its mega projects.
Benefiting from the efforts of the Government of
the Kingdom of Bahrain to encourage the private
sector to contribute in the development process,
KFH-Bahrain inked several financing agreements
for several real estate development projects in col-
laboration with local banks and its subsidiaries. 

KFH-Turkey is leading an alternative financing
market relying on the Sukuk product as a major

instrument for corporate and sovereign credit. It
issued a lease certificate (sukuk) of 300 million TL
which is the largest sukuk for private sector in the
Turkish market. 

Entering the sukuk market in 2010, KFH-Turkey
has, so far, issued lease certificates of a total of TL
7.2 billion. KFH continues its unremitting efforts in
strengthening its role in boosting the national
economy, primarily through corporate finance as
per the credit and legislative regulations. 

The bank works tirelessly to settle companies’
debts while preserve and enforce shareholders’
rights. KFH has settled many debts and negotia-
tions for settling other debts are taking place. Al-
Marzouq stressed the ceaseless efforts of KFH to
continuously offer credit facilities for SMEs in an
attempt to encourage the youth’s initiative as well
as to diversify income resources. KFH has the
largest share of SMEs segment that has an impor-
tant social and economic role, not to mention
comes in line with KFH’s methodology of support-
ing the development activities in the country. 

He stressed KFH’s endeavors to render cus-
tomers high-end products and services that meet
their aspirations and cope with the markets’ devel-
opments. KFH addresses new segments of clients
for the youth and AlRuwad for the high net worth
clients in continuation of launching a series of
new products. KFH has lately offered Al-Rabeh
Account and offered the service of trading gold
online in addition to a bouquet of different prod-
ucts and services. He stressed the importance of
streamlining procedures and achieving the high-
est levels of speed, applying the best practices
and evaluation in order to yield the best results
that achieve customers’ satisfaction, affirm KFH’s
leading position and boost its market share. 

KFH has maintained its foothold as a pioneer-
ing entity in utilizing the latest technologies in col-
laboration with global companies and the best
technology advisers to meet the requirements of
its clients and cater for their aspirations. He reiter-
ated that KFH insures applying all technological
applications and platforms as per the highest
standards of security and accuracy, stressing the
significant role of the human resources. 

KFH spares no efforts in hiring, training, and
qualifying its human resources whilst preparing
the distinguished national employees for leader-
ship positions. KFH has a proven track record in
this regards in collaboration with the concerned
parties. It won “The Best Training Plan” award from
Manpower& Government Restructuring Program.
Al-Marzouq expressed his thanks and appreciation
to all shareholders and clients for their support
and confidence. He hailed the efforts of KFH’s
executive management and employees for their
outstanding performance that yielded positive
results, emphasizing the importance of maintain-
ing the leadership position at all indicators. 

KFH records profit
of KD 70.9 million 

Total assets increase by 3.2% - reaching KD 17.03 Billion 

Hamad Abdulmohsen Al-Marzouq 

Logos are seen on a laptop in North Andover, Mass. — AP 
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EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

CURRENCY BUY SELL
ASIAN COUNTRIES

Japanese Yen 2.856
Indian Rupees 4.520
Pakistani Rupees 2.900
Srilankan Rupees 2.085
Nepali Rupees 2.827
Singapore Dollar 223.860
Hongkong Dollar 39.139
Bangladesh Taka 3.870
Philippine Peso 6.438
Thai Baht 8.717

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 80.990
Qatari Riyal 83.427
ani Riyal 788.851
Bahraini Dinar 806.560
UAE Dirham 82.689

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 30.750
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 34.576
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.219
Tunisian Dinar 137.040
Jordanian Dinar 428.560
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.024
Syrian Lira 2.0164
Morocco Dirham 31.262

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 303.550
Euro 334.970

Malaysian Ringgit 75.325
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 45.785
Thai Bhat 9.635
Turkish Lira 100.335

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.390855 0.405855
Czech Korune 0.004337 0.016337
Danish Krone 0.040763 0.045763
Euro 0.0327866 0.0336866
Norwegian Krone 0.031356 0.036556
Romanian Leu 0.086990 0.086990
Slovakia 0.009046 0.019046
Swedish Krona 0.031074 0.036074
Swiss Franc 0.300815 0.311815
Turkish Lira 0.096759 0.107059

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.219578 0.231578
New Zealand Dollar 0.207116 0.216616

America
Canadian Dollar 0.224291 0.233291
Georgina Lari 0.136962 0.136962
US Dollars 0.299150 0.304150
US Dollars Mint 0.299650 0.304150

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003395 0.003979
Chinese Yuan 0.043996 0.047496
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037026 0.039776

Indian Rupee 0.004374 0.004784
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000019 0.000025
Japanese Yen 0.002822 0.003002
Kenyan Shilling 0.003119 0.003119
Korean Won 0.000257 0.000272
Malaysian Ringgit 0.070889 0.076889
Nepalese Rupee 0.002680 0.003030
Pakistan Rupee 0.002727 0.003017
Philippine Peso 0.006343 0.006643
Sierra Leone 0.000067 0.000073
Singapore Dollar 0.217922 0.227922
South African Rand 0.015191 0.023691
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001677 0.002257
Taiwan 0.009325 0.009505
Thai Baht 0.008329 0.008879

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.797807 0.806307
Egyptian Pound 0.027130 0.032248
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000181 0.000241
Jordanian Dinar 0.424621 0.433621
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000146 0.000246
Moroccan Dirhams 0.019352 0.043352
Nigerian Naira 0.001252 0.001887
Omani Riyal 0.781242 0.786922
Qatar Riyal 0.082484 0.083934
Saudi Riyal 0.079780 0.081080
Syrian Pound 0.001285 0.001506
Tunisian Dinar 0.132836 0.140836
Turkish Lira 0.096759 0.107059
UAE Dirhams 0.081139 0.082839
Yemeni Riyal 0.001370 0.001450

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 303.500
Canadian Dollar 230.255
Sterling Pound 398.730
Euro 335.055
Swiss Frank 300.475
Bahrain Dinar 802.325
UAE Dirhams 82.860
Qatari Riyals 84.075
Saudi Riyals 81.655
Jordanian Dinar 427.660
Egyptian Pound 34.081
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.082
Indian Rupees 4.500
Pakistani Rupees 2.889
Bangladesh Taka 3.861
Philippines Pesso 6.423
Cyprus pound 159.945
Japanese Yen 3.900
Syrian Pound 2.405
Nepalese Rupees 3.810

Sterling Pound 400.230
Canadian dollar 232.160
Turkish lira 100.460
Swiss Franc 309.430
Australian Dollar 228.720
US Dollar Buying 302.350

GOLD
20 Gram 267.640
10 Gram 136.740
5 Gram 69.210

Bahrain Exchange Company

PARIS: French telecommunications
group Orange said yesterday its net
profit nearly tripled in the first half of
the year to 3.2 billion euros ($3.5 billion),
due primarily to the sale of British oper-
ator EE. With accelerating uptake of
fourth-generation (4G) mobile and fast
broadband connections as well  as
increased sales, Orange’s chief executive
said the company had the momentum

needed to increase operating profit.  
“The first-half results again confirm

the Group’s positive momentum,
enabling us to reaffirm our objective of
growth” in the company’s own measure
on operating profit in 2016, Stephane
Ricard said in a statement.  Sales rose by
2.7 percent 20.1 billion euros in the first
half of the year, an increase of 0.3 per-
cent on a comparable basis.

Operating profit using the company’s
own measure slid by 0.6 percent to 5.9
billion euros, but increased marginally in
the second quarter.  

Orange saw its sales in France, its
largest market where it was previously
the state-controlled monopoly,
squeezed 1.2 percent due the winding
down of its agreement to handle calls
from rival operator Free as that operator

builds its own network. However it said
the number of 4G clients had nearly
tripled since last year, while overall
mobile customers also increased as did
fixed broadband.

In Europe overall, 4G customers were
up nearly three times since last year to
22.7 million at the end of June, while its
number of fibre broadband customers
more than tripled to 2.56 million. Sales in

Europe rose 9.3 percent (1.1 percent on a
comparable basis) to 5.1 billion euros,
while in Africa and the Middle East they
increased by 10.2 percent (3.3 percent)
to 2.5 billion euros. Orange has been
spreading its presence in Africa to tap
into growing markets there. It received
4.5 billion euros from its stake in EE after
the sale closed in January, plus a 4 per-
cent stake in BT Group. —AFP 

Sale sweetens Orange’s earnings

VATICAN CITY: The Vatican and the Bank of
Italy yesterday signed a key cooperation agree-
ment aimed at regularizing their relations and
ending years of Italian mistrust over Holy See
finances. The accord, signed by BOI Governor
Ignacio Visco and the Vatican’s top financial
regulator, Rene Bruelhart, comes after years
of f inancial  reforms, most of them under
Pope Francis, to bring the Vatican and its
troubled bank up to international standards
to guarantee transparency and combat mon-
ey laundering.

A joint statement said the agreement,
which the Vatican had lobbied hard to win,
“aimed at enhancing the exchange of informa-
tion in the field of financial supervision, on the
basis of reciprocity”. It “allows the authorities to
broaden the channels of information” in order
to monitor transactions between Italian finan-
cial entities and the Vatican, a sovereign state
in the middle of Rome whose financial activi-
ties the BOI has for decades viewed with suspi-
cion. “This effectively normalizes relations,”

Bruelhart said in a telephone interview.
In 2010, Italian banks stopped dealing with

the Vatican bank,  off icial ly known as the
Institute for Works of Religion (IOR), after the
BOI told them they had to enforce strict anti-
money laundering criteria. 

That year, Rome magistrates investigating
possible money laundering froze 23 million
euros ($31.15 million) held by the IOR in two
Italian banks. The IOR said it had merely been
transferring its own funds between accounts in
other countries. The money was later returned.
In 2012, Italy blocked the use of debit and cred-
it cards in the Vatican because of concerns over
lack of transparency, which was a major obsta-
cle to one of the tiny city state’s biggest sources
of income from tourists visiting the Vatican
museums.

In recent years, relations between Italian and
Vatican financial authorities have been improv-
ing. In 2013 the BOI’s Financial Intelligence Unit
signed an accord with its Vatican counterpart
and a separate financial information sharing

agreement with Italian tax authorities in which
the Holy See pledged full cooperation and
transparency. The Vatican had long been criti-
cized by financial organizations for providing a
tax haven for well-connected Italians by allow-
ing them to hold secret bank accounts.

Pope Francis has made financial reform a
central plank of his papacy. Under his watch
the IOR has closed thousands of accounts in
the past few years and he has also greatly
increased the power and independence of the
Vatican’s  f inancial  intel l igence unit .  Last
December,  the European financial  crimes
watchdog Moneyval, which had previously
criticized the Vatican, issued an overwhelming-
ly positive report, saying it had made great
strides in cleaning up its scandal-plagued bank
and other financial departments. 

But the report also said the Vatican’s judici-
ary should be much more aggressive in deal-
ing with people suspected of financial crimes
like money laundering and step up prosecu-
tions and indictments. —  Reuters 

KUWAIT: Etihad Airways has officially opened its
new First and Business Class Lounge within the
Tom Bradley International Terminal at Los
Angeles International Airport (LAX). Building on
a growing global reputation for product innova-
tion and development, the lounge reflects a
commitment to delivering exceptional hospitali-
ty experiences for First and Business Class guests
departing on Etihad Airways’ daily EY170 Boeing
777 services from the US West Coast’s commer-
cial and entertainment hub. Together with
Etihad Airways’ Premium Lounges in
Washington, DC, and New York’s JFK, the new
First & Business Class Lounge Los Angeles is the
airline’s third dedicated hospitality haven in the
Americas, and the first on the US West Coast.

The new facility moves away from the normal
conventions of airport lounge design, and fea-
tures the same ‘Modern Arabian’ decorative ele-
ments which characterize Etihad Airways’ new
international lounges. The dÈcor draws inspira-
tion from the geometric patterns found in the
traditional and modern architecture of Abu
Dhabi and its spectacular desert landscape.
Martin Drew, Etihad Airways Senior Vice
President Americas, said: “As a world-leading air-
line, Etihad Airways continues to redefine travel,
setting new benchmarks for innovative service
on the ground and in the air.” 

“Our new First and Business Class Lounge in
Los Angeles demonstrates our unwavering com-
mitment to travelers on the US West Coast, and
in the United States as a whole, by providing
them with the intuitive hospitality they have
come to expect from our people and our brand.
It gives us great pleasure to inaugurate this facil-
ity.” “LAWA and our airline partners are commit-
ted to continuing our initiatives to transform
and modernize LAX into a world-class airport
that Angelenos and visitors deserve,” said Los
Angeles World Airports (LAWA) Chief Executive
Officer Deborah Flint. “We applaud Etihad
Airways in bringing this exciting, new premium
lounge experience that truly caters to the mod-
ern traveler.”

More akin to top hotels, fine dining establish-

ments and private members’ clubs, the new
lounge provides a tranquil environment in
which guests can relax, re-energize, be enter-
tained, and enjoy the finest culinary experiences
and hospitality services for which the airline is
renowned. The space features luxuriously
appointed seating, an ‡ la carte dining area,
showcase bar, TV area, shower facilities, compli-
mentary high-speed Wi-Fi, multi-zone electrical
and USB power outlets, and a selection of inter-
national magazines and daily newspapers. 

A separate VIP area can also be made avail-
able when required. Conveniently located air-
side, overlooking the renovated terminal’s exclu-
sive shopping promenade and measuring
407m2, the Etihad Airways First & Business Class
Lounge Los Angeles is open for the exclusive use
of Etihad First Class and Business Class guests,
Etihad Guest Platinum, Gold and Silver members
flying on EY170, and Etihad Airways Partner

(EAP) airlines’ equivalent Platinum and Gold
members.

˝The new Los Angeles facility adds to the air-
line’s expanding collection of 15 Premium
Lounges including Abu Dhabi (new dedicated
signature First Class Lounge and Spa in Terminal
3; Premium Lounges in Terminals 1 and 3; a
Premium Lounge within the unique US
Preclearance facility, and the Premium Arrivals
Lounge), Frankfurt, London, Manchester, Dublin,
Paris, Washington DC, New York JFK, Sydney and
Melbourne. 

Etihad Airways commenced daily non-stop
service between Los Angeles (LAX) and Abu
Dhabi International Airport (AUH) on July 1,
2014. In addition, the airline offers daily services
between Abu Dhabi and Chicago, San Francisco
and Washington, DC (IAD), as well as twice-daily
services to New York (JFK) and three-times-
weekly services to Dallas/Fort Worth.    

Vatican and Bank of Italy sign key 
agreement after years of mistrust
Bank mired in scandals; thousands of accounts closed 

Etihad Airways launches
world-class lounge in LA 
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LITTLE EGG HARBOR: Oysters were once so abun-
dant in New Jersey that vacationers would clamber
off trains, wade into the water and pluck handfuls to
roast for dinner. Their colonies piled so high that
boats would sometimes run aground on them, and
they were incorporated into navigation maps. Even
earlier, Native American tribes would have oyster
feasts on the banks of coastal inlets. But over the
centuries, rampant development, pollution, overhar-
vesting and disease drastically reduced the number
of oysters, here and around the country; many
researchers and volunteer groups estimate oyster
populations are down 85 percent from their levels in
the 1800s.  

That has sparked efforts throughout the coastal
United States to establish new oyster colonies, or
fortify struggling ones. Though small in scale, the
efforts are numerous and growing, and they have a
unified goal: showing that oysters can be successful-
ly restored in the wild, paving the way for larger-
scale efforts and the larger funding they will require.
While a main goal is increasing the numbers of suc-
culent, salty shellfish bound for dinner plates, oys-
ters also serve other useful purposes. They improve
water quality; a single oyster can filter up to 50 gal-
lons of water a day. 

They also can protect coastlines; the hard, irregu-
lar oyster beds serve as speed bumps that obstruct
waves during storms. “It’s many years and millions of
dollars away, but it is attainable,” said Steve Evert,
assistant director of the Marine Science and
Environmental Field Station at New Jersey’s Stockton
University, one of hundreds of organizations work-
ing to start or expand oyster colonies.  Most of the
projects are small-scale, funded by government
grants and volunteer donations. Helen Henderson,

of New Jersey’s American Littoral Society, which is
growing an oyster reef in Barnegat Bay, hopes suc-
cessful demonstration projects can lead to an expo-
nential increase in funding for bigger projects.

“Nature has shown us this can be done; we’re just
giving it a kick-start,” she said. “Hopefully funding will
flow from that once we can show successful out-
comes, and we can really make a difference on a
much larger scale.” The Barnegat Bay Partnership put
up $52,000 for the oyster project Stockton is under-
taking in New Jersey; matching funds came from the
university, the Littoral Society, and a shellfish busi-
ness that has invested many times that amount on
equipment and oyster seedlings.  Fledgling oysters
need to attach themselves to a hard surface in order
to grow, preferably a three-dimensional one with
plenty of nooks and crannies.

Dumping shells
The projects usually involve dumping shells onto

the sea bed, where free-floating oyster seed attaches
to them, though some projects pre-load the shells
with tiny oyster seedlings before dumping them at a
reef site. Some involve transporting more mature
oysters from established colonies to new sites.
Oyster restoration projects are underway or have
recently been completed in San Francisco Bay; Puget
Sound near Seattle; New York Harbor and the
Hudson River; in coastal salt ponds in Rhode Island
and the state’s Narragansett Bay; in the Carolinas, as
well as Florida and the other Gulf Coast states; New
Hampshire; and particularly in Chesapeake Bay in
Maryland and Virginia, where some of the nation’s
biggest oyster restoration programs have been
underway for years.  

In 2014, US fishermen and growers produced

nearly 36 million pounds of oysters worth nearly
$250 million, according to the National Marine
Fisheries Service. But oyster landings have plummet-
ed from their heyday in the 1800s. In Chesapeake
Bay, 120 million pounds of oysters were brought
ashore in 1880; by 2008, the amount was around 1

to 2 million, according to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. 

“We’ve knocked this resource down so far that it
would be impossible to get it back to 100 percent of
its historic high,” said Bill Goldsborough of the
Chesapeake Bay Foundation. — AP 

Maturing oyster recovery projects bring calls for money

Iran caps salaries in 
a bid to end scandal

TEHRAN: Iran’s government said yesterday it would
cap salaries for public officials as it seeks to dampen a
scandal over exorbitant pay that has threatened to
derail President Hassan Rouhani’s re-election hopes.
The payslips of executives at several public companies
were leaked in May, showing that many earned over
100 times more than the average worker. One bank
director was paid some $60,000 a month-compared
with an average public sector salary of about $400. He
was sacked along with three other bank directors last
month, and the entire management of Iran’s develop-
ment fund was forced to resign shortly after.
Yesterday, the government said it would cap monthly
salaries for public officials at 189 million rials ($6,100),
and 100 million rials for those in political roles. Any
payment beyond these limits would be considered “a
violation and crime and they will face prosecution
under the law”, said government spokesman
Mohammad Bagher Nobakht. 

News
i n  b r i e f

Canadian province slaps tax 
on foreign real estate buyers

OTTAWA: The Canadian province of British Columbia
announced yesterday it will impose a 15 percent tax
on foreigners  who buy residential  proper ty in
Vancouver, a city with a housing shortage and soaring
real estate prices. The tax-which will go into effect
August 2 - is the latest in a series of measures designed
to rein in the area’s overheated housing market, owed
in part to an influx of foreign buyers. “Owning a home
should be accessible to middle-class families, and
those who are in a position to rent should be able to
find a suitable home,” British Columbia Premier Christy
Clark said.  “These changes are about helping to make
sure that British Columbians can continue to live, work
and raise their families in our vibrant communities.”
The additional property transfer tax rate of 15 percent
will apply to both buyers who are foreign nationals
and foreign-controlled corporations that register their
residential purchases in Vancouver. A home valued at
$2 million ($1.2 million USD), for example, would be
taxed an additional $300,000 ($227,000 USD). For
mixed-use property, the tax would apply to the resi-
dential component. 

Canon slashes its profit 
forecast on strong yen

TOKYO: Canon chopped its annual profit forecast
yesterday as the camera and copier maker warned
that a sharp rise in the yen was taking a bite out of its
bottom line. The company said it now expected
weaker sales and a net profit of 180 billion yen ($1.7
billion) this year, down 10 percent from a previous
forecast that had also been downgraded due to
slowing growth in China and a pickup in Japan’s cur-
rency. Canon’s latest six months-to-June net profit
fell 20 percent to 81.4 billion yen, while operating
profit dropped nearly 37 percent from a year ago.
Sales fell almost 10 percent to 1.66 trillion yen for the
half-year period, it said. Canon cut its full-year target
owing to the “prolonged economic slowdown in
developing countries, along with the negative
impact of the revised foreign exchange rate assump-
tions on sales and gross profit”. The yen-traditionally
seen as a safe-haven currency-rose sharply at the
start of the year as fears over global growth ham-
mered financial markets.  

Nate Robinson (left) and Dave Ambrose dump whelk shells with tiny oysters growing on them onto
a research boat in Little Egg Harbor, NJ.  — AP 

Commerzbank profits fall
capital position weakens

FRANKFURT: Germany’s number two bank,
Commerzbank, said late Monday its capital position
weakened in the second quarter while its profits over the
period slumped almost a third. The Frankfurt-based
group said its net profit between April and June plum-
meted 32 percent compared to a year ago to 209 million
euros ($230 million).  The bank also announced its capital
ratio, a key measure of a bank’s financial strength, had
fallen to 11.5 percent by the end of last month, from 12
percent in March. Global regulators have brought in rules
demanding banks hold more capital in a bid to stop a
repeat of the 2008 financial crisis, and the ensuing tax-
payer-funded bailouts.  Last month, Germany’s troubled
Deutsche Bank failed a US stress test simulating severe
economic problems, which the Federal Reserve blamed
partly on poor risk measurement processes. “As already
stated in the past, the capital ratio can be volatile in the
current market environment,” Commerzbank said in a
statement on Monday.  

LONDON: Britain could borrow nearly £65
billion pounds ($85 billion) more than
planned in the next couple of years as new
finance minister Philip Hammond seeks to
‘reset’ government budget policy to ease
the shock of last month’s vote to leave the
European Union. Ratings agencies and
economists widely expect borrowing to
rise materially next year for the first time
since 2010, as Hammond has to call time -
temporarily - on the austerity which domi-
nated his predecessor George Osborne’s six
years in office.

After taking office two weeks ago,
Hammond said the darker post-Brexit out-
look meant policies the Conservative gov-
ernment had pursued since 2010 needed
to change - and economists are now start-
ing to put numbers on what this might
mean. Hammond told reporters on Sunday
the scale of any stimulus would hinge on
how rapidly the economy was slowing by
the time of the Autumn Statement, the
half-yearly budget update that usually
comes in late November or early
December. “There is going to need to be a
rethink,” said Paul Johnson, director of the
Institute for Fiscal Studies, a non-partisan
think-tank which scrutinizes the public
finances.

Just sticking with the plans Osborne set
out in March means borrowing is likely to
overshoot its target by tens of billions of
pounds as tax revenues fall and spending
on social security for the low-paid and
unemployed rises, Johnson said. Several
economists - working partly off rules of

thumb from Britain’s budget watchdog -
estimate on average that borrowing this
tax year and next combined will be almost
65 billion pounds above forecast, even if
the economy dodges recession. They did
not forecast further out because of uncer-
tainty over the economy and the govern-
ment’s budget plans.

Total public borrowing in 2015/16 was
£75 billion - a hefty 4 percent of GDP. The
Office for Budget Responsibility forecast in
March it would drop to £55.5 billion  this
year and £38.8 in 2017/18. By contrast,
Sam Hill, an economist at Royal Bank of
Canada, expects weaker growth alone will
stop borrowing falling this year, and see it
rise to £85 bil l ion next year -  double
March’s forecast. “The numbers could get
even bigger than that - and I think there’s a
good chance that they do,” Hil l  said.
Hammond has said the Bank of England
will be the first public body to offer stimu-
lus if needed - possibly as soon as its meet-
ing next week - but there will be greater
pressure than before on the finance min-
istry to act too. Unlike when Britain last
entered recession in 2008, interest rates
and government bond yields are already at
a record low, limiting the BoE’s scope to
boost growth through rate cuts or quanti-
tative easing. Britain’s situation now has
some parallels with Japan, where Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe has ordered his gov-
ernment to take advantage of ultra-low
interest rates to unveil a large spending
package by the end of the month to spur
investment.

Stimulus choices
If Hammond does offer more stimulus,

he will have to choose how to spend it.
Long-term public investment offers the
biggest boost per pound spent, according
to the OBR, giving three times the return of
tax cuts, and 50 percent more than general
public spending. Its main downside is that
effective projects take more time than tax
cuts or public-sector pay rises, which
immediately put more money in Britons’
pockets. But Johnson and Hill say the case
for investment is stronger than in a normal
short-lived downturn, as uncertainty about
Britain’s EU relations could weigh on the
economy for years due to the likely length
of exit negotiations.

Public investment has also been
squeezed, dropping to £34 billion  last year
from 51 billion in 2009/10. In March, the
government listed £425 billion of invest-
ment projects which needed private
involvement, ranging from offshore wind
farms to high-speed rail links. If a more
immediate boost was needed, tax meas-
ures which rewarded business investment
would be a better option than repeating
2009’s temporary cut in value-added tax, as
business spending appears weaker than
consumer sentiment.

New rule, old rule
There is no sense that Hammond or the

finance ministry have a fixed figure in mind
for how much borrowing would be too
much. Earlier this month, he said the low
cost of borrowing meant it had “great

attractions” to fund investment, but that
Britain needed to be careful about the sig-
nal it gave financial markets. Last week he
told parliament he wanted a clear frame-
work to achieve “fiscal balance” in a reason-
able time frame. Hammond may be tempt-
ed to revert to the rule Osborne devised in
2010, which gave him a reputation as a fis-
cal hawk but in practice allowed lots of
back-sliding when the recovery faltered in
2011 and 2012.

This rule was monitored by the OBR and
required the government to target a budget
surplus within five years. But this surplus did
not include investment spending - an
exemption Osborne made little use of - and
also allowed adjustments for economic
weakness annual extensions to the surplus
deadline. This could give Hammond upwards
of 40 billion pounds a year of discretionary
spending to play with - equivalent to an
annual stimulus of 2 percent - and still allow
Hammond to claim to be as prudent as his
predecessor, RBC’s Hill said. “It’s got the hall-
marks of a political compromise which he
might find appealing,” Hill said. Markets were
unlikely to baulk at funding a large British
budget deficit at a time when even record-
low gilt yields were much higher than those
for Japanese and German debt, he added.
Higher borrowing, however, could only be a
temporary solution until the longer-run
impact of leaving the EU became clear, the
IFS’s Johnson said. “If you borrow more now,
you have to pay it back in the end.  That will
inevitably extend austerity - but with a break
in the middle,” he said.— Reuters

Brexit rewrites UK budget rules; 
borrowing set for first big rise 

Hammond promises to ‘reset’ budget deficit rules

LONDON: BP faced another net loss in the
second quarter but has now drawn a line
under the 2010 Gulf of Mexico oil spill disas-
ter, the British energy giant said yesterday.
The company posted a loss after taxation of
$1.4 billion (1.3 billion euros) for the three
months to June, which however compared
with a far larger loss of $5.8 billion for the
second quarter of 2015. BP also booked a
net post-tax non-operating charge of $2.8
billion for costs linked to the oil disaster.
That included a pre-tax non-operating
charge of $5.2 billion. The energy major had
already revealed earlier this month that the
final cost for the spill stood at $61.6 billion,
including the latest second-quarter hit.

BP added that this year’s capital expendi-
ture was now expected to fall below $17 bil-
lion. “We are very pleased to have finally
drawn a line under the material liabilities for
Deepwater Horizon,” said chief executive
Bob Dudley in the results statement. “We
will always be mindful of what we have
learned from that tragic accident. BP today
is a stronger, more focused and more disci-
plined company. “We continue to actively
develop a strong, balanced portfolio and
we are managing the business for value

over volume. “Our relentless group-wide
focus on capital and cost discipline is help-
ing BP to become much more efficient
while maintaining the investment needed
for future growth.”

Back in 2010, an explosion on the
Deepwater Horizon oil rig killed 11 men off
the coast of Louisiana and caused 134 mil-
lion gallons (507 million litres) of oil to spew
into Gulf waters. It took 87 days to cap the
out of control well some 1,500 meters
(5,000 feet) below sea level, and the oil slick
stretched across an area the size of Virgina,
blackening beaches across five US states
and hitting tourism and fishing. London-
listed BP had clocked enormous losses last
year on costs linked to the deadly spill. It
has axed thousands of jobs and sold billions
of dollars of assets to meet the clean-up bill.

“The sigh of relief emanating from BP HQ
is almost palpable as the Gulf of Mexico spill
is finally consigned to the history books,”
noted Richard Hunter, head of research at
Wilson King Investment Management. “This
is not to say that the challenges are over,
not least of which is an underlying oil price
still markedly short of the level which would
provide comfort for the company.” — AFP

SEOUL: A customer looks at a price of Hyundai Motor Co’s Genesis G80 at the compa-
ny’s showroom in Seoul, South Korea yesterday. — AP 

SEOUL: South Korean automaker Hyundai
Motor slipped to its 10th straight profit
drop in the second quarter and warned of a
tough second half in store as it soaks up
stiff competition and shrinking demand for
its mainstay sedans in the United States.
The world’s fifth-biggest automaker,
together with affiliate Kia Motors, said yes-
terday its April-June net profit slipped 2.6
percent to 1.66 trillion won ($1.46 billion)
from a year ago. That was just below a con-
sensus forecast of 1.67 trillion won from a
Reuters’ poll of 19 analysts.

Over the past couple of years, the
automaker has bet on new versions of for-
mer hit sedans to help it reverse out of its
long-term profit slowdown. But low oil
prices have steered United States con-
sumers - the firm’s second-biggest market -
back to fuel-heavy sport utility vehicles and
pickups, hitting Hyundai harder than peers
like General Motors because of its sedan
focus. “We expect competition to intensify

in the US market in the second half,”
Zayong Koo, Hyundai vice president in
charge of investor relations, told an earn-
ings conference. Koo said sales incentives
to coax buyers into showrooms jumped in
the first half, without saying how much the
promotions cost Hyundai.

“The quality of US sales deteriorated in
the first half,” Koo said, noting Hyundai sold
more vehicles for corporate fleets in the
half - cars that carry lower profit margins.
To offset the sedan weakness, Koo said,
Hyundai has started production of Santa Fe
SUVs at its Alabama plant, targeting annual
output of 50,000 cars. Hyundai warned its
outlook for the second half had been made
more uncertain by Britain’s June 23 vote to
leave the European Union, clouding busi-
ness prospects. The firm also has problems
at home: It suffered partial strikes for four
days last week in a dispute with the trade
union that represents most of its domestic
workforce. — Reuters

Hyundai slides to 10th 
straight profit drop
Automaker hit by weak sedan sales 

BP logs $1.4 billion loss

NEW ORLEANS: File photo shows fire boat response as crews battle the blazing rem-
nants of the off shore oil rig Deepwater Horizon. BP faced another net loss in the sec-
ond quarter but has now drawn a line under the 2010 Gulf of Mexico oil spill disaster,
the British energy giant said yesterday. — AFP 
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LONDON: European stock markets diverged in jit-
tery trade yesterday as investors mulled mixed
earnings and weak oil prices on the eve of a US
interest rate decision. London rose 0.3 percent as
dealers also awaited today’s British economic
growth data and next week’s Bank of England
interest rate call. Frankfurt stocks added 0.2 per-
cent after solid gains the previous day on bright
German business confidence.

On the downside, Paris fell 0.4 percent with sen-
timent partly hit by news of a church hostage tak-
ing in France, dealers said. A priest was killed yes-
terday when men armed with knives seized
hostages at a church near the northern French city
of Rouen, a police source said. Police said they
killed two hostage-takers in the attack in the
Normandy town of Saint-Etienne-du-Rouvray, 125

kilometers (77 miles) north of Paris. 
“European shares were choppy yesterday as

mixed corporate results were overrun by jitters
ahead of central bank meetings, a slide in oil prices
and ongoing geopolitical tensions after hostages
were taken at a church in Normandy,” said CMC
Markets analyst Jasper Lawler. In foreign exchange,
the European single currency clambered above the
dollar as participants awaited the Fed. The US cen-
tral bank, which concludes its latest meeting today,
is not expected to make any big announcement.

However, its accompanying statement will be
pored over for clues about policy following a run of
strong data that have fanned talk of a rate hike.
Traders also eyed today’s first estimate of British
second-quarter gross domestic product (GDP),
before the BoE decision due on August 4. The BoE-

which this month decided to keep its rates fixed at
0.50 percent where they have stood since March
2009 — has already signaled a possible cut in
response to Brexit.

‘Jittery kind of dullness’    
“The markets have settled into a jittery kind of

dullness,” noted Spreadex analyst Connor
Campbell, in reference to yesterday’s trade. “I think
it’s just pre-Fed jitters, pre-UK GDP jitters, pre-BoE
next week jitters,” he said. The pound dipped after
BoE policymaker Martin Weale told the Financial
Times newspaper that recent poor data has per-
suaded him to vote in favor of stimulus.
Meanwhile, Europe’s energy sector faced fresh sell-
ing pressure yesterday as oil prices struck new
three-month lows on supply glut concerns. 

Jittery trade stalks European exchanges

TOKYO: People use mobile phone in front of an electronic stock indicator of a securi-
ties firm showing Tokyo’s Nikkei 225 fell 1219.22 points to 16,401.07 yesterday.
Chinese stocks gained yesterday but other Asian markets fell after Wall Street
declined on losses for energy stocks. —AP 

LONDON: Gold rose yesterday as the dollar
slipped ahead of a two-day Federal Reserve
policy meeting this week, which will be
closely watched for clues on the outlook for
US interest rates. The Fed is expected to
leave policy unchanged at its meeting start-
ing later in the day, but investors are watch-
ing for any signs that the US central bank
may move back to tightening later this year.
Spot gold was up 0.4 percent at $1,320.01
an ounce at 1135 GMT, while US gold
futures for August delivery were up 80 cents
an ounce at $1,320.30. 

“Looking at Fed funds futures, no one is
really expecting a move this week, but what
the meeting may do is give us more of a
clue as to what might happen in
September, and perhaps in November and
December,” Mitsubishi analyst Jonathan
Butler said. “It does still look like there could
be a rate rise before the end of the year,” he
said. “That is consistent with the improving
economic situation, particularly the strong
employment data for June, and there are
also sighs that inflation is starting to pick up
as well.”

Gold is highly sensitive to rising US inter-
est rates, which lift the opportunity cost of
holding non-yielding bullion, while boost-
ing the dollar, in which it is priced. A scaling
back of expectations for further increases in

US interest rates, which rose for the first
time in nearly a decade in December, has
helped push gold up 24 percent this year.
The dollar fell a quarter of a percent against
a currency basket, largely due to a bounce
in the yen after traders dialled back expec-
tations of how much new stimulus
Japanese authorities will inject into an ail-
ing economy.  Holdings of the world’s
largest gold-backed exchange-traded fund,
SPDR Gold Shares, fell 0.46 percent to
958.69 tons on Monday. 

A surge in Western investment helped
offset sliding Asian demand in the second
quarter, GFMS analysts at Thomson Reuters
said yesterday, as they hiked their gold
price forecast for the year in response to jit-
ters over the economic outlook. 

Top consumer China’s net gold imports
via main conduit Hong Kong fell 38.5 per-
cent in June, data showed yesterday. “Gold
exports from China to Hong Kong reached
a 6-month high of 12.2 tons in June, which
contributed to lower net imports,”
Commerzbank analyst Carsten Fritsch said.
Palladium was down 0.3 percent at $682.75
an ounce after touching a nine-month high
of $688 in Asian trading hours. Silver was up
0.7 percent at $19.66 an ounce, while plat-
inum was 0.5 percent higher at $1,083.60 an
ounce. — Reuters

LONDON: Oil yesterday hit its lowest since
May, falling towards $44 a barrel, pressured
by concerns that a long-awaited rebalancing
of the market would be delayed due to
excess supply. Brent crude is still up more
than 60 percent from a 12-year low near $27
in January, but the rally has petered out on
signs that the supply glut will persist and as
economic jitters raised concern about the
strength of oil demand.

Global benchmark Brent was trading at
$44.27 a barrel at 1151 GMT, down 45 cents.
It fell to $44.25 intraday, the lowest since
May 10. US crude was down 60 cents at
$42.53, having fallen to its lowest since April
earlier. “Right now, there is not much to be
optimistic about,” said Olivier Jakob, oil ana-
lyst at Petromatrix, citing weak refining mar-
gins that will probably weigh on crude
demand. “We have to wait a little bit longer
for the rebalancing.”

Britain’s BP, the first oil major to report
second-quarter results yesterday reported
lower-than-expected profit and said its
refining margins were the weakest for a sec-
ond quarter in six years. Record crude out-
put from the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries, a glut of refined prod-
ucts and signs of more drilling activity in the

United States in the face of low oil prices
have added to concern about excess supply.

US drillers added oil rigs for a fourth con-
secutive week.  The decline in US output has
been key to balancing a market weighed by
excess supply for two years. BP Chief
Executive Bob Dudley was upbeat on the oil
price outlook, saying the market would start
to recover towards the end of the year and
into 2017, although excess inventories
would take longer to get rid of. “We do see
the market coming into balance, it may
already be there,” he told Reuters. 

“There’s a lot of stocks. It will take some
time to work its way off, 18 months or so.”
Also dampening sentiment, many traders
are reducing their bets on rising prices.
Hedge funds and other money managers
cut their net long position - bets on rising
prices - in Brent and US crude futures and
options by 31 million barrels to 453 million
in the week ending on July 19. US inventory
reports from industry group the American
Petroleum Institute and the US Department
of Energy due this week are expected by
analysts to show a fall in crude stocks but a
rise in gasoline supplies. The first of these
reports, from the API, is due at 4:30 pm EDT
(2030 GMT). — Reuters

Gold climbs as 
dollar retreats 

Palladium eases back 

Oil falls towards $44 
Lowest since May

BP’s share price sank 2.2 percent to 430.60
pence, hit also by disappointing second-
quarter results. In Asia yesterday, most mar-
kets rose but Tokyo sank on a strong yen as
traders also awaited this Friday’s Bank of
Japan gathering. The BoJ is thought to be

preparing to widen its broad monetary eas-
ing program, a prospect which sent the yen
tumbling and the Nikkei index soaring this
month. However, the two reversed course
yesterday with a drop in oil prices also hitting
confidence. —AFP 

RIYADH: Saudi Arabia’s National
Industrialization Co (Tasnee) expects fur-
ther job cuts to come but is seeing the
benefits of a restructuring effort which has
already resulted in the firm shedding more
than 25 percent of its global workforce.
The remarks by Chief Executive Mutlaq Al-
Morished came after the maker of plastics,
chemicals and titanium dioxide halted a
run of five straight quarterly losses to
return to profit in the second quarter of
2016. Tasnee’s earnings have been hit hard
by falling product prices, like many petro-
chemical firms in the kingdom, as they are
closely tied to slumping oil prices. In
response, the company launched in April
2015 a restructuring effort aimed at signifi-

cant cost cuts and efficiency savings.
Morished had said in January that the

firm was not expecting to see the benefits
of its cost-cutting programme until the
end of 2016, although he told a press con-
ference yesterday that most of the work
had now been completed. ‘We have now
achieved most of it, if not all, and the cost
of (the restructuring) we have paid in the
previous year and last quarter. Now we’re
coming slowly to the end of it,’ Morished
said. When asked about any further job
cuts, Morished said: ‘I expect some, but it’s
not going to be in the tens (of percent).  It’s
going to be single digits.’ This would be
based on workforce levels after existing
staff reductions, he added. — Reuters

Tasnee swings to profit;
restructuring pays off
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YANGON: Aung San Suu Kyi’s ruling party
will offer a glimpse of its plans for
Myanmar’s economy this week, in a long-
awaited announcement that seeks to
reassure businesses and investors who
have grown increasingly worried by a lack
of firm policy detail. A burgeoning private
sector had hoped the National League for
Democracy’s (NLD) emphatic triumph in a
historic election last year would spur a
quickening of reforms, but eight months
on the NLD’s economic strategy remains
largely a mystery.

“We have not heard their broad eco-
nomic policy and direction yet. Not much
interaction has happened,” said Win Win
Tint, the CEO of City Mart Holdings Co
Ltd, which runs the country’s largest
supermarket chain. She said the compa-
ny’s expansion plans for new supermar-
ket, hypermarket and convenience store
outlets were being scaled back for next
year due in part to a lack of “encouraging
economic policies”.

While the government’s economic
plans will add some clarity, they are
unlikely to go far enough to fully quell
concerns over the early economic direc-
tion of the government. The scrapping by

parliament of developments approved by
the last administration, and a sweeping
review of construction projects that has
halted work on half-built high-rises that
dot the Yangon skyline, has fuelled dis-
quiet. A senior NLD official said the gov-
ernment would outline parts of its eco-
nomic vision for the impoverished coun-
try of 51 million later this week.

Han Tha Myint, a representative on the
newly formed National Economic
Coordination Committee (NECC), said
policies would focus on agricultural
development and the creation of jobs in
the private sector. But he admitted the
policy paper would be light on detail. “It
covers many things, but is not very specif-
ic, it’s quite general,” he said.

A stumbling start
Myanmar’s long-closed economy is

now one of the world’s fastest-growing,
expanding at 7-8 percent a year since the
military relinquished direct control in
2011, ushering in a period of wide-rang-
ing reform under former President Thein
Sein. Although barred from the presiden-
cy by the military-drafted constitution,
Suu Kyi is the ultimate decision maker in

the NLD government that took power in
April. But the Nobel laureate’s chief focus
has been on the ethnically divided coun-
try’s complex peace process, and without
her driving the economic agenda critics
in the commercial world say that deci-
sion-making has been sluggish.

“It seems they have not put business
as a priority,” said City Mart’s Win Win Tint.
Responsibility for steering economic poli-
cy rests with Kyaw Win, the Minister of
Finance and Planning, a career civil ser-
vant who heads what was previously two
separate ministries that were merged by
the NLD. With just one deputy minister,
and responsibilities that include also
heading the Myanmar Investment
Commission (MIC), there are concerns he
is overstretched. The reformation of MIC,
a key body that approves domestic and
foreign investment projects, did not take
place until June, more than two months
after President Htin Kyaw’s inauguration.
The delay led to a backlog of $2.3 billion
in foreign investment projects awaiting
approval and, business officials said, was
an early indicator that the NLD’s focus lay
elsewhere. Kyaw Win Tun, director of the
Directorate of Investment and Company

Administration, said the MIC has meet
twice since it was reformed last month
and approved 11 foreign investments and
eight local investment projects totalling
around $123 million.

According to MIC figures, over the
same period last year the government
approved 64 foreign investment projects
and 30 domestic projects, totaling around
$2.8 billion in proposed investment. This
June, officials from MIC said that there
was a backlog of 102 projects awaiting
approval. “The whole government
machine seems to be slowing and
stalling,” said a Yangon-based business
advisor. “People are waiting for the minis-
ters to make decisions and the ministries
are overloaded because they have never
done this job and they don’t dare make
decisions either.”

High-rise halt
The government’s biggest - and most

visible - business-focused announcement
to date has been a sweeping review of
high-rise construction projects in Yangon
that were approved by the previous
administration. The review, which the
government said was to check compli-

ance with safety or zoning regulations,
has suspended work on 185 construction
sites across the commercial capital. The
results for first 12 project reviewed by the
Yangon government were announced
earlier this month. 

Most will need to make significant
changes to their plans, a move that has
angered developers. They say that if the
suspended projects were scrapped it
could cost more than $5 billion in losses.
“We are disappointed,” said Thiha Zaw, the
general manager of PSWN Development
Company, who was told that his compa-
ny’s 31-storey luxury apartment project
would need to be cut to 12 storeys.

The company has already invested $9-
10 million of the projected $80 million
cost, according to its own estimates, and
will now need to look at ways to reconfig-
ure its plans. 

The decision had started a domino
effect in the industry, Thiha Zaw said, forc-
ing construction workers to be laid off, sub-
contractors to lose jobs and customers to
question if purchased apartments would
be completed. “If these people cannot
build, everybody connected to these proj-
ects will suffer,” he said. — Reuters

Myanmar businesses bemoan economic policy drift
Cranes stand idle; businesses wait for clear economic strategy

LONDON: The yen hit a two-week high against
the euro and rose more than 1 percent against
the dollar yesterday, as traders dialed back expec-
tations of how much new stimulus authorities will
inject into Japan’s ailing economy. Most econo-
mists surveyed by Reuters expect the Bank of
Japan to expand its asset purchases and cut rates
further below zero at its two-day meeting that
ends on Friday. Meanwhile the government is
compiling a spending package that some sources
have said could be worth up to 20 trillion yen. 

Direct fiscal stimulus may be much lower,
with a Nikkei report yesterday citing a figure of
around 6 trillion yen over the next few years. The
total size of the package could be announced as
soon as Aug. 2, Nikkei said. Direct stimulus of 6
trillion yen would be double the amount initially
planned but would fall short of market expecta-
tions, analysts said. “There is some position
unwinding going on with investors toning down
expectations of how much fiscal stimulus will be
provided,” said Yujiro Goto, currency strategist at
Nomura. “We are also seeing not much pressure
from the Japanese government on the BOJ to
ease. All this is helping the yen.”

The dollar slid 1.7 percent against the yen to
103.995 , its lowest since July 14 before recovering
to trade at 104.42, still down 1.3 percent on the day.
The euro fell to 114.465 yen, its lowest since July 12,
before climbing to 114.96, still down 1.1 percent.
The yen has weakened in the past few weeks on
growing expectations that Japanese authorities
would provide both fiscal and monetary stimulus
to kick-start inflation. Some have been hoping for
helicopter money, whereby the central bank would
underwrite government debt, though policymak-
ers have denied this is being considered.

Sterling drops
Sterling shed 2 percent against the yen and

hit a two-week low against the euro after Bank
of England policymaker Martin Weale said he
had dropped his opposition to policy easing and
now favoured immediate stimulus. 

The pound also fell against the dollar to trade
at $1.3125. “When the previously hawkish BoE
MPC member Martin Weale turns dovish, market
participants better listen,” said Hans Redeker,
head of currency strategy at Morgan Stanley.

Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve is expected to
stand pat on policy at its meeting that ends on
Wednesday. 

Fed fund futures on Monday indicated that
the market sees nearly no chance of a rate hike
this week. But the chances of a December hike
rose to 56 percent, up from 48 percent on Friday.
The dollar index, which tracks the currency
against a basket of six major rivals, was down
0.25 percent to 97.047, off a peak of 97.569, its
highest since March. — Reuters

Yen hits 2-week high 
Sterling drops after Weale U-turn

TOKYO: People walk past an electronic stock indicator of a securities firm in Tokyo. — AP 

PARIS: Michelin’s President of Executive Board Jean-Dominique Senard poses prior
to a press conference to present the group’s first half results yesterday. — AFP 

SEOUL: South Korea’s economy posted improved
growth in the second quarter as exports and
domestic consumption picked up, the central
Bank of Korea (BoK) said yesterday. Asia’s fourth
largest economy grew 0.7 percent in the April-
June period from the previous quarter and 3.2
percent compared to a year earlier, according to
preliminary figures released by the central bank.
The second quarter estimate marks a slight
improvement from a 0.5 percent on-quarter
growth in the first three months of this year.

Exports, which account for nearly half of the

country’s economy, grew 0.9 percent from the
January-March period on increased overseas
demand for semiconductors, petroleum and
chemical products, the bank said. Domestic con-
sumption also expanded 0.9 percent, recording
a turnaround from negative growth in the previ-
ous quarter. 

The central bank attributed the improvement
to more sales of durable goods such as clothing.
South Korea has been struggling to keep its
economy afloat amid a global economic slow-
down, with the central bank keeping its key

interest rate at a record low in a bid to spur
domestic spending.

The Bank of Korea cut the country’s growth
outlook earlier this month to 2.7 percent citing
uncertainties in the global economy following
Britain’s shock decision to leave the EU in June.
Seoul’s Finance Ministry cut its own growth out-
look to 2.8 percent from 3.1 percent last month
following the British referendum result and
unveiled a 20 trillion won ($17 billion) stimulus
package. The South’s economy expanded 2.6
percent last year-the lowest since 2012. — AFP 

South Korea posts 
improved growth

SEOUL: Customers look at clothes at a shopping district in Seoul yesterday. South Korea’s economic growth has improved during the second
quarter thanks to stronger private consumption and increased housing construction. — AP 

PARIS: French tyre manufacture Michelin
said yesterday it had raised prices in Britain
to tread on the creation of a black market
in tyres in response to a falling pound fol-
lowing the Brexit vote. The company’s
financial director Marc Henry said the
direct impact to Michelin from Britain leav-
ing the European Union wasn’t that large,
but acknowledged that it had raised prices
there to “avoid the creation of a parallel”
market for its tyres. The pound plunged fol-
lowing the unexpected decision last month
of British voters to leave the European
Union. Sterling has shed 20 percent from
peaks hit last year against the euro, creat-
ing the potential for profit on the resale of

goods in the single currency zone.
Henry said, however, Michelin was more

concerned about “the impact of Brexit on
global economic activity”. So far this year
Michelin has been able to boost its prof-
itability despite a dip in revenues. Net prof-
it rose by 9 percent to 769 million euros
($847 million) in the first half of the year,
with the company saying its cost savings
program accounted for 155 million euros.
Revenue dipped by 2 percent to 10.3 billion
euros, although volumes increased 2.5 per-
cent. Michelin said demand was robust
from car manufacturers in Europe, North
America and China, while sales of replace-
ment tyres also edged up. — AFP 

Michelin jacks 
up tyre prices 

DUBAI: Vodafone Qatar, an affiliate of
Vodafone Group, yesterday reported a first-
quarter loss that was flat compared with
the corresponding period of last year, as
higher customer numbers offset a decline
in total revenue. The telecoms operator
made a net loss of 99.6 million riyals ($27.4
million) in the three months to June 30, it
said in a bourse statement, compared with
a loss of 99.9 million riyals in the prior-year
period. The result was in line with the fore-
cast of QNB Financial Services, which
expected a net loss of 101.2 million riyals.

Vodafone Qatar, whose financial year
starts on April 1, has yet to make a quarter-
ly net profit since ending state-controlled
Ooredoo’s domestic monopoly in 2009. The
flat year-on-year result comes after the
firm’s losses had widened in the previous
six quarters as Ooredoo slashed prices and
fought hard to bolster its revenue share. In
the statement, Vodafone Qatar Chief

Executive Ian Gray said the operator had
reduced headcount by 10 percent in May,
with some job cuts permanent and other
positions to be reassigned to roles aimed at
boosting mobile revenue streams.

It said when announcing its full-year
earnings in May it planned to cut its work-
force by a tenth, although gave no details
at the time. Its first-quarter earnings were
aided by a 2.6 percent increase in mobile
customers to 1.458 million. Mobile average
revenue per user (ARPU), a key industry
indicator, was up 2.1 percent on the fourth
quarter of its financial year, although down
9 percent on the same quarter last year.
Vodafone Qatar generated total revenue of
501 million riyals in its first quarter. This
was down 7 percent from the prior-year
period, the statement said. Gray added
that while international voice revenue con-
tinued to decline, revenue from data usage
was higher. — Reuters

Vodafone Qatar reports 
Q1 flat year-on-year loss 

SAN FRANCISCO: The US Federal Reserve is
expected to keep interest rates unchanged
this week, deferring any possible increase
until September or December, as policymak-
ers hold out for more evidence of a pickup in
inflation. Central to the debate at the Fed’s
July 26-27 policy meeting will be how to rec-
oncile upbeat US economic data, highlighted
by strong job gains in June, with a global
growth slowdown and other headwinds
threatening the inflation trajectory.

For San Francisco Fed President John
Williams, one of the 17 members participat-
ing in the central bank’s rate-setting delibera-
tions, all that is needed is a bit more confi-
dence that inflation is indeed headed toward
the Fed’s 2 percent target. The inflation meas-
ure the Fed prefers to track is currently at 1.6
percent. With monthly job gains well above
the level needed to prevent an uptick in

unemployment, and no signs of a rise in pro-
ductivity, some Fed policymakers are likely to
argue for a quick increase in rates to avoid a
surge in inflation.

“That is the danger - and you can be sure
that the hawks are going to be arguing that,”
said Alan Blinder, a Princeton University pro-
fessor and a former Fed vice chairman. “I have
a hunch that they will talking in July about
September.” Other policymakers, like influen-
tial New York Fed President William Dudley,
have signaled they would rather wait for
more tangible signs of a rise in inflation
before pulling the trigger on a rate increase.
“There’s not a lot of reason to raise rates until
inflation goes up,” said Kevin Logan, chief US
economist at HSBC in New York. The US cen-
tral bank is scheduled to issue its latest policy
statement at 2 pm EDT (1800 GMT ) on
Wednesday. — Reuters

Fed seen holding rates steady 
as inflation watch continues
Global headwinds, Brexit muddy the waters
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DUBAI: Gulf stock markets mostly fell yes-
terday as soft oil prices dampened buying,
while Saudi Arabia’s index fell 0.7 percent
on disappointing quarterly corporate
results. Etihad Etisalat (Mobily) slumped 4.2
percent after the Saudi telecommunications
operator swung to a net profit of 18.8 mil-
lion riyals ($5 million) in the second quarter,
from a loss of 901 million riyals in the prior-
year period, but fell short of estimates by
analysts polled by Reuters who forecast a
quarterly profit of 52.5 million riyals.

Construction firm Abdullah Abdul
Mohsin al-Khodari and Sons tumbled 3.1
percent after it reported a worse-than-
forecast net loss of 43.34 million riyals in

the second quarter due to a slowdown in
the kingdom’s building sector. Most petro-
chemical shares fell as Brent oil futures
flirted with $44 a barrel, hitting a fresh 11-
week low. National Industrialization Co
(Tasnee) fell 1.5 percent to close at 13.55
riyals after hitting a session high of 14.05
riyals. The firm posted a quarterly net prof-
it of 104 million riyals, beating analysts’
forecasts for a net loss of 1.2 million riyals
and ending a run of five straight losses,
although sales fell.

“Despite the 2Q16 positive surprise,
operational issues at new facilities, a weak
titanium dioxide outlook and high debt
levels are key risks,” Riyadh-based NCB

Capital, which has a “neutral” rating on the
stock with a price target of 12.00 riyals, said
in a note. But the insurance sector was bull-
ish after a string of quarterly results spurred
interest. Saudi Indian Company for
Cooperative Insurance surged 3.3 percent
after reporting a 774 percent jump in sec-
ond-quarter profit before zakat (tax) to 4.48
million riyals on rising revenues.

UAE, Egypt
Dubai’s index slipped 0.4 percent as

Dubai Financial Market dropped 2.2 per-
cent after the Gulf ’s only listed bourse
reported a 60 percent fall in second-quar-
ter net profit to 53.5 million dirhams ($15

million). DFM said the value of shares trad-
ed on the market in the first six months of
2016 shrank 32.7 percent year-on-year.

But logistics company Aramex jumped
5.5 percent in unusually heavy trade. After
the market closed, Bloomberg reported,
citing unnamed sources, that founder Fadi
Ghandour had sold his entire 9.9 percent
stake in the firm to Gulf investors including
Emaar Properties chairman Mohamed
Alabbar. In neighboring Abu Dhabi, the
index slipped as the largest listed bank by
market value, First Gulf Bank, lost 2.4 per-
cent. Tariq Qaqish, head of asset manage-
ment at Dubai-based Al Mal Capital, said
low volumes and profit-taking were the

main reasons for the dip in United Arab
Emirates stock markets.

Kuwait’s main index climbed 1.6 percent
on the back of a few second- and third-tier
stocks such as National Consumer Holding
Co, up 220 percent in very thin trade. The
Kuwait 15 index, which represents only the
largest and most liquid stocks, edged down
0.03 percent. Egypt’s main index edged up
0.3 percent as non-Egyptian investors accu-
mulated shares, while local traders cashed-
out, bourse data showed. Orascom
Telecom, the most heavily traded stock on
the bourse, climbed 1.9 percent. Real estate
investment firm Porto Group Holding
jumped 3.9 percent. — Reuters

Gulf markets slip; Saudi hit by poor Q2 earnings
Mideast Stock Markets 

CAIRO: Official Egyptian inspection committees
have so far found that some 4 percent of 5 mil-
lion tons of locally purchased wheat is missing
from silos, Egypt’s supply minister said yester-
day. Khaled Hanafi added, however, that he was
not politically responsible for any alleged fraud,
as the world’s top wheat buyer continued a
month-long corruption investigation. “Why
should I be politically responsible? What wrong-
doing took place? What is the mistake that the
government made that it should not make
again?” Hanafi said in an interview. 

Egypt’s general prosecutor has said some
local wheat was bought by the government in
paper transactions only and not physically deliv-
ered. He has ordered travel bans, frozen funds
and arrested several private silo owners suspect-
ed of corruption. Parliament has also set up a
fact-finding commission to look into the allega-
tions of corruption in wheat procurement.

“Reports indicate 4 percent of the value of
the wheat,” Hanafi said, adding that the parlia-
mentary inspection committee continued to do
its work but a committee led by his ministry had
finalized inspections. Egypt contracts with pri-
vate-sector suppliers to store and deliver wheat
to government mills, as the government says it
lacks adequate capacity to stockpile the grain.
But the practice was called into question this

year after an unusually high procurement figure
prompted allegations of possible fraud from top
industry officials, traders and members of parlia-
ment and led to the recount.

High-tech silos unused
Blumberg Grain said last week its high-tech

silos, the first phase of a wheat storage develop-
ment project in Egypt that could have prevented
such fraud, were not used to store grain this
local harvest season despite being delivered on
time. The storage systems of the grain logistics
company were expected to process and monitor
about a quarter of the domestic crop. 

“Most of the Blumberg storage sites came
into service after the local harvesting season,”
Hanafi said. Hanafi said the second phase of
Blumberg’s project was rejected by the state’s
Holding Company for Silos and Storage.
“(Blumberg) proposed a second phase to the
holding company but the technicians there saw
that the offer technically and financially was not
suitable,” he said.

Hanafi said that for the next local purchasing
season, the government would again propose
reforms for the system to prevent any corrup-
tion. Egypt annually fixes a procurement price
for local wheat that is above global prices in an
attempt to encourage farmers to grow the crop,

but the practice has encouraged corruption as
middlemen take advantage of the price gap. A
new farmer subsidy system, designed to tackle
smuggling, was shelved in February after a
meeting that included the prime minister, the
supply minister, the agriculture minister and the
finance minister.

GASC revolving credit
If Egypt’s local wheat procurement numbers

were misrepresented, it may have to spend more
on foreign wheat purchases to meet local
demand - even as the country faces a dollar
shortage that has sapped its ability to import.
Hanafi said a revolving credit facility of 8 billion
Egyptian pounds ($912 million) had been made
available through local banks to state grain buy-
er GASC to purchase commodities including rice
and vegetable oils.

The facility “will allow GASC to purchase
goods and sell them as subsidized commodities
to make balance in the market”, he said. He
added that there were enough wheat reserves
to last Egypt until mid-January, enough sugar for
a year and enough vegetable oil until the end of
September. Egypt plans to buy 2 million tons of
paddy rice next month and store it as a reserve
to avoid any repeat of a subsidized-rice shortage
that took place earlier this year. — Reuters

4% of locally bought wheat is 
missing: Egypt supply minister 

CALIFORNIA: People walk in front of a Yahoo sign at the company’s headquarters in Sunnyvale, Calif. — AP 

SAN FRANCISCO: When senior Yahoo executives
gathered at a San Jose hotel for a management
retreat in the spring of 2006, there was no outward
sign of a company in crisis. The internet pioneer,
not yet a teenager, had just finished the prior year
with $1.9 billion in profits on $5.3 billion in rev-
enue. The tough days of the dot-com bust were a
distant memory, and Yahoo Inc, flush with lucrative
advertising deals from the world’s biggest brands,
was enjoying its run as one of the top dogs in the
world’s hottest industry.

But for one retreat exercise, everyone was asked
to say what word came to mind when a company
name was mentioned. They went through the list:
eBay: auctions. Google: search. Intel: microproces-
sors. Microsoft: Windows. Then they were asked to
write down their answer for Yahoo. “It was all over
the map,” recalled Brad Garlinghouse, then a Yahoo
senior vice president and now COO of payment
settlement start-up Ripple Labs. “Some people said
mail. Some people said news. Some people said
search.”

The demise of Yahoo?
While some executives said this was a useful

management exercise that took place multiple
times over the years, it proved an ominous portent
of the business troubles to come. Indeed, the
demise of Yahoo, which culminated in an agree-
ment this week to sell the company’s core assets to
Verizon Communications Inc, has been more than a
decade in the making. Many of the more than two
dozen former Yahoo managers interviewed by
Reuters over the past two weeks-who now occupy
executives suites elsewhere in Silicon Valley-agree
that the company’s downfall can be traced to
choices made by both the executive leadership
and the board of directors during the company’s
heyday in the mid-2000s.

Some of the missed opportunities are obvious:

a failed bid to buy Facebook Inc for $1 billion in
2006. A 2002 dalliance with Google similarly came
to naught. A chance to acquire YouTube came and
went. Skype was snapped up by eBay Inc. And
Microsoft Corp’s nearly $45 billion takeover bid for
all of Yahoo in 2008 was blocked by Yahoo’s leader-
ship. Just as damaging as the missed deals, though,
was a company culture that ultimately became too
bureaucratic and too focused on traditional brand
advertising to prosper in a fast-moving tech busi-
ness, according to some of the former Yahoo man-
agers Reuters spoke with.

“It became very difficult to get both investment
and alignment” around new product initiatives,
said Greg Cohn, a former senior product director at
Yahoo and now CEO of the mobile phone app
company Burner. “If you built a new product and
the home page didn’t want to feature it, you were
hosed.” Worst of all, once Alphabet Inc’s Google had
displaced it as peoples’ first stop for finding some-
thing on the internet, Yahoo was never able to
decide on exactly what it wanted to be.

Yahoo today has more than 1 billion users and
has focused on mobile under chief executive
Marissa Mayer, who told Reuters in an interview
Monday that she still saw a “path to growth” for
Yahoo, which the Verizon merger accelerated.
Yahoo will continue to operate as a holding com-
pany for its large stakes in Alibaba and Yahoo
Japan, which are worth far more than the core
business. Yahoo declined to comment for this story.

The purple carpet
The appointment of Terry Semel, who had com-

pleted a highly successful run as chairman of the
Warner Bros. movie studio, as CEO in 2001 seemed
to answer a question that bedeviled many early
internet firms: was it a tech company, or a media
company? Semel could not be reached for com-
ment on his Yahoo tenure.  But the focus on media

proved lucrative in the short term as big advertis-
ers, desperate to get on board with the next big
thing, flocked to one of the largest properties on
the web. Revenue soared from $717 million in 2001
to nearly $7 billion by 2007.

Indeed, Semel and the media executives he
brought in by all accounts turned a scrappy young
internet startup into a highly profitable company
that brought old-line advertising to a new medi-
um. “From our perspective, we were a media com-
pany,” said Dan Rosensweig, Yahoo’s COO from
2002 to 2007 and now CEO of online education
company Chegg Inc. “It didn’t feel at the time that
there was a strong likelihood we would beat
Google at search... Nobody could argue that we
weren’t the largest front page on the internet.”

Yahoo placed its signature purple everywhere
then-on cookies and cupcakes, on the carpets, and
even in the martinis. “When Coca Cola came to
campus, we rolled out the purple carpet,” recalled
Wenda Harris Millard, Yahoo’s chief sales officer
from 2001 to 2007 and now president and COO of
business development firm MediaLink. Millard said
all the major advertisers, from Coke to General
Motors, wanted to come to Yahoo’s campus at least
once a year. “We were just doing gazillions of dol-
lars with them,” said Millard.

But the excitement, and the revenue, associated
with the big advertising deals ten years ago turned
out to be a trap in many ways. Like its brethren in
the print media business, who continued to rely on
selling ad pages long after it was clear that it was a
dying business, Yahoo couldn’t help but to focus on
where the big money was, even though that wasn’t
where the future was. “The worst consequence of
trying to be a media company was that they didn’t
take programming seriously enough,” wrote Paul
Graham, co-founder of the Y-Combinator tech incu-
bator who sold a startup to Yahoo, in a 2010 blog
post about the company’s woes.  — Reuters

The identity crisis that 
led to Yahoo’s demise

ROME: Specialist Italian pension funds have
agreed to a government call to invest in bad
bank loans, as Rome works to build a safety-
net around Italy’s No 3 lender Monte dei
Paschi ahead of European bank stress test. The
Tuscan bank, which has one of the heaviest
bad loan burdens in Italy, is likely to be found
short of capital under an adverse scenario
when results of the latest Europe-wide bank-
ing check-up are released on Friday night.

In a bid to reassure the market, Italy is look-
ing for ways to support its banks without
breaking European Union state aid rules that
would require investors to take a hit first.
AdEPP, the association of sector-specific pen-
sion funds, said on Monday a decision had
been taken to support a new bank fund called
Atlante 2. Each fund will need to approve the
investment. AdEPP chairman told Reuters the
government had asked its members to invest
in Atlante, which is working with Monte dei
Paschi on the sale of bad debts worth a net 10
billion euros ($11 billion). A source familiar
with the matter said Rome had asked for a 500
million euro investment.

Atlante, hastily set up in recent months to
help Italy’s weakest banks, has used more
than half of its initial 4.25 billion euro endow-
ment to take over two failing regional banks.
The source said the new fund would only
invest in bad loans and not bank equity.
Problem loans totaling 360 billion euros after
a three-year recession have become the focus
of investor concerns over Italian banks,
weighing heavily on their shares. Sources
have said Italian state lender Cassa Depositi e
Prestiti is also ready to provide up to 500 mil-
lion euros to the new Atlante fund. A similar

amount would come from SGA, another
Treasury-controlled entity.

Aid rules
To comply with a request from European

Central Bank supervisors to clean up its bal-
ance sheet, Monte dei Paschi last week sub-
mitted to the ECB a plan to sell its bad loans
and is hoping for a green light by Friday.
Under the plan, Atlante would buy the bank’s
loans to borrowers deemed insolvent in a
complex scheme that aims to leverage five-
fold the fund’s residual resources of 1.75 bil-
lion euros, sources have said. 

Atlante is ready to buy the loans at a higher
price than investors specializing in distressed
assets would offer, but that would still be below
the portfolio’s net book value, blowing a hole in
the bank’s account and forcing it to raise capital.
A source close to the matter said Atlante would
likely buy the loans at 30-32 percent of their
nominal value, against a current valuation of 37
percent in the bank’s books. Monte dei Paschi
may struggle to raise cash at a time when sector
profits are being squeezed by negative interest
rates and poor asset quality. 

But EU state-aid rules have hampered
Italy’s efforts to backstop Monte dei Paschi’s
capital raising. Another source with knowl-
edge of talks between Italy and the European
Commission on state support for weak Italian
lenders said Rome now saw the possibility of
state intervention as a last resort. “It is only a
contingency plan ... Rome is doing everything
it can to avoid tapping public money,” the
source said. Monte dei Paschi shares, which
have lost 76 percent this year, ended down
8.4 percent on Monday. — Reuters

Italy’s pension funds 
support ‘rescue plan’

SAN FRANCISCO: With the Yahoo-Verizon
deal Monday, AOL chief Tim Armstrong has
re-emerged as a figure who may be key in
the effort to shape a new internet strategy.
Armstrong, who remained head of AOL
when it was acquired last year by Verizon, is
now set to inherit another faded internet
star. In the statement announcing the $4.8
billion acquisition of Yahoo’s core internet
assets, Verizon said the online operations
would be “integrated with AOL.”

Armstrong said in the statement, “Our
mission at AOL is to build brands people
love, and we will continue to invest in and
grow them.” The tall, chisled-featured 44-
year-old has steered AOL since 2009 - first
when it was part of the Time Warner con-
glomerate, then as an independent compa-
ny, and since last year under Verizon.
Armstrong comes from a marketing back-
ground, studying economics and sociology
at Connecticut College and co-founding a
newspaper in Boston.

Yahoo’s chief executive Marissa Mayer
was an engineer, with a master’s degree in
computer science from Stanford. But they
have crossed paths before. Both were early
employees at Google. He joined Google in
2000, a year after Mayer, and helped devel-
op the AdSense platform that has been
hugely lucrative for the search giant.

Armstrong is considered one of the first
executives to see a future for “programmat-
ic” online advertising, which uses software
and algorithms to learn about users and
deliver relevant marketing messages.

At AOL, Armstrong had the task of try-
ing to revive a company that had been the
leading online service provider but was
sinking fast. His “Project Everest” strategy
reorganized AOL and helped focus on digi-
tal media, investing in the Huffington Post
and other news sites, while strengthening
its ad-tech services. After Verizon bought
AOL for $4.4 billion, the telecom giant kept
Armstrong as the head of a semi-
autonomous unit.  While he has been
praised for his business and marketing acu-
men, there have also been some ruffled
feathers.

In 2013, Armstrong was holding a meet-
ing of AOL’s Patch hyperlocal news opera-
tions when he became unnerved by an
employee using a camera. His words
caught on tape-”Abel, you’re fired. Out”-
sent shock waves through the company
and were circulated online. He was also
criticized for making comments about “dis-
tressed babies” who raised healthcare costs
for the company-even though executives
were not supposed to have private details
about employees’ medical matters. — AFP 

Armstrong re-emerges as 
key figure after Yahoo deal

NEW YORK: A view of Verizon Plaza outside the Verizon headquarters building in
New York City. — AFP 

KUWAIT: Georges Elhedery
has been appointed Chief
Executive Officer for HSBC’s
Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region and will join
the Board of HSBC Bank
Middle East Limited (HBME),
as Deputy Chairman, with
immediate effect, subject to
relevant regulatory
approvals. Elhedery joined
HSBC in 2005, where he was Global Head
of Structured Rates, then Global Deputy

Head of Rates in Global
Markets. He subsequently
moved to Dubai in 2010, ini-
tially as Head of Global
Markets, MENA, then as
Head of Markets and Capital
Financing, MENA, before
taking on his current role as
Head of Global Banking and
Markets, MENA, in June
2014. Previously, Elhedery

worked for Goldman Sachs in London,
and Banque Paribas in Tokyo.

Georges Elhedery appointed Chief 
Executive Officer for HSBC’s MENA 

Georges Elhedery
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Canon Middle East, world leader in imaging
solutions, today introduces the PowerShot
SX620 HS, a compact super zoom camera

designed to get you closer to the action, thanks
to a new 25x optical zoom. This stylish camera is
perfect for capturing precious moments, when a
smartphone snap simply won’t cut it, thanks to
the 20.2 Megapixel CMOS sensor and DIGIC 4+
processor. With intuitive handling and a unique
range of creative effects, the PowerShot SX620
HS helps you unlock your creative side, and has
effortless connectivity capabilities.

Quality in your pocket, 
zoom in your palm 

The PowerShot SX620 HS is designed to
make an impact thanks to its new ultra-wide-
angle lens and 25x optical zoom, which can
extend a further 50x thanks to ZoomPlus
technology. When you are shooting on the
go, the eight mode Intelligent Image
Stabilizer adapts to virtually any scenario,
ensuring subjects stay detailed and crisp.

Movie making in an instant 
The PowerShot SX620 HS gives you the

freedom to shoot Full HD movies, so you can
watch and relive occasions forever. Dynamic
IS offers visual stability in every frame, keep-
ing your footage steady, even at high zoom or
when shooting handheld. Story Highlights
stitches your photos and clips together, to
create memory filled snapshots of your holi-
day or family moments.

Creativity captured and connected 
For an artistic twist, Creative Shot adds

stylistic effects and filters - such as Fish-
eye Effect and Miniature Effect - to your
photos, producing five distinct versions of
the same image alongside the original,
building a library of interesting shots to
hold on to.

Whether you’re on holiday or exploring a
city, for easy sharing, quickly connect to
smart devices using Dynamic NFC and trans-
fer your photos via the Camera Connect app -
or you can store them directly to cloud servic-
es, including iristafrom Canon, using Wi-Fi.
For direct uploads and new ways of sharing,
the PowerShot SX620 HS is also compatible
with the Canon Connect Station CS100.

BT and Frost & Sullivan research finds huge
sustainability benefits from new urban
mobility models with potential emission

savings of 56 megatons CO2per year. New con-
cepts in personal transport built on digital tech-
nologies could reduce the amount of cars need-
ed on urban roads globally by up to 20 million
vehicles per year in 2025, offering huge sustain-
ability benefits and an improved experience for
travelers.  These are some of the key findings of
new research published today by BT and Frost &
Sullivan.  

The research, “Environmentally Sustainable
Innovation in Automotive Manufacturing and
Urban Mobility”, suggests that consumer trends
towards ‘on demand’ access rather than product
ownership is prompting car manufacturers to
consider ride-on-demand business models.
When combined with the integration of smart
vehicles and smart roads and cities, all connect-
ed, these business models will lead to fewer and
more efficient journeys, reducing journeys in
private cars overall by 360 billion kilometers per
year within the next decade.  

These developments stand to reduce carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions by 56 megatons per
year in 2025.That is an amount equivalent to
more than half the yearly emissions from trans-
port in the UK. A further reduction of 121 mega-
tons of CO2equivalent emissions could be
achieved by automotive companies due to the
reduction of the global car output by 20 million
vehicles per year.  By introducing sustainable
production methods, including lightweight
materials, expanding the use remanufactured
parts and better integrated supply chains, the
embodied carbon impact could be reduced by
another 89 megatons of CO2equivalent in 2025.

The research suggests that this new era of
mobility business models has a user-centric,
service-led approach to delivery and is leading
to a potential shift away from car ownership to
the use of mobility services in several cases.
Through smartphone-based on-demand solu-
tions, connected parking solutions, and integrat-
ed mobility services, technology is playing a crit-
ical role in carving out new urban mobility solu-
tions that are rapidly moving from niche to
mainstream transportation options. These new
personal mobility services all require highly con-
nected IT solutions with access to real-time data.
According to the study, smart parking solutions,
using a connected infrastructure of sensors that
draws on numerous data sources in real time to
allow the most efficient routes to vacant parking
spaces to be calculated, could deliver £49 billion

in productivity and fuel savings and reduce
yearly carbon emissions by 23 megatons in
2025.

Ridesharing platforms that facilitate sponta-
neous use of spare capacities in private cars
could bring a reduction of 40 billion kilometers
travelled, which would generate savings of £15
billion for users and reduce carbon emissions by
five megatons. Ride-on-demand models, where
users hire cars on a pay-per-minute basis, could
remove 10 million vehicles from the road in
2025, eliminating 15 megatons of emissions.

“These findings show that IoT solutions will
transform the entire industry. Traditional car
manufacturers are rethinking their business
models and will become personal mobility serv-
ice providers,” says Hubertus von Roenne, vice
president global industry practices, BT. “BT is
ready to help the industry turn digital disruption
to its own advantage and enjoy the benefits of a
more sustainable future.BT is committed to
helping all its customers to live and work more
sustainably and more efficiently.” The challenge
to car manufacturers isn’t limited to reducing
pollution. Changing needs and habits of a
young, always-on generation increasingly open
to using Mobility as a Service (MaaS), and less
likely to own a car, pose a challenge to tradition-
al automotive companies. 

BT, bolstered by the acquisition of the UK’s
biggest and fastest mobile communications
network, EE, recognizes the exciting potential
and approaches the ongoing digital disruption
with great confidence. The company already
boasts several case studies supporting both
established and new mobility providers, includ-
ing solutions for smart parking and connected
vehicles. “ICT solutions are enabling service
providers to overcome some of the challenges
inherent in urban mobility, whilst improving the
user experience and encouraging more sustain-
able travel. New mobility business models can
achieve exactly this,” says Martyn Briggs, indus-
try principal, Frost & Sullivan. 

With technology enabling a new way to
approach urban mobility, a paradigm shift from
the current ‘predict and provide’ of transporta-
tion to a ‘sense and respond’ will be introduced,
using historical analytics and real-time informa-
tion to deliver mobility services on-demand.
“The logic of our analysis was to reveal both the
potential impacts and benefits of new mobility
business models. We quantified the potential
reduction in embodied carbon from vehicle
manufacturing with the future reduced volume
of vehicles required,” Briggs continues.

BT drives for Sustainable
Innovation in automotive
Manufacturing Mobility

Amazon to test
flying delivery

drones in Britain
SAN FRANCISCO: Amazon announced Monday
plans to test delivery drone technology in Britain,
as the US online commerce giant tries to advance
the idea safely. The partnership aims to understand
how drones can be used safely and reliably, and
identify the regulations to put in place, it said in a
statement. Amazon got British approval for three
new types of tests: flying drones that are no longer
within sight of their operators in rural and subur-
ban areas; having one person operate several high-
ly automated drones; and testing devices to make
the drones able to identify and avoid obstacles.

“Britain is a leader in enabling drone innovation;
we’ve been investing in Prime Air research and
development here for quite some time,” said Paul
Misener, Amazon’s Vice President of Global
Innovation Policy and Communications. “This
announcement strengthens our partnership with
the UK and brings Amazon closer to our goal of
using drones to safely deliver parcels in 30 minutes
to customers in the UK and elsewhere around the
world.” Last month, the US Federal Aviation
Administration unveiled long-awaited new rules
that clear the way for small, commercial drones to
operate across US airspace.

Under the FAA’s rules, drone operators will be
allowed to fly commercial craft weighing less than
55 pounds (25 kilograms) during daylight hours,
provided they can maintain a clear view of the
drone at all times. While that effectively precludes
the sort of robo-delivery services being developed
by Amazon and other major vendors, the new
rules will nonetheless ensure drones become
increasingly commonplace in the skies. The White
House cites industry estimates suggesting drones
could generate more than $82 billion for the US
economy over the coming decade, creating some
100,000 jobs.—AFP

ABU DHABI: The United Arab Emirates might
not seem like an obvious spot to begin and
end a globe-spanning flight promoting renew-
able energy. It is OPEC’s fourth biggest oil pro-
ducer, after all, where gas guzzlers rule the
road and the air conditioning is always on - not
just at its indoor ski slope. Its oil output and
fossil fuel-burning airlines are growing, and its
per-capita carbon emissions rank among the
world’s highest.

Yet this federation of sheikhdoms on the
Arabian Gulf has emerged as an unlikely cham-
pion of clean energy. One way is by backing the
Solar Impulse 2 solar plane, which ended its
groundbreaking round-the-world flight yester-
day in Abu Dhabi and counts Emirati renewable-
energy company Masdar among its sponsors.
Here are some others:

Going solar
Dubai, the country’s cosmopolitan commer-

cial hub, last month picked an Emirati-Spanish
consortium to develop the third phase of what
is slated to become the world’s biggest solar
park. The winning bid for the 800-megawatt
phase of the project came in at an industry wide
record low cost of 2.99 US cents per kilowatt-
hour. The first phase of the Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park, named after the
emirate’s ruler, went online with 13 megawatts
of capacity in 2013. Another 200 megawatts will
be added next year. Plans call for the $14 billion
park to eventually produce 5,000 megawatts by
2030, enough to power tens of thousands of
homes. 

Abu Dhabi’s government-backed Masdar,
which was part of the winning bid, opened a
100 megawatt plant using a different technolo-
gy known as concentrated solar power outside
the federal capital in 2013. It aims to develop
another 350-megawatt project in the emirate.

Smaller-scale projects are popping up too,
including solar-powered parking meters and
public Wi-Fi hotspots. DP World, which runs the
Mideast’s busiest seaport in Dubai, plans to cov-
er rooftops throughout the facility with solar
panels. The emirate’s utility operator last year
rolled out a plan for building owners to connect
their own solar panels to the grid. 

Dubai aims to generate a quarter of its power
from clean-energy sources by 2030 and 75 per-
cent by 2050. It is even looking into the feasibili-
ty of tapping geothermal energy, possibly for
use in the energy-intensive desalination process
the UAE uses to satisfy much of its water needs.
“Like any rational country, they’re looking ahead
and ... seeing it really makes sense to plan a
strategy of diversification,” said economist
Rachel Cleetus, the climate policy manager at
the Cambridge, Massachusetts-based Union of
Concerned Scientists. “They are putting a lot of
money behind these investments.”

Sustainable city
Masdar is probably best known as the devel-

oper of Masdar City, a clean-energy showcase
community being built near Abu Dhabi’s main
airport. It has hosted several dignitaries, includ-
ing UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon and Vice
President Joe Biden. Earlier plans for Masdar City
to become a self-sufficient, zero-carbon city of
40,000 serviced by futuristic electric podcars
have been altered, and little has been built
beyond an innovative urban core designed to
keep cool using traditional Arabic architectural
techniques. Still, the development has managed
to attract some corporate tenants, including
German engineering giant Siemens. It also hous-
es the global headquarters of the International
Renewable Energy Agency, a 144member
organization founded in 2009. 

Its member countries include Israel, which

sends delegates to the group’s meetings and
hopes to open an office in the Emirates even
though the countries have no formal diplomatic
relations. Masdar CEO Mohammed al-Ramahi
acknowledged in an interview that ambitious
projects such as Masdar City “take time to grow
and mature,” and said the project now won’t be
finished until 2030. He insists the UAE is serious
about its commitment to renewable despite a
drop in oil prices that is testing the country’s
finances. “These projects bring value back to
Abu Dhabi and the UAE,” he said.

Investing in renewable
Masdar has been busy developing renew-

able energy projects well beyond the Emirates.
It owns a 20 percent stake in Britain’s London
Array, the world’s largest offshore wind farm.
Another Masdar-backed wind farm is being
built off England’s eastern coast. In Spain, it
teamed up with engineering company Sener to
build three concentrated solar power plants.
Among its projects in the Mideast are a wind
farm in Jordan and a solar plant in Egypt. Al-
Ramahi said the company has invested $2.7 bil-
lion into clean-energy projects over the past
decade.

“All of our projects are bankable,” he said.
“The financial institutions would not give you a
dime if it’s not sustainable and it doesn’t make
commercial sense.” The Abu Dhabi Investment
Authority, the emirate’s main sovereign wealth
fund, sees potential in renewables too. Last
October, it pumped $200 million into an Indian
renewable energy company, ReNew Power
Ventures. “They’re definitely showing a very
strong commitment to renewable energy,” the
UCS’s Cleetus said of the Emirates. “The ques-
tion is can they take it further, scale it up ... and
at the same time diversify away from fossil
fuels.”—AP

BOISE, Idaho: The first national system
intended to prevent hobby drones from
interfering with planes and helicopters
fighting wildfires has launched, federal
authorities say. The US Interior
Department announced the kickoff of
the pilot project Monday that uses a
smartphone app and real-time wildfire
information to create virtual boundaries,
or geofences, that drones can’t cross.

Officials say drones colliding with fire-
fighting aircraft could be catastrophic.
Planes and helicopters have been
grounded numerous times this year
because of drones, most recently on
Sunday in Southern California where
10,000 homes are threatened by fire.
Earlier this month authorities arrested a
man they say flew a drone over a
Northern California wildfire and ground-
ed firefighting aircraft.

“We believe this program, which uses
the global positioning system to create a
virtual barrier, will move us one step clos-
er to eliminating this problem for wildfire
managers,” Mark Bathrick, director of the
Interior Department’s Office of Aviation
Services, said in a statement. The Interior
Department developed the system with
DJI, the world’s largest civilian drone-
maker, and two other companies that
specialize in offering navigational infor-
mation to drone fliers, AirMap and
Skyward.

Wildfire flight restrictions 
Specifically, the Interior Department

allows AirMap and Skyward to get the
latest wildfire information directly from
the federal agency ’s Integrated
Reporting Wildland-Fire Information pro-
gram. That information is then immedi-
ately pushed to drone pilots through

apps on their smartphones, with the
smartphones themselves typically used
to navigate in combination with the
drone’s GPS. DJI has its own app called
DJI GO. AirMap pushes the Interior
Department’s wildfire flight restriction
information to DJI. 

DJI uses it as a safety feature that pre-
vents its drones from flying in temporary
flight restrictions at wildfires. It even pre-
vents DJI drones from taking off in wild-
fire restricted areas. The system can be
overridden by those authorized to fly
over a wildfire. “This enhancement ... will
help prevent DJI drones from inadver-
tently taking off within, or flying into, a
wildfire location without authorization,”
Brendan Schulman, DJI Vice President of
Policy and Legal Affairs, said in a state-
ment.

Ben Marcus, CEO of AirMap, said DJI is
the only drone maker so far to take that
step but attributed it more to DJI’s large
size. He expected smaller companies that
make drones to begin integrating the
technology as well to set up the
geofences around wildfires based on
Interior Department information. “Giving
drone operators real-time information
about wildfires we think will dramatically
increase the safety for firefighters,”
Marcus said.

For drone pilots without a DJI drone,
smartphone apps can still provide the
Interior Department’s location of wildfire
flight restrictions, but it will be up to the
operators to avoid flying over a wildfire
rather than the drone technology auto-
matically preventing an incursion.
Marcus estimated that more than 70 per-
cent of drones now operating in the
country will benefit from the real-time
wildfire information.—AP

Solar plane’s arrival highlights 
UAE’s clean-energy push

1st US system to keep drones
away from wildfires kicks off

‘A very strong commitment to renewable energy’ 

Canon Middle East celebrates
Summer with PowerShot SX620 HS

ABU DHABI: Bertrand Piccard, left, and Andre Borschberg, right, the pilots of the Solar Impulse 2 plane, celebrate in Abu Dhabi, United Arab
Emirates, yesterday.  — AP 
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SRI LANKA: In this photo, a Sri Lankan small scale fisherman casts a net as he fishes in a lagoon surrounded by mangrove forests in Pambala,
about 70 kilometers north of Colombo, Sri Lanka. — AP

PAMBALA LAGOON, Sri Lanka: Sri Lanka’s gov-
ernment and environmentalists are working to
protect tens of thousands of acres of mangrove
forests - the seawater-tolerant trees that help
protect and build landmasses, absorb carbon
from the environment and reduce the impact of
natural disasters like tsunamis. All 37,000 acres
of mangrove forests in Sri Lanka are now ear-
marked for preservation. Researchers say at least
6,000 acres were previously destroyed, mostly in
the last 25 years. Mangroves were cleared to

make room for shrimp farming, to produce salt
or to make firewood. 

Government forces destroyed forests during
the country’s nearly 26-year civil war, which
raged until 2009, because rebel fighters used
them as hideouts. 

Now the South Asian island nation is showing
an interest in retaining what is left. President
Maithripala Sirisena, who took office last year,
has retained the environment portfolio and has
shown a personal interest in the project. There

are 22 species of mangroves in Sri Lanka, a third
of all mangrove species found around the world. 

They grow in brackish water estuaries which
are not favorable for other plants to grow, and
create many environmental and health benefits:
Their above-ground roots, mostly submerged in
the water, produce food for small fish, crabs and
shrimp and serve as a haven for breeding. Small-
scale lagoon fishers have benefited from the
ecosystem for generations. Their roots can accu-
mulate soil particles and build landmasses while

also acting as a buffer against coastal erosion. 
In the 2004 Asian tsunami that killed more

than 35,000 Sri Lankans, areas covered by man-
grove forests suffered less damage as the trees
absorbed some of the energy of the waves. The
trees absorb carbon dioxide more efficiently
than other plants. 

Forests typically release carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere as plant matter decomposes,
but because mangrove habitat is much wetter,
there is less oxygen activity, leaving more car-

bon in the soil. Medical researchers have isolated
from 15 mangrove species anti-cancer com-
pounds that have been shown to fight breast
and liver cancer cells. 

Win-win situation
Dr Sameera Samarakoon, who was part of

research by the University of Colombo, says these
findings are being studied further. Seacology, a
US-based nongovernmental organization, last
year launched a $3.4 million, five-year mangrove
conservation and replanting program with the
Sri Lankan government. A museum funded by
the group opened in Pambala yesterday, World
Mangrove Day, to exhibit mangroves, fish and
crab species bred in the lagoons, with facilities
for study and research. The Small Fishers’
Federation, Seacology’s Sri Lankan partner, is
running a nursery near Pambala Lagoon, some
65 kilometers north of the capital, Colombo, to
produce 500,000 seedlings for replanting. 

One thousand acres of mangroves are
expected to be replanted by the end of this
year. The project plans to rope in 15,000 per-
sons, mostly the unemployed from around the
lagoons, to protect mangrove plantations in
return for microloans to set up small businesses.
“By offering training and funding to develop
alternatives to cutting mangroves, the project’s
livelihoods program is alleviating poverty as
well as protecting mangroves,” said Duane
Silverstein, Seacology’s executive director. “It’s a
win-win situation.”

Anuradha Wickramasinghe, head of the fish-
ers’ federation, says he first felt the importance
of protecting mangroves in the 1990s, when
mangrove forests were being fast destroyed by
shrimp farmers. That sent fishermen’s fish and
crab catch into decline. Sri Lanka’s tourism
industry is expanding along the coastline, creat-
ing the possibility for conflict, though the gov-
ernment intends to promote ecotourism in man-
grove areas. Srilal Mittalapala, of the Sri Lanka
Hoteliers’ Association, says the industry hopes
the project will have a balance between conser-
vation and development. “The tourism industry
learned a bitter lesson from the tsunami and we
understand the importance of the mangroves,”
Mittalapala said. — AP

Sri Lanka to conserve climate
friendly mangroves ecosystem
‘The tourism industry learned a bitter lesson from the tsunami’

SRIL LANKA: In this photo, an isolated manger plant is seen in a lagoon in Kalpitiya, about 130
kilometers north of Colombo, Sri Lanka. — AP

NAIROBI: Millions of children will suffer
disproportionately from the failed harvests
and devastated livelihoods left behind by
the El Nino weather phenomenon, Save the
Children warned yesterday. El Nino affects
rainfall patterns and causes both drought
and flooding. As it recedes the Pacific cool-
ing trend known as La Nina is set to
begin.”Children face protection risks as
families and communities move in search
of work, food, water and grazing land for
animals,” said David Wright, the charity’s
East and Southern Africa Regional Director.

The charity estimated that 26.5 million
children could face malnutrition, water
shortages and disease in affected African
regions. “Children are also finding it difficult
to stay in school, due to hunger or lack of
water,” Wright added in a statement. The
2015-2016 El Nino, one of the most power-
ful on record, has caused significant dam-

age across several east and southern
African countries, sending hunger levels
spiraling and leading to greater spread of
diseases. Ethiopia has been experiencing
its worst drought in 50 years, while
Zimbabwe, Malawi and Mozambique all
issued drought alerts earlier in 2016.

Despite African governments’ best efforts
the “sheer scale” of El Nino this time had out-
done the states’ capacity to deal with the crisis,
according to Save the Children. But the worst
could be yet to come, Wright said, with the
threat of La Nina further destabilizing affected
communities. “The full force will be felt over
the coming months,” he said, announcing a
humanitarian appeal launched by The South
African Development Community (SADC).
Three UN bodies estimated in early July that
about 40 million people in east and southern
Africa would not have enough food in the
aftermath of El Nino. —AFP 

African children to suffer as 
El Nino winds down: NGO

HONOLULU: The first storm of the hurri-
cane season to impact Hawaii sent the
islands’ residents into hurried preparation
mode, but the state got through the week-
end without seeing major damage as the
storm was downgraded, officials said
Monday. Still, moderate to heavy rain was
swamping parts of Oahu, and flooding was
expected to persist in areas where drainage
was poor, officials said. Honolulu police
urged drivers to stay off roadways and
avoid flooding that began late Sunday on
the H-1 Freeway and some other major
thoroughfares. The freeway was reopened
early Monday.

More than 3 inches  of rain was possible
for parts of the islands as Darby moved
away from the state, forecasters said. The
National Weather service said Darby had
been downgraded from a tropical storm to
a tropical depression. Forecasters expect
the storm to dissipate by Wednesday.
Darby was about 55 miles west of Kauai
early Monday and moving away from the
island at about 12 mph (19.31 kph) with
maximum sustained winds at 35 mph and
higher gusts.

Crews had responded to dozens of
weather-related incidents, KHON-TV report-
ed, including 59 calls for water evacuation
due to flooding. A sewer near the Ala

Moana Shopping Center overflowed,
spilling more than 1,000 gallons before
crews stopped it late Sunday. On Monday,
city and state officials were busy dealing
with five other sewage spills across Oahu -
with the largest being 42,000 gallons at the
Kailua Wastewater Treatment Plant, said
Watson Okubo, a supervisor with the state
Department of Health’s Clean Water Branch.

Various brown water advisories were
issued for coastal water off Oahu, the Big
Island and Kauai from storm and flood
runoff. Not all waters may be affected but
officials advise staying out of the water if
it ’s brown. The office of Kauai Mayor
Bernard P Carvalho Jr said no road closures
or damage were reported a day after he
had signed an emergency proclamation.
Some damage occurred on the Big Island. 

A 70-foot vessel with 300 gallons of
diesel aboard broke from its mooring and
sank Sunday, sending debris onto shore.
The boat’s owner is arranging cleanup.
Popular east Honolulu tourist attraction
Hanauma Bay reopened on Monday The
Red Cross says more than 200 people
stayed in shelters on Oahu overnight and
more stayed in the facilities Friday and
Saturday in Hawaii and Maui counties. All
statewide evacuations shelters were closed
by Monday. — AP

NEW DELHI: India is home to the world’s largest
number of stunted children due to a lack of toi-
lets, dirty water and poor hygiene, according to
a new study published yesterday. 

Despite high economic growth in recent
years, India has more stunted children than
Nigeria, Pakistan, China and the Republic of
Congo combined, with 48 million under the age

of five-about 30 percent of the global total, a
WaterAid report said.

Stunting is a form of malnutrition in which
children are shorter than normal for their age
and is largely irreversible after the age of two. If
they survive, they grow up physically and intel-
lectually weaker than their better-fed peers.
WaterAid says a lack of toilets and clean water

are causing high levels of stunting in India. That
is because high rates of open defecation lead to
contamination that can spread disease and
infection. Data collated by WaterAid showed
that 140,000 children die every year from diar-
rhea in India, while 76 million do not have access
to safe water and 774 million live without ade-
quate sanitation. 

“India has the highest number of people in
the world... practicing open defecation, which
spreads deadly diseases and makes children
more susceptible to diarrhea and other infec-
tions,” said Megan Wilson-Jones, WaterAid health
and hygiene analyst.  “So it is no surprise that so
many children in India suffer from stunted
growth,” she added.

Open defecation has long been a major
health and sanitation problem in India, where
almost 594 million people-nearly half the popu-
lation-defecate in the open, according to
UNICEF. Prime Minister Narendra Modi has
stressed the need to clean up India since storm-
ing to power in 2014 and has repeatedly urged
every household to have a toilet within four
years to end the spread of disease. Nigeria
ranked second with 10.3 million stunted chil-
dren while Pakistan stood third in WaterAid’s
study with 9.9 million.

Impoverished Bangladesh fared better than
its bigger, wealthier neighbor India, recording
5.5 million cases in its 160 million-strong popula-
tion. The country has almost eliminated open
defecation in just over a decade through a con-
certed campaign to build toilets. East Timor was
the country where stunting was most prevalent.
Nearly 58 percent of the young nation’s children
suffered from the condition, while Germany had
the lowest rate at 1.3 percent.—AFP 

Dirty water stunts millions 
of Indian children: Study   

INDIA: This file photo shows four-year-old malnourished Indian child Shahadat Hussein as he
lies on a bed at the Nutritional Rehabilitation Centre at Darbhanga Medical College and hospi-
tal in Darbhanga in the eastern Indian state of Bihar. — AFP

Tropical storm Darby moves
away; more rain for Hawaii

HAWAII: This photo provided by the Hawaii Dept of Land and Natural Resources
shows a portion of a capsized vessel. —AP

SYDNEY: A newborn baby has died after
being given “laughing gas” instead of oxy-
gen in a tragic mix-up at an Australian hos-
pital which left another infant severely dis-
abled, authorities said yesterday. A doctor
raised the alarm after the baby boy died
unexpectedly earlier this month, with tests
revealing that an outlet in the wall at
Sydney’s Bankstown-Lidcombe Hospital
was emitting nitrous oxide instead of oxy-
gen. Another baby is fighting for her life
after being wrongly administered the
incorrect gas in June. 

New South Wales Health Minister Jillian
Skinner, who has ordered an investigation,
said she felt “profound sorrow” at the “tragic
mistake”. “There were only two babies affect-
ed fortunately,” she told reporters in Sydney.

“I am assured there are no other incidents
such as this.” The gas bungles come less than
six months after it was revealed that dozens
of cancer patients at another Sydney hospi-
tal were given the wrong chemotherapy
dosages as long ago as 2012. 

Skinner said she had no plans to resign.
“If it was found that there was total negli-
gence, something that I personally could
have prevented, that might be when I would
say I’ll resign but I’m not convinced that
that’s the case in this situation,” she said. The
uncle of the dead boy, David Kharma, said
the family were in shock at what had hap-
pened. “You can’t imagine living in a devel-
oped country in the 21st century and stuff
like this happening,” he told the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation.—AFP

Laughing gas mix-up 
kills baby in Australia

TALLAHASSEE, Florida: The first medical
marijuana dispensary in Florida is slated
to open. Tuelieve, the approved organi-
zation in northwest Florida, is set to open
a dispensary in Tallahassee on Tuesday,
one week after being given dispensing
authorization by Florida’s health depart-
ment. The state’s Office of
Compassionate Use, which was formed
to oversee state regulation of medical
marijuana, projects that there will be dis-

pensing locations in 19 cities by the time
all six organizations are up and running.

The Legislature gave limited approval
to medical marijuana in 2014, with many
expecting it to be available early in 2015.
The process was beset by administrative
delays. Patients suffering from cancer,
epilepsy, chronic seizures and chronic
muscle spasms can order medical mari-
juana by contacting their physician, as
long as both are in a state registry. —AP

1st medical marijuana dispensary 
to open in northwest Florida
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SYDNEY: A new species of extinct flesh-eating marsupi-
al that terrorized Australia’s forests some five million
years ago has been identified from a recently discov-
ered fossil site, scientists said yesterday. The animal,
weighing 20 to 25 kilograms and named Whollydooleya
tomnpatrichorum, is a distant and bigger cousin of
Australia’s largest living flesh-eating marsupial-the
Tasmanian Devil. It is the first creature to be formally
identified from a range of strange new animals whose
remains have been found at a fossil site in remote
northwestern Queensland.

“W tomnpatrichorum had very powerful teeth capa-
ble of killing and slicing up the largest animals of its
day,” said University of New South Wales professor Mike
Archer, the lead author of a study into the find pub-
lished in the Memoirs of Museum Victoria. The late
Miocene period between 12 and five million years ago,
when Australia began to dry out and megafauna began
to evolve, is one of the least understood in the vast con-
tinent’s past, he added. 

Fossils of land animals from this time are extremely
rare. “Fortunately, in 2012, we discovered a whole new

fossil field that lies beyond the internationally famous
Riversleigh World Heritage Area fossil deposits in north-
western Queensland,” said Archer. With a grant from the
National Geographic Society, Archer and his colleagues
began to explore the “New Riversleigh” site in 2013 and
the species’ highly distinctive molar was one of the first
finds. “New Riversleigh is producing the remains of a
bevy of strange new small to medium-sized creatures,
with Whollydooleya tomnpatrichorum, the first one to
be described,” said Archer. “These new discoveries are
starting to fill in a large hole in our understanding

about how Australia’s land animals transformed from
being small denizens of its ancient wet forests to huge
survivors on the second most arid continent on Earth.” 

Team member Suzanne Hand said medium- to large-
sized Australian Late Miocene creatures have previously
been known from fossil deposits in the Northern
Territory. “But those deposits give almost no informa-
tion about the small to medium-sized mammals that
existed at the same time, which generally provide more
clues about the nature of prehistoric environments and
climates,” Hand said. — AFP

Ancient Australian flesh eating marsupial discovered

MEETEETSE, Wyoming: Long gone from these
parts, black-footed ferrets stil l  appear on
Meeteetse’s town logo, in a bronze sculpture
downtown and even on coffee mugs from a
downtown restaurant, remembered for when
the nocturnal weasels made their last stand in
the nearby sagebrush hills. They’re set to make a
triumphant return. Yesterday, following a bit of
ferret carnival at a school in Meeteetse, biolo-
gists plan to release 35 black-footed ferrets
raised in captivity on two local ranches. 

The release will complete the circle of a story
that began in 1981, when a ranch dog named
Shep brought home a dead black-footed ferret
and let the world know the species wasn’t
extinct after all. Five years later, biologists cap-
tured the area’s remaining wild ferrets for a suc-
cessful captive-breeding program that since the
1990s has released hundreds of ferrets. Now,
those descendants of Meeteetse’s ferrets will
return to Meeteetse at last.

“It’s only fitting that we bring ferrets back to
the place where they were last discovered,” US
Fish and Wildlife Service spokesman Ryan
Moehring said Monday. “This is a reintroduction
unlike any other.” The Fish and Wildlife Service
breeds black-footed ferrets at a facility near Fort
Collins, Colorado. There, the young ferrets go
through a “boot camp” where they learn how to
catch prairie dogs. Ferrets have been released at
24 sites in Wyoming, Montana, Utah, Colorado,
New Mexico, South Dakota, Arizona and Kansas,
as well as Canada and Mexico. 

Ambassador  ferret
Recent release sites include the Rocky

Mountain Arsenal National Wildlife Refuge near
Denver last fall. In Wyoming, black-footed ferrets
were reintroduced in the sparsely populated
Shirley Basin in the southeast part of the state in
1991. They’ve been released in the basin several
times since. This will be the first ferret release in
Wyoming in almost a decade. Last year, the US
Fish and Wildlife Service designated all of
Wyoming as a zone for “experimental, non-
essential” populations of black-footed ferrets.
The designation indemnifies ranchers in case
they accidentally harm any ferrets released on
their property. 

More ranchers will agree to such releases if
they are less worried about getting in trouble,
the thinking goes. The Lazy BV and Pitchfork
ranches, where black-footed ferrets lived in the
Meeteetse area, have agreed to host ferrets once
again in prairie dog colonies covering thousands
of acres. Biologists flocked to the area after the
ferret discovery, recalled Meeteetse Mayor JW
Yetter, who worked in the local logging industry
at the time. “There was a whole crew of universi-
ty people and wildlife biologists in training quar-
tered up at the timber creek ranger station. 

They were the ones charged with tracking,
capturing, radio collaring and generally discov-
ering the extent of that colony and getting bio-
logic information about the members of that
colony,” Yetter said. The release will be cause for
celebration in Meeteetse, population 230. The

Fish and Wildlife Service plans to show off the
ferrets - and an older, “ambassador” ferret named
Two Bit who doesn’t get to be released - at the
local school. The release will be filmed and
screened back in town later in the evening. 

“There seems to be a lot of excitement about
it,” Yetter said. Biologists also have been prepar-
ing for the big day, treating vast colonies of
prairie dogs with an experimental plague vac-
cine and insecticide to kill off fleas. — AP

Black-footed ferrets return 
where they held out in wild

‘This is a reintroduction unlike any other’ 

COLORADO: In this file photo, a black-footed ferret looks out of the entrance to a prairie dog
tunnel in Commerce City, Colorado. — AP 

WYOMING: This file photo shows a monument to black-footed ferrets in Meeteese, Wyoming. — AP

SAO PAULO: Human testing started
Monday in Brazil on a controversial anti-
cancer medicine that has been distrib-
uted in the country for years without
having gone through proper trials. The
drug, a synthetic phosphoethanolamine
known widely as “the cancer pill,” was
beginning testing with 10 patients at the
Sao Paulo Cancer Institute, the Sao Paulo
state health department said. None of
those taking part in the trial are being
treated with any other drugs, a state-
ment said. If no serious side effects are
noted, the trial will then be expanded to
up to 1,000 people.

The pill was created by Sao Paulo
University professor Gilberto Orivaldo
Chierice in the 1990s. Despite claims of a

miracle cure, there has been little evi-
dence of its efficacy. Chierice’s drug was
not tested but after entering into use in
one Sao Paulo hospital word rapidly
spread, boosting demand, until Sao
Paulo University’s chemistry institute was
making 50,000 capsules a month without
any government oversight. 

Distribution was halted in 2014 amid
growing doubts in the scientific commu-
nity about the safety.  But in April, presi-
dent Dilma Rousseff-who was just about
to be suspended from her post in an
impeachment trial-signed a law legalizing
the substance. Shortly after the Supreme
Court overruled her and said the medi-
cine’s distribution would depend on it
going through proper testing. — AFP

Human tests start on Brazil
controversial cancer pill

KLONG SAI PATTANA, Thailand: In Klong Sai
Pattana, a rural community carved out of an
illegal oil palm plantation by land rights cam-
paigners, new arrivals are given a one-year trial
run at being farmers. If the newcomers pass
the year-long test in organic farming and sus-
tainable development, they are permitted to
stay. If not, they move on and their plot in
Surat Thani province in southern Thailand is
passed on to the next applicant in line.

Klong Sai Pattana’s leaders say the rules -
honed over two decades of violent struggle for
land and shaped by land rights movements
from countries including Mexico and Brazil, to
India and Indonesia - are essential to preserv-
ing harmony. They argue a government push
to evict them - and to redistribute to outsiders
the state-owned land that they fought for -
could result in a failed community. “It’s not as if
we can live with ‘random’ people. What if bad
elements come in? The people live here
together through order and discipline,”
Prateep Rakangthong, a 61-year-old leader of
Klong Sai Pattana, said. “Villagers who can’t
accept and live with this order can’t live with
us,” Rakangthong said. “The community would
collapse - then the land would fall into the
hands of people who have buying power, the
investors,” he said, after meeting government
officials in early July. Newly-arrived families
receive 1,600 square meters to live on, 1.6
hectares of land to farm and earn a living, as
well as access to a community farm and forest
for cooking ingredients and pasture for cows
who produce organic fertilizer.

Long struggle
If investors wrest back control of the land,

the sacrifice of campaigners who fought to
reclaim it - four have been killed by unidenti-
fied gunmen since 2010 - will have been in
vain, he said. Klong Sai Pattana is a 160-hectare
plot owned by the Agricultural Land Reform
Office (ALRO). In 2008, campaigners formed the
Southern Peasants Federation of Thailand
(SPFT) coalition, and occupied the land, with
the consent of ALRO. They then helped ALRO
to collect evidence to win a court case to evict
the trespassing palm oil company. Having

helped to oust the palm oil company, members
of the SPFT say they deserve to stay in the com-
munity - under a title allowing collective man-
agement and use of state-owned land. 

However, the government says all Thais
should have an opportunity to vie for it. “This
area belongs to the Agricultural Land Reform
Office.  There are clear steps and procedures
that must be followed to redistribute and
share this land to those who have the right to
live here,” Jirachai Moontongroy, deputy per-
manent secretary of the prime minister’s office,
said during a recent visit. “Even though some
people have been living in the area for many
years, they are only one group of people who
have the right ... it’s up to the civil servants
redistributing the land in the province to
decide,” Moontongroy said.

Excluded from land redistribution
The government has used various tactics to

push the land activists out of Klong Sai Pattana.
Despite having helped to oust the palm oil
company, campaigners were accused of being
dependents of the company who should also
be evicted. On July 15 a court ruled in their
favour, saying they were not the company’s
dependents. Now the Klong Sai Pattana
activists face a new challenge: the ruling mili-
tary junta issued an order this month allowing
the ALRO to reclaim land that was occupied
illegally. Pranom Somwong, a lawyer with
rights group Protection International, said
after the verdict on 15 July that the provincial
ALRO office “will continue in their efforts to
evict the Klong Sai Pattana community from
their lands”.

Campaigners fear that if they are evicted
and the land is redistributed, they will be
excluded - as happened to others who fought
for a nearby plot but were left out when that
land was redistributed a decade ago. “These
other people don’t have to do anything. They
just come in, serve themselves and feast,” said
Khuan Panmuang, a SPFT member living in the
nearby community of Santi Pattana. According
to SPFT members, 80 percent of the people
who moved into that community have since
sold their land.—Reuters

After violent land struggle, SPFT 
face community farming challenge 
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Top 5 Tourist Attractions in the

United Arab Emirates
Top 5 Tourist Attractions in the

United Arab Emirates

With its full-throttle development, iconic skylines of high-rises, and world famous beach
resorts the United Arab Emirates has become a favorite for family holidays and city breaks

Burj Khalifa

The Burj Khalifa is one of the United
Arab Emirates most famous build-
ings and the soaring sky-high land-

mark of Dubai. Not only is it the world’s
tallest building, but it also lays claim to the
titles of tallest freestanding structure in
the world, highest observation deck in the
world and elevator with the longest travel
distance in the world. A trip up to the
observation deck with its panoramic views
across Dubai is a sightseeing highlight for
most tourists who visit, though for those
who suffer from vertigo it might be best to
give it a miss.

The Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque is a mammoth
modern mosque of incredible beauty.
Harnessing contemporary design and ancient

craftsmanship skills, the mosque is a harmonious
blend of modern and old. It doesn’t fail to dazzle all

who enter with its lavish use of gold, mosaic work
and glass work, marble in gigantic proportions and
blindingly white stone contrasting dramatically
under the Emirati blue sky.

Sheikh Zayed 
Grand Mosque

The summit of Jebel Hafeet is a favourite day
trip from Abu Dhabi and Al Ain, with sumptu-
ous desert panoramas all the way up to the

top on the winding road. After the twisting moun-

tain road drive, it’s all about the views and you are
rewarded with being able to see across the area’s
vast sweep of desert.

Jebel Hafeet

The Hajar Mountains scythe through the desert,
creating the jagged and wild heart of the United
Arab Emirates. Twisting roller-coaster roads with

spectacular scenery along the way connects the
region’s tiny villages. There are valleys to explore and
hiking opportunities abound.

Hajar Mountains

The oldest mosque in the United Arab Emirates, Al-
Bidyah is an important historical site that lies in
the Emirate of Fujairah. Although modest in pro-

portions, this adobe building was beautifully designed

with its original ventilation shaft patterns in the walls
still visible. The entire surrounding area is an archaeo-
logical site, where many pottery and metal artifacts
have been excavated.

Al-Bidyah Mosque
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists

Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444

Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222

Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171

Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999

Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700

Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223

Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)

Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510

Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660

Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478

Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996

Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988

Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166

Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners

Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123

Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312

Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920

Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465

Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528

Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781

Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists

Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534

Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955

Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660

Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120

Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC

     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Azerbaijan 00994

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lesotho 00266

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tone 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Togo 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263
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A LONG WAY DOWN ON OSN MOVIES HD COMEDY

FLIGHTPLAN ON OSN MOVIES ACTION

04:00 Abandoned Mine
06:00 Fast & Furious 6
08:15 Legendary: Tomb Of The
Dragon
10:15 Flightplan
12:00 Big Ass Spider!
13:45 Fast & Furious 6
16:00 Metro
18:00 Flightplan
20:00 Non-Stop
22:00 The Devil’s Rock
00:00 Jennifer’s Body
02:00 Mine Games

03:15 Divergent
05:30 Bears
07:15 4 Minute Mile
09:00 The Final Girls
11:00 Divergent
13:15 Insurgent
15:15 Cinderella
17:15 The Age Of Adaline
19:15 Kidnapping Mr. Heineken
21:00 True Story
23:00 Dope
01:00 Dark House

03:25 Wildest Africa
04:15 Gator Boys
05:02 Treehouse Masters
05:49 Bondi Vet
06:36 Swamp Brothers
07:00 Swamp Brothers
07:25 Too Cute!
08:15 Bondi Vet
09:10 Treehouse Masters
10:05 Tanked
11:00 Too Cute!
11:55 Bondi Vet
12:50 Bondi Vet
13:45 Gator Boys
14:40 Treehouse Masters
15:35 Tanked
16:30 Wildest Africa
17:25 River Monsters
18:20 The Wild Life Of Tim
Faulkner
18:45 The Wild Life Of Tim
Faulkner
19:15 Tanked
20:10 Wildest Africa
21:05 Treehouse Masters
22:00 The Wild Life Of Tim
Faulkner
22:25 The Wild Life Of Tim
Faulkner
22:55 Gator Boys
23:50 River Monsters: Lair Of
Giants
00:45 Monsters Inside Me
01:40 The Wild Life Of Tim
Faulkner
02:05 The Wild Life Of Tim
Faulkner
02:35 Tanked

06:00 Boyster
06:10 Super Matrak
06:35 Super Matrak
07:00 Star vs The Forces Of Evil
07:25 K.C. Undercover
07:50 Supa Strikas
08:15 Supa Strikas
08:40 Mighty Med: There Is A
Storm Coming
09:35 Lab Rats: Bionic Island
10:00 K.C. Undercover
10:25 K.C. Undercover
10:50 Supa Strikas
11:20 Supa Strikas
11:45 Kirby Buckets
12:10 Kirby Buckets
12:35 Gamer’s Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
13:00 Gamer’s Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
13:30 Mighty Med: There Is A
Storm Coming
14:20 Phineas And Ferb
14:45 Phineas And Ferb
15:10 Disney Mickey Mouse
15:15 Mighty Med
15:40 The 7D
15:50 The 7D
16:05 Lab Rats: Bionic Island
16:30 Pickle And Peanut
16:55 Penn Zero: Part Time Hero
17:25 K.C. Undercover
17:50 Star vs The Forces Of Evil
18:15 Lab Rats: Bionic Island
18:40 K.C. Undercover
19:05 Disney Mickey Mouse
19:10 Annedroids
19:35 Phineas And Ferb
20:00 Kirby Buckets
20:25 Gamer’s Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
20:55 K.C. Undercover
21:20 Pickle And Peanut
21:45 Lab Rats: Bionic Island

03:00 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
03:30 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
04:00 Man Fire Food
04:30 Man Fire Food
05:00 Chopped

04:00 Marvel’s Thor: Tales Of
Asgaard
05:30 The Santa Clause
07:15 A Far Off Place
09:00 Brave
11:00 Ice Age: The Meltdown
13:00 Big Fat Liar
15:00 Monsters Inc
17:00 Enchanted
19:00 Pirates Of The Caribbean:
On Stranger Tides
21:15 Eight Below

03:00 Living With Fran
03:30 Mad Love
04:00 Better With You
04:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
05:30 Hank
06:00 George Lopez
06:30 The Bernie Mac Show
07:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
08:00 Better With You
08:30 Hank
09:00 Living With Fran
09:30 The Last Man On Earth
10:00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
10:30 The Bernie Mac Show
11:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
12:00 George Lopez
12:30 Better With You
13:00 Hank
13:30 The Bernie Mac Show
14:00 Mad Love
14:30 The Last Man On Earth
15:00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
15:30 Dr. Ken
16:00 Modern Family
16:30 George Lopez
17:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
18:00 Living With Fran
18:30 Mad Love
19:00 Suburgatory
19:30 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
20:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
21:00 Dr. Ken
21:30 Modern Family
22:00 Ballers
22:30 Bordertown
23:00 Life In Pieces
23:30 Late Night With Seth Meyers
00:30 Dr. Ken
01:00 Modern Family
01:30 Ballers
02:00 Bordertown
02:30 Life In Pieces

03:00 Better Call Saul
04:00 Good Morning America
06:00 Marvel’s Agents Of
S.H.I.E.L.D.
07:00 Rosewood
08:00 The Whispers
09:00 Code Black
10:00 Stitchers
11:00 Rosewood
12:00 The Whispers
13:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
14:00 Live Good Morning America
16:00 Marvel’s Agents Of
S.H.I.E.L.D.
17:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
18:00 The Blacklist
19:00 Supergirl
20:00 Marvel’s Agents Of
S.H.I.E.L.D.
21:00 Castle
22:00 Lucifer
23:00 Better Call Saul
00:00 Rosewood
01:00 Castle
02:00 Lucifer

DIVERGENT ON OSN MOVIES HD

03:00 The Truth About Emanuel
05:00 Reds
08:30 A Beautiful Mind
10:45 Steve Jobs: The Man In The
Machine
13:00 Black Nativity
14:45 Atlas Shrugged Part 2: The
Strike
16:45 A Beautiful Mind
19:00 Testament Of Youth
21:15 Fearless
23:30 Tusk
01:30 Black Nativity

03:25 Bedlam
04:15 Doctors
04:45 Eastenders
05:15 Sinbad
06:00 Doctors
06:30 Doctors
07:00 Doctors
07:30 Eastenders
08:05 Father Brown
08:55 Upstairs Downstairs
09:50 Sinbad
10:40 Doctors
11:10 Eastenders
11:40 Father Brown
12:30 Upstairs Downstairs
13:25 Sinbad
14:15 Doctors
14:45 Eastenders
15:20 Father Brown
16:15 Call The Midwife
17:10 Sinbad
18:00 Doctors
18:30 Eastenders
19:05 Father Brown
20:00 Holby City
21:00 I Want My Wife Back
21:30 Rev.
22:00 The Living And The Dead
23:00 Hebburn
23:30 Hebburn
00:00 Doctors
00:30 Eastenders
01:00 Holby City
01:55 I Want My Wife Back
02:20 Rev.

03:15 Wheels That Fail
03:40 Extreme Collectors
04:05 Auction Hunters
04:30 Storage Hunters UK
05:00 How Things Work
06:00 Alaska: The Last Frontier
06:50 Junkyard Empire
07:40 Fat N’ Furious: Rolling
Thunder
08:30 Extreme Collectors
08:55 Auction Hunters
09:20 Storage Hunters UK
09:45 How Things Work
10:35 Mythbusters
11:25 Man vs Expert
12:15 Incredible Engineering
Blunders: Fixed
13:05 Extreme Collectors
13:30 Auction Hunters
13:55 Storage Hunters UK
14:20 Alaska: The Last Frontier
15:10 Junkyard Empire
16:00 Fat N’ Furious: Rolling
Thunder
16:50 How Things Work
17:40 What On Earth?
18:30 Marooned With Ed Stafford
19:20 Kings Of The Wild
20:10 Auction Hunters
20:35 Storage Hunters UK
21:00 What On Earth?
21:50 Marooned With Ed Stafford
22:40 Manhunt With Joel Lambert
23:30 Fat N’ Furious: Rolling
Thunder
00:20 Junkyard Empire
01:10 What On Earth?
02:00 Marooned With Ed Stafford
02:50 Manhunt With Joel Lambert

03:00 Untamed & Uncut
03:50 Ultimate Survival
04:40 How It’s Made
05:05 How It’s Made
05:30 Dirty Jobs
06:20 Mythbusters

07:00 Doki
07:25 Dick ‘n’ Dom Go Wild
07:50 My Cat From Hell
08:40 How It’s Made
09:05 How It’s Made
09:30 What Could Possibly Go
Wrong?
10:20 Mythbusters
11:10 Bondi Vet
12:00 My Cat From Hell
12:50 Ultimate Survival
13:40 How It’s Made
14:05 How It’s Made
14:30 Dirty Jobs
15:20 Mythbusters
16:10 Doki
16:35 Dick ‘n’ Dom Go Wild
17:00 Deadliest Space Weather
17:25 Deadliest Space Weather
17:50 NASA’s Unexplained Files
18:40 What Could Possibly Go
Wrong?
19:30 Mythbusters
20:20 How It’s Made
20:45 How It’s Made
21:10 Deadliest Space Weather
21:35 Deadliest Space Weather
22:00 NASA’s Unexplained Files
22:50 Untamed & Uncut
23:40 Ultimate Survival
00:30 Mythbusters
01:20 Deadliest Space Weather
01:45 Deadliest Space Weather
02:10 NASA’s Unexplained Files

03:00 Obsession: Dark Desires
03:48 Nowhere To Hide
04:36 Nowhere To Hide
05:24 Nowhere To Hide
06:12 Nowhere To Hide
07:00 Tabloid
07:50 Tabloid
08:40 Tabloid
09:30 Tabloid
10:20 Love The Way You Lie
11:10 Deadline: Crime With Tamron
Hall
12:00 Nowhere To Hide
12:50 Nowhere To Hide
13:40 Nowhere To Hide
14:30 Nowhere To Hide
15:20 Love The Way You Lie
16:10 True Crime With Aphrodite
Jones
17:00 Murder Comes To Town
17:50 Murder Comes To Town
18:40 Murder Comes To Town
19:30 Murder Comes To Town
20:20 Love The Way You Lie
21:10 California Investigator
21:35 California Investigator
22:00 Vanity Fair Confidential
22:50 Murder Among Friends
23:40 Disappeared
00:30 Redrum
01:20 Vanity Fair Confidential
02:10 Murder Among Friends

03:15 The Hive
03:20 Sabrina Secrets Of A

Teenage Witch
03:45 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
04:10 Hank Zipzer
04:35 Binny And The Ghost
05:00 Violetta
05:45 The Hive
05:50 Mouk
06:00 Hank Zipzer
06:25 Sofia The First
06:50 Disney Mickey Mouse
06:55 Gravity Falls
07:20 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
07:45 Backstage
08:10 Bunk’d
08:35 Jessie
09:00 Jessie
09:25 Liv And Maddie
09:50 Liv And Maddie
10:15 Austin & Ally
10:40 Dog With A Blog
11:05 Dog With A Blog
11:30 Girl Meets World
11:55 Girl Meets World
12:20 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
12:45 Shake It Up
13:10 Shake It Up
13:35 Jessie
14:00 Jessie
14:25 Austin & Ally
14:50 Austin & Ally
15:15 Disney Mickey Mouse
15:20 Gravity Falls
15:45 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
16:10 Violetta
17:00 Backstage
17:25 Alex & Co.
17:50 Girl Meets World
18:15 Liv And Maddie
18:40 Best Friends Whenever
19:05 Austin & Ally
19:30 Bunk’d
19:55 Jessie
20:20 Backstage
20:45 Good Luck Charlie
21:10 H2O: Just Add Water
21:35 H2O: Just Add Water
22:00 Binny And The Ghost
22:25 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
22:50 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
23:10 Hank Zipzer

23:35 Binny And The Ghost
00:00 Violetta
00:45 The Hive
00:50 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
01:15 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
01:40 Hank Zipzer
02:05 Binny And The Ghost
02:30 Violetta

03:10 Henry Hugglemonster
03:20 Calimero
03:35 Zou
03:45 Loopdidoo
04:00 Art Attack
04:25 Henry Hugglemonster
04:35 Calimero
04:50 Zou
05:00 Loopdidoo
05:15 Art Attack
05:35 Henry Hugglemonster
05:50 Calimero
06:00 Zou
06:20 Loopdidoo
06:35 Art Attack
07:00 The Hive
07:10 Zou
07:25 Loopdidoo
07:40 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
08:05 Sofia The First
08:30 Miles From Tomorrow
08:45 PJ Masks
09:10 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
09:35 Doc McStuffins
10:00 Sofia The First
10:30 Goldie & Bear
10:55 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
11:25 The Lion Guard
11:50 Miles From Tomorrow
12:15 Henry Hugglemonster
12:30 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
12:55 Minnie’s Bow-Toons
13:00 Sofia The First
13:30 Doc McStuffins
13:55 Miles From Tomorrow
14:25 The Lion Guard
14:50 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
15:20 Doc McStuffins
15:45 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
16:00 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
16:30 Doc McStuffins
16:55 Sofia The First
17:25 Goldie & Bear
17:50 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
18:20 The Lion Guard
18:45 Miles From Tomorrow
19:00 PJ Masks
19:30 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
20:00 Doc McStuffins
20:30 Sofia The First
21:00 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
21:30 PJ Masks
22:00 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
22:30 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
22:45 Minnie’s Bow-Toons
22:50 Zou
23:05 Henry Hugglemonster
23:20 Calimero
23:35 Zou
23:50 Loopdidoo
00:05 Art Attack
00:30 Henry Hugglemonster
00:45 Calimero

01:00 Zou
01:15 Loopdidoo
01:30 Art Attack
02:00 Calimero
02:15 Zou
02:30 Loopdidoo
02:45 Art Attack

22:10 Mighty Med
22:40 Disney Mickey Mouse
23:00 Programmes Start At 6:00am
KSA

06:00 Guy’s Grocery Games
07:00 Man Fire Food
07:30 Man Fire Food
08:00 Chopped
09:00 Barefoot Contessa
09:30 Barefoot Contessa
10:00 The Kitchen
11:00 Trisha’s Southern Kitchen
11:30 Trisha’s Southern Kitchen
12:00 Chopped
13:00 Guy’s Big Bite
13:30 Guy’s Big Bite
14:00 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
14:30 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
15:00 Man Fire Food
15:30 Man Fire Food
16:00 Chopped
17:00 The Kitchen
18:00 Trisha’s Southern Kitchen
18:30 Trisha’s Southern Kitchen
19:00 Chopped
20:00 Andy Bates American Street
Feasts
20:30 Andy Bates American Street
Feasts
21:00 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
21:30 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
22:00 Man v Food
22:30 Man v Food
23:00 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
23:30 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
00:00 Iron Chef America
01:00 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
01:30 Diners, Drive-Ins And Dives
02:00 Man v Food
02:30 Man v Food

03:25 Together
03:55 Tracey Ullman’s Show
04:20 Don’t Tell The Bride
05:15 Come Dine With Me Couples
06:10 The Doctor Blake Mysteries
07:05 Masterpiece With Alan
Titchmarsh
08:00 Together
08:30 Tracey Ullman’s Show
08:55 Don’t Tell The Bride
09:50 Come Dine With Me Couples
10:40 The Chase
11:35 Masterpiece With Alan
Titchmarsh
12:30 The Doctor Blake Mysteries

13:25 Emmerdale
13:50 Eggheads
14:20 Coronation Street
14:45 Come Dine With Me Couples
15:35 Masterpiece With Alan
Titchmarsh
16:30 Code Of A Killer
17:25 It’s Not Rocket Science
18:20 Emmerdale
18:45 Eggheads
19:10 Coronation Street
19:35 Masterpiece With Alan
Titchmarsh
20:30 Code Of A Killer
21:25 It’s Not Rocket Science
22:20 Coronation Street
22:50 Emmerdale
23:15 The Doctor Blake Mysteries
00:10 The Chase
01:00 Emmerdale
01:30 Eggheads
02:00 Coronation Street
02:30 The Doctor Blake Mysteries

03:01 Paw Patrol
03:24 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
03:35 Dora The Explorer
03:59 Max & Ruby
04:07 Bubble Guppies
04:29 Little Charmers
04:41 Shimmer And Shine
05:05 Dora And Friends
05:27 Zack & Quack
05:38 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
06:00 Paw Patrol
06:13 Fresh Beat Band Of Spies
06:36 Dora The Explorer
07:00 Wanda And The Alien
07:11 Zack & Quack
07:22 Dora And Friends: Into The
City!
07:46 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
08:10 Paw Patrol
08:35 Shimmer And Shine
08:58 Dora The Explorer
09:22 Little Charmers
09:32 Paw Patrol
09:57 Bubble Guppies
10:20 Fresh Beat Band Of Spies
10:42 Roary The Racing Car
10:52 Team Umizoomi
11:15 Louie
11:22 Louie
11:30 Ni Hao, Kai-Lan
11:53 Olive The Ostrich
11:58 Olive The Ostrich
12:03 Max & Ruby
12:26 Wanda And The Alien
12:37 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
12:48 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
13:00 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
13:22 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
13:45 Zack & Quack
13:55 Zack & Quack
14:05 Team Umizoomi
14:28 Louie
14:35 Louie
14:40 Olive The Ostrich
14:44 Olive The Ostrich
14:49 Paw Patrol
15:01 Paw Patrol
15:24 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
15:35 Dora The Explorer
15:59 Max & Ruby
16:07 Bubble Guppies
16:29 Little Charmers
16:41 Shimmer And Shine
17:05 Dora And Friends
17:27 Zack & Quack
17:38 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
18:00 Paw Patrol
18:13 Fresh Beat Band Of Spies
18:36 Dora The Explorer
19:00 Wanda And The Alien
19:11 Zack & Quack
19:22 Dora And Friends: Into The
City!
19:46 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
20:10 Paw Patrol
20:35 Shimmer And Shine
20:58 Dora The Explorer
21:22 Little Charmers
21:32 Paw Patrol
21:57 Bubble Guppies
22:20 Fresh Beat Band Of Spies
22:42 Roary The Racing Car
22:52 Team Umizoomi
23:15 Louie
23:22 Louie
23:30 Ni Hao, Kai-Lan
23:53 Olive The Ostrich
23:58 Olive The Ostrich
00:03 Max & Ruby

00:26 Wanda And The Alien
00:37 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
00:48 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
01:00 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
01:22 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
01:45 Zack & Quack
01:55 Zack & Quack
02:05 Team Umizoomi
02:28 Louie
02:35 Louie
02:40 Olive The Ostrich
02:44 Olive The Ostrich
02:49 Paw Patrol

03:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
03:24 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
03:48 Henry Danger
04:12 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
04:36 The Haunted Hathaways
05:00 Max & Shred
05:24 Henry Danger
05:48 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
06:12 SpongeBob SquarePants
06:36 SpongeBob SquarePants
07:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
07:24 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
07:48 Winx Club
08:12 The Loud House
08:36 SpongeBob SquarePants
09:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
09:24 Harvey Beaks
09:48 Henry Danger
10:12 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
10:36 The Haunted Hathaways
11:00 Winx Club
11:24 SpongeBob SquarePants
11:48 SpongeBob SquarePants
12:12 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
12:36 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
13:00 Harvey Beaks
13:24 The Loud House
13:48 Get Blake

14:12 Rabbids Invasion
14:36 100 Things To Do Before
High School
15:00 Game Shakers
15:24 The Loud House
15:48 SpongeBob SquarePants
16:12 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
16:36 Harvey Beaks
17:00 Sanjay And Craig
17:24 Harvey Beaks
17:48 The Loud House
18:12 Henry Danger
18:36 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
19:00 100 Things To Do Before
High School
19:24 Game Shakers
19:48 SpongeBob SquarePants
20:12 SpongeBob SquarePants
20:36 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
21:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
21:24 Breadwinners
21:48 Breadwinners
22:12 Sanjay And Craig
22:36 Sanjay And Craig
23:00 SpongeBob SquarePants
23:24 SpongeBob SquarePants
23:48 Henry Danger
00:12 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
00:36 Max & Shred
01:00 The Haunted Hathaways
01:24 Sanjay And Craig
01:48 Sanjay And Craig
02:12 SpongeBob SquarePants
02:36 SpongeBob SquarePants

03:00 The Night Of
04:30 How To Make It In America
05:00 Introducing Dorothy
Dandridge
07:00 Hello Ladies: The Movie
08:30 Public Speaking
10:00 Bette Midler: The Showgirl
Must Go On
11:30 An American Girl: Chrissa
Stands Strong
13:00 When Trumpets Fade
14:45 Sometimes In April
17:15 An American Girl: Chrissa
Stands Strong
19:00 The Wire
20:00 John Adams
21:00 True Blood
22:00 Preacher
23:00 Entourage
23:30 Entourage
00:00 The Wire
01:00 John Adams
02:00 True Blood

04:00 Garfield’s Pet Force
06:00 Indian Summer
08:00 Man Of The House
10:00 Garfield’s Pet Force
12:00 Bringing Down The House
14:00 Green Card
16:00 Man Of The House
18:00 A Long Way Down
20:00 St. Vincent
22:00 A Million Ways To Die In The
West
00:00 The Right Kind Of Wrong
02:00 A Long Way Down
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Classifieds
WEDNESDAY, JULY 27, 2016

Directorate General of Civil Aviation Home Page (www.kuwait-airport.com.kw)

DIAL161 FOR AIRPORT INFORMATION
Arrival Flights on Wednesday 27/7/2016

Airlines Flt Route Time
THY 772 Istanbul 00:10
JZR 239 Amman 00:20
JZR 267 Beirut 00:30
KKK 718 Istanbul 00:35
FDK 803 Damascus 00:35
FDB 069 Dubai 00:55
DLH 635 Doha 01:00
QTR 1086 Doha 01:15
JZR 539 Cairo 01:20
PGT 858 Istanbul 01:40
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 01:45
RJA 642 Amman 01:45
THY 1464 Istanbul 01:50
KKK 750 TZX 01:50
KKK 6506 Istanbul 02:05
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:15
CEB 018 Manila 02:20
UAE 853 Dubai 02:25
MSC 405 Sohag 02:30
THY 1404 AYT 02:30
THY 768 Istanbul 02:50
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 03:05
OMA 643 Muscat 03:05
RJA 644 Amman 03:10
FDB 067 Dubai 03:15
MSR 612 Cairo 03:15
QTR 1076 Doha 03:25
PGT 860 Istanbul 03:30
KAC 544 Cairo 03:40
JZR 555 Alexandria 04:15
FEG 931 Alexandria 05:00
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:10
THY 770 Istanbul 05:15
KAC 412 Manila/Bangkok 06:30
BAW 157 London 06:40
JZR 1541 Cairo 07:10
FDB 5061 Dubai 07:15
JZR 503 Luxor 07:25
KAC 382 Delhi 07:30
KAC 346 Ahmedabad 07:35
KAC 204 Lahore 07:40
KAC 206 Islamabad 07:40
KAC 302 Mumbai 07:50
FDB 053 Dubai 07:50
KAC 156 Istanbul 08:00
KAC 354 BLR 08:00
KAC 286 Dhaka 08:05
KAC 332 Trivandrum 08:15
KAC 344 Chennai 08:15
KAC 362 Colombo 08:20
KAC 352 Kochi 08:20
UAE 855 Dubai 08:25
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:00
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:05
IRC 6511 ABD 09:15
QTR 1070 Doha 09:20
IRA 665 Shiraz 09:25
IRM 1188 Mashhad 09:40
FDB 055 Dubai 09:50
CCE 345 Sohag 10:00
UAE 873 Dubai 10:40
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
AXB 890 Mangalore/Bahrain 10:55
MEA 404 Beirut 11:00
JZR 561 Sohag 11:25
JZR 165 Dubai 11:50
IAW 157 Al Najaf 11:55
ETD 9819 Abu Dhabi 12:10
FDB 075 Dubai 12:25
JZR 241 Amman 12:30
SAW 701 Damascus 12:35
UAE 871 Dubai 12:45
FEG 953 Asyut 12:55
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
THY 766 Istanbul 13:10
CLX 792 Luxembourg 13:15
IRC 6521 Lamerd 13:35
KAC 792 Madinah 13:45
KKK 712 ADB 14:00

KNE 231 Riyadh 14:00
KAC 672 Dubai 14:05
QTR 1078 Doha 14:05
MSR 575 Sharm el-Sheikh 14:15
FDB 057 Dubai 14:20
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:20
KAC 512 Mashhad 14:30
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:30
KAC 540 Sharm el-Sheikh 14:50
JZR 257 Beirut 14:50
KAC 788 Jeddah 15:00
KNE 683 Madinah 15:05
KNE 529 Jeddah 15:05
OMA 645 Muscat 15:10
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:10
RJD 135 Abu Dhabi 15:30
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
NIA 251 Alexandria 15:50
RJA 640 Amman 16:00
TBM 6313 Mashhad 16:05
FDB 051 Dubai 16:10
QTR 1072 Doha 16:15
JZR 535 Cairo 16:20
MSC 507 HRG 16:30
JZR 787 Riyadh 16:45
IRC 526 Mashhad 16:50
KAC 562 Amman 16:55
SAW 705 Damascus 17:05
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
JZR 357 Mashhad 17:30
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 177 Dubai 17:45
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:50
QTR 1080 Doha 17:55
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
KAC 502 Beirut 18:35
KAC 774 Riyadh 18:35
KAC 786 Jeddah 18:35
SYR 341 Damascus 18:45
KAC 742 Dammam 18:50
KAC 618 Doha 18:55
KAC 542 Cairo 18:55
UAE 875 Dubai 19:05
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:05
KAC 166 Paris/Rome 19:05
FDB 063 Dubai 19:10
KAC 614 Bahrain 19:10
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:15
MSR 606 Luxor 19:30
JAI 572 Mumbai 19:35
KAC 674 Dubai 19:45
KAC 154 Istanbul 19:45
FDB 059 Dubai 19:50
KAC 102 New York/London 19:55
DLH 634 Frankfurt 20:05
KNE 381 Taif 20:10
MEA 402 Beirut 20:15
OMA 647 Muscat 20:20
JZR 189 Dubai 20:25
QTR 1088 Doha 20:35
FDB 5053 Dubai 20:55
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:05
UAE 859 Dubai 21:15
JAD 309 Amman 21:20
ALK 229 Colombo 21:20
THY 764 Istanbul 21:30
QTR 1082 Doha 21:55
GFA 219 Bahrain 22:00
KAC 564 Amman 22:05
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:10
JZR 125 Bahrain 22:15
AIC 975 Chennai/Goa 22:25
MSC 501 Alexandria 22:30
BBC 043 Dhaka 22:40
JZR 185 Dubai 22:55
MSC 403 Asyut 23:10
RBG 555 Alexandria 23:15
JAI 574 Mumbai 23:20
MSR 614 Cairo 23:30
FDB 071 Dubai 23:35
KLM 411 Amsterdam/Dammam 23:40

Departure Flights on Wednesday 27/7/2016
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 988 Hyderabad/Chennai 00:05
MSC 404 Asyut 00:10
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:25
JAD 302 Amman 00:25
FDB 072 Dubai 00:30
JZR 502 Luxor 01:15
FDK 804 Damascus 01:35
KKK 719 ADB 01:35
THY 773 Istanbul 01:40
DLH 635 Frankfurt 02:00
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 02:45
THY 765 Istanbul 02:45
PGT 859 Istanbul 02:55
KKK 751 TZX 02:55
MSC 406 Sohag 03:30
UAE 854 Dubai 03:45
THY 769 Istanbul 03:45
RJA 645 Amman 03:55
KAC 417 Manila 03:55
OMA 644 Muscat 04:05
FDB 068 Dubai 04:05
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:10
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
KKK 6505 Istanbul 04:20
PGT 861 Istanbul 04:30
QTR 1077 Doha 04:35
CEB 019 Manila 04:50
JZR 560 Sohag 05:00
THY 1465 Istanbul 06:00
FEG 954 Asyut 06:00
RJA 643 Amman 06:25
QTR 1087 Doha 06:30
THY 771 Istanbul 06:45
GFA 212 Bahrain 06:50
JZR 240 Amman 06:55
FDB 070 Dubai 07:05
JZR 164 Dubai 07:15
JZR 256 Beirut 07:30
FDB 5062 Dubai 07:55
BAW 156 London 08:25
FDB 054 Dubai 08:30
KAC 511 Mashhad 08:40
KAC 539 Sharm el-Sheikh 08:50
KAC 791 Madinah 08:55
KAC 117 New York 09:00
JZR 534 Cairo 09:30
KAC 671 Dubai 09:30
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:30
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 09:50
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:05
IRC 6522 Lamerd 10:05
IRA 664 Shiraz 10:25
QTR 1071 Doha 10:35
FDB 056 Dubai 10:40
IRM 1189 Mashhad 10:55
KAC 501 Beirut 11:00
KAC 153 Istanbul 11:00
CCE 346 Sohag 11:10
KAC 175 Frankfurt/Geneva 11:15
KAC 561 Amman 11:20
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35
JZR 356 Mashhad 11:40
AXB 890 Mangalore 11:55
MEA 405 Beirut 12:00
KAC 541 Cairo 12:05
UAE 874 Dubai 12:10
KAC 103 London 12:10
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:15
IAW 158 Al Najaf 12:55
KAC 785 Jeddah 13:00
FDB 076 Dubai 13:10
JZR 176 Dubai 13:10
JZR 786 Riyadh 13:20
SAW 702 Damascus 13:35
FEG 932 Alexandria 13:55
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
ETD 9819 BRU 14:10
THY 767 Istanbul 14:10

UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
IRC 6512 ABD 14:25
CLX 792 Hanoi 14:30
KNE 382 Taif 14:55
MSR 576 Sharm el-Sheikh 15:00
KAC 773 Riyadh 15:00
KKK 713 ADB 15:00
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:05
FDB 058 Dubai 15:05
KAC 673 Dubai 15:05
QTR 1079 Doha 15:15
KAC 617 Doha 15:15
KAC 741 Dammam 15:30
SVA 503 Madinah/Jeddah 15:45
JZR 188 Dubai 15:50
KNE 530 Jeddah 15:55
KAC 613 Bahrain 16:00
KNE 684 Madinah 16:00
OMA 646 Muscat 16:10
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
KAC 563 Amman 16:30
RJD 136 Abu Dhabi 16:30
NIA 252 Alexandria 16:50
RJA 641 Amman 16:55
TBM 6314 Mashhad 17:00
FDB 052 Dubai 17:00
JZR 266 Beirut 17:10
QTR 1073 Doha 17:25
MSC 508 HRG 17:30
UAE 858 Dubai 17:40
IRC 527 Mashhad 17:50
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
JZR 184 Dubai 18:20
SAW 706 Damascus 18:20
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 538 Cairo 18:30
JZR 238 Amman 18:45
KAC 1801 Cairo 18:55
QTR 1081 Doha 19:05
JZR 124 Bahrain 19:20
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
SYR 342 Damascus 19:45
GFA 218 Bahrain 19:50
FDB 064 Dubai 19:50
KAC 361 Colombo 19:55
ABY 124 Sharjah 19:55
KAC 283 Dhaka 20:30
MSR 619 Alexandria 20:30
FDB 060 Dubai 20:30
UAE 876 Dubai 20:35
JAI 571 Mumbai 20:35
KAC 331 Trivandrum 20:45
DLH 634 Doha 20:50
KAC 343 Chennai 20:55
KAC 351 Kochi 21:00
KAC 543 Cairo 21:00
KNE 232 Riyadh 21:10
JZR 554 Alexandria 21:15
MEA 403 Beirut 21:15
OMA 648 Muscat 21:15
QTR 1089 Doha 21:45
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
FDB 5054 Dubai 21:55
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 21:55
JAD 300 Amman 22:00
ALK 230 Colombo 22:20
KAC 381 Delhi 22:25
UAE 860 Dubai 22:25
THY 1413 TZX 22:25
KAC 301 Mumbai 22:30
KAC 345 Ahmedabad 22:55
KAC 205 Islamabad 23:00
GFA 220 Bahrain 23:00
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:05
JZR 528 Asyut 23:15
QTR 1083 Doha 23:20
MSC 502 Alexandria 23:30
KAC 203 Lahore 23:40
RBG 556 Alexandria 23:55
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PRAYER TIMINGS

Fajr: 03:35

Shorook 05:05

Duhr: 11:54

Asr: 15:30

Maghrib: 18:44

Isha: 20:11

`

KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY (21/07/2016 TO 27/07/2016)

SHARQIA-1
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              11:30 AM
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: OUT OF THE SHADOWS                              1:45 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND                                                                                                                       4:00 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          6:45 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          9:30 PM
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE                                                                                                             12:15 AM

SHARQIA-2
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                                                  12:30 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              2:45 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                                                  5:00 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND   -3D                                                                                                            7:15 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              9:45 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND                                                                                                                       12:05 AM

SHARQIA-3
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          12:30 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 3:15 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 5:30 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                                                     7:45 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                                                     10:00 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          12:15 AM

MUHALAB-1
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                                                                  12:30 PM
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: OUT OF THE SHADOWS                              3:45 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              6:00 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                                                     8:15 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                                                     10:30 PM
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE                                                                                                             12:45 AM

MUHALAB-2
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          11:45 AM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 2:30 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 4:45 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          7:00 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          9:45 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          12:30 AM

MUHALAB-3
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              12:00 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                                                  2:15 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              4:30 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND   -3D                                                                                                            6:45 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                                                  9:30 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND                                                                                                                       11:45 PM

FANAR-1
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: OUT OF THE SHADOWS                              12:30 PM
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: OUT OF THE SHADOWS                              3:00 PM
GHOSTBUSTERS                                                                                                                               5:15 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                                                     7:30 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                                                     9:45 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME 2                                                                                                                       12:05 AM

FANAR-2
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                                                  12:45 PM

ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                                                  3:15 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND   -3D                                                                                                            5:30 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                                                  8:00 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND   -3D                                                                                                            10:15 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND                                                                                                                       12:45 AM

FANAR-3
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                                                                  12:45 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 1:45 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 4:00 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 6:15 PM
KABALI - Tamil                                                                                                                                    8:30 PM
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                                                                  8:30 PM
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                                                                  11:45 PM

MARINA-1
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              1:00 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 3:15 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 5:30 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND                                                                                                                       7:45 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND                                                                                                                       10:15 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND                                                                                                                       12:45 AM

MARINA-2
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 11:45 AM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          2:00 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          4:45 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                                                     7:30 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          9:45 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          12:30 AM

MARINA-3
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              12:00 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              2:15 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              4:30 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              7:00 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME 2                                                                                                                       9:15 PM
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE                                                                                                             12:05 AM

AVENUES-1
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                                                                  11:45 AM
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                                                                  3:00 PM
KABALI - Tamil                                                                                                                                    6:15 PM
KABALI - Tamil                                                                                                                                    9:15 PM
DHAY FE ABU DHABI - Arabic                                                                                                   12:15 AM
DHAY FE ABU DHABI - Arabic                                                                                                   6:15 PM
DHAY FE ABU DHABI - Arabic                                                                                                   8:45 PM
DHAY FE ABU DHABI - Arabic                                                                                                   11:15 PM

AVENUES-2
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -4DX                                                               12:30 PM
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: OUT OF THE SHADOWS  -4DX                 3:00 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -4DX                                                               5:30 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -4DX                                                               8:00 PM
GHOSTBUSTERS -4DX                                                                                                                   10:30 PM
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: OUT OF THE SHADOWS  -4DX                 1:00 AM

AVENUES-3
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 1:30 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME 2                                                                                                                       4:00 PM
KABALI - Tamil                                                                                                                                    4:00 PM
KABALI - Tamil                                                                                                                                    7:00 PM
KABALI - Tamil                                                                                                                                    10:00 PM
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                                                                  10:00 PM
SUN+MON+TUE+WED
MARAUDERS                                                                                                                                      1:15 AM

360º- 1
STAR TREK BEYOND   -3D                                                                                                            1:00 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND   -3D                                                                                                            3:30 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND                                                                                                                       6:00 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND   -3D                                                                                                            8:30 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND                                                                                                                       11:00 PM

360º- 2
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              11:30 AM
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                                                                  1:45 PM
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                                                                  5:00 PM
SULTAN- HINDI                                                                                                                                  8:15 PM
INDEPENDENCE DAY: RESURGENCE                                                                                    11:30 PM

360º- 3
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 12:45 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 5:15 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 7:30 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME 2                                                                                                                       9:45 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME 2                                                                                                                       12:30 AM

AL-KOUT.1
DHAY FE ABU DHABI - Arabic                                                                                                   11:30 AM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          2:00 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          4:45 PM
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE                                                                                                             7:30 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          9:45 PM
THE CONJURING 2                                                                                                                          12:30 AM

AL-KOUT.2
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 1:00 PM
FINDING DORY                                                                                                                                 3:30 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                                                     5:45 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                                                     8:00 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                                                                     10:15 PM
STAR TREK BEYOND                                                                                                                       12:45 AM

AL-KOUT.3
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                                                  12:45 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              3:15 PM
FINDING DORY  -3D                                                                                                                       5:30 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS   -3D                                                                  7:45 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              10:00 PM
ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS                                                                              12:15 AM

ACCOMMODATION

FOR SALE

1 room in a fully furnished
CAC 3 bedroom flat is avail-
able for single individual
with kitchen and drawing
room facility in Ishbiliya
Block 1. Indian/Pakistani
Muslim is preferred.
Contact: Afzal Shafi
99714430 (C 5193)
23-7-2016

Kuwait

Chrysler 200 (2.4l), 29,500
km, sky blue, model 2013,
excellent condition, diplo-
mat’s used car, KD 2,500.
Contact: 99407427. 
(C 5194)
26-7-2016
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Your intuitive direction now is toward getting down to the basics and
starting over from the beginning-healing comes from destroying the roots of a distur-
bance. You may still look back at your past experiences in order to have some guidance
for future experiences. Your manner is so attractive to others that you would make an
excellent counselor or teacher. You find it easy to solve the problems that present
themselves at this time and others benefit from this ability of yours. You may be enter-
ing a cycle of nostalgia, emphasizing a need for security and a sense of roots. Family,
home, relatives and real estate play a bigger part in your life. You want to belong on a
private, intimate, personal level . . . To be needed and to feel it is okay to have needs.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Your job is secure and you have an opportunity to help others in a job
search program. It could be that someone in your company is looking to find a job in a
new city. You have plenty of good suggestions and may find that others want some of
your advice as well. There is a more dynamic and outgoing quality to your way of life.
Besting others in the heat of competition and taking on a leadership role mean more to
you now than in the past. Now is a good time to learn when to back away from a touchy
situation, however. While you are still having fun in your adventures that are away from
work you could find that someone is a bit too touchy. You may decide it would be pleas-
ant to enjoy a movie or a new book tonight . . . All forms of escape are calling you.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You seem to shine when it comes to practical matters or those involving
work and career. You have an easy way with superiors or those in authority

and can always manage to get the most out of any skill or ability you have. You like work
and career. This day should go along fairly well. You can demonstrate great understand-
ing and sensitivity about the needs of others and may find one or two people drift your
way in hopes of finding insight to their own problems. You are understanding and are in
a good position to communicate ideas and suggestions to others. Close relationships,
whether they are from a working situation or from your personal life, tend to make you

feel optimistic. There is an opportunity to share your support today.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You listen and express your thoughts well and there is a healthy amount of
interaction between co-workers. Learning what makes people tick is a pas-

time you seem to enjoy, not necessarily to pry, but for lessons and a feeling of universali-
ty. The people you come to know enjoy your company and the mental zaps you offer. It
doesn’t take too long before you are hard at work however, as you take great pride in
what you can accomplish. Time and space afford you the time to progress. A couple of
projects you have been trying to close become completed today. This may mean that
funding is accepted or someone adopts an animal or a company customer decides to
double his or her order. Tonight you show your appreciation to your housematess.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Perhaps this is a day for employee review. Whatever the case, it seems a
good day for checking your work and taking on an attentiveness as to the next step up
the professional ladder. You can come across to others in a very strong and confident
way. You have a take-charge sort of manner. You are a great doer and others accept your
commanding nature. You are also a good team player. Today, you may have the feeling
that the past has been a classroom that will ready you for the successful years ahead.
You can achieve and soar beyond all you had considered for your life. A new love is likely
to be introduced to you soon. A new method of healing is of interest to you and you may
attract a friend’s interest and decide to attend a seminar together.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

This is a powerful time of change in the workplace. This may mean a sur-
prise announcement of a new administrator, supervisor, etc. You may gain some good
insight into your own career and the direction you want to take. You could change jobs
or suddenly find a way to transform and improve your current job. A certain amount of
mental tension can be expected, so bear with it-the end is positive. Making a good
impression and putting your best foot forward take on a greater importance as a new
cycle gets underway. This afternoon may be the time to purchase more suitable work
attire and you go shopping. Appearances and style may count much more now than
substance. You may enjoy exercising by bicycling this evening.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Big ideas and grand visions play a leading role in your life. You may decide
that the only way to do certain things is to do them with a flair. You attract

people that want to learn from you and they can sometimes have an interesting story to
tell. Keep an open mind and learn all you can, but do not take everything for gospel.
Education, listening and communicating are the keys to dealing with these situations-
learn, share and discuss! Relax by stretching several times during the day. Your outgoing
nature, coupled with extremely skillful ways of management, makes problems pass
quickly. You may focus your attention on changing your choice of food and helping oth-
ers to do the same. Enjoy walking with a friend after the evening meal.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

The progress you have made with regard to your ability to get along with
negative people has been most obvious, yet sincere! You help to teach

others to look at the real culprit, which is fear. You are a born doer, with an extraordinary
drive to accomplish and achieve in life. Your ambitions are followed with the will to get
things done. You try hard and you always push on toward whatever goals you have in
mind. Being more in touch with your emotional roots is a keynote of a new cycle that
takes hold in your life. You have a strong focus on family life-parents, children, relatives
and the whole domestic scene. You are likely to want to build a better foundation by
looking for good investments; real estate becomes more important now.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

When it comes to professional development, you may find that you and
your co-workers are doing much better than last year. There may be awards or rewards
for your efforts. Now is a good time to find ways to take more time away from the work-
place, particularly in order to celebrate the art of living wisely. As the saying goes, “all
work and no play, makes jack a dull boy.” your many responsibilities and obligations may
keep you away from those that would offer you much-needed support, but today you
will enjoy the praise. One part of your life is ending now and new areas are opening up
for you. Travel, good health, more money, new people and many other things will help

you to open up and be more of that free spirit you like to be.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Your day consists of helping others. You will discover new ways to com-
municate that will make conversations and interactions go well. This may

mean some sort of hearing difficulty that gets better or a sign language technique that is
created. Perhaps you and a friend are in a library. An informative dialogue with an older
person is constructive. There may be a new way to help the older person communicate
after a stroke or after some other physical difficulty. Later today you may decide to shop a
bit for yourself. You are motivated to improve your physical appearance. A spa, exercise
group, diet choices, hair color or new clothes may be in your plans this coming weekend.
A sibling or friend may enjoy joining you for part of the adventure.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1324

ACROSS
1. Thickening of tissue in the motor tracts of
the lateral columns and anterior horns of
the spinal cord.
4. A member of a North American people
formerly living in the Colorado river valley in
Arizona.
11. (computer science) A kind of computer
architecture that has a large number of
instructions hard coded into the cpu chip.
15. A very small circular shape.
16. Lasting through all time.
17. South American armadillo with three
bands of bony plates.
18. (informal) Of the highest quality.
19. Any of various rich and elaborate cakes.
21. A Russian prison camp for political pris-
oners.
23. Bone linking the scapula and sternum.
25. (computer science) A system of world-
wide electronic communication in which a
computer user can compose a message at
one terminal that is generated at the recipi-
ent's terminal when he logs in.
26. A person who makes deceitful pretens-
es.
28. A unit of weight used in east Asia
approximately equal to 1.3 ounces.
29. A brittle gray crystalline element that is a
semiconducting metalloid (resembling sili-
con) used in transistors.
30. The face veil worn by Muslim women.
32. Showing characteristics of age, especial-
ly having gray or white hair.
37. An official prosecutor for a judicial dis-
trict.
40. Surpassing what is common or usual or
expected.
44. An Indian side dish of yogurt and
chopped cucumbers and spices.
45. A thin tapered rod used by a conductor
to direct an orchestra.
49. A Turkish unit of weight equal to about
2.75 pounds.
50. A nonstandard form of American English
spoken by some American Black people.
51. A white soft metallic element that tar-
nishes readily.
52. Fairly small terrestrial ferns of tropical
America.
55. (Islam) The man who leads prayers in a
mosque.
56. (in Gnosticism) A divine power or nature
emanating from the Supreme Being and
playing various roles in the operation of the
universe.
58. A room equipped with toilet facilities.
59. Someone who is morally reprehensible.
61. Straggling shrub with narrow leaves and
conspicuous red flowers in dense globular
racemes.
68. (botany) Of or relating to the axil.
69. Small genus of mediterranean shrubs.
72. A native American tent.
73. A shop selling delicatessen (as salads or
cooked meats).
74. A member of a widespread group of
Amerindians living in northeastern South
America.
75. A branch of the Tai languages.
76. A detailed description of design criteria
for a piece of work.
77. South American plant cultivated for its
large fragrant trumpet-shaped flowers.
78. Type genus of the Alcidae comprising
solely the razorbill.

DOWN
1. A condensed but memorable saying
embodying some important fact of experi-
ence that is taken as true by many people.

2. Someone (physician or clergyman) who
substitutes temporarily for another member
of the same profession.
3. An ancient upright stone slab bearing
markings.
4. Causing to move repeatedly from side to
side.
5. Title for a civil or military leader (especially
in Turkey).
6. A pause during which things are calm or
activities are diminished.
7. Fermented alcoholic beverage similar to
but heavier than beer.
8. The grasses.
9. A toroidal shape.
10. A class of proteins produced in lymph
tissue in vertebrates and that function as
antibodies in the immune response.
11. A member of the Taracahitian people of
central Mexico.
12. A medicinal drug used to evoke vomit-
ing (especially in cases of drug overdose or
poisoning).
13. Dark somewhat brownish black n 1.
14. A wicker basket used by anglers to hold
fish.
20. Broadcasting visual images of stationary
or moving objects.
22. A long plume (especially one of egret
feathers) worn on a hat or a piece of jewelry
in the shape of a plume.
24. A condition (mostly in boys) character-
ized by behavioral and learning disorders.
27. Of or relating to syllables.
31. (informal) Roused to anger.
33. Port city on southern Honshu on Osaka
Bay.
34. Relating to or having the characteristics
of bees.
35. The branch of computer science that
deal with writing computer programs that
can solve problems creatively.
36. A very young child (birth to 1 year) who
has not yet begun to walk or talk.
38. An expression of greeting.
39. Wood of a pecan tree.
41. A warning against certain acts.
42. A gland in which gametes (sex cells) are
produced.
43. A soft silvery metallic element of the
alkali earth group.
46. Weapon consisting of a fighting ax.
47. Game in which matchsticks are arranged
in rows and players alternately remove one
or more of them.
48. The wife or widow of a czar.
53. King of the Visigoths who captured
Rome in 410 (370-410).
54. Evergreen Indian shrub with vivid yellow
flowers whose bark is used in tanning.
57. The act of detecting something.
60. A heavy brittle metallic element of the
platinum group.
62. A city in northwestern Syria.
63. A rapid series of short loud sounds (as
might be heard with a stethoscope in some
types of respiratory disorders).
64. Queen of the Olympian gods in ancient
Greek mythology.
65. The basic unit of money in Bangladesh.
66. An organization of countries formed in
1961 to agree on a common policy for the
sale of petroleum.
67. African tree with edible yellow fruit
resembling mangos.
70. Of or relating to or characteristic of
Thailand of its people.
71. An enzyme that catalyzes the oxidation
of many body compounds (e.g., epineph-
rine and norepinephrine and serotonin).

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution

34s t a r s

Daily SuDoku

Wordsearch Puzzle

You will want to wait until after the middle of next month to make any
firm job moves or investments. You could regret any big changes that are not clearly
considered first. Knowing that business offers are few and far between, it would still be
good to take reasonable time in thinking through your answer-particularly if someone is
pushing you to give an answer quickly. Both your personal growth and your career may
depend on how you can handle some very sensitive material. You will often benefit from
analytical insights. Take a little time out this afternoon from all this thinking and cele-
brate what this day is really all about . . . You! Co-workers may want to take you out to
lunch or dinner. Surprises happen. 

You feel a love of order and law-an appreciation for responsibilities and
duty. Problems are valued for the lessons they represent. This is a good day

to solve problems and make important decisions. You will find a way around most any
obstacle and are in control and able to guide yourself with ease. You are not one to show
concern over property and possessions; however, today you may be talking to co-work-
ers and decide that they may have some good ideas with regard to safeguarding family
possessions. Your life is marked by a greater involvement with friends and groups who
share some of your ideals. Talking together may bring about some future plans. A loved
one is an imaginative one this evening.

Yesterday’s Solution
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SUDOKU

Solution

Knock knock
Who’s there?
Tank!
Tank who?
You’re welcome!

Knock knock
Who’s there?
Luke!
Luke who?
Luke through the keyhole and you can see!

Knock knock
Who’s there?
Frank!
Frank who?
Frank you for being my friend!

1. Which Hollywood comedian voiced the Genie in Aladdin
(1992)?

2. The villain, Prince John, appears in which 1973 Disney film?
3. What is the name of Disney’s 1940 musical masterpiece which

combines classical music and animation?
4. In the film Finding Nemo, which city and country has Nemo

been taken to?
5. Which 1973 animated Disney film has its main character

played by a fox?
6. What is the name of Mickey Mouse’s Disney partner?
7. In which Disney film will you find the villain, Ursula?
8. Which Disney character sings the song ‘Mother Knows Best’?
9. What English City do Peter Pan and Wendy fly over?
10. In which Disney film does Angela Lansbury play a witch?

DISNEY THE QUIZ

Banana, oat and
chocolate bars

Ingredients
• 230g rolled oats
• 50g dried cranberries
• 1 tablespoon linseeds
• 1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon
• 60g coconut oil
• 100g rice malt syrup
• 2 ripe bananas, mashed
• 1 egg
• 45g Well Naturally No Added Sugar Dark

Chocolate bar, melted 
• 80g natural seed mix with pine nuts 

Method
1. Preheat the oven to 180 ºC/160 ºC fan

forced. Line a 16 x 26cm slice pan with
baking paper, allowing the sides to over-
hang. Combine the oats, seed mix, cran-
berries, linseeds and cinnamon in a large
bowl and make a well in the centre.

2. Combine the coconut oil and rice malt
syrup in a microwave-safe jug. Microwave
on Medium for 1 minute or until melted
?and smooth. Cool for 2 minutes.

3. Add coconut oil mixture, banana and egg
to the well. Stir until just combined.
Spread over prepared pan. Bake for 35
minutes or until firm to touch. Cool in pan
for 10 minutes. Transfer to a wire rack to
cool completely.

4. Cut into 16 triangles. Drizzle with the
melted chocolate and set aside to set.
Store in an airtight container in the fridge
for up to 5 days.

RECIPES FOR KIDS

How to make 
a bath puppet

What you need
• an old towel
• 1 x printable bath puppet template
• pencil
• scissors
• sewing machine
• needle and thread
• 3 x buttons

Activity
1. Print out the template and use it as a guide to cre-

ate your pieces.
2. You will need 2 x main pieces and 4 x circles for the

ears (2 per ear)
3. First create the ears.  Take two pieces, place them

together (with right sides facing inwards) and sew
around the edge. Leave a 2cm gap at the end so
you can turn it right side out once its sewn.

4. Do this step with the other two circle pieces.
5. Turn the ears right side out.
6. Now take one piece of the two main body pieces

and create a face for your bath puppet.  Sew on
two buttons for eyes and one button for a nose.

7. Use the needle and black thread to running stitch
a mouth onto your puppet’s face.

8. Now you are going to sew it all together.
9. Place the face side up on the table. Now put the

ears facing inwards and overlapped onto the top
of the face (see video).

10. Place the second main body piece over the top.
Pin it all in place around the edges.

11. Sew around the curved perimeter of the puppet,
leave the bottom edge open (for a hand)

12. Turn your puppet right side out, the ears should be
sewn into place and your puppet is ready for bath
time!

Did youknow?
• Apples are the fruit of apple trees and are one of the

most widely grown tree fruit.
• Millions of tons of apples are grown every year.
• There are thousands of different varieties of apples

including Fuji, Gala, Red Delicious, Golden Delicious,
Pink Lady and Granny Smith.

• Granny Smith apples originated in Australia in 1868
accidentally after a chance seedling by a woman named
Maria Ann Smith.

• While most apples are eaten fresh, they have other uses
including juice making and cooking.

• The apple tree originated in Central Asia.
• China is the leading producer of apples.
• Apples were taken to North America by European set-

tlers.
• Apple trees can be vulnerable to a number of different

diseases and pests. Chemical sprays are often used to
limit the damage but organic methods are also popular.

• Honey bees are commonly used to pollinate apple trees.
• Apple trees typically blossom in spring with fruit matur-

ing in autumn.
• Apple seeds contain a cyanide compound. Our body

can handle small doses of this naturally occurring poi-
son so you’d have to eat a huge number of seeds for it
to have an effect, and even then the seeds are covered
in a protective coating which keeps the cyanide com-
pound safe inside.

• An average apple contains around 130 calories.
• It is believed that the saying “An apple a day keeps the

doctor away” originated in Wales in the 19th century.
Sadly eating apples doesn’t guarantee good health but
they do have nutritional value and potential health ben-
efits.

• The apple genome was decoded in 2010.

ACTIVITY

Color me!

ANSWERS

1. Robin Williams

2. Robin Hood

3. Fantasia

4. Sydney, Australia

5. Robin Hood

6. Minnie Mouse

7. Little Mermaid

8. Mother Gothel, Tangled

9. London

10. Bedknobs and Broomsticks
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Stella McCartney wants her new fragrance to represent
young women. The fashion designer recently
launched her Pop perfume, which is aimed at millen-

nials, and was aware she needed to make the scent as
modern as possible. She said; “I really wanted to represent
young women in beauty in a more modern, contemporary
way - to give them something they can identify with and
have ownership of. It’s a time of great change for these
customers - when you’re a girl becoming a woman, work-
ing out what you want to do for the first time.” Stella has
chosen Madonna’s daughter Lourdes Leon, actress and
campaigner Amandla Stenberg, animal activist Kenya
Kinski Jones and musician Grimes to front the campaign as
she believes they represent her target audience. She told
vogue.co.uk: “I can’t relate to those beauty stories that just
aren’t real. When girls are so airbrushed, or fuzzy, or in that
whole dream-like state. For me the girls in the Pop cam-
paign are living life, they’re who you want to be. When it
came to casting I didn’t want conventional models, I want-
ed women who represented what we were talking about - I
mean, it’s their fragrance. And shooting the campaign was
amazing.  I have done so many shoots in my time and so
many are a struggle, but this happened really naturally and
it was a wonderful thing to see unfold. It gave me a lot of
confidence that what we’d been creating in the studio - the
fragrance, the bottle, the packaging - was all connected.”
The mother-of-four also says the girls are great role models
for her own daughters - Bailey, 10, Reiley, six. She added:
“For me it’s about being bold. That’s why we called it Pop.
It’s pink, but it’s a powerful pink. It’s the kind of fragrance
I’d love my daughters to wear when they grow up - I want
my daughters to look up to those girls.”

McCartney‘s
new fragrance to 

represent young women

Rihanna was hands on
with sunglasses design

Rihanna says she “drew and drew” until she was happy with her new range of sun-
glasses.  The 28-year-old singer has teamed up with Dior to create her own line of
eyewear and says the process of designing them was quite smooth. She told

Vogue: “I spent a day at Dior with their eyewear design team.  Started by looking
through all the archives to see what they’ve done in the past, then got acquainted with
all the new materials! I literally sat there drew, and drew until I was happy with the
design, and the team illustrated it for me right then and there. We picked materials and
colours that same day, and after that, it was a matter of weeks before I saw the first pro-
totype.” Each pair has ‘Rihanna’ engraved on the side and comes with a case with her
name embedded on it as well. The futuristic collection was inspired by La Forge from
‘Star Trek’ and she said: “I’ve always been obsessed with his eyewear, and when I got to
Dior and saw all the materials I could play with, it all just came together.” And she
admits the shoot for the campaign with photographer Jean-Baptiste Mondino was
“done under unique circumstances.” She revealed: “Came straight from a show, spent a
lot of time getting my weave taken out, but once we got to set no time was wasted. He
knows exactly what he wants, and does not hold back his personality, which was
delightful.”

Flavio Briatore
find it ‘hard’ 
to miss Leni

Flavio Briatore finds it “hard” to miss his daugh-
ter Leni because he “never sees” her.  The 66-
year-old businessman’s ex Heidi Klum gave

birth to the youngster, who is now 12, shortly after
they had split up in 2004 and she was raised by the
supermodel and her ex-husband Seal, who the for-
mer Renault F1 team manager says he has an “amaz-
ing” relationship with.  Flavio - who has six-year-old
son Nathan with wife Elisabetta Gregoraci - said:
“Leni is my natural daughter, but the three of us
happily agreed that it made more sense if Seal
adopted her, because a child needs to grow up in a
family. Heidi, Seal and I have built an amazing rela-
tionship. “It’s hard to miss a baby that you never see.
But I know that Leni is not an abandoned child. Leni
is part of Seal’s family and Nathan is part of mine.”
Leni - who was born Helene Klum - used to speak to
her father on the phone for two hours a day but he
insists it “wasn’t enough” and Heidi and Seal raised
her.  Speaking to Italian newspaper Il Corriere della
Sera, he added: “Leni was born when Heidi and I had
already spilt. Heidi was living in Los Angeles and I
was in London, the distance between us was
unbridgeable.  “We used to speak on the phone two
hours a day, but it wasn’t enough. She needed to
stay with her mum. Then, Heidi started to date Seal
and he raised her.” Flavio started dating Heidi, 43, in
March 2003 and she announced she was pregnant
in December that year but the pair sadly split soon
afterwards.  Heidi gave birth to Leni in May 2004 in
New York and he allowed Seal to adopt her and
change her name to Helene Samuel. The blonde
beauty - who also raises kids Henry, 11, Johan, 10,
and Lou, seven - filed for divorce from Seal in April
2012 and it was finalized in October 2015, 10 years
after they tied the knot.

LeAnn Rimes is on good terms with Brandi Glanville “at
the moment”.  The 33-year-old singer infamously had
an affair with actor Eddie Cibrian in 2009 when he was

married to Brandi, and the blonde star admits it has been a
“rough road” in the subsequent seven years which she
wouldn’t “wish on anyone”.  When asked if she and the for-
mer model are on amicable terms, she replied: “Um, yeah, at
the moment! Ha ha. It’s been a rough road. “I do not recom-
mend it or wish it on anyone. My confidence got knocked
down a lot and I had to find my way back.” LeAnn - who is
stepmother to Eddie’s sons Mason, 13, and Jake, nine, who
he had with Brandi - admits she never had “freedom” to act
like a child because she was financially supporting her fami-
ly aged 11 and even buying her own clothes at seven years
old.  She said: “[I was] in the spotlight with all eyes on me
since I was a child. I never had the freedom to be a kid. By 11
I was everyone’s job. “It was so quick. You go from nought to
sixty, having a demo and then being a household name,
within days.  “I never just had normal-kid experiences. I was
out working and had all these responsibilities: 60, 70 people
on the road with me by the time I was 14. I was always sur-
rounded by adults. It was odd.” The star - who married Eddie
in 2011 - sued her manager father Wilbur and another
manger in 2000, accusing them of taking $7 million from
her.  The lawsuit was settled out of court but the ‘How Do I
Live’ hitmaker admits she felt “let down” by her dad.  She
added to The Times newspaper: “I wanted my dad to be my
dad, you know? I really don’t think it’s possible to have a
healthy relationship where parents are managing you and
they’re also supposed to be your parents.  “As a family we
were all let down by each other in some way. I know that
going through a lawsuit with his daughter was pretty trau-
matizing for him too.”

LeAnn Rimes
on good terms
with Brandi

Olly Murs played his new heartbreak
album to his ex-girlfriend.  The
‘Troublemaker’ hitmaker broke up

with Francesca Thomas in September and
went on to pen some songs on his upcom-
ing album about the split, but he made
sure he played the record to the blonde
beauty because he didn’t want her to sim-
ply hear it on the radio one day.  He said: “I
did play it to my girlfriend ... out of respect
and being a gentleman.  “I didn’t want her
to be out somewhere listening to the radio
or hear it on TV. “I wanted to speak to her
about it and say, ‘These are the songs.’ I just
played it to her in my car. “We’re stil l
friends, we get on great. She loved the
songs and she wished me all the best.” The
32-year-old singer - who dated Francesca
for three years - admits the split took its toll
on him when it came to writing new tracks
for his album as he no longer felt like pen-
ning “happy, feel good” music. He said: “We
broke up in September last year just before

the madness kicked off with ‘X Factor’. “This
year in January I went back into the studio
to start writing the album. “It was a bit dif-
ferent for me on this album because nor-
mally I do these happy, feel good tracks but
this time when I walked into the studio it
was a little bit different. I wasn’t feeling that
energy of writing something that’s ‘let’s all
dance and have a good time’. “I just started
writing and it was quite nice, a little bit of
therapy. It’s for me like a moving on record.”
While Olly pours his heart out on the
upcoming record, he insists it is not com-
pletely “sad”.  Speaking on ‘Loose Women’,
he added: “It’s not a really sad album. It has
some sad songs on it but it’s from heart-
break until the moving on process.  “There
are a couple of ballads on there. We’ve got
a couple of collaborations which we are fix-
ing up at the minute.  “I’m super excited
about it. It’s just great to be doing music
again. I can’t wait for people to hear it.”

The celebrity couple, who are currently expecting their
first child, his social media - but the duo have report-
edly already reconciled their differences. A source

said: “Rob and her have been getting into little tiffs and
Blac Chyna flipped on Rob. “He was so p****ed at how she
spoke to him, so he deleted everything about her to hurt
her.” However, the duo are now said to be back on good
terms following their public spat. The insider told E! News:
“Rob has never cheated on her, but she is very paranoid
about that from past experiences.” The source added:
“[They’re] back in love and have spoken through their
fight.” Despite their public spat, Rob’s sister Kim Kardashian
West recently revealed she is helping the couple to pre-
pare for parenthood. Kim previously said: “They have
talked to me about names but I would never tell because
that’s really personal to them. If they want to share that,
they could. “But we’re just there to support them. We’re so
excited that we’re getting a new cousin.” The mother-of-
two said she is excited to share her parenting knowledge
with her little brother.  She explained: “I think they’re just
starting to get into it, but we share a ton of different baby
stuff.  “I think once it starts happening for them we’ll have
way more tips, once the baby’s here. I’m excited to see my
brother in this role as a dad. I think he’ll be an amazing
dad.” Chyna already has a son, three-year-old King Cairo
Stevenson, with her former boyfriend Tyga, who is current-
ly dating Kylie Jenner.

Rob Kardashian and Blac Chyna are ‘back in love’

Murs played his 
heartbreak album to ex

Diane Kruger

resented new
work movie

Diane Kruger reportedly “resented” leaving France to
be with Joshua Jackson in the US and it played a
major part in their break-up. The couple announced

last week they had split after 10 years of dating, and it has
now been claimed they went through a “silent separation”
and had been living apart for six months, with even the
‘Inglourious Basterds’ actress’ decision to move from Paris
to New York unable to save their failing relationship. A
source told the new issue Grazia magazine: “Diane is fierce-
ly independent and ended up resenting leaving Paris to be
with Joshua. She’s also disillusioned with Hollywood and
wasn’t interested in attending events as part of a power
couple, she needs her own space. The move was make or
break and i the end, it broke them. Joshua is heartbroken.”
Diane, 40, previously described moving to New York while
38-year-old Joshua was appearing in off-Broadway play
‘Smart People’ - as a “big step into adulthood”. Asked if she
would consider marrying again, the blonde beauty - who
was previously wed to director Guillaume Canet for five
years - said: “Welcome to my dilemma. I just moved to New
York. I need to unpack and buy some house stuff, like can-
dles and books. “[Moving here] was a major commitment.
That’s a big step into adulthood for me, to allow that time
for someone else out of my time.” Despite ending their
relationship, the former couple have vowed to stay friends.
Their representatives said in a statement: “Diane Kruger
and Josh Jackson have decided to separate and remain
friends.” And the source added: “They had their fair share of
issues but fully intend to stay friends.”
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Rihanna, Metallica
set for Global 

Citizen Festival

File photo shows Rihanna arrives onstage to perform ‘Love On The Brain’ at the Billboard
Music Awards in Las Vegas. — AP photos

File photo shows James Hetfield of Metallica performs at the Rock in Rio music festival in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

File photo shows Kendrick Lamar performs at Power 106’s ‘Cali Christmas’ 2015 in
Inglewood, Calif.

Participants at Comic-Con that went into a screening for
upcoming horror movie “The Woods,” last week were
surprised to come out from the movie having watched

the sequel to the 1999 found-footage horror film hit, “The Blair
Witch Project.” The subject and title of Lionsgate teaser film
“The Woods” was kept under wraps since it began production
but was unveiled at San Diego’s pop culture event as “Blair
Witch,” the third installment of the franchise, in theaters on
Sept. 16. “Blair Witch, it’s all about the mystery,” director Adam
Wingard told Reuters. “I think the way we’re advertising it is in
spirit of that.”

The surprise reveal follows in the footsteps of JJ Abrams’
Bad Robot company, which unveiled “10 Cloverfield Lane,”
sequel to 2008’s “Cloverfield,” in January, just two months
before its release in theaters. The “Blair Witch Project” was a
box office hit in 1999 and ushered in a new era of found-
footage horror. The movie featured footage from video tapes
found from three documentary filmmakers who went missing
in a remote forest as they tried to uncover the local legend of
the Blair Witch.

The new “Blair Witch” film follows the brother of one of the
missing filmmakers as he takes his friends out to the same for-
est to search for his sister. Events quickly go downhill when
the group loses track of time and their location and get lost in
the woods. “Blair Witch” skips over the events of the 2000
sequel “Book of Shadows: Blair Witch 2” that was derided by
fans. “We’ve changed the mythology in a lot of ways just to
kind of introduce new features and new ideas,” writer Simon
Barrett said. The original “Blair Witch Project” filmmakers -
writer-directors Eduardo Sanchez, Daniel Myrick and producer
Gregg Hale - also disregarded the failed sequel and said they
are on board with the latest film as executive producers.

“The thing that we liked about this project when Lionsgate
approached us, especially with Adam and Simon working on
it, is that they really stuck to the original mythology,” Myrick
told Reuters. “They came at it with a very authentic approach
to the film which we felt was with love for the first movie so it
was all done for the right reasons.” — Reuters

Rihanna, Metallica, Kendrick Lamar,
Major Lazer and Selena Gomez will
headline the 2016 Global Citizen

Festival this fall. The free concert will take
place Sept 24 on the Great Lawn in New
York’s Central Park. Special guest performers
include Chris Martin, Usher, Eddie Vedder, Cat
Stevens, Ellie Goulding and Yandel. The multi-
hour event, in its fifth year, will broadcast live
on MSNBC. Co-hosts include Chelsea Handler,
Neil Patrick Harris, Salma Hayek Pinault,
Priyanka Chopra, Seth Meyers, Hugh Jackman
and his actress-wife Deborra-lee.

Fans can earn free tickets by promoting
the importance of education on the festival’s
website. A limited number of VIP tickets will
go on sale Thursday. Last year’s festival fea-
tured Michelle Obama, Nobel Peace Prize
winner Malala Yousafzai (mah-LAH’-lah YOO’-
suhf-zeye) and Beyonce. — AP

In ‘Jason Bourne,’ a
digital dragnet tightens

Jason Bourne, as played by Matt Damon
across four movies, is forever disappearing
off the grid only to reluctantly resurface

years later and again menace the CIA. He’s the
spy who came in from the cold only to return to
the cold, come in again, and, yet again, head
back to the cold. In the chilly and bleak “Jason
Bourne,” the amnesia-ed assassin has been res-
urrected again, along with director Paul
Greengrass, with whom Damon returns to the
franchise after a nine year break. Bourne is still
brooding. Greengrass’ hand-held camera is still
frenetic. And the saga’s lethal precision is still
sharp.

The spy game, already far from a martini-sip-
ping affair in previous installments, is resolutely
grim in “Jason Bourne.” The superspy, now a
hulking mass of bullet-scarred muscle, is spend-
ing his days torturing himself in bare-knuckle
brawls, haunted by his past. In shattering set-
pieces and terse emotion-less dialogue, any
remaining sunlight has been drained away. The
amount of people brazenly killed by Vincent
Casell, the “asset” in Bourne’s pursuit, may well
outnumber the words spoken by Bourne in the
entire film.

Digital dragnet
Though first conceived in 1980 by Robert

Ludlum, Bourne is perhaps the ultimate post-
9/11 hero. Especially in the hands of Greengrass
(who also employed his gritty realism in the
Sept. 11 drama “Flight 93”), Bourne is a wrecking
ball of accountability for America’s clandestine
past. He’s part fantasy (his preternatural control
of out-of-control events is reassuring) and part
reality (American disillusionment made viscer-
al). In “Jason Bourne,” the digital dragnet is tight-
ening around Bourne. The film is self-conscious-
ly set in a post-Snowden world; the CIA is
hacked by Nicky Parsons (Julia Stiles, whose
smarts have given all of these films a kick), who’s
threatening to reveal the covert Treadstone
operation.

The film, penned by Greengrass and
Christopher Rouse (editor of previous “Bourne”
films, and also this one), introduces a tech mag-
nate (Riz Ahmed) whose celebrated social net-
working platform is secretly feeding informa-
tion to CIA director Robert Dewey (Tommy Lee
Jones, whose wonderful sad face at this point
has everything good and bad about America
written all over it). In a way, Bourne is himself a
leak. He’s a rogue weapon who can’t remember
his own encryption code. Here, the mystery he’s
trying to solve revolves around his father’s role
in his initial recruitment.

National identity
But aside from updating to today’s surveil-

lance state, “Jason Bourne” largely sticks to the
franchise’s familiar moves, and they often don’t
have the same kinetic finesse they used to. Here
again are scenes of digging through old CIA
documents, breathless stretches of crowded
escapes and public rendezvous where Bourne
fools lurking agents. The film is essentially sand-
wiched between two mammoth, extended set
pieces: First, a fiery riot in Athens where Bourne
comes out of hiding to meet Parsons; and later,
a showdown in Las Vegas that brings him back
to US soil. Both outstay their welcome (a vehicle
plowing through traffic in Vegas has unfortu-
nate shades of the tragedy in Nice) and the fran-
chise’s propulsion gives way to a pummeling
blunt force.

The exception is Alicia Vikander, who enters
the franchise as the CIA’s cyber ops head and
has her own motives of tossing aside the
agency’s old guard. Whenever she’s on screen,
her steely but agile presence brightens the film’s
dour gaze. Yet even when “Jason Bourne”
doesn’t click with the same rhythm as its prede-
cessors, it has a weight that outclasses nearly
every other big action movie around. National
identity is investigated and violence has reper-
cussions: both astonishing things in a summer
blockbuster.

But if Bourne re-emerges again, hopefully
Greengrass and company can at least give him
someone to talk to. “Jason Bourne,” a Universal
Pictures release, is rated PG-13 by the Motion
Picture Association of America for “intense
sequences of violence and action and brief
strong language.” Running time: 123 minutes.
Two and a half stars out of four. — AP

Review

In this image released by Universal Pictures,
Matt Damon appears in a scene from ‘Jason
Bourne.’ — AP

Secret ‘Blair Witch’ sequel
unveiled at Comic-Con

Rap tycoon Dr Dre
handcuffed outside home

Dr Dre, who made his name rapping about police
brutality before becoming one of the wealthiest
entrepreneurs in music, was handcuffed by sher-

iff’s deputies in a dispute near his home, officials said.
Sheriff’s deputies headed Monday to Dr Dre’s exclusive
house on the Pacific Coast Highway in Malibu after
receiving a complaint from a motorist who parked out-
side the home. The motorist had alleged that the 51-
year-old rap mogul, whose real name is Andre Young,
pulled a gun on him as he demanded that he leave. “Due
to the nature of the call, the person was searched, hand-
cuffed and briefly detained in a patrol car while deputies
investigated the incident,” the Los Angeles County sher-
iff’s department said in a statement.

But deputies did not find any gun on Dr Dre, an exec-
utive at Apple, who said he had been reaching for his
phone to record the incident. The motorist, however,
insisted that Dr. Dre threatened him and pursued a citi-
zen’s arrest, which is allowed under California law when a
private individual witnesses a crime. The sheriff’s depart-
ment said it gave Dr Dre a citation in connection with the
citizen’s arrest but did not take any further action. Dr Dre
is one of the wealthiest people in the music industry with
Apple in 2014 buying his Beats company, best known for
its high-end headphones, for $3 billion.

Born in the rough Los Angeles County city of
Compton, Dr Dre rose to stardom with gangsta rap pio-
neers N.W.A. where he was in charge of the sound.
N.W.A. shocked much of white America with its unyield-
ing criticism of law enforcement’s treatment of minori-
ties, notably on the 1988 song “Fuck tha Police.” The inci-
dent with Dr Dre comes amid a renewed spotlight on
police around the United States after a series of killings
by officers of African Americans. After N.W.A., Dr Dre
went on to become a successful solo artist and produc-
er, notably championing Eminem, but in the past
decade has focused on corporate life. Last year he
released “Compton,” which he said would be his final
album, to accompany a biopic on N.W.A., “Straight Outta
Compton.” — AFP

Ex-Civil Wars singer Joy Williams doesn’t
want to be that cliche of a musician-
turned-actor, but after getting her first

role in the Showtime series “Roadies,” she
admits she’s got the acting bug. “I am learn-
ing there is the cliche for a reason ‘cause there
is a lot of overlap,” she said in an interview last
week at her home in Nashville, Tennessee. “I
am still really committed to making music,
but if the right role came up again, I totally
caught the bug.” Williams probably couldn’t
have picked a better show to dip her toes in
the water. Created by Cameron Crowe,
“Roadies” pulls back the curtains on the mot-
ley crew of a major touring rock band, an
experience that Williams knows a bit about
after spending years on the road performing
in the Grammy-winning Civil Wars duo with
John Paul White.

“You become this strange patchwork quilt
family when you’re on the road,” Williams said.
Williams and Crowe met on Twitter, then
developed a friendship after she and her fam-
ily  moved to Venice Beach, California.
Alongside lead actors Luke Wilson and Carla
Gugino, “Roadies” - which airs Sundays -
includes cameos from other real musicians
like Lindsey Buckingham, My Morning
Jacket’s Jim James and the Head and the
Heart. But Williams said Crowe wanted her to

audition for a non-musical role.
Williams plays Janine, the ex-girlfriend of

the band’s lead singer. She said she can relate
to the character “trying to find her own voice
and trying to stand up for herself.” After the

Civil Wars formally announced their breakup
in 2014, Williams said she went on a journey
to rediscover her voice as a solo artist. She
released “Venus” in 2015 and threw fans for a
loop by recording an album full of electronic-

based music, a departure from the country
folk music that marked her work in the Civil
Wars. “For me, I needed to create an entirely
new sonic space where I could feel my pulse
again,” Williams said.

After moving back to Nashville with her
husband and manager Nate and 4-year-old
son Miles, she felt grounded again to acousti-
cal music. On Friday, she released a seven-
song record, “Venus (Acoustic),” that includes
acoustic versions of songs from her solo
album, as well as some new songs that didn’t
make the final cut. “I wasn’t placating people
by going back to an acoustic sound,” Williams
said. “It was something that I really missed.”
Williams said she’s glad the two creative
paths, her music and her acting, are converg-
ing at the same time. Acting has given her
another “insta-family,” she said, but “music will
always be a priority for me.” — AP

Joy Williams gets acting bug after Showtime role

Photo shows singer Joy
Williams poses in
Nashville, Tenn. — AP



Fans were given a sneak peek Monday at
the hotly-anticipated sequel to
“Trainspotting,” 20 years after it delight-

ed critics and shocked Hollywood with its
vivid depiction of Scotland’s heroin subcul-
ture.  The iconic black comedy’s original cast-
fronted by Ewan McGregor, Ewen Bremner,
Jonny Lee Miller and Robert Carlyle-have
been reunited for the new film, which has the
working title “T2.” The sequel also sees the
return of director Danny Boyle, who has
become a household name over the last two
decades with a host of critical and commer-
cial hits including “28 Days Later” and
“Slumdog Millionaire.” 

In an echo of the original, a 41-second
teaser released on the film’s Twitter account
shows Renton, Spud, Sick Boy and Begbie
standing on a platform as a train passes by,
with Iggy Pop’s “Lust for Life” playing in the
background. “Trainspotting,” which earned
screenwriter John Hodge an Oscar nomina-
tion, followed a group of bored twentysome-

things in the deprived east coast port of Leith
during the 1980s. The film sees protagonist
Renton and his circle of friends struggle with
poverty, heroin addiction and the threat of
HIV infection before embarking on a lucrative
drug deal in London. 

The sequel takes place nine years after the
original and is loosely based on “Porno,”
author Irvine Welsh’s own sequel to his cult
novel “Trainspotting.” Movie magazine Total
Film named “Trainspotting” the fourth great-
est British film of all time in 2004, while in
2009 a panel assembled by the London-
based Observer newspaper made it the best
British movie of the previous quarter century.
Boyle said in a 2008 interview with film web-
site AV Club he was waiting for his cast to age
sufficiently because they were “a little heavier,
but they basically look the same.”—AFP
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Celebrated Egyptian film director Mohamed Khan died in
Cairo yesterday aged 73 after a prolific career making
socially engaged films. Khan has been one of Egypt’s

leading cinematic figures since the 1980s, making a string of
movies tackling social issues that have often revolved around
female central characters. Khan died in a Cairo hospital early
yesterday following “health problems”, state-owned al-Ahram
newspaper said. His family was not immediately available for
comment.

A British national born to an Egyptian-Italian mother and a
Pakistani father in Cairo in 1942, Khan studied in Britain and
worked as an assistant director in Lebanon before returning to
settle in Egypt. He directed 24 feature films starring the coun-
try’s leading actors and actresses, denouncing the oppression
of Egyptian women and fighting social ills in films that were
acclaimed by critics and the public alike. In his 1987 film “The
Wife of an Important Man”, Khan portrayed a police officer
who is intoxicated by power and involved in the repression of
opponents of the regime.

The film in 2013 made it onto the Dubai International Film
Festival’s top 100 Arab films of all time. The same year, Khan’s
film “Factory Girl” won two prizes at the same festival, includ-
ing a prestigious critics award. The film tells the story of
Hiyam, a young factory worker living in a lower-middle-class
neighborhood of Cairo, who falls in love with her supervisor.
Khan leaves behind his wife Wessam Souleiman, who wrote
the screenplay for several of his films including “Factory Girl”.

His daughter Nadine Khan is also a film director and her
feature debut “Chaos, Disorder” won the Special Jury Prize at
the Dubai International Film Festival in 2012. Despite being
widely celebrated as a great figure in Egyptian and Arab cine-
ma, Egypt only granted Khan nationality in 2014. Egyptian
women married to foreigners were not allowed to pass on
their citizenship to their children prior to a 2004 amendment
to the nationality law. — AFP

This file photo taken on February 22, 2008 shows Egypt’s Mohamed Khan holding the best director award at the
56th Catholic Centre film festival for his film ‘Fi Shaqet Masr El-Gedida’. — AP/AFP photos

Relatives and friends pray over the coffin of Egyptian film director Mohamed Khan during his funeral in the capital
Cairo yesterday. 

Acclaimed Egyptian filmmaker 
Mohamed Khan dies at 73

Relatives and friends pray over the coffin of Egyptian film director Mohamed Khan during his funeral in the capital
Cairo yesterday. — AFP photos

Bollywood star Salman
Khan acquitted in 1998

poaching case

Bollywood star Salman Khan was acquitted of shooting and
killing three endangered animals nearly two decades ago
in a verdict Monday that overturned a lower court’s ruling

that would have sent the popular leading man to jail. Khan and
seven other people, including Bollywood actors, were accused
of killing a gazelle and two antelopes over two days in 1998
while filming a movie in Rajasthan state.

Two poaching cases were filed against Khan and he was con-
victed by a lower court and sentenced to jail terms of one and
five years respectively. But the actor challenged the verdict in a
higher court, which said there was no evidence to suggest that
the pellets recovered from the animals were fired from Khan’s
licensed gun. Khan was not present in the court in Jodhpur city
in Rajasthan. The state prosecutor said the verdict would be
reviewed before a decision is made on whether to appeal.

Khan has starred in more than 90 Hindi-language films, but
has also had brushes with the law. Last year, the Mumbai High
Court acquitted the actor in a drunken-driving, hit-and-run case
from more than a decade ago. The judges found that prosecu-
tors had failed to prove charges of culpable homicide, in which
they accused Khan of driving while intoxicated in 2002 and run-
ning over five men sleeping on a sidewalk in Mumbai, killing
one of them. The government of Maharashtra state, of which
Mumbai is the capital, has challenged his acquittal in the
Supreme Court.

Last month, Khan caused a public uproar by telling reporters
that shooting his new movie “Sultan” was so grueling that he felt
like a raped woman. The actor’s analogy struck a painful chord in
India, where sexual violence against women is rampant. Khan
has refused to apologize for his remarks and has ignored repeat-
ed summons from India’s leading women’s rights panel, the
National Commission for Women, to explain his remarks. Khan’s
comments were considered particularly damaging given his
immense popularity as a leading romance and action star in
India’s film industry. In recent years the star has turned to philan-
thropy, establishing a charitable trust called “Being Human”
which works in education and health care for the poor. — AP

In this July 15, 2015 file photo, Indian Bollywood actor
Salman Khan smiles as he attends the trailer launch of his
upcoming movie ‘Hero’ in Mumbai, India. — AP

Afilm production company yesterday
admitted health and safety breaches
over an accident on the set of “Star

Wars: The Force Awakens” that broke the leg
of star Harrison Ford. The actor was struck by
a hydraulic door on the set of the Millennium
Falcon - his character Han Solo’s spaceship -
at Pinewood Studios near London in June
2014. He was airlifted to a hospital for sur-
gery. During a hearing at Milton Keynes
Magistrates’ Court in Britain, prosecutor
Andrew Marshall said the door “could have
killed somebody” had an emergency stop
button not been hit. Britain’s Health and
Safety Executive said the metal-framed door
struck Ford with a power comparable to the
weight of a small car.

Foodles Production Ltd, which is owned
by the Walt Disney Co, admitted two breach-
es of health and safety law, although its
lawyer, Angus Withington, said Foodles
would contest the level of risk involved. The
company will be sentenced next month.
Production on the film was suspended for
two weeks after the accident to Ford, who
was 71 at the time. “The Force Awakens” is the
seventh installment in the space saga and has
taken more than $2 billion at the worldwide
box office since its release last year. Filming is
underway on the eighth Star Wars film, direct-
ed by Rian Johnson and due for release in
2017. — AP

‘Trainspotting’ cast 
reunited in trailer for ‘T2’

Film company guilty in ‘Star
Wars’ accident that broke leg

In this file photo, Harrison Ford greets fans during a Star Wars fan event in Sydney. — AP

“Star Trek Beyond” easily topped the
domestic box office in its first week-
end in theaters with $59.3 million, but

the real winner was “Lights Out,” which cost
Warner Bros $5 million to make and landed in
third place with $21.7 million out of the gate,
studios said Monday. “Star Trek Beyond,” the third
film in the rebooted series, cost an estimated
$185 million to produce. While its debut was
healthy, it is over $10 million shy of the second
installment’s opening in 2013.

“Ice Age: Collision Course” bombed in its
domestic debut with $21.4 million, putting it in
fourth place behind “Lights Out,” and the more
direct competitor, “The Secret Life of Pets,” which
hung in second place with $29.6 million after
three weeks in theaters. Sony’s “Ghostbusters”
reboot fell to fifth place with $21 million in its
second weekend, bringing its domestic total to
$86.3 million. The top 20 movies at US and
Canadian theaters Friday through Sunday, fol-
lowed by distribution studio, gross, number of
theater locations, average receipts per location,
total gross and number of weeks in release, as
compiled Monday by comScore:

1.“Star Trek Beyond,” Paramount
2.“The Secret Life Of Pets,” Universal
3.“Lights Out,” Warner Bros
4.“Ice Age: Collision Course,” 20th Century Fox
5.“Ghostbusters,” Sony
6.“Finding Dory,” Disney
7.“The Legend of Tarzan,” Warner Bros
8.“Mike and Dave Need Wedding Dates,” 20th

Century Fox
9.“Hillary’s America: The Secret History of the

Democratic Party,” Quality Flix
10.“Kabali (Tamil & Telugu),” Cinegalaxy
11.“The Infiltrator,” Broad Green Pictures
12.“Central Intelligence,” Warner Bros
13.“The Purge: Election Year,” Universal
14.“Absolutely Fabulous: The Movie,” Fox

Searchlight
15.“The BFG,” Disney
16.“Independence Day: Resurgence,” 20th

Century Fox
17.“Cafe Society,” Lionsgate
18.“The Shallows,” Sony
19.“Captain Fantastic,” Bleecker Street
20.“Hunt For The Wilderpeople,” The Orchard. 
—AP

Box Office Top 20: ‘Star Trek 
Beyond’ beams up $59.3 million

In this image provided by Paramount Pictures, Sofia Boutella, left, plays Jaylah and
Simon Pegg plays Scotty in Star Trek Beyond. — AP
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As she drove past an apartment complex on
a street in Khartoum, Sara Jadallah turned
silent.  It was here that her late father, the

legendary film-maker Jadallah Jubara, set up
Sudan’s first private film studio in the 1970s. But
in 2008, following an eight-year court battle over
ownership of the land, the government demol-
ished Studio Jad. The demolition, shortly before
the film-maker’s death at the age of 88, left little
trace of the studio.

But stopping next to the blocks of flats that
now stand in its place, Jadallah pointed at a white
patch on an old wall among the new buildings.
“The screen is still there,” she said. With her
father’s studio gone, Jadallah has vowed to pre-
serve his life’s work. With help from German
experts, she has started digitizing his entire film
collection to create what she believes is Sudan’s
first private archive of 15 and 35mm films.
“Through his camera he documented Sudan’s his-
tory. I want to preserve this legacy,” Jadallah, 66,
told AFP at her home in a southern Khartoum dis-
trict.

Jubara was once an officer in the British army.
Shortly after World War II he began work as a
projectionist in a British mobile film unit. He
went on to capture iconic moments in Sudan’s
history, including the hoisting of the country’s
flag as it gained independence from Britain in
1956. In a career spanning more than five
decades, he produced more than 100 documen-
taries and four feature films, including a famous
1984 love story “Tajooj”. But years of storage in
poor conditions have taken a toll on his film
archives. “Film rolls have a life span and because
of exposure to heat and dust they have been
damaged,” said Jadallah.

Journey into the past 
In his early years, Jubara faced resistance from

a conservative Sudanese society, making it diffi-
cult for him to find actors. But a determined
Jubara encouraged family members to work with
him, including Jadallah. “He believed that camera-
men were the most important people in the
world... and in their hands was the most impor-
tant weapon,” she said. Jadallah, who made a
name for herself as a national swimming champi-
on despite having polio as a child, also studied
film in Cairo. She worked with her father when he
began to lose his eyesight due to old age, helping
him film part of an adaptation of Victor Hugo’s
“Les Miserables”.

Jubara’s documentaries included films on

Darfur, where a deadly conflict since 2003 has
killed tens of thousands of people. His early films
preserved a snapshot of Sudanese society before
the 1989 coup that installed an Islamist-backed
regime. Prior to the coup, Sudan was home to
more than 60 cinemas, including 16 in Khartoum
that often screened films from Hollywood and
Bollywood. Today, after years of economic hard-
ships and government restrictions on importing
foreign films, just three cinemas operate in
Khartoum. German film-maker Katharina von
Schroeder, who is helping Jadallah to digitize
Jubara’s collection, said watching his work was
like taking a journey into the past. “There were lot
more enterprises and factories at that time, a lot
more night clubs,” she told AFP.

“Without any judgment, it was a different
place,” she said as she showed footage from
Jubara’s collection. In one commercial, a young
Jadallah is seen dressed in a red top and a skirt. In
another clip, Sudanese couples in Western clothes
danced at an late evening open-air party-some-
thing rare in today’s Sudan. “There is no conflict
between religion and cinema,” said Jadallah, “but
some extremists reject cinema without even
understanding it.” “If you don’t have cinema, you
don’t have a voice,” she said.

A gift to Sudan 
Over his five-decade career, Jubara produced

more than 100 hours of film.  Digitizing them is an
enormous job. Around 40 hours have been
processed so far, at a cost of tens of thousands of
dollars. The project has received backing from a
German foundation, the Arsenal Institute for Film
and Video Art, and the German embassy in
Khartoum. “It was definitely worth saving this her-
itage... and Sara had this wish to preserve her
father’s legacy,” said Schroeder. The processing
was done in Berlin. Jadallah was initially hesitant
to hand over rare footage.

“I could understand that... in films as opposed
to digital, you just have one copy and there’s
nothing you can do if it’s gone,” said Schroeder. “As
far as I know this is the only private film archive for
15 and 35 mm materials in Sudan,” she said. Tayeb
Mahdi, director of a Khartoum-based film school,
said the project was a fitting tribute to Jubara.
“This government doesn’t care about cinema,
while the private sector is disinterested,” he said.

“Despite this, Jubara kept on making films.” For
Jadallah, preserving her father’s legacy is a gift to
Sudan. “I feel sad when I remember my father wit-

nessing his studio being demolished... I feel sad
when there is no cinema,” she said, wiping away
tears. “I want to preserve his films, because
Sudan’s future generations should see their coun-
try’s history.” — AFP

Sara Jadallah, the daughter of legendary Sudanese film-
maker Jadallah Jubara, speaks at her house.

German documentary film-maker Katharina von Schroeder shows her laptop as she talks
about the project to digitize the film archives of legendary Sudanese filmmaker Jadallah
Jubara at his daughter’s house in the capital Khartoum. — AFP photos

German documentary film-maker Katharina von Schroeder looks at a picture of leg-
endary Sudanese filmmaker Jadallah Jubara.

Daughter of Sudanese film legend preserves his legacy

Sara Jadallah, the daughter of legendary Sudanese filmmaker Jadallah Jubara, speaks at her
house.

German documentary film-maker Katharina
von Schroeder looks at film archives of leg-
endary Sudanese filmmaker Jadallah Jubara.

One of the best moments in the careful-
ly crafted Broadway show “Motown:
The Musical” is when the unpre-

dictable happens. That’s when actress Allison
Semmes, who plays Diana Ross, goes off
script to ask a member of the audience to join
her onstage to sing “Reach Out and Touch.”
The good-natured Semmes, who has played
Ross for 21/2 years on tour, has seen audience
members do everything from giving her sug-
gestion a chilly reception to folks running up
the aisle to the stage, screaming.

“You never know what you’re going to
get,” said the Chicago native. “Honestly, you
feed off that energy. It’s kind of like improv.
Every night is different.” Semmes has been
lifted up into the air by an overeager fan and
she’s had a feather boa wrapped around her.
Sometimes patrons refuse to leave the stage
or want to clamber up onstage with their
drinks. Other times, it’s very clear they’ve had
way too much to drink. “I always think, ‘What
would Diana do in this moment?’ And there’s
plenty of footage of her doing ‘Reach Out and
Touch’ and she’s playful and she likes to poke
fun and she likes to flirt with the crowd. So I
just play along,” she said.

Long national tour
The song-heavy story of Motown Record’s

tumultuous history won’t last long on
Broadway - it closes Sunday - but it has been
an important show for Semmes. It was her
first big part and helped her fulfill the dream
of singing onstage with Stevie Wonder.
Semmes studied opera at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign before trying
her luck in New York, graduating from New
York University and snagging a part in “The
Book of Mormon.” She was then hired as an

ensemble member and understudy for Ross
in “Motown” - going on twice as the diva -
before starting a long national tour as Ross,
maturing into the role.

“Before, I was just extremely careful and
extremely conscious with every single choice
that I made, making sure that it captured her
essence. But as I’ve done the show and lived
in the role, I’ve found similarities that we have
- Diana and myself,” she said. The show traces
the life of Motown Records founder Berry
Gordy, who wrote the musical’s story, and
examines how Gordy helped start the careers
of Ross, Michael Jackson, Stevie Wonder,
Smokey Robinson, Marvin Gaye and many
more. The dozens of songs include “War,”
“What’s Going On” “Sign, Sealed, Delivered,”
“My Girl” and “Dancing in the Streets.”

Musical legend
Chester Gregor y,  who plays Gordy,

became friends with Semmes two years
before they joined the show. They would
send each other messages in which they
sang to each other. Then they met up again
on the tour “Now we’re onstage doing what
we did as friends just for fun but now we get
paid to do it,” he said. “We get to meet, we
get to fall in love, we get to break up, we get
to handle business together, all in the con-
text of Berry and Diana.” One of the biggest
nights on the tour was in Detroit, when
Semmes and Gregor y led the cast in
Motown Records’ hometown. She got a
chance to meet some of the artists, includ-
ing Wonder. They kept in touch, and when
the tour rolled into Toronto, she found out
Wonder was also in town for a concert. So
she reached out and joined him onstage.

“I first met Stevie Wonder - wow. I can’t
believe I’m saying this. That’s insane just say-
ing that,” said Semmes, laughing. “It was
amazing. He’s a musical legend and to be
close to him and to share a stage with him -
I’m never going to forget that.” One person
who hasn’t seen her portray Ross is Ross her-
self, who came to the opening on Broadway
but has kept her distance from the show
since then. Semmes isn’t sure she could han-
dle it  if  one night she reached out and
touched Ross. “I think I’d rather not. I think it
would be absolutely too much pressure,” she
said, laughing. — AP

‘Motown’ star Allison Semmes 
credits show with 1st big part

Image taken from video shows
Allison Semmes, who plays Diana
Ross in ‘Motown: The Musical’ on
Broadway, during an interview in
New York. — AP

Screening Room, the home streaming movie
service backed by Napster co-founder Sean
Parker and former SFX Entertainment execu-

tive Prem Akkaraju, made waves earlier this year with
big names like Peter Jackson and JJ Abrams support-
ing the platform. With his producer Jon Landau,
James Cameron was one of the first filmmakers to
speak out against it, arguing for the sanctity of the
theatrical experience. But what is the future of exhi-
bition, really? While promoting the 30th anniversary
of “Aliens” at Comic-Con last week, Cameron and
producer Gale Anne Hurd spoke to Variety about
what that future could be, the pitfalls of virtual reality
and the importance of exhibitors to protect the
experience and infrastructure they already have in
place.

Reuters: After all the discussion around
Screening Room, where does exhibition need to go
next? With “Avatar,” you brought 3D to the forefront
and it’s become pretty standard, but where do
things need to progress to continue offering a
dynamic, singular existence?

James Cameron: Well, you’ve got high frame
rate. You’ve got HDR. Brightness levels are critical.
Dolby is doing a whole high-end experience. There
are IMAX-like things that are proliferating. I just think
it’s incumbent on the exhibition community to pro-
vide the absolute maximum possible experience.
We’re never quite there. The tech is always a little
ahead of the mass rollout. The question for the film-
maker is, “Am I authoring for what it should look like,
or am I authoring for what it will look like?” And
when you’re doing a 3D digital intermediate these
days, like I was just doing on “Terminator 2” for the
3D re-release in October, it’s a little bit heartbreaking.
You say, “Well, it should be at 10 foot-lamberts as a
minimum,” but you’ve got to author for three and a
half. So the exhibition community still needs to step
up to protect what they have. Now, what they have
is still very powerful and it’s a bastion that I don’t
think is going to be assailed by all these other plat-
forms any time soon, because the group experience
of a movie in passive mode where you can’t pause it
and picture-in-picture and text over it and all this
other stuff, where it’s just going to flood into your
brain, is still going to be sacred, I think, indefinitely. It
doesn’t mean there won’t be other alternatives.

Reuters: Is there a bigger idea, though? Beyond
the proscenium?

Cameron: What, do you want us to just zap it
into your visual cortex? [Laughs] I’d do it if the tech
existed! A lot of people are looking at augmented
reality and virtual reality. These are interesting
authoring tools, but to me, they’re not there yet.

Gale Anne Hurd: They’re gimmicks! Virtual reali-
ty makes me throw up.

Cameron: It’s a little rough on the vestibular sys-
tem, yeah.

Hurd: I literally, four seconds wearing it, I’m like,
“I’m going to throw up.”

Cameron: Well, you can’t move the camera.
When they talk about shooting a film in VR, it’s not

really  VR. It’s an immersive omni-vision camera sys-
tem where you have some interactivity to change
your field of view. But you have no control over your
spatial displacement in the environment. They’re
going to do that for you. And the second you create
something that realistic and then you move the
camera, people throw up.  How are you going make
a movie and not move the camera? How can you
make a movie where you can’t cut? So there may be
a narrative art form that emerges from that, but it’s
not a movie.

So, what’s going to happen with movies on the
big screen? We’ve got to make them brighter. I think
screens can be larger and fill more of the peripheral
vision. I love 3D but that needs to be brightened up.
You need high dynamic range. All of these things are
possible, it just becomes a price point issue and the
exhibition community knows they’re fighting for
their market share and they need to spend the mon-
ey to do it.

Hurd: My big concern is piracy. That’s the thing
that people aren’t even thinking about, the fact that
so much content is pirated immediately. “File
Sharing” sounds like a good thing. It’s file stealing.
I’ve just seen the figures-there’s money to be made
in it and that’s not what people are thinking about. If
they go to a torrent site or whatever, they’re making
money through advertising. So it’s not like, “Oh, your
friend is helping you out.” There’s billions that people
are making. The more that’s siphoned away because
people are like, “Oh, I’ll just wait and I’ll stream it and I
don’t even have to pay to stream it from a legitimate
source,” that is making it so much tougher on the
exhibitors.

Cameron: The biggest hedge against piracy is
still the sanctity of the viewing experience in a movie
theater-when it comes to movies. With “The Walking
Dead” or something like that, that’s not what you’re
selling, but if we’re talking about movies and theatri-
cal exhibition, keeping it great, making it a special
experience, is still the biggest hedge against that.
Because even if piracy was totally legal and down-
load rates were much faster, you’re still watching it
on a small platform, and it’s not that social experi-
ence.

Hurd: It’s why the music industry, that has been
destroyed by piracy, has gone back to touring.

Because illegally streaming a song does not replace
seeing someone in person. I go to my local cin-
emaplex and I can still hear all the explosions of the
film in the next auditorium. It takes you right out of
the experience. Related James Cameron Denounces
Screening Room as ‘Threat’ to Theaters Not to men-
tion, to your point about brightness levels, projector
and bulb issues. I don’t know what it’s like today but I
certainly remember working in a movie theater and
the companies pinching pennies by not replacing
bulbs.

Cameron: That’s right, or not turning them up all
the way [to stretch out their time of use].

Hurd: I’m sure Jim does this to this day but we
would go in and read the brightness of the screen.

Cameron: Yeah, with a foot-lambert meter, just in
some of the flagship theaters, to make sure the film
was being run properly. And then go up into the
booth and get them to turn it up.

Hurd: Or get the studio to call and say, “If we’re

going to play your circuits, this has to be a premium
experience.”

Cameron: [George] Lucas was a big firebrand for
this with the theater alignment program and so on
and you can hire people to do theater alignment.
Just collectively the industry needs to know if we fail
at creating a premium immersive experience in the
theater, then the Napster-like downloading phe-
nomenon will destroy the industry, because then
you won’t be able to afford to make a movie like
“Avatar” or “Transformers” or “Captain America” or any
of these big films. The economics will no longer
make sense. And you simply won’t have them in any
format or platform. And to your points about piracy,
that’s the answer I never heard from Screening
Room. They and their supporters kept insisting there
was an anti-piracy element, but I never got details on
that.

Cameron: Yeah, and what mode or what relief
did they offer for somebody bringing 20 friends,
who might have bought a ticket, over to watch it.
They were compensating for concessions losses,
basically. They weren’t compensating for those
phantom viewers, all of whom represent a potential
lost ticket. — Reuters

James Cameron and Gale Anne Hurd on how to save moviegoing

Gale Anne Hurd and James Cameron  
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People surround dancers as they perform on stilts in honor of Saint Mary Magdalene in a street for the traditional ‘Danza de Los Zancos’ (Los Zancos Dance), in the small town of Anguiano, northern Spain, Saturday. As an ancient tradition for more than
4th centuries, eight young people from the town balance on stilts down the old street, turning to the sound of folk music played on a pipe and drum. — AP

ucking the violin beneath his chin, the instru-
ment’s wood glistening under the packed
auditorium’s spotlights, Guy Braunstein’s
hand trembled from the weight of history. “I

have done thousands of concerts, but I have never been
as emotional and trembled the way I did when I took that
violin from Auschwitz in my hand,” Braunstein said back-
stage after the event. The soloist along with a group of
Jerusalem chamber orchestra musicians performed in Tel
Aviv as part of a project that collects and restores violins
from the Holocaust.

The one that Braunstein played belonged to a man
forced to perform at Auschwitz concentration camp as
inmates left each morning for forced labor elsewhere and
returned in the evenings. At the auditorium in Tel Aviv,
some in the audience were in tears as the musicians
played a Gustav Mahler composition. “It’s smell was differ-
ent,” said Braunstein, who has made his career with the
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra and has now performed
twice as part of the project. “I had the feeling while play-
ing that someone was sticking a stake through my heart
because I knew its story.”

The “Violins of Hope” project is the brainchild of 76-
year-old Israeli Amnon Weinstein, with other concerts
having also been performed in Germany and the United
States. Weinstein is a luthier born into a family of
Lithuanian Jews who escaped from the Holocaust. 

He has spent the past 20 years in his basement work-
shop in Tel Aviv, where the smell of varnish hangs heavy in
the air, restoring the violins which are often handed over
to him in poor condition. He hopes his son Avshalom, a
third-generation luthier, carries the baton long into the
future. “That violin has been played before piles of human
corpses,” Weinstein said of the instrument played by
Braunstein. “What it has seen can make you crazy.”

Each one has a story 
His mission was to find “any violin that escaped the

Holocaust, bring it in, repair it and end up with a violin
capable of being played in a concert”. “I want these violins
to be played, that what they have to say be heard,” said
Weinstein.  His collection currently includes 60 violins and
cellos, each with its own story, many of them tragic, about
European Jews during the Holocaust. Most were made in
Germany and the former Czechoslovakia, including those
carrying a Star of David or a name inscribed inside them.
Weinstein spends hours in search of violins on his com-
puter, the only sign of modernity in his cramped workship
that harks back to another era.

He is sometimes contacted by people with a violin
they think may interest him.  A Frenchman recently hand-
ed him an instrument that he had inherited from his
father. His father had been given the violin by a Jew being
sent to Drancy internment camp in France, who told him:
“I can do nothing with it where I’m going.” Violins, along
with clarinets, were popular in Jewish communities at the
time in central and eastern Europe, where the Klezmer
musical tradition of the Ashkenazi Jews thrived.

The Yad Vashem Holocaust memorial and research
centre in Jerusalem has its own collection and has worked
with Weinstein in the past. It loaned one of its violins to
the project and the instrument featured in a performance
in the United States. “The artefacts department of Yad
Vashem’s museums division has a collection of 15 violins,”
Michael Tal, the department’s curator, told AFP by email.
“As with each of our artefacts, the violins in our collection
each have a unique story and background.”

Weinstein said: “In all testimony on the Holocaust,
there is a violin story, of a man who grabs a violin and,
despite the cold and the hunger and the fleas, plays.
“And those who listen to him can escape. They are trans-
ported. They fly-like in a Chagall painting.  “There is noth-
ing else that can resurrect their voice and that will
remain after us.” — AFP

T

Rescued violins bring back Holocaust ‘escape’ tales

The Israel Camerata Jerusalem Orchestra play instruments from the “Violins
of Hope” project during a rehearsal for a special concert performed on vio-
lins and celli from the collection of Amnon and Avshalom Weinstein.

Amnon Weinstein shows his violin collection of old violins that were formerly owned
by European Jews.

Seventy-six-year-old Israeli violin maker Amnon Weinstein shows a violin
from his collection of restored violins that were formerly owned by
European Jews during the Holocaust at his workshop.

Seventy-six-year-old Israeli violin maker Amnon Weinstein holds a violin
that survived the Second World War. — AFP photos

Amnon Weinstein restores a violin which he named the ‘Auschwitz Violin’.

A picture shows a
violin which is part of
a collection of old
violins that were for-
merly owned by
European Jews.
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